
i From:
Sent: Wednesday, 6 April 2016 8:17 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt,nz 

[C c : ‘
Subject: Disestablishment procesTfor current Tuhoronuku hapu representatives?

Tena lcoe Ngapuhi Feedback

Our clients (Te Mana Motuhake a Rohe o Whangarei - the Whangarei hapu 
claims collective) had a hui last night and the Maranga Mai (Ngapuhi Hapu 
Engagement Group Draft Report) was discussed

One concern was raised was if  the Maranga Mai options do not go ahead, are 
we*"stuck with Tuhoronuku and the non-mandated **hapu representatives?*"

I think the key concern from our clients last night was implementing a 
process to remove non-mandated hapu representatives - it is alluded to in 
page 3 8 of the Maranga Mai draft but 
not clearly stated.

That said I also appreciate that there has to be some dignity inherent in a 
process which dis-establishes the positions of current hapu representatives 
(irrespective of how they got there 
in the first place!)

Ngamihi



yaranga Mai Draft report
Thursday, 7 April 2016

Feedback fromjArthur Ashby - Kaumatua !
- Overall the recommendations are good and I believe will come together okay;

- The right people are involved now and I am happy to support them working together;

- i support the hapu holding hui to appoint their hapu representatives. Ngati Rangi of 
Ngawha have already discussed having our hui and who we might put forward as our 
representative. The date for our hapu hui is still to be confirmed.

- i support Moana Tuwhare remaining in a leadership capacity and as a negotiator;
- Its brilliant we now seem to be getting somewhere.



My name is- no Te Hikutu Ngati Korokoto Ngati Wharara Ngati Pon Te
Pouka Roroa o nga wahapu o Hokinaga (my father's side) (on my mother's side) Ngati Mann 

Ngati Rahid Ngati Kawa Ngati Hine Ngati Whatna 
Email address by correspondence is faster.

I am writing my comments in response to the Maranga Mai Report

Sanctioning of the Maranga Mai Report
Is there a process for sanctioning the Maranga Mai Report will there be a voting process or 
has the Maranga Mai Report have the mana from the hapu engagement process to continue 
forward this needs clarification whether this discussion is held with hapu in the up and 
coming hui scheduled for next week will be timely with the engagement process team at each 
Taiwhenua hui to facilitate the questions with hapu to engage with the korero this needs to 
happen to address the importance of the issue so hapu will decide what options to take.

This engagement process should have happened in the beginning of the Te Paparahi o Te 
Raki Hearings it could have saved all the problems we are facing today divisions in hapu time 
wasted dissention finance and other issues however Ngapuhi hapu is leading the way for us 
at present as it should be.

Overall I am happy with the progress that the Maranga Mai Report has produced by 
commitment and dedication of everyone involved.



j From: \
Sent: Thursday, 7 April 2016 9:03 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Cc:
Subject: Korero 

Kia ora koutou
I have read the draft report and I have three comments to make.
If they are not immediately seen as being complimentary, arohamai, they are not negative for the 
sake of negativity alone. The process in which the tripartite talks is involved is of great significance; 
the outcomes emanating from these talks will shape the future of whanau, hapu and the Iwi o 
Ngapuhi.
Accordingly, the reports must be held up for rigorous eximantion, without fear or favour.
I absolutely accept there must be healing of the mamae, and I resonate with the comments made by 
an attendee at a hui, presumably with representatives of Te Kotahitanga and Tuhoronuku.
It begins "It was particularly encouraging to see for the first time...."
And goes on to describe the whakawhanaungatanga being shared between representatives of the 
two groups engaged in the talks with te Krauana.
This is a Good Thing, however please remember this is an experience shared between people who 
are part of an exclusive, or elite group who are engaged in an exciting and important process, and 
their experience unfortunately is not one which is shared by the vast majority of whanau and hapu. 
When I use the words exclusive and elite, these terms are usually taken as being pejorative or 
critical, but I feel I must point this reality of separation out, not because I am against the Tripartite 
Talks as such, but because the enthusiasm of a few who are in a representative position, cannot be 
automatically assumed to follow on into the wider body of Ngapuhi.
Indeed some hapu may feel that they are being dictated to, or talked down to, and the Tripartite 
members should take note.
Remember the expression of hapu rangitiratanga is supposedly to be foremost in this new phase of 
the mandating process.
These observations lead to my second observation which is around the issue of hapu withdrawal 
from the preferred mandate/negotiating process of Te Krauna, which is to deal with large natural 
hapu groupings. This view is largely supported by Te Kotahitanga and to a certain extent 
Tuhoronuku, at least in my reading of the Report.
Te Kotahitanga in fact has established six taiwhenua roopu which concentrate the hapu within 
'natural' rohe, such as Hokianga, Whangarei etc.
This concept makes sense, however it also leads to my next point, the Report in my eyes shows a 
tendency to over organisation, there are too many komiti, too many roopu, too many procedures 
and discussions and procedures which all add to a general air of complication.
In sincerely trying to get it right the Tripartite participants perhaps need to keep in mind the maxim, 
"Keep it simple stupid". This is not to denigrate the mahi they are putting in, but reading the Report 
alone is quite an effort. I can only assume that the final Report will only feature even more 
complexity.
Hapu are not particularly fond of complexity, that's a bit of a Pakeha thing neh? Flow charts and pie 
graphs, time lines and targets. Too many hui and not enough do ee.
If the Tripartite participants make it all too complicated and abstruse tangata whenua may get a 
feeling they are being manipulated around. We have had precedents of such manipulation in the 
past.
The last of my comments is about settling differences between hapu.

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


An example is given of wahi tapu, with the suggestion that if a hapu has kaitiaki over such precious 
whenua, then there should be mechanisms put in place to reinforce their administration and 
kaitiakitanga.
Whakatupato! Kia tupato!
Because a hapu claims to exercise kaitiakitanga overwhenua of special significance, does not 
necessarily mean that they have the right to mana whenua. Mana whenua trumps kaitiakitanga. If 
the hapu or a hapu grouping does not have the right to mana whenua, then it has no right to even 
claim kaitiakitanga, and in fact this is a subversion of tikanga Maori. Just because they .build a fence 
around a place and have a government department backing them up, is no guarantee of mana 
whenua, in fact the opposite.
There is a case in point which is totally relevant.
In his second brief of evidence to the Tribunal in 2014, Mr. John Klaricich claims kaitiakitanga over 
the wahi tapu Araiteuru, and gives this kaitiakitanga as the basis of the wahi tapu be turned over by 
te Krauna to the Te Wahapu roopu which he represents.
The historical reality around the Hokainga South Head clearly shows that mana whenua belonged, as 
still belongs to this day to Ngatikorokoro hapu.
If this doctrine of using an ill founded claim to claim the right to land under the pretence of 
"kaitiakitanga" is unchallenged, and becomes a de facto methodology of resolving hapu differences, 
then it will be a sorry state of affairs.
Ae marika. That's my korero.
Nga mihi

Ko Ngatikorokoro Te Hapu.



From:
Sent: Saturday, 16 April 2016 3:40 p.m. 

} To: i 
Cc: '

^Subjects Feedback in case it doesn’t come through the link.

Kia ora koutou,

Please find attached on the 2nd part of page 1 of this form and subsequent pages, feedback 
from the Ngati Rangi hui.

L  3

Section 2 HUI REPORT
Number of Approx. 50 ; I

No resolutions tabled - feedback attached.

Ngati Rangi Hapu Response to the Ngapuhi Engagement Group's Draft report 
"Maranga Mai"
A Hui a hapu was called by The Ngawha Marae Trustees Komiti to consider 
the report "Maranga Mai"  on the 10th April 2014. The Hui was attended by 
approximately 50 whanau.
The document, its contents, and the implications of the document was 
explained to the hapu by an independent legally trained person

and the floor opened for comment and feedback from the hui.

The following comments are provided in response to the draft report.
In general, the hui supported the suggested changes, but there were some 
concerns raised which are outlined below:
1) Potential for settlement processes to be captured by a small number of 
active hapu members.
2) The lack of representation of hapu members who live outside the rohe, 
particularly in the cities. In this respect, some concerns were expressed by 
members regarding whanau who had lost their contacts with hapu, and did 
not particularly understand howto find and contact their representative 
hapu. There is a big concern that any Treaty settlement could end up being 
unjust because it captures and benefits a small number of active members, 
and that some structures need to be put in place to ensure that this does not 
happen.
3) There was concern expressed regarding the lack of potential lands for 
return to the hapu, and fears were expressed that hapu needs could not be 
met purely by monetary compensation. Given that Taiamai hapu have little 
land potentially land-banked in their Rohe, or in Crown hands, and therefore 
are at risk of any Treaty settlement that prefers "lands" in other hapu rohe.
4) There was a suggestion that' monetary compensation might be used to 
purchase back "hapu lands" - but other views are that there are no well- 
founded mechanisms are in place to ensure that any such proceeds would

Any resolutions passed
/recommendations
made
Feedback in general 
from the hui
(continue on a new page if 
required)



end up with a fair distribution for hapu members, and settlement proceeds 
might get captured by a small number of "managers".
5) The possibility of a wananga or university was mentioned
- but some hapu members are already involved in a process to agitate for a 
wananga in Kaikohe. Certainly the need for proactive and considered 
strategies as preparation for (Ngati Rangi's) negotiation with the Crown was 
recognised.
6) The independence of the rangatiratanga of Ngati Rangi was mentioned as 
an issue (as was the potential for a Te Waimate-Taiamai confederation) 
when discussing the representation of the interests of Ngati Rangi Hapu.
7) The large size of Ngati Rangi hapu was discussed, as was the wide 
geographic distribution of the hapu rohe, from Otaika in Whangarei, through 
to the coastal area of the Bay of Islands, to Ngawha, to Utakura, and to 
Tautoro and into the Mangakahia Valley. The problems of having a single
voice at the negotiation table was recognised as problematic for Ngati Rangi. 
There is a high possibility that should Ngati Rangi have only one voice (as 
proposed in the "Maranga Mai" document) then there was the possibility for 
group of small related hapu to have a far greater say in any negotiating 
outcome than Ngati Rangi hapu might enjoy. In this regard, the historic hapu 
of Te Uri o Hawato, the hapu of Ngati Kiriahi and Ngati Mau and Te Uri 
Taniwha were noted as being significant hapu for Ngati Rangi hapu.
8) Ngati Rangi hapu (let alone the collective hapu of Taiamai and Te 
Waimate) is of the size of many iwi in other parts of the Aotearoa, which iwi 
the Crown has
previously negotiated with as "large natural groupings". It was mentioned 
that perhaps Ngati Rangi could reorganise itself and have it recognised that it 
is indeed a confederation of hapu who have heavily inter-married. It should 
also be noted that historically Ngati Rangi extended down to Parawhau and 
across to Otaika in Whangarei and was regraded historically as the principal 
hapu of the iwi of Ngai Tahuhu from which Kare Ariki is descended.

.9) The need for a database to identify and track hapu members for both the 
purposes of any settlement, and also to improve communication and 
participation, and an interim process is being put in place by the Ngawha 
Marae Trustee Komiti using the registration form created by Jacob Hakaraia ; 
for the 1995 Sesqui-centennial Commemoration of the 1845 Battle of 
Ohaeawai.
10) Recommended that a collective of wai claimants represent the interests 
of Ngati Rangi in the settlement process - that this kaupapa is not driven by 
one person/kai korero. Sharing the role amongst a collective with specialist 
skill sets, maturity & discipline will provide better outcomes for Ngati Rangi. 
Noted that collective members must whakapapa to hapu they claim to 
represent.



' From:
Date: 16/04/2016 3:53 PM (GMT+12:00) 

j  To: 1
i •

I Cc:
■i

Subject: More feedback

arei hui vial I
u

Feedback from the Whangarei hui via

J
.. .Although I was in and out of the hui in Whangarei yesterday some of the key points 1 did 
hear were:

- Time - e mara! - why only a few weeks for Ngapuhi hapu to decide on an issue so 
important - we need more time

- Tino Rangatiratanga/Sovereignty - Crown Negotiator Nigel Fyfe noted that at this years 5 
February Iwi Leaders Forum held in Waitangi the Forum had requested a Crown response to 
the Tribunal's tino rangatiratanga finding. Economic Development Minister Steven Joyce 
told the Iwi Leaders Forum that the Crown would only discuss tino rangatiratanga with 
Ngapuhi who had He Whalcaputanga. Nigel Fyfe noted that the tino rangatiratanga issue 
would be on the table in the Ngapuhi settlement negotiations.



From: I
Sent: Saturday, 16 April 2016 3:57 p.m.
To: i

: C c :1I
» <Ij

Subject: Feedback

Feedback from: from Ngati Torehina:

Te Whakatauki -  Ngapuhi Kowhao Rau? Ngapuhi Taniwha Rau
As I mentioned at last week’s hui, my heart breaks every time I see or hem our maunga 
referred to as Tokerau and my hapu feels the same way. For us it is known as Matakaa.

Dispute Resolution
For disputes within the hapu, the respective whanau of the hapu need to resolve on their 
own. If they cannot the matter is convened at a Regional level as per suggestion below.

Suggestion
1. Have quarterly predetermined ‘DR’ dates scheduled throughout the year where 

disputes are raised/notified in detail and in writing (hardcopy & electronic) at least 28 
days before the scheduled date;

2. The hapu reps of that region meet and hold a pseudo hearing with the complainant 
and respondent in attendance to represent their dispute; (The rep of that hapu sits 
wahangu unless one of the parties).

3. A decision is made by the presiding reps (less that hapu rep).

Where a dispute arises between hapu and a satisfactory solution cannot be reached through a 
convention of the hapu reps then that matter is elevated to a pseudo hearing of the Regional 
reps who have convened at that levels predetermined 6monthly date to hear and decide the 
resolution. (Again those hapu reps have no involvement apart Rom representing the matter)

Where a dispute arises between regions the other four regions shall hear and decide on the 
best solution. (Again those regions in dispute are only involved to the extent of representing 
the matter).

The decisions are final.

Possible New Name
Given that it will be wound up and therefore temporary, and that it is designed to take all of 
Ngapuhi from one point into another, it could be:
“Te Arawhata”, “Te Whati Toka”, “Te TauraMaha”

Police Vetting
In relation to the hapu kaikorero, Yes, I think that police vetting is important and necessary as 
a fundamental step, but again it should come back to the hapu to make that final choice.
Some people may have old convictions and have redeemed themselves or at least 
demonstrated sufficient growth that gives some certainty that understand the importance of 
protecting/preserving then mana. In the first instance vetting of hapu kaikorero should be 
carried out and the results reported back to the hapu to make a final decision.



! From:
'Sent: Saturday, 16 April 2016 5:42 p.m. " —
To: i 
C c :1

, i

Subject: Re: More feedback

Maranga Mai hui with Ngati Rua Hapu, Taupo Bay, today. Although wet and cold, the hui 
was well attended. A million questions were asked, but I encouraged the hapu to respond to 
the strategy. Some very interesting people, who support the process, so long as they are 
valued through the total process. Stated that the settlement deed must be in te reo Maori. Do 
not sign an English version.



\ Fro m :.
Sent: Sunday, 17 April 2016 12:44 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: Marana Mai report

Hi there,

1. Tuhoronuku name to stay. Wider positive understand of how the name came to be 
marketed.

2. Hapu directly engage in youth whereby creating a youth delegate to their hapu team aged 
17-23? Age up to the hapu but within the guidelines as defined by the United Nations.

3. To counter the disconnect of Ngapuhi living outside the rohe, and those that do not know 
then hapu, a dedicated position must be created for direct engagement. I have made myself 
available within Auckland should this position be created as discussed with Muureen Hickey.

4. Many Ngapuhi live outside the motu want to be included in this process. As part of the 
above roll, a painless pathway must bridge the gap through the above role creation. Another 
way is via group skpe. A hui in real time as a consequence of the above role in networking 
and bringing Ngapuhi together all over the world. Once the connections are made to hapu, the 
individual and hapu korero between themselves.

5. Given the intricacy of this hapu based process, I suggest general guidelines be available on 
the structure of governance to hapu that would like advise. Of course this would be very 
general corporate based guidelines open to be modified to each hapu as they see fit.

6. To pre empt wai claimants objections perhaps a paragraph acknowledging their mahi may 
be explored?

That's all for now

Kiaora

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


;j From: i
Sent: Sunday, 17 April 2016 10:45 p.m.
To: Ngapuhifeedback(5)iustice.govt.nz 

-f Cc: i ' ^
Subject: Ngapuhi Engagement Group's Draft Report

Kia ora tatou,

He mihi kau atu Ida lcoutou. Anei oku tini whakaaro:

1.1am pleased that we are constructively moving on from/ remedying the flaws 
identified in the Tuhoronuku IMA;

2. I agree with shifting the onus and responsibility back on to hapu to capture the 
views of their respective uri - including rangatahi, kaumatua and urban uri;

3. I want to see resourcing of hapu that will allow hapu to capture all of those 
respective views and to engage in all necessary steps and processes (including hui 
for appointment of representative(s), dispute resolution and withdrawal processes, 
hapu register and data collection, communications, PSGE hui and formation etc);

4. Please provide a budget as soon as possible with details of what will be funded, 
where the funding will come from (Crown/ CFRT), and how hapu can access this 
funding;

5. Please include maps of the regions and hapu in the report as well as the statistical 
data pertaining to the membership within those hapu/ regions;

6. Please include total number of Ngapuhi members (per census) in the timeline on 
page 10 (timeline point 2011) - re voting process for Tuhoronuku - this is an 
important picture to paint;

7. There seems to be a skewed view amongst the whanau of Te Kotahitanga and 
their relationship with Tuhoronuku - can this be fleshed out a bit more in Te huarahi o 
te wa - page 10-11 or elsewhere in the report? As a party in this engagement group,
I think the history and whakaaro of that roopu should be brought to the fore in this 
report.

Observation: Hapu and iwi hui of this kind are potentially an unsafe space for 
representatives of the Crown notwithstanding their very valuable whakaaro - perhaps 
if their role/ presence can be made clear at the beginning of hui.

He mihi aroha kia koutou nga kaimahi, kaipanui, kaituhi ranei - kia kaha. Happy to 
discuss any of the above.

Nga mihi | Regards,



< § )

Date: Mon; 18 Apr.2016 16:11:30 +1200 
Subject: Nga uri o Rahiri e noho i te Taone o Tamaki 
To: Ngapuhifeedback(5)?ustice.govt.nz

Tena ano tatou.

I have read the "Maranga Mai" report and am very worried about having sufficient representation 
for us whom live in the cities.
I am holding a hui at Hato Petera to find a path foward in regards to this issue. I voiced my concern 
at the hui held lastnite at Te Mahuruhure marae pointing out that if hapu talk for us we will be 
silenced and in affect will not be represented appropriately.
At this point i have at least 60+ people of Ngapuhi decent attending hui and there is a clear 
concensus that representation from urban Ngapuhi is imperative and correct to be part of the 
engagement and furthur process.

Naku iti noa iho nei



From:
Sent: Monday, 18 April 2016 11:12 a.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: Fw: Maranga Mai report — continued Ngapuhi Hapu Repatriation Programme

Tena koe,

Following on from my previous email I will further elaborate on my direct engagement thoughts 
through the Ngapuhi Hapu Repatriation Programme.

This needn't be a complicated or a costly process in fact direct engagement through a bottom up 
approach is necessary for Ngapuhi. Premise being, generational disconnect.

The generational disconnect has altered the depth and breath of connections between people and 
their hapu, as well as the nature of these connections. I can only speak for myself when I say my 
grandfather5 'migrated from Kaikohe to Helensville, as was common at that time. My mum
was born in Helensville. Apart from attending my grandfathers tangihanga when I was a child I have 
no knowledge of my Ngapuhi hapu and don't know how to connect. My mum passed years ago and I 
now have children of my own. We don't know our hapu.

If the goal is to unify and engage with the larger Ngapuhi audience on a transnational scale, simple 
notification of various hui does not inspire participation by those suffering from 
generational disconnect or who feel they do not have the opportunity to engage for what ever reason. 
We must be proactive in this process by direct engagement.

The cost of direct engagement will roughly consist of the following: full time employment of one 
person (6-12 months?), (car?) fuel card, light refreshments at hui, photo copies of the Marana Mai 
report and an advertising budget.

Social media crosses borers effortlessly and advertising on facebook would assist, but utilizing social 
media forums is free. In my personnel experience whanau overseas want to be allowed a pathway to 
participate but don't know how or if their voice even matters. While may more of the younger 
generation have no idea what's going on. We will reach them through social media.

Community networking. Backing the social media campaign up with community networking, the only 
costs would be those listed above as visiting universities, work places, community sports grounds, 
kohanga reo, Kura's takes one person's dedication to speak to many.

Hapu contact list. I will need the assistance of each hapu in terms of a list of contacts for 
this repatriation programme. In working with each hapu or region to reconnect the lost generations. 
Once the connection is made through the official repatriation programme I will take a step back for the 
two parties to engage. However, still be available to the repatriated parties should the need arise.

As demonstrated, being pro active by reaching out across borders through social media 
and skype these groups into hui, in conjunction with community networking will alter this unique 
Ngapuhi generational disconnectedness.

Kiaora

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


( F ro m :; i ' j
Sent: Tuesday, 19 April 2016 9:13 a.m.

: T o : ' - n
1 Cc: I t

L  ' 1
Subject: Re: Ngapuhi Engagement Hui Schedule (Urban districts)

Kia Ora Tatou,

After our regional hui at Parawhenua on Saturday I was invited to speak at two hui on Sunday about 
the Maranga Mai report. One a hui a hapu (planned sometime ago to talk about other matters) and the 
other a marae trustees meeting. Both these hui small but very veiy engaged, the most engaged I have 
ever experienced! I was asked to start right at the beginning as if they did not know anything about 
the claims process - 1 did this stalling with He Whakaputanga and Te Tiriti o Waitangi and our 
tupuna from those two groups who signed. I managed, using a white board to explain the Ngapuhi 
process over the past 15-20 years in 20 minutes then took questions. The korero and response was 
interested, engaged and the rooms were life up as the light bulbs went on for eveiyone.

Of the many points I shared one of the moments of clarity they all relished was an explanation about
the hearings route for claims and the direct negotiations route.. .most did not seem to understand this
and that both Te Kotahitanga and Tuhoronuku were working toward these routes, I was able to 
explain neither routes right or wrong and give example of other iwi - but unfortunately working the 
two routs together has been a terrible challenge for us in Ngapuhi and quite simple Maranga Mai is a 
wake up call for us all.

I have since had an an invitation to speak to Ngapuhi in Wellington (by whanaunga there who knows 
me and knows I go down often, he is setting up a space and people) and an invitation from a 
whanaunga in Aussie to go a talk to then marae committee trustees over there, her sister rang her on 
Sunday and told her all about what she had learned. I can and will accept the invitation in Wellington,

I  we can talk about this ne? I’d love to pop over to Aussie and meet whanaunga over there and 
hear their views esp on urban representative etc, but cannot see the $$$ or time stretching that 
far.. .but I will work out some way to reach them, possible video conferencing. We all need to think 
about how to reach our people. . v

HOWEVER.. ..here are my observations and suggestions:

1. Our people are ready right now to hear and understand more - the window will not stay open and 
we should respond with energy and positivity right now to give them information
2. WE should be utilising social media way more than we are now.. .1 am seriously thinking of 
making my own 5-10 minute presentation and uploading onto youtube for whanau that want to know 
more..
3. Keeping the messages simple, real, relevant to them and aimed at increasing real understanding 
(not talcing sides) is so important, otheiwise we end up contributing to the disunity and drama
4. I avoided bombarding them with the detail in the report but rather gave my own personal 
perspective on a couple of the points, one that I felt particularly relevant to them (because I know 
them well enough) and two that I could speak to with conviction. This, I think really encouraged 
them to take up the report and open it.. .you can lead a horse to water... and you know the rest.
Anyway, that’s my tekau heneti for the morning.. .something to think about and act upon.



From:
Sent: Tuesday, 19 April 2016 8:05 p.m. .
To: I 

; Cc: I

Subject: Re: Ngapuhi Engagement Hui Schedule (Urban districts)

Today, I met with whanau in Tamaki living in South who attended the hui at 
Mangere.

Totally supports Maranga Mai, we both believe you will receive responses after 29th 
April. We intend holding a hui on the 4 June to meet the 21 days required to hold a 
hapu hui. 18 May I am out of the country and back on the 1 st June.

I'm of the same view as' to deliver Maranga Mai proposal to whanau /
hapu. I know I won't have the same professional delivery as but I'm prepared
to inform our whanau / hapu the benefits of this proposal.

On the 4th June I have booked the Te Iringa marae for our hapu Ngati Whakaeke / 
Tautahi. Further details to follow...



©

JFrom: i
Sent: Tuesday, 19 April 2016 9:14 p.m. 

"To:

Subject: Ngapuhi Engagement 

Tenalcoutou

It's great to see all the work being done to progress this take. I  absolutely support completing the settlement process. 
The amount o f effort, pain, anger, frustration, and hurt suffered by our people through this process exponentially 
suipasses the benefits we .will get from any settlement. I don't believe this settlement w ill make a significant 
difference to the lives of our people. The fisheries settlement was meant to but most would agree it hasn't. The best I 
hope for it that we don't spend the next 20 years in post-settlement anarchy over who gets what, distracting us from 
utilising the potential we have right now and from the issues we need to be giving much more attention to right now.

Mauri ora ki a tatou.



,





From:
Sent: Thursday, 21 April 2016 6:29 p.m. 
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 

? Cc:

Subject: Maranga mai report feed back 

Kia ora,

its good to see that progress is being made and we are starting to get the wheels in motion.

However there are always points that may require clarifying that for us over here in Australia may 
seem trivial back home but any correspondence would be suffice to define any grey areas of the 
process. Such examples being;

What are the standardised rules and protocols that need to be established for transfer of information of 
databases, what obligations does the hapu have toward opening up sensitive information. It seems 
lilte one way traffic. You can't go into another country and demand that people play by your rules, 
what are members allowed to access. How are they able to update

Because we have different health systems, education systems and welfare systems here we can't 
access some things freely, ie te reo classes maori tv, university courses like te wananga etc

Other things such as
medicare levies, private health insurance,
Child support 
Taxation
Lending, banking laws 
Water management
Mining and resources laws for aboriginal title under English law
Resource Royalties
State and federal laws
Interpreter-for courts here in Australia
extradition treaties within traditional hapu territories
Recognition of prior learning, as well as qualification authority reformation to making our diplomas 
and degrees more usable back home and abroad etc
Opening up the door to prestigious universities to place campuses on hapu land or some sort of 
partnership where they can raise the standards of education of indigenous peoples on then grounds, ie 
Havard, oxford having satellite campuses on hapu owned land to run internationally recognised 
courses papers etc.

these are real gey areas that really have to be brought to the table

Information transfer is a tricky one. although the net has made things easier and it has also 
complicated things.

The value of information as hapu databases is a highly prized commodity especially here in 
Australia they are like the special votes of election time. There has. to be mechanisims put in place to 
facilitate this process to allow maximum participation.

If John keys government wants to leave a legacy this could be it

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


Once PSGE hapu have this information what are they allowed to do with it. What are the rules 
between sharing information between two countries.

Will we still be considered NZ citizens in Australia or is there going to be a whole change to our 
status. If not why not and how does that comply with the UNs declaration of rights of indigenous 
peoples. Can this dialogue be tabled for negotiable redress. The question asked is will we become 
dual citizens of our hapu and New Zealand and how will that change our visa status when trading and 
travelling on business, after all trade will be affected by this move.

What does the Government want out of the information we have collated in Australia and how can 
crown and Hapu both benefit from.
Is there an opportunity to utilise the crowns royal prerogative of mercy and pardon all hapu of . 
Ngapuhi or those stated in the report of their convictions in a once off after having served there 
sentence so as not to impede on the future aspirations and interests of the hapu. after that a new law 
should be set in place to govern the affairs and limit powers to those who wish to play an active part 
in the next phase or process.

Meritorious and personal redemptive actions should be considered into the equation. Also a long-term 
intergenerational strategy should be placed across the board in all hapu to minimise systemic 
breakdown

Crown suggestions about having squeaky clean candidates may be ideal, however in todays current- 
social climate stimulating that request may be a hard task fulfil.

A hapu that has policing through out its PSGE and negotiations process may be able to weather the 
storm. Selection of individual candidates can be a combination of 75% consensus and 
Government/Crown endorsement, keep it fair but inetegral.

Communication strategy a must in Australia too many members unregistered to ignore, it would be a 
great an injustice too ignore.

Priority should be given to re-gathering and reconnecting as many hapu members to then respective 
hapu within Nga puhi.

This will become a key selection criteria for any representative at any level. One is the land the other 
is the people.

Ngati Mokokohi and ICai tangata, Ngati Haiti are not hapu o Ngapuhi but Ngati Kahu. I think this 
should be considered also on which side they settle with or Ngati Kahu may have reason to litigate 
and sue all relevant hapu once they reach settlement or redress. Be sad to see these hapu lose all their 
hard earned settlement money over a little indiscretion. As far as I know title of the name and its 
use Ngati mokokohi, this can become a long drawn out battle when hapu become corporations. The 
rights to use a hapu name under another iwi umbrella I thought was a conflict of corporate interests 
therefore Ngapuhi and Ngati mokokohi hapu may suffer severe penalties if this gets dragged through 
the court system

Just saying... it has the potential there to go south very quickly..

Ngati Kawau, Kai Tangata, Ngati Mokokohi, Pikaahu, Ngati Haiti, Ngati Kawhiti, Te Hikutu,



22 April 2016

Nigel Fyfe
I Office of Treaty Settlements

Tena koutou
As principals of trie Ngapuhi engagement group, please receive this submission from Te 
Whiu hapu on trie Draft Maranga! Mai Report

This submission accompanies our various earlier submissions and feedback on trie
engagement process. We have previously made our views known on such matters as urban 
representation, runanga representation, and so forth and we do not feel a need to repeat 
those here.

In this submission, we have not responded to each and every point of proposal in the draft 
report Rather, we have highlighted specific points we wish you to take into consideration 
because, in our view, they are either worthy of amendment or particular reinforcement. 
Beyond these submission points, you will please take as given that Te Whiu otherwise 
supports the proposals of the Draft Maranga Mai Report as presented.

Our submission points are detailed In trie table that follows. But to summarise, we seek:
1. An inclusion in the final report of a statement indicating the likely responses of the 

Crown and Te Kotahitanga in the event that TIMA declines to amend its Trust Deed.
2. That the number of regional forums remains at live.
3. A minor correction in the final report identifying Te Rdpu b Tuhoronuku as tie body

engaged in Crown facilitated discussions with Te Kotahitanga in the period 201G to 
2013.

4. The reinstatement of the name uTe Waimate” for the region "Kalkohe-Te Waimate- 
Taiamaf.

5. The implementation of the proposed Te Hononga IU structure; but at the same time, 
we seek adviee/assurance that trustees are not at risk because of lack of control over 
processes for making decisions that they will be bound to unquestioningly implement.

6. Confirmation in the final report of the appointment to Te Hononga Iti of one 
representative per each of toe five regions.

7. An amendment to the final report, replacing: “employs staff as directed by regions" 
with: “employs staff to enable the implementation of decisions by the regions.

8. An amendment to toe final report to read “Meets every six weeks or as required* (in 
respect of meeting frequency of Te Hononga Iti).

9. Confirmation in toe final report that hapu may participate in more than one region.
10. A clear statement in the final report confirming that, whilst discussions may haye 

commenced In some quarters, there is not at this time any expectation that Te 
RGnanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi will transition to a PSGE.

11. The appointment of two members each by Te Kotahitanga, TIMA and GTS to a six- 
person transition body holding delegated authority as necessary from Us member 
groups to implement and oversee the transition.

Ka nui tenei mo tenei wa tonu nei.

Mauri ora

Te Whiu Hapu Incorporated



Table detailing submission points:

The draft report proposes that: Gur analysis is: We seek:
The existing mandate be evolved and that the 
current mandated structure he amended to 
strengthen hapu rangafiratanga in the 
settlement process.

We agree with this but, atthe same time, we 
knov/thattog'rve effecttothe contemplated 
changes, a special majority vote (75%) is 
required to be passed by the TIMA board to 
amend its Trust Deed.

In the event lira! such does not occur, we 
would notwantaltof this good work wasted 
And we think it reasonable forthe other two 
parties {namely, Te Kotahltanga and the 
Crown) to indicate their likely response to a 
TIMA rejection.

An inclusion in the final report of a statement 
indicating the likely responses of the Crown 
and Te Kotahltanga to TIMA declining to 
amend its Trust Deed.

There will he six regional forums. There is no rationale for increasing the 
number of forums from five to six: And there 
is no rationale behind this proposed sixth, 
region being Mangakaiiia.

On the other hand, the creation of five regions 
were rationalised and, moreover, there Is now 
a history of hapO v/orking together within their 
respective regions.

Given theabove, coupled with the proposal 
for hapu to work across regions, this Idea of 
creating an additional region can’t be 
sustained.

That the number of regional forums remains 
at five.

The draft report proposes that: Our analysis is: We seek:
[On page 11] Between 201D and 2013, the 
Crown facilitated discussions between the 
TQhoronuku Independent Mandated Authority 
{Tuhoronuku IMA) and Te Kotahltanga o Nga 
Hapuo Ngapuhi (Kotahltanga) to address 
concerns raised about the mandate structure.

This is not correct

The Tuhoronuku Independent Mandated 
Authority {Tuhoronuku IMA) did not exist prior 
to February 2014. The entity referred to at 
that time wasTe Ropu o Tuhoronuku, the 
runanga’s sub-committee.

A minor correction in the final report 
identifying Te Ropu o Tuhoronuku as the 
body engaged in Crown facilitated 
discussions with Te Kotahltanga in the period 
2010 to 2013.

[On page 18] The currentiy named region of 
“Kaikohe-Te Waimate-TaiamaF be renamed 
"Kaikohe-Taiamai".

There is no explanation offered by thB draft 
report as to why ‘Te Waimate" has been 
dropped.

Te Waimate must be reinstated in the name 
of this region.

Amongst other things, doing so would assist 
the intra-regional cooperation contemplated 
by the draft report

The reinstatement of the name “Te Waimate’ 
for the region *Kaikohe-Te Waimate-TaiamaF.

A legal entity, proposed to be named Te 
Hononga Iti, will hold the mandate and 
address accountability responsibilities as well 
as providing administrative and logistical 
support to the hapu through the regions.

This construct is supported.

However, we believe that there needs to be 
thought given to the legal responsibilities of 
the entit/s trustees or directors. In order to 
meet such responsibilities, it seems to us that 
the trustees will require more decision making 
control or influence over the decisions they 
are required to implement

Rubber stamping whilst holding fiduciary duly 
can be a risky business.

The implementation of the proposed Te 
Hononga Iti structure; but atthe same time, 
we seek advice/assurance that trustees are 
not at risk because of Jack of control over 
processes for making decisions that they will 
be bound to unqueslioningly implement

. _  . . .



The draff report proposes that: Our analysis is: We seek:
In respect of Te Hononga IB, there be one 
representative from each ot the regions

This recommendation is entirely sound. Confirmation in the final report of the
appointment to Te Hononga IB of one

appointed as representatives’’ (see page 19). Research suggests, and experience contimis, 
that the opfimat number of trustees on such a 
body as is contemplated is between 5 and 9. 
And the appomtmenTof one representative 
per region will achieve that

Doubling firat number, by appointing two per 
region, wit! not result in improved governance 
and only serves to increase for no gain the 
operational costs of Te Hononga 111

representative per eacn or the hue regions.

Te Hononga Iti “employs staff as directed by 
regions" {see page 21).

IfTe Hononga Iti is the employer, within the 
meaning of the Employment Relations Act 
2009, it cannot be the case that Te Hononga 
“employs staff as directed by the regions’ 
(emphasis added).

This is because the employment relationship 
is between Te Honoga IB and the employee(s) 
and in meeting its responsibilities, parficuiary 
around employing staff, in that statutory 
relationship Te Hononga Iti must not be 
subjugated by the direction of a flitrd party, it 
seems to us.

An amendment to the final report, replacing: 

“employs staff as directed by regions’ 

with:

“employs staff to enable the 
implementation of decisions by tire 
regions'.

Te Hononga IB will meet every six weeks (see 
page 21).

The operational requirements of Te Hononga 
IB may dictate from time to time meetings 
outside of a six weekly cycle. Thefnal report 
should not read as being so prescriptive.

An amendment to the final report to read 
“Meets every six weeks or as required”.

The draft report proposes that: Our analysis is: We seek:
[On page 22] “HapG may participate in more 
than one region”.

This provision is essential

As best as we can tell, these regions and their 
boundaries are contemporary constructs.

And the reality is, many Ngapuhi hapu 
exercise rangatiratanga across these 
boundaries.

A few examples that readily come to mind 
are:

» Ngati Hau, in Whangarei, Hokianga 
andTePewhairangi

• Te Bogota, in Kaikohe-Te Waimaie- 
Taiamar and Hokianga

• Te Whiu, in Kaikohe-Te Waimate- 
Taiamal and Te Pewhairangi.

Confirmation In the final report that hapu may 
participate in more than one region.



Tfie draft report proposes that: Our analysis is: We seek:
{On page25] We should begin discussion on 
themrake-up and structure of the Post 
Settlement Governance Entity (PSGE) or 
Entitfes as early as possible, noting that 
•{flhat’s a conversation for Ngapuhi to have 
over the next few years1.

We are aware of much work being undertaken 
by Te Runanga a twl o Ngapuhi, presumably 
at much cost, seemingly to position itself as 
the (transitioned) PSGE of choice.

We do not deny the runanga the dghtto make 
such plans but, at the same time, it seems to 
us that such scheming would be preemptive 
and predeteiminaiive.

FaFriy or otherwise, there is a perception that 
the runanga is jumping the gun on this 
conversation for positioning purposes.

if there is one lesson to be learned from the 
settlement loumey thus far, it is this: shoe- 
homing Ngapuhi into predetermined 
structures delivers disharmony and 
dysftmctfon.

The final report has an opportunity to be clear 
Brat no predetermined agendas wilt prevail 
over genuine consultation and conversation 
within Ngapuhi.

A dear statement in the final report confirming 
that, whilst discussions may have 
commenced In some quarters, there is not at 
this time any expectation that Te Runanga a 
Iwi o Ngapuhi wilf transition to a PSGE.

{On page 38] The establishment of a 
transition working group to lead transition 
work.

It is important that the transition not he left to 
any single one of the tripartite parties.

The appointment of two members each by Te 
Kotahitanga, TIMA and OTS to a six-person 
transition body holding delegated authority', as 
necessary, from its membergroups to 
implement and oversee the transition.



Sent: Tuesday, 26 April 2016 4:35 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: 04 2604 WEBSTER DC- Feedback and questions on Maranga Mai 

Ngawha Marae Ngati Rangi Hapu Hui ________________________

Tena koura

On 10 April 2016 the Ngawha Marae Trustees Komiti held a Ngati Rangi Hapu Hui at 
Ngawha Marae and where copies of the above report were table for distribution.

Advisor Role

As Advisor to the Ngawha Marae Trustees I was asked to present a summary of Maranga Mai 
to the audience and ask for questions.

To explain I have experience in developing treaty settlements and resource management 
policies and have advised, advocated and assisted before many forums to assist various 
communities in understanding the process. After reading the document more fully two-three 
days later I became aware of the subtleties of the proposed policies that I had overlooked.

Tins summary is prepared to capture those and to include comments bom others who 
attended the meeting.

It is against that background that I prepare this summary. I have used a table format to link 
the commentary and questions against a specific page number.

The commentary and questions are provided to stimulate debate and to if  possible gain 
answers for further distribution.

There is no intention to criticise the process. Rather to praise the work completed and 
recommendations that have been achieved and promoted.

ICia ora

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
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To: Mgawha Marae Trustees Komiti
From: .
Date: 17 April 2016

Subject: Comments and questions relating to Maranga Mai [Ngapuhi 
Engagement Group’s Draft Report) dated 1 April 2016.

Introduction!
On I April the Ngapuhi Engagement Group’s Draft Report '‘Maranga MqI* was 
publicly released.

Firstly, it is essential to acknowledge the v/ork achieved by the Engagement 
Group [EG] Members and those individuals who attended the meetings in 
various capacities over the past 4-5 months.

Ngawha Marae Ngati Rangi Hapu Hui
On 10 April 2{)16 the Hgawha Marae Trustees Komiti held a Ngati Rangi Hapu 
Hui at Hgawhl Marae and where copies of the above report were table for 
distribution.

Advisor Role
As Advisor to the Trustees I was asked to present a summary of Maranga Mai to 
the audience and ask for questions. To explain f have experience in developing 
treaty settlements and resource management policies and have advised, 
advocated and assisted before many forums to assist various communities in 
understanding the process. After reading the document more fully two-three 
days later i became aware of the subtleties of the proposed policies that I had 
overlooked. This summary is prepared to capture those and to include 
comments from others who attended the meeting.

Jt is against that background that I prepare this summary. I have used a table 
format to link the commentary and questions against a specific page number.

The commentary and questions are provided to stimulate debate and to if 
possible gain answers for further distribution.

There is no intention to criticise the process. Rather to praise the work 
completed and recommendations that have been achieved and promoted.

Kia ora

AGranjjcrAlaf Comments and Questions. 17 April 20}6.



Section comments and or questions.
On TO April I described the document as one of ‘objective analysis'. Which I 
said to encourage readers to look aheadknowing that pathways recommended 
by the EG have both credibility and substance.

Page Our journey to date
10 March 2.013. Discusses the % of those who voted. Were these 18- 

years and over? What is the % of adults who are eligible to vote? 
Were any questions asked or discussed on this matter?
Should it be a hapu-based process what is the likelihood that the % 
will indeed improve?
What is th e state of the hapu registrations? For instance., Ngati 
Rangi is reported to have 7,500 members. What is not clear are the 
percentages of adults registered and those who participate? Will 
this perennial issue be resolved?

11 Feb 2014: Given that will Tuhoronuku evolve as suggested?

Page Ngapuhi Mandate Inquiry Report
T2 These findings are very encouraging as both strengths and 

weaknesses were identified with options to move forward.

Page Engagement Process ft Timing
14 Will those hapO which chose not to engage be actively encouraged 

and involved with these recommendations? Should they not what 
will happen? Are those hapG seeking a hapO-settlement? And if so 
how will it affect (if any all) the global settlement approach?

15 People were surprised to learn they may now have to wait another 
six years before getting to the table.
My response was that the Crown has acknowledged Ngapuhi has 
legitimate historical grievances.

Page The opportunity
16 While Che strengths have been identified and acknowledged it is 

important to consider the weakness and the threats. The threat 
being that urban Maori may seek to form and settle could be 
explained as being a decision that could delay the decision making 
in the timeframe that has been identified?

Page How we get there?
17 There are questions about the meaning of ‘evolve'? Is it intended 

to remove the hard edges of the box that is used to describe 
Tuhoronuku to that of a circular oval? And has a timeframe been 
identified for this to occur?
Will the existing deed of mandate be amended once evolution has 
occurred?

fitarangaMoj Com m snis <mdquestions. 17 April 2016.



Page 3: Commentary and questions continues.

Page How vie do it?
18 Is it intended to begin the mandated secretariat in 2016?

It is noted that there are now 6 regions. Are we able to understand 
the population of each? And also the % of members who live outside 
of liorthtand so that we can prepare business cases for funding to 
support the development of a data base?
What will happen to the database of people Tuhoronuku currently 
holds? Will it be transferred without cost to the regional hapu ana 
their secretariat?
Will Funding be of a certain quantum? How will each region be 
assigned funding?
Will the hapu and regional month meetings be held over 18-months?

Page How we will represent ourselves?
n The importance of ihapO authority is welcomed.

it must be made clear that Te Hononga Iti is only a folding’ entity. 
But it is not clear for what period? More importantly it must be 
made dear that decisions on the final PSGE are yet to be made.
Will Tuhoronuku be prevented from interfering?

Page Who appoints negotiators? Rales and responsibilities?
20 Will there be an obligation to retain the current negotiators?
21 For what periods? Will there be annual evaluation from all regions?

Page Key changes
22 Though these are spelling out the questions (20-21) remain.
23 • Database questions on funding, current database etc

Page Post settlement: how we manage our redress?
25 Crucial to spell out 6-year time frame as a motivator.

Page Withdrawal mechanism
26 Crucial that work program commitments be sustained. 

Crucial that any hapO contemplating withdrawal be alive to 
these very real possibilities and make an informed decision.
For smaller groups who decide to go it alone, should that 
opportunity be given, there is a very real possibility 
that they will not secure the specific redress they desire and that 
the settlement of their claims will be long delayed.

c ;AlarangaA1ai Comments and Questions. 17 April 2016.



Page 4: Commentary and questions continues.

Page New name for mandated entity?
27 This is welcomed. The fear is that progress may be delayed until a 

new name is selected.

Page How wiit we negotiate?
2B A critical path showing start and finish milestones accomplished 

could be distributed each 6-months to achieve momentum. 
Suggest time and end start.

29 Crown land. Other non-Crown land. What amount is land-banked? 
What % has a Memorial?
This section was discussed as being a matter for redress 
negotiations,

30 Again the use of a critical path could provide directed focus.
31 What is the timing relating to the preparations of aspirations 

documents? Will it be global or hapu-determined?
Tools available, finance, experts, accommodation, administration.

33 Will this analysis involve land already publicly committed - viz 
Northland College land and geothermal resources?

34 Critical path spells out proposed timings. How many Hui are 
envisaged? Will each hapu Hui vote on each phase?

38 Global communications are recommended. Use of datasets, 
technology such Dropbox provide for online team access to large 
documents. Lessens need to print ft distribute manually.
Will funding be available for each hapu?

Page FAQ
36 Q2: Is this 75% realistic? Why is it this %? Is it 75% of registered 

adults 0!' those who voted?
Q6: How will this be managed? They will only have one vote on the 
final outcome surely?
Q8: WAI Claim - this question is not answered.

37 Q9: Funding the normal way? Will there be a global fund from CFRT 
for process matters which of course are duplicated?
Q10: Dispute resolution? When will this be designed?
Q14: Evolve question. It is not really clear how this witl work.
Q15: No person who has been convicted for dishonesty, civil and all 
criminal offences should be excluded. For them to remain results in 
unnecessary criticism and suspicion.

Moranoa Mai Comments and questions. 17 April 2016.



Page 5: Comments and questions continued:

Page Waitangi Tribunal summary
40 Succinct, clear and welcome
41 Is it  feasible fcheWaitangi Tribunal ’//ill take 2-years to complete its 

findings?
41 Hapu face Hobsons Choice.

Page Tuhoronuku IMA Structure
42 The number of regions have increased from 5 to six. Why were only 

five chosen?

Page Alternative Pathways
43 Hobsons Choices.

Page Withdrawal Mechanism
45 Hapu withdrawal. Crown must supply statement of potential 

consequences. What is the timing on this? 60-days?
Under either scenario if Crown determines that all affected people 
were not given opportunity to participate could it refuse to accept 
to continue negotiations if the level of support is sufficient?

Page Ngapuhi Hapu
46 The list numbers 112 yet often reference is made to 140-plus. 

Does this list include the hapu which have chosen not to engage?

Page Waitangi Tribunal reporting times
47 It may be useful to list the Waikato, Ngai Tabu and Tuhoe claims 

and their financial redress packages.
And the times those settlements took. The populations.
Mgapuhi is on par.

Page Engagement Group Membership
48 Will this Group remain in place and if so for what purpose and 

period?

Fink

“'1
'.Maranga Mai Ccmmsnts end Questions. 17 April 2016.



> From: '
Sent: Friday, 29 April 2016 5:44 a.m. 
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: Maranga Mai

Kia Ora Koutou
This is one of the best things I have seen for Ngapuhi for a long time.

At last someone has_pinpointed all ourjssues, and come up with a way forward.

This is my bit of feedback,having been to a Turewhenua Hui in Kaikohe, observed proceedings of 
Treaty Claims at Utakura and now read "Maranga Mai"-Draft

1. Whanau who work and live overseas,are often there because there is no work for them here.They 
will probably malce up quit a big percentage of Ngapuh i,therefore each hapu needs to compile their 
own database of these whanau members-age,current residence,occupation,children and other whanau 
also living there.I have 5 immediate family in Australia, and that's not counting the mokos!

2 .1 agree that the Runanga representative on Tuhoronuku IMA Board,should go-conflict of interest!

3. Transparency is paramount in all we do.The Tuhoronuku Mandate allowed for us all to be kept in 
the dark.Unknown kaikorero, and some hidden agendas seem to be big problems.

4. Leave it up to each hapu to decide on their Kaikorero,Kaumatua,Kuia.This number and the people 
will fluctuate,depending on availability and the take being discussed at the time.

5. Great communication is going to move ns forward quickly and efficiently .Need to be careful that 
particular people aren't getting overloaded and burnt out.Our young people are the guns on Social 
Media and Technology .Lets harness and encourage that.

6. It is paramount that Hapu who withdraw from the proposed mandate, accept that it is a big 
responsibility! think that maybe they need to have then negotiations dealt with, alongside eveiyone 
else-not afterwards.

7. Financial Accountability-All hapu,Te Hononga Nui and Te Hononga Iti. it is important that all 
finances need to be transparent at all times.

8. Negotiators. A huge responsibility and we need a team of people who have expertise in the 
following areas:
a ) Whenua-knowledge of Ngapuhi history,Maori land Court, High Court judgements, regions,whanau 
who hold land in each area.
b) Ngapuhi Taonga and Historical Sites
c) Environmental-Forests, Rivers, Harbours, Geothermal, Agriculture
d) Ngapuhi T ilcanga-language,arts,traditions
e) Legal- Te Tiriti,Conveyancy,Local Government,Maori Land Court, Public Trust,IRD,etc
f) Business Management
g) SocialAVelfare-Education,Government "systems",History
8)Communications
9) Multiple PSGEs a very good idea.

Kia Ora

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


29 April 2016

Rei Feedback on Negotiation Group Report 

Terra Routou katoa,

has his whakapapa 
35 of Ngapuhi

We respond and provide feedback as descends nts of Ngapuhi to the most recent report from the 
engagement group tasked with mcvfngforward with the Ngapuhi Treaty Settlement process. We 
firstly acknowledge the unified approached taken byTe Kotengrtanga o Mga Hapu o Ngapuhi and 
Tuhoronuku independent Mandated Authority in finding a pathway forward towards settlement 
with the Crown.

We provide the following feedback in response to the engagement groups recommended pathway 
and strategy forward for Ngapuhi. We discuss three Issues in this response.

1, Urban representation and participation within the settlement and negotiation structure.

We recognise the difficulties, particularly iogrstically, of hapu to form and gather a collective view 
where many whanau are living outside their rohe. We understand that the majority of Ngapuhi uri 
live in urban areas and therefore acknowledge the value of the urban voice during the negotiation 
processes. Due to the large number of uri living outside their rohe, we believe steps must be taken 
to ensure they are heard or at least have a n opportunity to have their say. We believe the 
responsibility to ensure this happens rest largely with each hapu.

There are various ways in which we can ensure all uri of each hapu are adequately informed of 
settlement process.

We suggest the following options to successfully allow and provide for urban engagement.

a) Preliminary hapu hui should be held before holding huha-hapu meetings to decide their 
representative. These meetings should be held in urban areas where the majority of each 
hapus descendants reside. The purpose of these hui will be informative based, to inform the 
uri of each hapu of the negotiation and settlement processes.

This is a combined response from jpnd, __
finks with Te Rarawa, Te Mahurehure, Ngapuhi and Ngai Tupoto.
-descent, hailing from Ngati Sehia, Ngati Haia, Ngati Kaharau and Ngati Kuri.



* We believe the key element here is giving as much notice of the hui to all urban 
whanau as possible to allo w them time to be present at these hui. This can be done 
through standard advertisement methods, including faceb ook, radio, Iwi 
newsletters, word of mouth and online.

b) The second suggestion would be to hold several preliminary collective Hgapuhi hui, rather 
than separate hapu hui, across the larger urban areas. Here the engagement group -ran 
deliver a cohesive message about the history of the negotiation process, what hss. been 
discussed and the vision and pathway for Ngapuhi.

c) Following these hui, it will be for each individual and whanau living outside their robe to 
engage in the process if they desire and attend the hui-a-bapu meet mgs. The most 
important thing is to spread the torero and information about this process and pathway as 
far and wide as possible, to provide an opportunity for all descendants to participate and 
contribute.

2, Whether TRAiGN should have separate representation on the mandated entity;

We beHeve TRAIGN should not have separate representation and therefore voting rights on the 
mandated entity for the following reasons:

* This will effectively give the TRAION representatlve(s) two voting rights.
* The purpose of the mandated entity is to enhance hapu rangatiranga with the negotiation 

and settlement process driven and directed purely by hapu only.

3. Kaumatua and Kuia participation and representation within tire settlement and 
negotiation structure.

We address the issue of hovj tola and kaumatua might be represented in a negotiation and 
settlement process. We would like to emphasise the importance o f the knowledge held by our toia 
and kaumatua and the need to provide an opportunity and forum forthemto be heard and be a part 
of the process. We raise similar points and views as those raised in the urban Ngapuhi engagement 
and participation discussion.

In orderto ensure our Kuia and Kaumatua are heard and adequately represented, we propose the 
following suggestions;

a) Kuia and Kaumatua have separate representation on the mandated entity or;

b) Having a panel of kuia and kaumatua within the mandated entity structure. The purpose of 
this panel will be advisory only, where they will provide valuable guidance and knowledge 
for the hapu representative. This panel may have the potential to link into the suggestions of 
creating a robust disputes resolution mechanisms, where the hapu representatives will call 
on the panel to hear and discuss the disputes within the entity when necessary.





c) Lastly, it may lie that it is more appropriate forourkuia and kaumatuato haye their say 
through their hapu. Each hapu wiit he responsible for ensuringthe views of their kuia and 
kaumatua are well represented through each hapu representative, it is possible to go far as 
the negotiation group forming a plan around ensuring their kola and kaumatua are well 
represented throughout the process.

Fundame ntally, to ensure all respective uni are Informed and represented, it is Important that all 
hapu are well resourced. This is a critical component of ensuring each hapir capture the views of 
their uri -and to enable hapu to actively andl effectively engage in the process. We are of the view 
that developing a comprehensive and robust process and structure cannot occur without adequate 
and substantial financial assistance for hapu.

Nga manaakitanga,



My feedback and comments from

Tuatahi maku E mihi ana ki te Kaihanga

Tuarua E mihi ana ki a koutou katoa oku whanaunga I ngaa ringaringa mahi, Ngaa maramara
o Rahiri, me raatou kei waenganui I a koutou e mate kai ana ki te Whakaoti te 
Kaupapa nei mo NgaaPuhi. Heoianoo, E mihi aroha ana.

Tuatoru Te kaupapa nei, Feedback, Comments.

Hapuu Rangatiratanga. This is the one word that I see emphasised thru the pages ive read. Hapuu 
and the support of the writings that support hapuu thoughts and desires.

My hapuu I belong to are Ngati Kuta and Patu Keha (NK.PK).

I am writing this letter in support of our hapuu feedback submissions to the Engagement group to 
consider.

NK.PK will draft and then send thru a submission of no confidence in this Maranga Mai NgaaPuhi 
Engagement Group draft report 1st April 2016.

This has been our stance from the beginning Hapuu Rangatiratanga and to continue on to the next 
stages.
"Tahae toku Whenua"
"Hoki whenua mai"

1. Determine our own large natural collective group to Negotiate our claims. Like stage 2 
hearings of te Paparahi 0 Te Raki collectives eg Whangarei, Takutai Moana, Whangaroa etc.

2. Exercising Hapuu rangatiratanga a collective Deed of mandate through a hapu lead process 
like stage 2 hearings Te Paparahi 0 Te Raki, under Hapuu & Hapuu Collectives.

3. Each hapuu have a negotiator or negotiators on behalf of their hapuu. Ko te Hapuu e mahia 
ana.

4. Individual Hapuu redress maybe thru a potential collective redress?

5. Alternative Pathway - Attachment three. Look at 3 & 4 as an alternative Pathway for hapu of 
NgaaPuhi, coming from a Hapuu collective Leed process maybe?

6. Hapuu - Attachment Five. A few hapuu names but let Hapuu or collectives to sort this out.

7. Te Runanga o NgaaPuhi
a. No Seat for Runagna, go back to your hapu tp get elected as a negotiator or ringa 

mahi.
b. Have a role to play if hapu or Collectives are not set up to control health, welfare 

etc. Then Runanga who are set up could do with the extra funding to do these with 
positive results and outcomes.

c. Using the Runangas database and Contacts list
d. Tino Rangatiratanga should be taught to Ngaapuhi thru structures and under Te 

Runanga 0 Ngaapuhi, maybe?



8. Urban Maori
He biggie kaupapa teenei, engari, e tautoko ana ahau, Ka tukua he putea ki mgaa kamupene 
hou, kamupene tawhito ranei, e manaaki ana, e tiaki ana hoki I ngaa tangata e Noho ana ki 
ngaa taone, Ko Waipareira, Ko M.U.M.A hoki.

9. Tuhoronuku
a. E tautoko ana ahau te ingoa tawhito nei
b. Ehara te ingoa te hee
c. Ko te kaupapa me ngaa Kaiarahi I raro te ingoa nei te hee, na te mea horekaa raatou

I ata hakarongo Ttu ki ngaa hapuu.

10. Dispute Resolution - Post Settlement Manage Redress
a. Me korero ahakoa te roa, te poto hoki I ngaa korero, me korero ki te Whakakotahi,

koia te kaupapa.
b. Ko wai e whakapaipai ana me whiriwhiri korero te hapuu, te collective raini.

11. Ngaa Hua Taketake
One Step at a time set main structure up first from the feedback process, then the group or 
New group can sort out the next stage? "But move fast but careful - me ata haere tere 
maatou"

Taku Whakarapopotongia

Hapuu Rangatiratanga

Hapuu decide participation and representations from the beginning to the end of this process.

Not the elected few in groups Hononga Nui, Hononga iti or Regional etc. but as a hapuu practising 
Rangatiratanga. We like the Te Paparahi O Te Raki, stage 2 format.

This is also the structure with Government for Negotiations.

Hapuu have to have structures set up to receive some money from settlements.

It was good to see some of the membership of the engagement group at the one or both meetings 
held in Auckland, and the presentation from some of yous.

Te Manukinuku O Hoturoa

Maureen Hickey

Te Mahurehure

Nigel Fyfe



Maureen Hickey

Might have forgotten some names but these are the ones that I know or introduced themselves. 

Details





Subject: Feedback from 30 April hui in kaikohe

(Ngati Korokoro/Wharara):

Voice of rangatahi v important; need to make more explicit in the report that young people can be 
part of hapu teams or part of hononga nui. They have as much right to be there as kuia/kaumatua.



30 April 2016

Ngapahi Engagement Group

By email: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz

Tena koutou

Maranga M ai Draft Report

1. 1 herewith present my submission regarding the Maranga Mai draft report presented by 
the Ngapuhi Engagement Group on 31 March 2016.

Introduction
2. Although I am not part of Ngaphul, i have had the privilege over recent months to be 

closely Involved In the proceedings of Tuhoronuku. My role as
was established earlier this year to provide oversight and advice on the financial 
derisions of TIMA and contribute to the effective Implementation of the cost review 
conducted late lastyear.

3. My role description specifically refers to TIMA, which -  if the recommendations of the 
draft report are adopted - will cease to exist in its current form. I nevertheless believe 
that It may be useful for me to comment on the proposed new structure. However, 
considering my role, I will confine my comments to the financial management aspects of 
the recommended new arrangements.

4. Before 1 make some specific remarks, I would like to acknowledge the great effort made 
by the Engagement Group in conducting wide ranging and intensive consultations and in 
drafting a report that provides an Important discussion document for identifying a 
unified way forward In the Settlement Process.
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current arrangements, i his is important information for the people who are expected to 
devote considerable time to  the successful! advancement o f the Settlement process.

Financial accountability

11. Both the Crown, and CFRT have committed considerable amounts of funding to the 
settlement process, it is essential that dear lines of responsibility and accountability 
exist for the management and altacatrem of these fonds. Under the current structure the 
accountability and liability lies with the Trustees of the TIMA Board.

12. The accountability arrangements under the proposed new model are less clear. Jn line 
with the intention to devolve decision-making power from the TIMA Board to the 
regions, the central body Te Honanga eto, which is a  legal entity and holds the ''Mandate’, 
is meant to be merely an administrative entity responsible for executing directives from 
the regions. However, the proposal suggests that this body would be the recipient of the 
funding from QTS and CFRT, responsible for its distribution according to funding plans, 
and the monitoring o f the regions. Te Honanga Iti would consist o f representatives from 
the regions, whose membership would he reviewed annually, but who could be replaced 
a t any time. The draft report does not specify whether the representatives to Te 
Honanga iti will have a fiduciary duty to this entity, i.e. whether they have to act in the 
best interest o f Te Honanga Iti rather than the regions they represent

13. Although financial decision-making is meant to be the responsibility of the regions, 
establishing an effective accountability structure within a complex collective framework 
Is not practical. On the other hand, Te Honanga iti cannot be held accountable unless it 
is able to exercise control. In order to dearly define financial accountability within the 
proposed new structure, the status of the Te Honanga iti representatives and the 
specific authority this legal entity holds with respect to daim ant funding need to be 
clarified. Uncertainty in this regard will likely be of concern to  the funders and should be 
remedied prior to the finalisation o f the report.

14. It is my view that a workable arrangement will require a strengthening of the position of 
Te Honanga iti in the area o f financial management The entity should not only be the 
recipient of claimant funding, but also be responsible for the drawing up a budget in 
consultation with the regions. To ensure inter-regional consistency, funding allocations 
should follow common principles that apply to  all regions. After joint adoption of the 
budget by the regions, Te Honanga iti will be responsible for distributing the funds in 
accordance with the budget and for ensuring that the funds are spent as intended. Once 
the budget has been approved, the regions cannot interfere with financial management 
unless they jointly agree to alter the budget This process would be similar to the New 
Zealand system of government where Parliament has ultimate control over the budget. 
However, once a budget has been approved, the corresponding distribution of funds Is 
responsibility o f the Executive.



15. This accountability structure — with decision-making and accountability for the funds 
sitting with different entities — will only function properly if certain additional safeguards 
are put in place.

a Firstly, the representatives to Te Honanga iti need to have the status of Trustees 
with fiduciary duty to that entity and with full financial accountability and personal 
liability. The Trustees should be elected for a fixed term. Their responsibility is not 
defined in terms of a goal to achieve a certain outcome, but in terms of managing 
the finances in accordance with the budget approved by the regions.

* Secondly, the regions can only adopt a budget where the expenditures comply with 
the respective QTS and CFRT claimant funding guidelines. Tn order to protect 
Trustees, who are accountable for financial management, from budget decisions 
imposed by the regions that do not comply, Te Honanga rtf should have a tightly 
defined veto right. Such a veto right should also cover the rase of the adoption of a 
budget where expenditure exceeds available funding.

16. The elevated role of Te Honanga iti in regards to financial management {but not ultimate 
control over the budget) would not undermine the prime influence_of .hapu and the 
regions If that is the desired core element of the new structure. In all other matters {e.g. 
negotiation strategy) hapu and the regions can retain their full day-to-day control and 
not devolve power to Te Honanga it? if that is the preferred approach. M y suggested 
modifications to the Maranga mar report attempt to combine the aspect of devolution 
of control with the requirement of effective financial accountability.

Conclusion
17.1 hope that my comments are viewed in the spirit they were written in — as constructive 

and with the intention to make a contribution to a successful outcome of the HEP. I am 
very happy to engage In further discussion on those matters if that would be helpful.



From: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Sent: Thursday, 5 May 2016 4:56 p.m.
To:!' 'ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: RE: MARANGA MAI SUBMISSION PROCESS

Kia ora

The answers to your questions are set out below. I hope this encourages you to make a submission - 
the Engagement Group would appreciate your feedback.

Nga mihi

Maureen

1. Why are hapu submissions going directly to the Crown at justice.govt.nz?
2. Why weren’t Ngapuhi commissioned with the necessary technological and human resourcing?

The Crown has provided funding for the engagement process and also offered to assist by 
administering the email address for feedback. All submissions are being made available to the 
engagement group and will be publicly released at the end of this process.

3. Do Kotahitanga and Tuhoronuku have direct, unabridged access to 
ngapuhifeedback@iustice.govt.nz?
4. Who, of the hapu, has direct, unabridged access? Who of Tuhoronuku, has the same?
5. Or will Kotahitanga and Tuhoronuku be provided with a Crown summation of submissions?

All members of the engagement group (which consists of representatives from Kotahitanga, 
Tuhoronuku and the Crown) will receive all the feedback submitted to
ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz. The intention is also to publicly release both a summary of the 
feedback and all of feedback (subject to the usual privacy conventions) at the end of this process.

6. What then, is the process for summation of submissions?

Once all the submissions have been received the engagement group will meet to consider them. It 
will also develop a summary of them - the intention is to release this alongside the engagement 
group's final report.

7. Who is eligible to make submissions and how is eligibility defined?

Anyone is able to make submissions.

3. Must all submissions go through the taiwhenua schedule of hui or can individuals make 
submissions?
9. Is the taiwhenua process the recognised process?

No, the submissions do not have to go through taiwhenua. The feedback process has been designed 
to provide Ngapuhi with the opportunity to make their views known in a range of ways. The 
Engagement Group (consisting of Tuhoronuku, Kotahitanga and the Crown) has independently 
hosted a series of hui in the rohe and around the country to provide people with an opportunity to. 
hear about directly about Maranga Mai and ask questions. Some people have provided feedback at 
those hui. Funding is also available for any hapu which wishes to have a hui to discuss the Maranga
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Mai report and collate hapu feedback on it. Members of the engagement group are available to 
attend those hui if that's useful.

Feedback can also be provided through the email address for feedback. Individuals are welcome to 
make a submission on the draft proposals set out in Maranga Mai.

10. What is the position of hapu who do not or have withdrawn from taiwhenua participation?

This aim of this process is to provide all hapu with an opportunity to participate (whether they 
participate in taiwhenua, in Kotahitanga or in Tuhoronuku). All hapu are welcome to provide 
feedback.

11. Will the current taiwhenua structure continue to drive the process?
12. What is the criteria and process for establishing additional taiwhenua?

The engagement process is being driven by the engagement group made up of Kotahitanga, 
Tuhoronuku-and Crown representatives________ — ____________________________

The draft Maranga Mai report recommends a revised representative structure for negotiations that 
includes hapu representatives gathering in regional forums to make decisions about negotiations. 
The engagement group recommends six regions in the report. It also noted "some hapu have 
proposed additional regions. Hapu representatives, once appointed will need to discuss the 
configuration and names of regions. We expet they will consider a number of factors including good 
reasons for adding new regions, natural alliances, buget implications and organisational efficiencies. 
Feedback from the hui and wananga noted that hapu can still work together in smaller groups within 
regions (and negotiations) which may lessen the need to create new regions."

You are welcome to provide feedback on that recommendation.

13. If this is not a mandated process, how will consensus be arrived at in the summation of 
submissions based on all of the above?

Each submission will be carefully considered by the engagement group. They will be summarised in 
a report to go out alongside the final version of Maranga Mai.

F ro m ::
Sent: Tuesday, 3 May 2016 9:54 p.m.
To: naapuhifeedback@iustice.qovt.nz 
Subject: Re: MARANGA MAI SUBMISSION PROCESS

I?
Please respond to my queries below. Nga mihi -

 Original Message---
From:
To: Ngaouhi Engagement Group 
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2016 1:48 PM 
Subject: MARANGA MAI SUBMISSION PROCESS

Receipt of notice for the extension to the closing date for Ngapuhi submissions to 
Marangai Mai is acknowledged. Please provide timely and easy-to-understand 
clarification of the following :
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1. Why are hapu submissions going directly to the Crown at justice.govt.co.nz?
2. Why weren't Ngapuhi commissioned with the necessary technological and 
human resourcing?
3. Do Kotahitanga and Tuhoronuku have direct, unabridged access to 
ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz?
4. Who, of the hapu, has direct, unabridged access? Who of Tuhoronuku, has the 
same?
5. Or will Kotahitanga and Tuhoronuku be provided with a Crown summation of 
submissions?
6. What then, is the process for summation of submissions?
7. Who is eligible to make submissions and how is eligibility defined?
8. Must all submissions go through the taiwhenua schedule of hui or can 
individuals make submissions?
9. Is the taiwhenua process the recognised process?
10. What is the position of hapu who do not or have withdrawn from taiwhenua 
participation?
11. Will the current taiwhenua structure continue to drive the process?
12. What is the criteria and process for establishing additional taiwhenua?
12. If this is not a mandated process, how will consensus be arrived at in the 
summation of submissions based on all of the above?
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• From:
Sent: Monday, 9 May 2016 6:48 p.m. _..J
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: Draft Report Feedback.

Kia ora koutou katoa,

|<o I toku ingoa. He uri whakaheke ahau ki a Eruera Maihi Patuone, te rangatita o te iwi o
Ngapuhi, ko ia te tama mataamua o Tapua te rangatira o NgatiHao. Kaiwaowao o te whakataunga o 
Tamaki Makaurau, he hoa pono ki a Kuini Wikitoria o Ingarangi me bna mangai kawanatanga no roto 
Aotearoa. Arikinui o te whakaminenga o NgaPuhi me nga kotahitanga o nga iwi o NgaPuhi. Kaitiaki o nga 
Pakeha me nga whakaurunga o te Tiriti o Waitangi.

I was present at the Hui at Hoane Waititi Marae in Glen Eden/Oratia and listened intently to the korero 
from both sides regarding the Draft-Report presented to-us._l immediatelyjtookit home_and_r_ead thru it 
th'oroughlyrThe-following weekend I journeyed up north to theHokianga and shared-it with a number of 
respected individuals at marae and engaged in fmther korero about theTeport and our respective issues.

These issues I will attempt to articulate thuslyi

• There is no reasonable excuse for Ngapuhi Hapu and Whanau settlements to be lumped together 
as one. NgaPuhi have a long and colourful relationship with each other and with the crown. All in 
different facets and all in different degrees. It is completely unfair and poorly presented, to have 
NgaPuhi effectively fighting amongst each other, after the fact, to get their just due. We 
emphatically demand that each issue be taken into it's own merit by the crown.

• There seems to be a very selective history being referenced for this report and the settlement 
itself. Allow me to hopefully add some perspective:

Our Tupuna, Rahiri, from whom we are all related, moved from current Northland to Te Aroha. Making 
this NgaPuhi Hapu. This is why Thames became the second 'town' in New Zealand and a bustling trade 
settlement - it was because of Patuone, Hongi Hika and Waka Nene's relationship with Ngati Rahiri 
Tumutumu and this relationship was solidified when Patuone married Takarangi, sister of the Ngati Paoa 
chief Te Kupenga. This was about 1828. Thereafter, Patuone moved his base to the Hauraki area of South 
Auckland, maintaining estates at Whakatiwai on the Hauraki Gulf south of present-day Auckland and at 
Putiki on Waiheke Island. These estates, lands and relationships were prior to the Treaty of Waitangi and 
existed post Treaty, also but these territories are all missing from your report.

Further, Waitemata, 5 generations prior to the arrival of the Pakeha married into NgaPuhi. This marriage 
of Tuiti, son of Ngati Tupoto chief Tupoto- who united the Hokianga Hapu in what was to be the first 
move toward the Confederation of NgaPuhi and the United Tribes of New Zealand perhaps the most 
important aspect of enabling the Treaty to ever occur-Tuiti married Marohawhea, daughter of the chief 
of Waitemata, making Waitemata a Ngapuhi Hapu. This marriage angered Ngati Whatua who had 
commissioned Tupoto and Ngapuhi to kill Waitemata in its entirety because Ngati Whatua wanted their 
lands. With Tuiti's marriage, Ngati Whatua sought revenge and 2 generations later-with the aid of 
Rotorua - slaughtered all of NgaPuhi south of Whangarei save Tuiti and Marohawhea's grandchildren, 
one of whom was Wharetoru, Great Grandmother of Hongi Hika, and Great, Great Grandmother of 
Patuone and Waka Nene all of whom exacted revenge for this action and underthe desire of the Crown 
to want Auckland lands for a city, they pushed Ngati Whatua into the sea at Devonport and back to the 
point of extinction, save for Tainui's threat of interruption. This is how NgaPuhi and the United Tribes of 
New Zealand gained Tainu's agreeance and signatures for the Declaration of Independence in 1835 - 
NgaPuhi agreed not to destroy Ngati Whatua and Tainui signed. NgaPuhi in turn gave Ngati Whatua the 
Kohimarama section of Auckland to live in peace. The Crown then purchased from NgaPuhi a 30km 
radius area of what is central Auckland, the Kohimarama section of Auckland returned to Ngati Whatua 
and the balance of land - NgaPuhi.
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As you can see just these actions make the land area in question quite significant and incredibly large in 
relation to the areas presented in the report. And The Crown benefitted from all of these dealings and all 
of these areas NgaPuhi obtained whether by the spear or by marriage. So they retain a huge impact on 
the impending settlements. The entire landscape of New Zealand and current economical position of NZ 
on a world stage, are because of these actions.

What's more is that Hongi Hika's war party that claimed these lands that still to this day, benefit The 
Crown, continued south, with the aid of Ngati Paoa and Ngati Rahiri Tumutumu, exacting revenge on 
Rotorua and then further south to the Hawkes Bay and Taupo, conquering Tuwharetoa and more. Now, 
by the time the Treaty of Waitangi was signed, NgaPuhi had stretched from Cape Reinga to the northern 
Hawkes Bay, and just south of Gisbourne. This is all poignant information as it all pertains to the context 
of the Treaty of Waitangi as I will explain:

The 3rd Article of The Treaty of Waitangi says
'In consideration thereof Her Majesty the Queen of England extends to the Natives of New Zealand Her 
royal protection and imparts to them all the Rights and Privileges of British Subjects/

Although in the Second article our Taonga are protected and Hongi Hika in 1818 translated Taonga 
as 'That which is obtained or achieved via the tip of the spear'. During Hongi Hika's war, a constant flow 
of slaves were being sent to NgaPuhi from his conquests. In 1772, however, Lord Mansfield's judgement 
in the Somersett's Case emancipated a slave in England, which helped launch the movement to abolish 
slavery. By 1840 the Slavery Abolition Act (1833) was already signed and slavery frowned upon. A 
condition of us signing the Treaty of Waitangi under the Third Article was explained that all slaves had to 
be freed. Hongi Hika himself did not live to see the Treaty signed, but those that, fought with him did.
They understood the importance of respect and in that regard returned not only the slaves to those 
southern Iwi, but also their lands, too.

I am sure I am not telling your researchers anything they may not know already, but the point is to 
articulate the fact that we also know. We know what we are worth and we know what is important.

• My next issue is with the interpretation of the Treaty itself. There is this inaccurate attention 
being spent on the word 'Sovereignty' and not on it's context. At the time of the Treaty, 
dictionaries had not been authored - this occurred in the late 1800's. Instead, the Treaty was 
written by what was commonly or is commonly referred to as Shakesperian English - as its 
authors were taught it during their schooling. Shakespere himself created over 150 words and 
defined them himself. Guess what one of those words happened to be? Sovereignty.

To correctly gauge the Shakesperian definition of 'Sovereignty' we must look at another word invented in 
what is now called 'Victorian English' which was coined and defined when dictionaries were authored in 
the iate 1800's at the end of Victoria's reign. That word is 'JURISDICTION'. Allow me to explain further: If 
you read the Treaty with 'Sovereignty' defined as it is currently, in modern English, Articles 1

‘The Chiefs of the Confederation of the United Tribes of New Zealand and the separate and independent 
Chiefs who ha ve not become members of the Confederation cede to Her Majesty the Queen of England 
absolutely and without reservation all the rights and powers of Sovereignty which the said Confederation 
or Individual Chiefs respectively exercise or possess, or may be supposed to exercise or to possess over 
their respective Territories as the sole sovereigns thereof."

and 2,

’Her Majesty the Queen of England confirms and guarantees to the Chiefs and Tribes of New Zealand and 
to the respective families and individuals thereof the full exclusive and undisturbed possession of their 
Lands and Estates Forests Fisheries and other properties which they may collectively or individually



possess so long as it is their wish and desire to retain the same in their possession; but the Chiefs of the 
United Tribes and the individual Chiefs yield to Her Majesty the exclusive right of Preemption over such 
lands as the proprietors thereof may be disposed to alienate at such prices as may be agreed upon 
between the respective Proprietors and persons appointed by Her Majesty to treat with them in that 
behalf/

Contradict themselves in 3 places.

But if you replace Sovereignty and its definition with that of Jurisdiction, the document flows perfectly. 
Further, the rise of the Tories (The NZ Company whom committed the crimes against the Treaty were a 

Tory derivative) occurred because of political freedom in the colonies - this best exampled with Jamaica, 
a British colony. The Queen was the sovereign ruler of the Realm upon Jamaica being 
inducted/conquered into the Empire, BUT despite having outlawed slavery in 1833, Jamaica didn't 
-abolish slavery until the 1880's...Why? Because the Queen even though the sovereign ruler of the realrrv 
had no-JURISDICTION to impose British laws upon Jamaica—This was-the-entire-purpose-of-t-he-Treaty-of-—  
Waitangi, to impose British laws upon"British sUbjectT'to avoid them frorrrbeing victirmrof mltural 
misunderstandings (and to tax them).

This issue may not be a problem or a concern with your report, but it is valid in all arguments and 
concerns relative to Treaty settlement. It proves that we have been systematically undone by deception 
and fraud. And compensation must never be light. In fact it heightens our distrust for those in control of 
writing documents that impact our direct futures and those of our future generations. It also fuels the fire 
for us to be guaranteed the ability, freedom and right to have a Maori Parliament like we had in the late 
1800's promised to us in the 1877 Constitution Act of NZ as well as the Treaty of Waitangi under Article 
1 "...Rights and powers of Sovereignty which the said Confederation or Individual Chiefs respectively 
exercise or possess, or may be supposed to exercise or to possess over their respective Territories as the 
sole sovereigns thereof." which states we are law makers, law enforcers and authors of our own destiny 
within our own lands and for our own people.

• My next concern is that the report proposal puts too much obligation on Hapu - Hapu have to 
locate all of their members, then internally vote, then put together a council of representatives, 
then they have to vote once more and then a decision is theoretically made. This process seems 
drawn out and confusing and totally corruptible. If we as a nation and our Government can put 
forth $26 million to vote not once, but twice for a flag we all emphatically did not want, but 
make sure those ballots reached every home, then they - the ones who committed the crimes 
and the ones who hold the proverbial purse strings can in good faith and as a token for wanting 
resolution, can spend the money to ensure all Hapu members have equal voice. Each one gets 
one vote and we count the votes equally. Simple solution.

Further to the above, the subject of 'compensation' or 'reparations' are a big part of the driving force for 
NgaPuhi in terms of settlement and the process of getting there.

I believe settlement has little to do with attaining land - though important - but more to do with gaining 
a position of influence to steer the country and render the Treaty of Waitangi the partnership it was 
meant to be all those years ago. Due to the fact the current Government wish to settle and their use of 
language is such that they want 'resolution' shows they have absolutely no intentions of upholding the 
Treaty of Waitangi. So in order to avoid future deceit and treachery, we must accumulate power and 
influence. Lest we forget that it was Meri Te Tai Mangakahia of NgaPuhi who via the Maori Parliament 
enabled women around the world the right to vote. Currently we do not have a system in place to make 
such monumental impacts on the world today.

Which brings me to several things I think for the good of NgaPuhi and all Iwi, need to be attained in any 
settlement. These things are guaranteed to us via The Treaty of Waitangi as well as other contracts with



the Crown, which should render them essential settlement pillars and thus be the absolute bare 
minimum of any proposed settlement.

1. We require the Maori Parliament to be re-established. To meet at Waitangi regularly as was 
promised to us, and implemented by us under the Treaty of Waitangi up until the first World War 
in which NgaPuhi gave selflessly again to the Crown and the rise of Influenza which claimed many 
more NgaPuhi lives. With' this Maori Parliament, we will seek control over Forests, Fisheries, 
Lands, Housing, Education, Health, Welfare, Tourism and any and all other internal policies and 
departments of Government. These points and positions guaranteed under Article 2 of the 
Treaty. The Maori Parliament will consist of representatives of each Iwi, and one representative 
of each Hapu. The findings and work of this Parliament will be overseen by the Minister of Maori 
Affairs, effectively making this Minister a second-equal - Prime Minister. Making Article 1 of 
the Treaty become actuality.

2. Likewise, all Local Government be made up equally of Hapu/lwi members and Crown 
representatives.

3. Further, the education system will need to be addressed and true history be actualised. The 
Crown will teach children what exactly the Crown did to Maori. How land was taken by deceit 
and how this endeavour was systematically conducted. In addition, children will learn how and 
why lands and compensation were redistributed to disenfranchised people. They will learn Maori 
committed no wrong doing.

4. We will adopt an immigration policy not unlike the USA or Australia, where by new citizens in an 
effort to become naturalised New Zealanders will learn the Treaty of Waitangi word for word.
Will learn Maori protocol and will see all peoples of New Zealand as equally valued.

5. An apology will be issued by the Crown to all New Zealanders and in front of the Human Rights 
Commission of the United Nations, where the apology will state exactly what the Crown had 
done to Maori, how many New Zealanders exist on stolen lands illegally obtained and how Maori 
tradition, language and culture have been muted and subdued for centuries to de-power and 
cripple a people who were to be partners in a new country for the good of all.

6. Dealing with the dispersion of Hapu members around the nation, a new communications 
company will be formed this companies purpose will be to power all Marae with solar power, 
this power can be stored, dispersed or distributed around the Rohe as it is available. Additionally, 
cellular connectivity will link all Marae around the country for free use ensuring no Hapu or Iwi 
member is out of communication with another, despite their often remote location.

7. Every place name, street sign not already in Te Reo to be subtitled in Te Reo (and those in Te Reo 
now, subtitled to English). This is referenced in Article 2 of the Treaty. This will help nationally 
and internationally to re-establish Te Reo as an equal language to English.

8. Each New Zealand Embassy around the world will have fluent Reo speakers and culturalists 
positioned to reference and to advise foreign nations of our history, our cultural diversity and 
opportunities for their citizens wishing to visit to embrace Maori culture - this will create jobs for 
our people and global awareness. Additionally, each Embassy will have a Marae on its grounds 
and any distressed NZ citizen travelling abroad will be provided free space to accommodate - 
just like Marae here.

9. Maori terms, clear definitions, definitive values and paths to restitution and resolution be 
included in our nations laws (terms like Taonga, Whanau, Kaupapa defined etc). This will work to 
strengthen ties between peoples of the land and avoid miscommunications and bigotry thru 
perceived 'special treatment'.

10. This article was published last week regarding a crime against NgaPuhi and Patuone whanau 
land: http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfmPc id=l&obiectid-11634965 Such crimes 
will be punishable under Maori law as protected under Article 1 and Article 2 of the Treaty of 
Waitangi. Thus, such criminals should forfeit ALL of their lands to NgaPuhi.

Following these items, we can then begin to roll out the issue of cash and land compensation as how the 
settlement structure stands now, no matter how much land we get we are extremely limited in what we 
can do with it. The Government has made sure of creating legalities to prevent us capitalising on our

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfmPc


lands with competitive industries. We cannot build resorts. We cannot build freeways/highways, we 
cannot build much without their constant consent and permission which defeats the purpose.

I thank you for your time and trust you have read this thoroughly. I look forward to reading a response.

Kind regards,
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Fro m :'
Sent: Wednesday, 11 May 2016 8:27 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: FW: Ngapuhi feedback - Poneke

Kia ora nga Kai Rangahau
Please accept my feed-back.

1. That a data base of Ngapuhi iwi and hapu be generated. It is not to comprise of 
another iwi not of Ngapuhi, nor another hapu not of Ngapuhi

2. That the Ngapuhi move ahead swiftly with the claim
3. That Hapu nominated figurehead to represent Hapu have to be approved and signed 

by hapu marae kaumatua (at least 4-5 qualified signatories.
4. Noted that the appointed Wellington spokesperson (through online vote system) be 

disestablished. Reason Since her appointment of 18 months she had not called 
meetings or informed the Wellington Ngapuhi affiliate groups about Ngapuhi claims. 
Her travel has been paid to attend hui in Te Taitokerau, and it is no excuse as to not 
having any money to hold a meeting of sorts to hear our voices and views. Definitely 
she is representing herself at Te Tai Tokerau hui. Absolutely, no relationships with 
Wgtn Ngapuhi. One can hold hui without money. Its how it is managed. Person has 
no idea or intent.
Definitely, have to sort this matter once and for all.

5. Wellington need to replace our Tai Tokerau spokesperson with someone who 
understands and speaks Maori and have demonstrated relationships and connections 
with Ngapuhi iwi in Poneke.

6. I recommend that'^ J b e  the spokesperson for Wellington. A meeting 
(Tuhoronuku figureheads) needs to be mooted to address this concern of ours at the 
earliest opportunity

7. Ngapuhi Wai Negotiators -  Do the original 3 remain as negotiators or is there going 
to be new appointments given there is a meeting of minds with Tuhoronuku

8. Ngapuhi Wai claim should be o n e  f a c e  o n e  w a k a ,  and we don’t want to hear ifom the 
Ngapuhi group who came to Pipitea Marae the melding of two fractions. Some of us 
had attended the first Tuhoronuku hui in Wellington some years back. Those in 
attendance still hold the view and value that Tuhoronuku was and still is the official 
agency for Ngapuhi... Happy to retain its name. Why should Tuhoronuku be usurped 
by a small group of agitators to get then way.

Thank you be happy to discuss further if need be.
Kiaoramaij

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


From:
‘'Sen t: Friday, 13 May 2016 4:44 p.m.
’To: I 
Cc:

, i\uy^ ucirvci ,

■ ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz; 1 
Subject: Re: My Feedback from Te Waimate Taiamai ki Kaikohe Regional Hui

Kia ora hone

The hapu of Ngati Rangi in Tautoro amd Ngati Rangi in Taiamai are to.my understanding 2 
- -different hapii.— -------- — -

■Ngati Rangi ki Tautoro-claim helce -from-the NgapuhlTupuna RangiJbekeJlniwhislt we in 
Taiamai claim helce Rom Hine Puu kohu rangi down through Tahuhu nui o Rangi several 
generations prior to Rahiri,

Rangi heke tini is an uri of Rahiri whilst his wife Ahua iti is an mi of Tahuhu nui o Rangi... 
more ancient civilisation of Taiamai before Rahiris arrival.

Also then son Uenuku took Kare Ariki whose a direct mi also of Tahuhu nui o Rangi..

Kare Ariki1 s parents were Tahuao and Ope nga iti whose koiwi are interred at Te Tapu o 
Tahu ao... the burial caves at our wahi tapu Otahuao where the BOIWWMS and council 
currently have their shit running through it....

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


Ngapuhi Engagement Group
By email: ngapuhlfeedhacR l̂ustlce.govLTiz

16 May 2016

Ngapuhi Engagement Group

RE: Maranga Mai: Tim Ngapfmi Engagement Group's Draft Report 

Introduction . n  t
0 \ V \

/ / v 1. My name isjf and I am the named claimant for the jMy
descent lines Include: "

* NSgati Arm of Te Taitokerau;

® Njgati Whakafratu of Mangakahla;

* Njgati Rang! the ancient hapu of Ngai Tahuhu;

* MgaQ Pou o te Taitokerau including Te Ngare RaumaS;

» Ngati Tawake - descent from Tawakehaunga via Rauahrne;

* TeHoroofKarkou;

» Whanau Whero of Whinnaki; and

* Te Uri o Hau.

2. Most of tiie above listed hapu are recognised by the Ngapuhi Engagement Group as 
Ngapuhi hapu.1

3. I have read the document Maranga Mai: Tim Ngapuhi Engagement Group’s  Draft Report 
and I would like to provide the following feedback.

A proportional voting system would ensure equity of representation

1. The proposed structure in Maranga Mai for Ngdpuhi representation allows hapu 
representatives to exercise the vote of their hapu in the regional forum.2 This suggests 
that, regardless of size, each hapu will have the same voting power and therefore the 
same influence.

2. I am concerned that small groups, made up of a number of members from different 
small hapu {and perhaps often the same people) will have the potential to act in concert

1 Maranga ftfa i: The Ngapuhi Engagement Group's Draft Report, 1 April 2010. Attachment Five.
2 {bid, pages 13-21.
SimS33-Ifll_169.dK*



and use their votes to override a larger hapu which might only have one vote. This has 
the potential to produce unfairness.

3. 1 suggest a proportional voting system. This means tliat a hapu gets a certain number of 
votes in proportion to their membership. Smaller hapu will therefore have fewer votes 
white large hapu will have more votes. This proposal would ensure equity in terms of 
influence ondecision-makmg.

Urbanised Ngapuhi need better representation

4. Under the current Tuhoronuku Independent Mandated Authority (TuhoronuKu IMA)
"—  —structure, urbanised Ngapuhi are represented by four urban seats on the Tuhoronuku 

JMAjBoard. These seats represent Auckland. W elnqton and the South island. As 
pdiritedoutEn-Afaranga-jWa/Athere-aresignificantdrawbaekstoTh'ES approachfincluding:

* exclusion of urbanised Ngapuhi outside of these regions;

« the quality of representation that can he provided by Just one representative for 
each of these regions; and

• control and influence residing with hapu inside the Northland rohe.

5. I do not support the new proposal as laid out in Maranga Mai Under the proposed 
structure, it is for each hapu to decide how to incorporate those living outside their rohe 
within their hapu representation.4 This does not resolve the issues above. Urbanised 
Ngapuhi may be disconnected from their hapu, or they may have different concerns to 
those of their hapu. If the fatter is the case, they will be subject to toe will of the majority 
and their concerns may be ignored. Thus they will continue to be Inadequately 
represented, marginalised and ignored. These are the very problems the Te Tiriti claims 
process is supposed to be rectifying.

6. I think this issue needs further attention. The urbanisation of Maori is a trend that is 
likely to continue. In 2013,84% of Maori lived in urban areas.5 While many continue to 
associate with their hapu and rohe, one in six people of Maori descent did not know their 
tribal affiliation at this time, and regarded themselves as “urban Maori'1.6 This is true of 
Ngapuhi. Urban Ngapuhi need to be enabled to actively participate.

7. I would like to note that my suggestion at paragraph 3 of a proportional voting system 
would go some way towards improving this situation. Hapu members will be forced to 
re-establish connections with their urban whanau if they want to increase their influence 
and voting power. This would help to maintain links between hapu and separated 
wh3naunga.

Record-keeping needs to be improved

8. I would like to see the creation of a database where claims are recorded against specific 
individuals, whanau and their descendants. This database should also record 
whakapapa linkages and current and historic land ownership. This will help to ensure 
that settlement redress will:

3 foid. page 23.
4  fold, page 23.
5 h?tp-J/www.fpara.flo\4rEfenruTb3n-TTiaori?p3ge-3. accessed 12 May 2D1&
6 httpar/->Viykvleara.govtrg.fenirLirb3n-m3ori/p3ne-1. accessed 12 May 2010.
fanKJ3-GDt mdcex

http://www.fpara.flo/4rEfenruTb3n-TTiaori?p3ge-3


» ibe armed at particular grievances; and

« go to the right people.

9. This will also help to ensure that the right people have a say in the management of 
settlement assets, and that a thorough auditing process can he implemented.

10.1 am concerned that without such a database, more vocal groups wlhln a hapu may get 
the control and management of settlement redress, while smaller, less vocal groups 
from the same hapu who have an equal right under wbakapapa and tikanga to tire 
redress wOl miss out. These minority groups may have well founded claims and have a 
real and current need for settlement redress, but can be sidelined by the more vocal 
groups who accept the settlement redress on behalf of the entire hapu. A database 
would provide am independent record which can be relied upon to prevent such fntra- 
hapu theft

Ion633-D01 maocx







i ROM: 
TO: 
DATE: 
RE:

Hapu Engagement Project group
17 May 2016
Response to “Maranga mai”

Tena koutou.

Firstly I acknowledge the work done by the engagement group in putting this proposal 
together. I am well aware that it is much easier to criticise a proposal than it is to put a 
proposal together. Nga mihi nui Id a koutou katoa.

On my first reading of the Maranga mai report, I felt positive about it. I was pleased to see 
the emphasis placed on Hapu involvement and the probability that negotiations and 

“ settlement would" be fhroughregions. "

- T appreciate that the Engagement group is approaching this with a whole of Ngapuhi-----
perspective, however on applying some of the actions and recommendations with my specific 
hapu in mind, some of the areas don’t gel.

There are three major areas of the report that I make comment on:

1 Tuhoronuku Independent Manadated Authority------------------------------------------
2 Hapu engagement and management
3 Regional management and responsibility

1 Tuhoronuku Independent Manadated Authority

a) Since the decision made by the Minister to establish the tripartite engagement group, there 
have been views expressed that TIMA will be “wiped out” while other peoples perceived 
views are that the Minister will not take the mandate from TIMA.

As a claimant and as a person who went into the Tuhoronuku process as a Mandated Hapu 
Kaikorero to protect Whangaroa interests, and also, as a person who works within our region, 
I believe that the Minister should say NOW whether or not TIMA will continue to hold the 
Ngapuhi mandate.

b) If it is the case that TIMA will continue to hold the mandate with the changes that have 
been recommended, let us know now so that we can prepare our forward mahi with at least 
some assurance of relative continuity. I believe that retaining the TIMA board is the most 
reasonable decision. The cuiTent TIMA board already has in place a facility with personnel 
and equipment carrying out the operational activities required. It makes no sense to remove 
this group simply to replace it with another group that will need to firstly define an agreed 
process for its establishment, then determine who would replace the human and other 
resources that the current Board employs.

c) Remembering that it was at Te Kotahitanga’s insistence that there are three regional 
representatives on the TIMA Board, I agree that there should be a reduction in the number of 
representatives. This can be done with relative ease by requiring those regional Mandated 
Hapu Kaikorero who voted the three members onto the current Board, to meet and reduce 
those numbers by either one or two as required.



d) While there have been calls for the mandated hapu kaikorero to stand down immediately, 
this cannot happen until the Crown has varied the Tuhoronuku mandate. The currently 
elected Mandated Hapu Kaikorero were elected according to a legal process - however 
inappropriate it was - and until that legality has been reversed, those hapu kaikorero are legal 
representatives within this Ngapuhi mandate. Whether or not the currently elected Mandated 
Hapu Kaikorero stay in place is up to then hapu to decide. There should be no requirement 
that hapu hold a hui to replace the existing kaikorero: it should be for the hapu to decide 
whether or not a hui is called to confirm or replace the existing hapu kaikorero.

e) Should the Minister decide to remove the mandate from Tuhorunuku, I believe that the 
mandate should then be given to each of the nominated regions so that we can each set about 
managing our own processes within the overarching requirements that are agreed to.

f) To establish a new body to hold the mandate, and to hold numerous hapu hui to replace the 
existing hapu kaikorero, will add further expense to an already over expended process; and 
that expense will be deducted from whatever redress is negotiated for settlement. Why 
should we go on adding more and more expense to a process that is not seeing us progress 
with the actual settlement of our claims?

Hononga iti '

g) I believe that TIMA should continue as the proposed Te Hononga Iti, at least until the hapu 
have been given adequate time to get some of their processes in place to cany out the 
functions that are expected of them: TIMA has the systems and personnel in place to do this. 
This will mean that the transitional phase of this process can begin almost immediately.

h) I do not agree with a name change from Tuhoronuku. I opposed the whole Tuhoronuku 
process, however, whatever the connotations are in the name, this whole debacle is our 
history; changing its name will not change that history. To change the name Tuhoronuku is 
akin to saying that your tupuna is no longer valid to you because of an act he or she 
committed that you do not agree with. In my view that is a travesty against your history and 
you need to get over yourself and live with it, just as we all continue to live with the deeds of 
Hongi Hika that we are still being reminded of by other iwi who suffered at his hands.

2 Hapu engagement and management

a) I have a strong belief that for Ngapuhi to become the entity that it could become, and that 
many expect from this settlement, we need to get our whanau, within their hapu working 
productively and cooperatively; in turn we will then get our regions to develop for the benefit 
of all, and this will then ultimately, see Ngapuhi growing to be the Iwi that it could be.

b) Maranga Mai proposes some requirements that are an absolute necessity: a register of 
members (beneficiaries) and identified tikanga specific for their hapu to follow. However, to 
state that meetings will follow hapu established tikanga and then to specify that certain 
meetings must give 21 days notice and as well, identify possible voting processes, is an 
indication that there is lip service being given to what tikanga is and should be.

c) While the regions are specifically identified, the hapu are given a license to float around all 
over Ngapuhi. This process is the final part of settling the grievances that have been



identified in the claims of our people. Hapu should be based in the region where then claim is 
based because these claims are about then mana waixua, their mana moana and then mana 
whenua.
d) I acknowledge that some hapu exist in more than one region of Te Taitokerau. Where this 
occurs and the hapu show that they have mana whenua in that region, those regions and hapu 
need to agree that they may establish their own hapu grouping. As an example Ngati Pou, 
who moved from Taiamai to Whangaroa and then to Hokianga, could have a hapu roopu in 
Taiamai and in Hokianga, and as well as in Whangaroa where the Tuhoronuku process has 
identified it to be. It would then be up to each grouping of Ngati Pou to communicate with 
each other, but not to interfere in the work of each region.

Plononga nui

e) Whether or not and when, hapu engage with the wider Ngapuhi hapu groupings as 
identified in the Hononga nui forum, Ts suihlyTdf eachrfegiWfo decide:dTapumeedtb focus 
first and foremost on their region and its activities.

f) If a Hononga nui is to be established, who and how will this be managed? Is it intended 
that there will be an administrative entity established to facilitate and coordinate this? I hope 
not.

I perceive Hononga nui as being a replication of Te Kotahitanga O Nga Hapu O Ngapuhi as 
at j)resent_and while this has been a" positive forum for some issuesyin my opinion in other 
areas it has not been so.

g) In my view this is not a good type of forum for engagement on specific issues where firm 
and informed recommendations will need to be made. I would expect that each region would 
have the capability to determine who from their region have the skills and expertise to 
contribute to discussions on specific issues and that those people would be engaged to 
participate in such forum as and when required by their regions. If a region has no one 
interested or do not wish to participate, far better that they keep out of the way rather than be 
a hindrance to those who want to make positive progress.

h) To have a forum such as that proposed is simply giving people a place where they can take 
then nawe and create disruption and dissention. We are all fully aware that we have . 
individuals who will attend any meeting that is being held, and force then personal agenda 
onto the meeting. In my view, the current Te Kotahitanga process has unwittingly contributed 
to the fragmentation of our regions because individuals can attend the wider Kotahitanga hui 
and bitch and bellyache about others in then own region, without needing to let the region 
know what the accusations are that they are making.

i) If one hundred and twenty thousand people identified as Ngapuhi over past yeai-s; are they 
suddenly going to say that they are no longer Ngapuhi? The regions should be able to identify 
where and when they can work together, or with another region as Ngapuhi. Between 2003 
and 2011, the regions worked together collaboratively yet independently, without any 
directives given by anyone. We need to have faith in each other and in ourselves and desist 
from trying to control what others should do and how they should do what it is that they need 
to do.



j) Withdrawal process
I note that the process is onerous. I also note that while a hapu can withdraw, a claimant or 
hapu cannot withdraw a registered Waitangi Tribunal claim. This then is an indication that 
claims will be settled with or without then claimant’s participation in the final process. Is this 
what Ngapuhi wants to happen without the full knowledge of the claimants? Is this not one of 
the major complaints that we of Te Kotahitanga had against the Tuhoronuku process?

k) It is disappointing and an error that Maranga Mai gives no recognition to the Waitangi 
Tribunal claimants or their claims. We need to remember that this whole process is the 
settlement of the claims of grievance against the Crown that have been lodged with the 
Waitangi Tribunal. To give no acknowledgement of this in the negotiations process is a 
serious oversight. The claimants, in particular' those who hold Wai numbers, must be seen to 
be part of the negotiations process, otherwise they could legitimately, in my view, complain 
that then grievances have not been addressed when it comes to settlement.

Representatives on the Engagement group who have been long time members of Te 
Kotahitanga will recall that the greatest consternation from our people wasn’t the lack of 
hapu involvement in the Tuhoronuku proposals, but the fact that all of our claims had been 
included in those proposals without our prior knowledge and agreement. So why are those 
claims now being cast aside as though they are of no consequence?

1) Within the recommendations going forward, there must be acknowledgement of the 
claimants by each hapu, or at least hapu participation recognizing those of their members 
who have registered Waitangi Tribunal claims against the Crown. Claimants will give 
essential information to negotiators.

3 Regional management and responsibilities

a) The Maranga mai proposal recommends that administration of the hapu is the 
responsibility of Te Hononga iti -  as it currently is under the present TIMA process.

b) The administration point of the hapu must be the regions, because that is where the base is 
for the hapu: that is where their claims are based: that is where then monitoring needs to 
happen: that is where we will begin to develop negotiations and actual settlement and go 
forward. We cannot build our regional progress if those who are key and crucial to our 
regions -  araa nga hapu -  are fragmented through then administrative control and 
requirements.

c) As with the hapu, the decision making processes of the regions need to be established by 
the regions and could be based on tikanga if this is the region’s choice. If we expect our hapu 
to establish tikanga processes, then the regions should also follow tikanga of their region 
where and when it applies.

d) Maranga mai gives no indication as to how the Regions will be managed and administered. 
The Regions are currently effectively administered and managed under the CFRT process.
This process should continue with the interaction for negotiations activities being between 
the Regions and the Office of Treaty Settlements unless and until the mandate is given to 
the regions at which time interaction would likely continue with CFRT. At this point a legal 
regional entity would need to be established by each region.



e) Hapu representation on the Regional body is not lilcely to be effected until hapu have been 
given reasonable time to establish themselves, then registers and their tikanga. The regions 
should be able to continue as they are through this transitional phase. Already they are under 
the control of the claimants, most of whom are hapu based. A transition from one to the 
other should not pose difficulties if there is an acceptance of a willingness to work together 
within a region.

e) To say that hapu decide how they are represented in their regions is an anomaly. Regions 
should determine how hapu are represented within then* region.

.Negotiators. . . .  . .  _____________
f) There needs to be an option that there will be one negotiator appointed from each region 
working as a collective team towards settlement. Each regioiTcouIdTrave a team thal'wilL 
assist the negotiator-while not making decisions that are the premise of the negotiator—————

g) While the-negotiators are theprimary inteiface-with the Crown, it needs to be stated that 
this is only for the purpose of negotiations.

CLOSING
This is not the first time that an attempt has been made to “bring Ngapuhi together”; by my 
count it is the fourth time -  the first being in 2001 by CFRT through' _ this was k>
not accepted by Ngapuhi. Then in 2003 again by CFRT through this had a ^
level of success until 2005 when a call was made to the Waitangi Tribunal to hear Ngapuhi’s 
claims and the Ngapuhi Design Group was formed.

I would here correct an error in the Maranga Mai document in that the Ngapuhi Design 
Group did not recommend that it replace the five hearing districts for Northland with a single 
inquiry. The recommendation was that there be one inquiry district but that the eight regions 
that existed at that time within the CFRT process, would each have then* own hearings -  the 
understanding being that there could be eight settlement districts.

We should not be rushed through a transitional phase from what we are now, to what we need 
to be to go forward. Each grouping, our hapu, our regions, the body that holds the Ngapuhi 
mandate, need to be given time to exercise due diligence in then decision making: not to 
change what is finally determined, but to ensure that its application is the best possible that it 
can be.

Naaku noa,



From :: V \
Sent: Thursday, 19 May 2016 6:19 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: individual submission in support of the Te Ngare Hauata Hapu submission,

This is an individual submission in support of the Te Ngare Hauata Hapu 
submission, from of Te Ngare Hauata. ^

I found the document lacking in balance, with explanations and rationale 
missing in key areas. It was an extreme concern to me at the hui I attended last 
month that the facilitator argued for and against ideas and concerns from the 
floor. This political influence would have been minimised had there been clear 
rationale for each and every recommendation.

The suggestion of dissolution of Urban Reps..leaves those Ngapuhi, who are at 
a distance and adrift from their hapu, disenfranchised with no clear pathway to 
involvement and reconnection. It also allows for small, loud local minorities at 
home to dominate and benefit from decisions made. I earnestly hope this 
recommendation is removed for the sake of generations of Ngapuhi who are 
economically trapped in cities away, from their hapu, as a result of generations 
of oppression

No budgeting : this is a huge deficit. How can we tell if the recommendations 
are affordable? We have spent years spending money solving our internal issues 
and we have a way to go now to finish the process. There is an urgent need for 
strength-based forward planning based on actual statements of legal and 
financial responsibility.

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


From: , <
Sent: Thursday, 19 May 2016 7:17 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: Ngapuhi submissions

I wish, to submit a personal submission in support of the Te Ngare Hauata Hapu 

From \  of Te Ngare Hauata
i-~ -J ' v

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


He {corona ki ieAtuai, lie maungarongoiki lie whersua, lie whalcaaro pal M nga tingata katoa.

E mill ana W te liunga kua wliala nganmfifan̂ , 1 hipaitia nula ai te hikol o Ngapuhi i te vva a 
a ratou e feopifcopiko Raha ana i runga I te mai-a o te whenua. Hoki atu ra koutou ki te Rainga 
Mum Rua ofi te whakante mo fitoumo te taiitpta, haere, haere whakaoff atu.

E mM ana hoki ki a tafou ki te tonga ora, otisra ki te ffitmga a kawsa haeretia ai te Isaupapa ki 
runga I o tltou marae kainga i rote i raga marama marua tata aks nei. Aliatia r ahua rereke 
tonu te whakaputanga o te kaupapa ki ta nga whakatakoio i whakatakotoiia .ai i te .orcko 
timatanga ra ano ko te mea nui I whala kia may te kctehHanga o te wafrua he mea paihere 
na te rangimsrte.

Ko te tumanako ia kia tuituia fcahatia te kupenga whakaare kua whakairihia nei e Ngapuhi Ki 
runga ki te tarawa o te korero kia kotaiii te reo, kotahi te iirkoT a te iwi a nga ra kei mua i a 
tatou.

Kia ora iiuihui mai tatou.

Foreword:
We reflect anti offer time to acknowledge the strong and tireless efforts of every one of our 
people, leaders and Rangatira who work diligently to unite Ngapuhi, both now and Into the 
future, and to aii the great ones who have now passed and are resting.

We believe that necessary in all considerations relating to the collective settlement of 
Ngapuhi, is the patience to forecast likely ramifications and outcomes from ail actions taken. 
The slogan of Hapu Rangatiratanga* that has been used, can sometimes result in our own 
preferences (or, the preference of one’s own hapu), being imposed on our whole collective 
and affecting others unduly. Perhaps it is better that these matters are most appropriately 
approached under the unitary thought of simply “Rangatfratanga3.
What are those actions and outcomes that will truly be best for all our people?.„Let this 
precept alone lead our thinking.

Our feedback provided within tiffs correspondence is largely modelled around the concept of 
following successful examples or ̂ winning formulae". We Insist that any recommendations 
earned forward stemming from the draft report should be based upon examples where



successful outcomes have been previously attained. We are adverse to reinvention of the 
wheel not from fear, but from an understanding that the majority of untested solutions/ 
enterprises or models are statistically found to be unsuccessful. This understanding win lead 
us to steer clear of all undefined “ideas” of conceptual models which are not supported with 
strong rationale and evidence, that is, those which are not based on examples of similarly 
designed models working in good order. We feel this Is an appropriate level of caution and 
diligence with which to consider and approach those matters of importance, discussed within 
the Marang a Mai report

The Wartangi Tribunal's Urgent Inquiry could have recommended that the Crown withdraw its 
îecdghifion off he Ngapuhimandate, and that the mandating processbere-run. Although
tlris wasurged by some claimants, it was carefolfy conslderedthatthls line of actionwouTcf___
be neither practical or constructive. Broad support for settlement within Ngapuhi was 
recognised, although flaws were noted, once remedied the Tribunal endorsed that 

—Tuhoronuku will be capable offeadihg a negotiation on behalf of hapu. _ _ _ _ _

The Maranga Mai draft report recognises the significance of this recommendation and 
suggests building on the existing mandate to achieve a unified Ngapuhi settlement, 
it is therefore proper that we felly recognise the extensive prior work which has been 
diligently and arduously prepared by standing and past members of the Tuhoronuku iwi 
Mandated Authority (IMA). It must be understood that when reference Is made to this 
existing (standing) mandate, by association, one is also referencing the standing members 
of the Tuhoronuku IMA and the elected Kaikorero which represent the majority of hapu o 
Ngapuhi. Hie Rangatira, leaders and people already standing together m unity for the 
betterment of our people should be offered the feli regard wife which they deserve, and their 
mana should be preserved and held intact throughout this process of adjustment.

We must soon arrive at the destination of unity ff we are to collectively settle our grievances 
with the Crown, tt is vitally important we settle our differences and make adjustments, before 
deciding the final shape of our structures with which to move ahead.

This is a crucial step. We can go no further without certainty that our Mana is upheld and our 
fell rights preserved. Notwithstanding our fefl commitment to activating a united Ngapuhi, 
nga hapu o Te Pewhairangi can only agree to move together as one where the following 
requirements are satisfied.



Where we are in agreement:

Communications:
Recommend development s  a comprehensive communication guide
(assembled within cfeariemis of reference and budget) to be distributed throughout
IMgipuhi.

Waitangi Tribunal endorsement:
Tuhoronuku will be capable of leading a negotiation on behalf of hapu.

Te Hononga Nui:
Concept of Te Hononga Nui is compelling but there is a lack of detail. All processes should 
be first mapped, deliberated and ultimately agreed to by the Tuhoronuku IMA.

Hapu Teams:
We agree there is merit in providing for more than one representative providing certain 
conditions are met.

Hui a HapO: Selecting Representatives:
VVe agree where appropriate, this process should be further refined.

Disputes Resolution: Suggestions called for:
We agree that a dispute resolution process should be the researched and developed. 

Withdrawal:
That an agreed withdrawal mechanism loe enacted which limits the ability to withdraw to a 
specific timeframe.

Negotiators
The suggested process to appoint negotiators is agreeable and already provided for within 
Tuhoronuku.

Unity
Vitally important we settle our differences, make adjustments and decide the fihai shape of 
structures to move ahead (together) within.

Taunnofa
Kuia Kaumaiua absolutely should inform all hapu decisions. Kaikorero should operate in 
unity with their Taumata Kuia Kaumalua.

Me tu kotahi tatou
That agreed amendments be mads to Tuhoronuku, contingent on Te Kotahitanga 
represented hapQ declaring their electron(s) of Kaikorero reprepresetfives onto Tuhoronuku.



Executive Summary:

1. Increased number of regions represented:

Responses):
Number of sub-regions to be left unchanged.

Reason(s):
No rationale has been provided, explaining dearly, why an extra sub-region is 
recommended.

2. Hapu may participate in more than one region:

Response(s): — — -— ---------------------- -
Current protocol to be Sett unchanged.

Reason(s):
There is no provision of dear rationale or examples, explaining why, such potent 
additionalnghtTbe suggested for some hapu. - -

3. TeHononoa Nub 

Response(s):
Concept of Te Hononga Nut is compelling, but lack of detail leaves many questions 
unanswered.

Reason(s):
That all processes be first mapped, checked by experts In the field and ultimately 
agreed to by the Tuhoronuku board.

4. Te Hononga itt:

Response(s):
Governance board to be left unchanged and fully equipped to act as nexus and 
trouble shooter for inter regional issues as welt as Ngapuhi settlement issues which 
do not relate directly to individual Hapu or sub-regions.

Reason (s):
Apart from the attempt to diminish authority exercised by Tuhoronuku, all the 
proposed outcomes sought iiirough reinventing TOhoronuKu are already satisfied in 
the current standing configuration.



5. Hapu learns:

Responsefs):
We see merit in providing for more than one representative providing certain 
conditions are met

Reason [s):
Potential to improve/ increase participation.

Resp onsefs}:
Where appropriate, this process should be refined.

Reason (s):
Hapu should fra allowed to disengage, engage or replace representatives.

7. KjnlajMid feumatuaLRepreseptatma 

Responsefs):
Kaumatua Kuia representation is to be retained.

Reason{s):
The current structure does not prevent Kaumatua Kuia from participating in their 
hapu affairs or Ngapuhi hui. Some hapu have no living eiders which are poffiicaliy 
active or versed in the oid ways of Ngapuhi. Representation provides advocacy for 
Ngapuhi Kuia Kaumatua forums and their perspective is paramount within the 
iikanga of Ngapuhi and this should be the basis for any significant action or decisions 
for Ngapuhi as opposed to any Crown endorsed process.

8. IkfeaaJBaimi Representation 

Resp onse{s):
Recommend development of a comprehensive communication guide
(assembled within clear terms of reference and budget) to be distributed throughout
Ngapuhi

Reason(s):
Communication from Ngapuhi to our urban and hapu whanau must be strengthened 
with necessary resourcing due to many whanau not having the expertise and 
resourcing needed to achieve desired outcomes.



9. Database Development:

Response^}:
We do not endorse the collective resourcing for development of hapu databases. 

Reason(s):
This as an exercise which should he handled by hapu themselves as it is hapu alone 
who will to derive benefits from possessing the contact details of their own people. 
.Another issue is cost (undefined) to achieve outcomes (also undefined).

1Q.Te Runanqa-A-iwJ-O^Waapuhi:

Responsefs): ---
Recommend that TRAJON representation be retained.

Reason (s):
TRAIGN representation in Tuhoronuku has through association provided back-up 
cash flow where shortages have frequently occurred and there is strong possibility 
such occurrences will persist With the largest official Ngapuhi database, TRAIGN 
has a registered membership of over 55,000. It is widely agreed that this important 
resource is highly valuable for the collective benefit of Ngapuhi communications.

11 Disputes Resolution: Suggestions called for:

Responsefs):
We suggest that one of the prioritised iprojects for Tuhoronuku operations staff, once 
properly financed, should be the research of aB similar protocols 
(dispute resolution processes) developed throughout prior settlements.

Reason(s):
Allow toe suggestion of tested solutions which best suit our circumstances.

12. W ithdrawal:

Response{s):
That an agreed withdrawal mechanism be enacted which limits toe ability to withdraw 
to a specific timeframe.

Reason(s):
If after first understanding the latest configuration and direction of Tuhoronuku, hapu 
(as a collective) decide to withdraw their support and fight toe bathe of settlement 
alone, then they should do so early as possible so as not to place unnecessary 
burden on the resources of our collective.



13. Post Settlement Governance Entity f PSGEt:

Resp.onse{s):

Esriy discussions should be encouraged without the interference of TOhoronuku IMA 
who have a responsibility to facilitate the process not interfere with the development 
-Tuhoronuku IMA are to remain neutraf in this process.

R easons):

Until we have M y stabilised the IMA, early PSGE conversations are not a priority. 
We must first settle the design of processes which will enable future PSGE 
discussions. Effective processes will lead to optimum results.

14. Name for the mandated structure: '

Responsefs):
Name to remain unchanged - Unless determined through proper procsss.

Reason (s>:
Hie name Tuhoronuku contains a “mauiff which the majority of Ngapuhi have 
embraced. Determined through proper process and consultation (Tikanga) with Te 
Ropu Kaumatua Kuia o Ngapuhi. Any proposed change should be based from 
consultation with them as opposed to any Crown endorsed process.

Further, an appropriate juncture to place time and energy in collectively deliberating 
on a new name win be at the formation of the Ngapuhi Post Settlement Governance 
Entity.

15. Communications:

Responses):
Recommend development of a comprehensive communication guide
(assembled within dear terms of reference and budget) to be distributed throughout
NglpuhL

Reason (s):
To ensure hapu members living outside the region(s) are kept up to date and have 
opportunities to contribute to hapu interests and aspirations.



Decision-making:
Increased number of regions represented:

We have some concerns that no rationale is provided explaining clearly why an extra 
Taiwhenua sub-region has been suggested to be ineluded into the overall framework for 
Ngapuhi settlement (an increase from 5 regions to 6). The additional region has the net 
effect of dMnishlng representation of hapu o Te Pewhairangi and oiiher hapu, watering 
down our level of representation atthe Governance level of Ngapuhi (in relation to 
settlement).

This is because our Taiwhenua {along with any influence we might have within it) win reduce 
from having a 1-ih-5 cons!deration at fhe johrgovemance level to a  l-Mconsideraiion of— 
even l-ln-7 if the other proposed sub-region is also created.

Alter analysing the proposed changes we cannot ignore that these suggestions (unchecked) 
would certainly equate to more voting rights for specific hapfl who reside inside or beside the 
newly proposed Taiwhenua.

Hapu may participate in more than one region:---------------- ---

It is somewhat vaguely suggested that cumulative voting rights be provided for hapu which 
can demonstrate active links across Taiwhenua boundaries. This suggestion would 
effectively provide increased voting rights to specific groups. This is framed and mirrors tie  
administrative governing structure within Te Kotahitanga.

It may well be that for those “in the know” such a suggestion as this makes complete and 
obvious sense. For the benefit of all Ngapuhi itwouid perhaps have been wise to provide 
dear rationale/ reasoning and even examples as to why it would be suggested, that such 
potent additional rights be granted to some hapu?

In the current structure decision making is with the hapu. The hapu kaikorero is the conduit 
and has direct access to negotiators.
HapG Kaikorero have not been given the opportunity to develop their hapu profiles with their 
hapu members. We therefore feel that to imply the suggested model changes, will somehow 
improve a process that has not yet fully commenced; or been properly resourced is 
premature and potentially misleading.



Discussion:
Te Hononga Nlik

Although the concept of Te Hononga Miff Is 'Compelling the lack of detaO provided for how 
such a wide arching and integral part of the suggested framework could actually be 
implemented leaves many questions unanswered. Is st proper that we should he corralled to 
move towards an undefined “aspirationaP structure and asked to abandon a tolly functional 
structure with dearly defined processes, with the Inference that we must choose either, or? 
In the absence of some much needed detail and groundwork study we strive to imagine how 
such a forum might function and achieve fie  stated unifying outcomes. We offer the 
following considerations.

We recognise that a virtual approach was probably not what was envisioned but in the 
absence of dear detail we’ve Included this response to coyer all positions.
If an internet based approach was envisioned, we offer the following. Without delving into 
deep detail, such frameworks (of any merit) take a great deal of resowclng in both time and 
specialist design services. As previously stated, due to the principles of design, novel 
approaches are most often left wanting of even flat failures. Based from industry practice a 
project build of this nature would incur not only substantial financial costs (also likely running 
past all set timeframes) but further require an innate level of ease dealing with technology 
that many of our people, particularly our more senior members, do not have.
It follows there are many shortcomings with a virtual (internet based) model.

More likely envisioned is the development of pan-regional hui.
The following questions then arise;

Where would these important gatherings physically convene?
What would be the tikanga or protocol Implemented to ensure aU kaikorero have equal 
opportunity and consideration to present their points of view in a manner which respects the 
time and tikanga of our people?
In our history, with smaller numbers in attendance, these affairs could last days stretching 
through nights. How would this forum be managed differently and be enabled to effect 
regular structured gatherings (if at aP)?
Is this an untested, poorly considered construct?

If such a forum is to receive oursupport and conditional on the feedback from our related 
hapu, we would recommend the following conditions be met before we could countenance 
supporting and participating within such a forum.

1. The physical place where such deliberations should most appropriately be convened 
being at Waitangi or Kaikohe.

2 That a strong protocol be collectively agreed to addressing:
- Length of presentations i.e. protocols prescribing presentation rules



- Setting of agenda for such gatherings - who would hold this authority?
- Speaking rights
- That hapu be prepared before such gatherings with their korero pm ratified, insuring 
internal squabbles do not disrupt the collective

3. That the projected costs Sbe weighed and agreed by the Tuhoronuku hoard.

4 That all related processes be first mapped, iterated (based from close hapu engagement), 
rigorous*/ checked by experts in the field and ultimately agreed to by the TOhoronuku board.

Mandate and Accountability:
Te Hononga Hi: -

We hold concern that an undue levelxrf confidence is placed in disability of our regions to 
not only work through all internal issues but also interface smoothly with all other regional 
representatives through either an undefined (untested) Ngapuhi wide forum of some 
description, or a disempowered board consisting of 5-6 members (who mayor may not he 
elected kaikorero).
The level of detail provided describing the future vision for this segment of the proposed 
framework, is worrying.

It is difficult for us to imagine how there could be any nexus between the hapu o Ngapuhi 
without a strong well resourced governance board to diligently apply attention and care to all 
manner of Ngapuhi wide issues, as they arise.
The insistence that such matters can be handled via a vaguely described Ngapuhi 
parliament, while optimistic, could also be indicative that thorough research and visioning in 
terms of the actual application of the suggested structure, has not occurred.

Accordingly we place greater faith in a model which we know works (flaws and all) in which 
we have detailed processes, rattier than in an illustrated model, with a few attached 
paragraphs promising for “a robust negotiations process across all the necessary levels". We 
believe it is prudent for us to avoid agreeing to a governance structure through promises that 
the nuts and bolts will be “worked out" as we go, with vague inference that things will work 
better if v/e but first deconstruct the status quo.

Once a workable withdrawal mechanism is agreed for hapu, in good faith, hapu awaiflng to 
include themselves within Tuhoronuku should do so. As more detailed information can be 
communicated to Ngapuhi through the current governance board, then a transition team can 
begin to put forward proposals to “step"1 TOhoronuku Into any iteration which most captures 
the ideals and processes which the majority of Ngapuhi are seeking to view within our 
collective settlement body. We believe Oils is the correct procedure by which these iterations 
should be enacted if at all, as this allows for communication, consideration and time needed 
to property stage such proposed changes.



Apart from the attempt to diminish the Authority exercised by the Tuhoronuku IMA Board, all 
the proposed outcomes sought through reinventing Tuhoronuku are already satisfied in the 
currentsfanding configuration. Pretending a new organisation is somehow to achieve 
different outcomes is misieading and wasteful in that it requires an Increased {and unknown) 
use of resources to achieve what is essentially the same function. Apart from financial 
resourcing, of most importance is the human capital and existing relationships and prior work 
that tiie proposed situation would entail disrupting significantly (re-name/ reorganise/ 
re-elect), in terms of continuity and momentum the described rationale is illogical. It is better 
to build on what is present as a foundation than to demolish and reconstruct with the end 
outcome to achieve an ideal which not a! hapu o Ngapuhi necessarily share. The current 
structure in place is ihe only structure which has stood and been tested with a Ngapuhi wide 
voting process.

Of note, it became apparent some parties to the Hapu Engagement Process had little 
understanding of the Tuhoronuku organisational structure (design) and yet were 
collaborators in drafting a proposal to supposedly strengthen and Improve the design. How 
could this situation lead to a truly improved design Iteration being produced?

Under the current structure hapu make then- decisions and advise.the Tuhoronuku IMA 
Board whose function it is to understand the issues and ensure any corrective measures are 
followed through with.
This was dearly communicated during pre-mandating and mandating rounds and accepted 
by the majority of Ngapuhi who voted, and the Crown.

Representation:
Hapu Teams:

We see merit In providing for more than one representative to enact the role of Kaikorero on 
behalf of hapfl, conditional on appropriate funding being provided for.

A further caveat is that while engaging within regional fbiums (and a Ngapuhi wide forum 
should it ever eventuate) only one kaikorero should be used to deliver messages 
representative of their hapu.
Although there could be some exceptions, in general, we feel that only a single voice should 
lie used to broadcast hapu positions and responses.

We would further insist inside of an agreed protocol it lie communicated that any internal 
deliberations/ discussions should already have transpired, before representative^ 
broadcast their Hapu positions and statement release(s).

We hold value in the maintenance of a secure standardised protocol {such as the current 
hui a hapu procedure) which can be viewed by all and easily understood as applying to one 
and ail. We take issue with the suggestion that such matters as these should be made



flexible, mouldable and easily modified at will. Tuhoronuku is mandated to provide a robust 
consistent framework which builds certainty familiarity and ultimately trust

Agreeing that only one Kaikorero is tasked to speak on behalf of Hapu m  any given setting 
ensures that those hapu who maintain a single kaikorero voice are not In any way 
disadvantaged by the choice of some hapu to use multiple team members, it helps ensure 
that equal consideration is shared across ali representatives that convene for deliberation 
and that some voices are not swamped by oihers.

For logistical purposes there should be a set upper limit of attending Kaikorero hui and as we 
~cover, a cdmmimicatkftrpratocol agreedrand'adheredlo. r~r̂ - _ i__ ::

Hui a Hapu: Selecting Representatives

Tuhoronuku provides for hapu choosing t̂heicrepresentatives through=huii=a=hapiL=
Where appropriate this process should be refined and hapu should be allowed to disengage, 
engage or replace representatives with the vision aimed towards full participation. 
Tuhoronuku has provided and must continue to provide for this.

Kuia and Kaumatua: Representation

The current structure does not prevent Kaumatua Kuia from participating In their hapu affairs 
nor does it prevent Kaumatua Kuia from participataig in Ngapuhi hui nor does it prevent 
hapu from having Kaumatua kuia involved and in fact, this Is encouraged to strengthen hapu 
negotiations. •
The decision of participation - when, where and in what capacity is with the individual. 
Kaumatua kuia have a role of imparting wisdom, knowledge and grounding to this process. 
Positions of Tuhoronuku Kaumatua/ Kuia representatives have a stabilising influence within 
Tuhoronuku Trust Board Members.

Kuia Kaumatua absolutely should inform all hapu decisions. Kaikorero should operate in 
unity with their Taumata Kaumatua Kuia. Dedicated seats provide advocacy for Ngapuhi 
Kuia Kaumatua forums as their perspective is paramount These are important 
representatives elected amongst their peers. They are mouthpieces to a collective voice.
It would have been beneficial to attempt to explain /?oiv, removal of a dedicated voice for 
both Kaumatua and Kuia wit! empower hapu and why the suggestion to remove these voices 
would more closely connect Kaumatua and Kuia with their hapu and increase their 
participation.

Frankly, if hapu do not already respect and hold their Taumata as the primary decision 
holders then there already exists a serious flaw in that hapu's integrity and this can only but 
provide more reason to ensure Ngapuhi is lead from the forefront with dedicated Kaumatua 
Kuia voices mandated to speak on behalf of the Taumata forums already in strong force 
within Ngapuhi.

Hapu empowerment can only be increased by these voices being included in the



conversation:, not the other way around. If must foe clear*/ understood and recognised that 
some hapu have no living elders which are politically active or versed Ira the aid ways of 
Ngapuhi. Providing for these hapu is one instance where Rangatlra thinking is needed to 
make considerations for others outside the boundaries of one's own people and provide for 
flie needs of others.

Urban Rohe: Representation

We fully endorse toe establishment of (effective) processes and structures to ensure hapu 
members living outside fie  regfon{s) are kept up to date and have opportunities to coaiiMfoiife 
to hap® interests and aspirations. Due to many not having toe expertise and resourcing 
needed to achieve Ms important outcome v/e suggest that luhoronulsi strongly consider 
authorising and facilitating funding for toe following:

1. Development of a comprehensive communication guide (assembled! within clear 
terms of reference and budget) to be distributed throughout Ngapuhi hap® available 
as a printable download, accessible readily online (video etc) framed as simply as 
possible; sharing practice guides and examples covering:

Email list management and etiquette (best practice)
FaoefoooK Implementation 
Video collaboration techniques
Hapu profiling and how to develop an effective communication strategy 
Communication principles and process design 
Successful working examples we can quickly model

Database Development:

One issue the engagement group fixated on as a priority was toe development of a database 
that cart be flexible enough to be used for multiple purposes and specifically for hapu. It was 
recommended that this be developed as a separate project running parallel to toe 
negotiations and be ready to support post settlement governance arrangements.

In response; we on  not endorse the collective resourcing and collation of hapu databases 
on behalf of hapu. This is an exercise which should most properly be handled by hapu 
themselves as ft Is hapu atone who will to derive benefits from possessing the contact details 
of their people.
We have at our disposal an extensive database which In terms of the stated rationale 
“reaching and communicating with all our people" can and has been used by Tuhoronuku to 
reach tens ot thousands of our people.

In terms of maximising the reach of Ngapuhi communications and in consideration of all 
legal limitations the most efficient line of action is to continue support toward increasing toe 
current Ngapuhi database as it sits within Te Runanga a iwi o Ngapuhi (TRAION} and to 
maintain the strong ongoing relationship in place between TRAION and the Ngapuhi IMA. 
Given toe inequity of some hapu (In size) compared to others it Is difficult to rationalise that



coilecStfeSy resourcing separate database collation activity will produce the same beneficial 
outcomes for all hapu within Ngapuhi.

Larger hapu would require greater resourcing than smaller ones and would receive unequal 
benefits which cannot be equally shared among all. Within toe contest of past inter hapu 
relations and dialogue and in toe absence of firni commitments from (select) Ngapuhi hapu 
-ensuring that a unified Ngapuhi Post Settlement Governance Entity (P8GE) w.DI maintain our 
unity, it is plausible that a selection of individual groups will attempt to organise separate 
P8GE(s). One resulting effect then (foreseea&ly) from collectively resourcing of separate 
hapu database lists is that we (ourselves) Will be resourcing the dissection and 
dismemberment of our own. body (Ngapuhi). We regard that scenario as another way in 
which the Grown divides and conquers promising leadership groups resources and foil 
autonomy in return for fracturing our collective.

This scenario entails a future which insists that every living member of Ngapuhi declare 
which hapu grouping they belong to. Arduously dragging dur eMfe populatron through 
registradon form after another and creating a mess of bureaucracy where we race and war 

-to count and calculate our human eapitairSltfoMhe^end-goal ofseparatleim—-------

The energy and resourcing expenditure required by many, as a result of a few pursuing 
separatist outcomes, would be vastly extensive. The time and uphill work In this cost should 
not be underestimated. Database development Is challenging and specialist work."
Would it be acceptable that we consider these pathways only because we could not arrange 
ourselves into a stable governing council?

It must surely be more agreeable that a true unified approach as best for us, once strong 
protocols have been laid and agreed and a shared vision raised together? 
in the very least, extended discussions should continue to occur.

There are many differing views on this matter but we would forward the following points, 
in terms of communicating with our people near and far, specialist knowledge is needed. It is 
most proper that toe only people who. should actively engage with and communicate with our 
own people, are ourseives. Assistance with communication know-how guides will help 
achieve this outcome.

If hapu are to take on the responsibility of developing and maintaining databases then all will 
have to acquire capacity and capability that most do not have.
A comprehensive communications strategy strengthened with shareable communication 
guides can help this outcome.

The current -process of representation and participation, with assistance from toe database 
housed within TRAIGN, enables Ngapuhi in urban rohe to participate, including Ngapuhi who 
do not affiliate to (are unsure of) their respective hapu. This is surely an important provision 
to maintain for ail our people abroad.



Te RG n anga - A-1 wI-O-N gap u h i:

TRAiONl representation in Tuhoronuku has through association provided back-up cash few 
where a siiortfaB has occurred and there is strong possibility such occurrences w i persist. 
With the largest official INgipuM database TRAION has a registered membership of over 
55,000. it is widely agreed that this Important resource is highly valuable for the CQjfeetree 
benefit of IMgapuhi communications and as a platform from which to develop further links to 
our people re: setQementt Issues.

tn response to inferences made referen cing TRAIGN’s involvement within cur IMA we offer 
the following considerations.

Inferences Consideration

1. Without a dedicated Runanga seat 
it could be possible to consolidate 
NgapuKTs assets currently 
administered by TRAION, into the 
post-settfemeot governance entities.

1. Tuhoronuku has m  mandate or 
authority to execute fife and this 
is well outside the scope provided! 
to the hapu engagement process, 
via the urgency hearing findings.

2. Without a dedicated Runsnga seat 
it couild be possible to communicate 
to those registered on the Rflnanga 
database.

2. Only TRAIGN's authority can 
provide this. Legally, this authority 
may be impossilrle to share or 
provide to any other entity.

3. Participation of the ROnanga 
doesn’t require representation and 
would enhance collaboration and 
reduce competition between 
processes and entities.

3. No supporting rationale was found 
to be provided which could 
substantiate this claim.

4. FiexibMy also provides for other 
ROnanga and Ngapuhi trusts and 
organisations if they wish e.g.
Te ROnanga o WhaTngaroa, Te 
ROnanga o Ngati Hine, Te ROnanga 
o Ngati Rehia, Whatrfiri Reserves 
Trust, and others.

4. The cash assets available for 
• contribution and the size of 

registration databases of all 
entities mentioned are 
insignificant, contrasted with 
Tuhoronuku requirements.



fn terms of the distrust and antipathy that some individuals harbour (and demonstrate) 
towards TRAION, it has become evident from the discourse of past years that antitrust 
sentiments stem from frustration of some being unable to make changes from within 
TRAION that would suit their individual agenda. There are also personal grudges which 
develop between personalities. These frustrations in some Instances have coloured the way 
in which a number view involvement of TRAI ON rn our settlement environment. It is 
unfortunate that these resentments do exist in some quarters but these cannot impede good 
judgment and we cannot allow such motivations to detriment the quality of the settlement 
body and structure which we will support, to cany our people towards Settlement.

tn lieu of TRAION offering all above mentioned benefits up for the Tuhoronuku IMA without a 
dedicated seat required, we must recommend that TRAION representation be retained.

Dispute resolution:
Suggestions called fo r:----- ---------  ----------------

111 terms of an adequate disputes resolution process we suggest that one of the prioritised 
projects for Tuhoronuku operations staff once properly resourced, should be foe re®arch of 
all similar processes (dispute resolution) developed throughout prior settlements in Aotearoa 
or through similar circumstances abroad. Findings should be collated to a succinct report 
recommending options where process designs resulting In the most successful outcome(s) 
be presented as the most suitable option(s) for Ngapuhi. The team to make sure our 
circumstances appropriately fit with all test models studied and that any alterations made to 
allow the suggestions to best suite our circumstances, do not stray too far from tried and 
tested processes which have historically worked well.

Withdrawal:
That an agreed withdrawal mechanism be enacted which limits the ability to withdraw to a 
specific timeframe so that our collective resources are not spent frivolously. That is to say 
that when entering battle, no ally should first ask to be given a pass to leave the field if ever 
the desire should arise. It should be understood that we must stand together and strengthen 
the collective and be prepared to defend our ideals and thinking to the scrutiny of our peers. 
If after first understanding the new configuration and direction of Tuhoronuku, hapu (as a 
collective) wishing to withdraw support and fight the battle of settlement alone should do so 
as early as possible so as not to place unnecessary burden on the resources of our 
collective. Once committed, the ability to withdraw should eventually be revoked to help 
ensure that the energy which will be expounded by all towards unity and for our collective 
benefit, will be energy kept.



Fosf-settiement governance:
Our view Is that the responsibility of TStaonuku IMA is to facilitate t he NgapuM EOfusuifatton 
process and ratification process. Those who are foterested in planning towards the Pest 
Settlement Governance Entity are enltfed to do so independently of TOhoromifaii IMA. Until 
we have Miy stabilised the iMA, early PSGE conversations are not a priority. We must first 
setae the design of processes which wilt, enable Mure PSGE discussions. Elective 
processes will fead to optcmum results.

Maoi© for the mandated sfrycfcure:
The name Tihoronuku contains a jnauirl which the majority of Ngapuhi have embraced.

Determined through proper process and ccMsuitation (Manga) with Te Ropu Kaumihiia Kuia 
o Ngapuhi. Any proposed change should he based from consultation with them as opposed 
to any Crown endorsed pro-cess.

Given the history -and mana and deep sentiment attached to toe naroeTfihononiiikcr, we 
strongly suggest the most appropriate puncture to place time and energy in collectively 
deliberating on a new name wail be at the formafion (and collective naming) of toe Ngapuhi 
Post Settlement Governance Entity.
ft is at tors opportunity where toe M y unified hapu of Ngapuhi can exerdse our united voices 
(and forums) lo collectively deliberate on a name which wifl contain toe Mauri of what wiil be 
our most important collective entity.

Communications
Communication from Ngapuhi to our urban and hapu whanau must be strengthened with 
necessary resourcing to achieve this. We fully endorse toe establishment of (effective) 
processes and structures to ensure hapu members living outside toe region(s) are kept up to 
date and have opportunities to contribute to hapu interests and aspirations.

As stated, we recommend toe development of a comprehensive communication guide 
(assembled wfftiri ciearterms of reference and budget) to be distributed throughout Ngapuhi 
hapu. We do not endorse the collective resourcing or collation of hapu databases on behalf 
of hapu.



Our concerns: Proper processing and communication
Rationale Missing:

ft is referenced rn the Maranga Mai draft report .(Page. 14/ Column.3) feat feedback was 
sought based on a number of preconceived discussion points inducting fee number of 
regions feat should be represented on any Ngapuhi settlement s tru ctu re .-----------

We find no evidence featihis was ever documented or formally presented as a discussion 
point at any of the mentioned discussion wananga. No mention of this topic is made in any of 
the official Tuhoronuku draft releases or discussion papers yet a suggestion has been 
formally lodged In this draft report purporting that on Ms matter, feedback was sought from 
hundreds. —

We question the sense in casually suggesting feat fee precise number of future sub-regions 
can be decided later by hapu as this is dlearly difficult and virtually unworkable In practice. 
These matters are appropriately set before embarking, that Is, the design of the waka is 

. always decided and laid out before being crafted, and finally, used.'
It is for these reasons full rationale.should be provided as to why an extra subregion was 
suggested and canted through as an official recommendation, while other recommendations 
have net seen the light of day,-----------------------------------------

Furthermore we find no evidence feat fee suggestion that “hapu might participate in more 
than one region3 was ever presented at feedback wananga for discussion. If these points
ever were presented for discussion amongst our people, then fee question-must-also be---
asked as to how discussion points were weighted in terms of relevance and priority and how 
the above mentioned points were given gravity and included into the final draft report 
suggestions list white other suggestions and discussion points provided at feedback hui, 
have appeared nowhere in this fnial report.

Given fee gravity of these proposed changes and In consideration of the likely sources and 
potential motivational basis for these recommendations affecting all Ngapuhi, we must 
question fee methodology used through which these suggestions have been put forward.

Alongside the reservation some hold as to fee representative makeup and unorthodox 
mandate expressed by Te Kotahitanga (that it is a body representing the Taiwhenua o Nga 
hapu o Ngapuhi) we hold most caution against fee practice of providing authoritative 
recommendations which impact our collective without the provision of accompanying clear 
and well reasoned rationale.

Amongst the other examples where dear rationale has not been included in this report we 
find no other alternative but to strongly insist feat Tuhoronuku in all the areas where we 
explicitly state, be left unchanged upon fee understanding that Ngapuhi has already spoken. 
We caution that any non-mandated changes to our collective IMA would be tantamount to 
breaches of Te Tiriti o Waitangi.



Imposed Response Time Omits:

In addition to reservations we hold due to toe lack of dearly communicated rationale being 
Included with a number of the draft report (Maranga Marl recommendations v/e also note toe 
timeline shown to enact the proposed changes. The resourcing and re-alignment that would 
be necessary to enact ail recommended changes p  toil agreement was obtained) within the 
proposed timeline, would foe great indeed.

On the back of ail toe rationale we have provided and on witness of the poor judgment 
already shown in terms, of time allotted fio iMgapuhi for analysing and responding to these 
proposed changes, we have strong reason to doubt the efficacy of the proposed changes 
witiim the associated timelitoe.

Where we stand firm:
The only party wth a mandate to represent Ngapuhi Is Tuhoronuku;
The Waitancp TnbunaT Urgent Inquiry report comments that It is toe crown who has erred in 
their processes. Te Kotahitanga o Nga hapu o Ngapuhi have no mandate or accountability to 
any particular Ngapuhi hapu. Te Kotahitanga g Nga hapu o Ngapuhi is still to confirm with 
Ngapuhi whom they represent and how they arrived at a mandate to speak on behalf of their 
representatives.
The mandate process for Tuhoronuku representation v/as both arduous and robust executed 
with a high degree of rigor. Tuhoronuku had to ensure their representation of individual hapfl 
followed a rigorous process and required 30 hapu claiming representation to be publicly 
named. Te Kotahitanga o nga hapu o Ngapuhi has no such requirement

What must be of concern is that there has been many instances where press releases have 
been provided under the name of Te Kotahitanga o nga hapu o Ngapuhi promoting a name 
which purports that this group speaks on behalf of the hapu of Ngapuhi, yet the only readily 
accessible information a!>out the group seems to be a Facefoook page with a very spartan 
description.
The page directs visitors to a website www.Naapuhi.net which leads to a blank page. 
Essentially, this group provides next to no information about who they are yet hove engaged 
to make changes to a structure which has been mandated by Ngapuhi. The free and easy 
way in which this mandated structure has been treated by the Crown and byTe Kotahitanga 
is vexing in that it demonstrates a lack of respect for Ngapuhi processes. We feel it 
necessary to emphasise our concern that toe same individuals who appear to represent Te 
Kotahitanga o Nga hapu also represent Ngan Hine and they continue to stand outside toe 
process without making any commitment to uniting and remaining united with Ngapuhi.
The question has been asked - do Te Kotahitanga o Nga hapu o Ngapuhi have any 
mandate to interface on these issues from those whom they purport to represent.

http://www.Naapuhi.net


Closing Statement:
The current Tuhoronuku structure and representation provides for hapu to deal with these 
matters directly between each other, directly with negotiators if required and with the support 
of their respective Kaumatua Kuia if desired. The proposed structure changes make no 
substantive strengthening to ire  current structure or mandate.

We will not countenance any degradation of our mana or voting rights within the body of 
Ngapuhi inasmuch as ire restoration of our people and lands are tied to our positioning and 
collaboration with wider NgaptM if we are Impeded or marginalised in any way in achieving 
tills outcome we must respond accordingly.

We will pursue mi every measure any and ail action required to preserve the fofi heredlfapy 
rights inherited by the descendants of roga hapu o Te Pewhalrangr from our ancestors, in 
dosing, it is our sincere wish that ongoing dialogue and debate will be established to 
determine and recfifyany outstanding differences that may existbetweea aseltlement 
model which we wi0 countenance and an organisational framework we consider untenable.

We have every confidence that wife communication and commitment we will reach lull 
understanding as to the form an which we as Ngapuhi wiB unite.

Naku noa, na---



Ngati Rehia Statement: Maranga Mai Draft Report

He Mihi:
He kororia ki Te Atua, he maungarongo ki te whenua, he whakaaro pai ki nga tangata katoa.

E mihi ana ki te hunga kua whatu ngarongaro, I hapaitia nuitia ai te hikoi o Ngapuhi i te wa i 
a ratou e kopikopiko kaha ana i runga i te mata o te whenua. Hoki atu ra koutou ki te kainga 
tuturu kua oti te whakarite mo tatou mo te tangata, haere, haere whakaoti atu.

E mihi ana hoki ki a tatou ki te hunga ora, otiira ki te hunga i kawea haeretia ai te kaupapa ki 
runga i o tatou marae kainga i roto i nga marama ruarua tata ake nei. Ahatia i ahua rereke 
tonu te whakaputanga o te kaupapa ki ta nga whakatakoto I whakatakotoria ai i te oroko 
timatanga ra ano ko te mea nui i whaia kia mau te kotahitanga o te wairua he mea paihere 
na te rangimarie.

Ko te tumanako ia kia tuituia kahatia te kupenga whakaaro kua whakairihia nei e Ngapuhi ki 
runga ki te tarawa o te korero kia kotahi te reo, kotahi te hikoi a te iwi a nga ra kei mua i a 
tatou.

Kia ora huihui mai tatou.

Foreword:
We reflect and offer time to acknowledge the strong and tireless efforts of every one of our 
people, leaders and Rangatira who work diligently to unite Ngapuhi, both now and into the 
future, and to all the great ones who have now passed and are resting.

We believe that necessary in all considerations relating to the collective settlement of 
Ngapuhi, is the patience to forecast likely ramifications and outcomes from all actions taken. 
The slogan of “Hapu Rangatiratanga” that has been used, can sometimes result in our own 
preferences (or, the preference of one's own hapu), being imposed on our whole collective 
and affecting others unduly. Perhaps it is better that these matters are most appropriately 
approached under the unitary thought of simply “Rangatiratanga”.
What are those actions and outcomes that will truly be best for all our people?...Let this 
precept alone lead our thinking.

Our feedback provided within this correspondence is largely modelled around the concept of 
following successful examples or ’’winning formulae”. We insist that any recommendations 
carried forward stemming from the draft report should be based upon examples where
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successful outcomes have been previously attained. We are adverse to reinvention of the 
wheel not from fear, but from an understanding that the majority of untested solutions/ 
enterprises or models are statistically found to be unsuccessful. This understanding will lead 
us to steer clear of all undefined "ideas” or conceptual models which are not supported with 
strong rationale and evidence, that is, those which are not based on examples of similarly 
designed models working in good order. We feel this is an appropriate level of caution and 
diligence with which to consider and approach those matters of importance, discussed within 
the Maranga Mai report.

The Waitangi Tribunal’s Urgent Inquiry could have recommended that the Crown withdraw its 
recognition of the Ngapuhi mandate, and that the mandating process be re-run. Although 
this was urged by some claimants, it was carefully considered that this line of action would 
be neither practical or constructive. Broad support for settlement within Ngapuhi was 
recognised, although flaws were noted, once remedied the Tribunal endorsed that 
Tuhoronuku will be capable of leading a negotiation on behalf of hapu.

The Maranga Mai draft report recognises the significance of this recommendation and 
suggests building on the existing mandate to achieve a unified Ngapuhi settlement.
It is therefore proper that we fully recognise the extensive prior work which has been 
diligently and arduously prepared by standing and past members of the Tuhoronuku Iwi 
Mandated Authority (IMA). It must be understood that when reference is made to this 
existing (standing) mandate, by association, one is also referencing the standing members 
of the Tuhoronuku IMA and the elected Kaikorero which represent the majority of hapG o 
Ngapuhi. The Rangatira, leaders and people already standing together in unity for the 
betterment of our people should be offered the full regard with which they deserve, and their 
mana should be preserved and held intact throughout this process of adjustment.

We must soon arrive at the destination of unity if we are to collectively settle our grievances 
with the Crown. It is vitally important we settle our differences and make adjustments, before 
deciding the final shape of our structures with which to move ahead.

This is a crucial step. We can go no further without certainty that our Mana is upheld and our 
full rights preserved. Notwithstanding our full commitment to activating a united Ngapuhi, 
Ngati Rehia can only agree to move together as one where the following requirements are 
satisfied.
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Where we are in agreement:

Communications:
Recommend development of a comprehensive communication guide
(assembled within clear terms of reference and budget) to be distributed throughout
Ngapuhi.

Waitangi Tribunal endorsement:
Tuhoronuku will be capable of leading a negotiation on behalf of hapu.

Te Hononga Nui:
Concept of Te Hononga Nui is compelling but there is a lack of detail. All processes should 
be first mapped, deliberated and ultimately agreed to by the Tuhoronuku IMA.

Hapu Teams:
We agree there is merit in providing for more than one representative providing certain 
conditions are met.

Hui a Hapu: Selecting Representatives:
We agree where appropriate, this process should be further refined.

Disputes Resolution: Suggestions called for:
We agree that a dispute resolution process should be the researched and developed. 

Withdrawal:
That an agreed withdrawal mechanism be enacted which limits the ability to withdraw to a 
specific timeframe.

Negotiators
The suggested process to appoint negotiators is agreeable and already provided for within 
Tuhoronuku.

Unity
Vitally important we settle our differences, make adjustments and decide the final shape of 
structures to move ahead (together) within.

Taumata
Kuia Kaumatua absolutely should inform all hapu decisions. Kaikorero should operate in 
unity with their Taumata Kuia Kaumatua.

Me tu kotahi tatou
That agreed amendments be made to Tuhoronuku, contingent on Te Kotahitanga 
represented hapu declaring their election(s) of Kaikorero reprepresettives onto Tuhoronuku.



Executive Summary:

1. Increased number of regions represented:

Response(s):
Number of sub-regions to be left unchanged.

Reason(s):
No rationale has been provided, explaining clearly, why an extra sub-region is 
recommended.

2. Hapu may participate in more than one region:

Response(s): ~ " ——— =— -• • — -----------     - - —-
Current protocol to be left unchanged".

Reason(s):
There is no provision of clear rationale or examples, explaining why, such potent 
additional rights be suggested for some hapu.

3. Te Hononga Nui:

Response(s):
Concept of Te Hononga Nui is compelling, but lack of detail leaves many questions 
unanswered.

Reason(s):
That all processes be first mapped, checked by experts in the field and ultimately 
agreed to by the Tuhoronuku board.

4. Te Hononaa Iti:

Response(s):
Governance board to be left unchanged and fully equipped to act as nexus and 
trouble shooter for inter regional issues as well as Ngapuhi settlement issues which 
do not relate directly to individual Hapu or sub-regions.

Reason(s):
Apart from the attempt to diminish authority exercised by Tuhoronuku, all the 
proposed outcomes sought through reinventing Tuhoronuku are already satisfied in 
the current standing configuration.
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5. Hapu Teams:

Response(s):
We see merit in providing for more than one representative providing certain 
conditions are met.

Reason(s):
Potential to improve/ increase participation.

6. Hui a Hapu: Selecting Representatives:

Response(s):
Where appropriate, this process should be refined.

Reason(s):
Hapu should be allowed to disengage, engage or replace representatives.

7. Kuia and Kaumatua: Representation 

Response(s):
Kaumatua Kuia representation is to be retained.

Reason(s):
The current structure does not prevent Kaumatua Kuia from participating in their 
hapu affairs or Ngapuhi hui. Some hapO have no living elders which are politically 
active or versed in the old ways of Ngapuhi. Representation provides advocacy for 
Ngapuhi Kuia Kaumatua forums and their perspective is paramount within the 
tikanga of Ngapuhi and this should be the basis for any significant action or decisions 
for Ngapuhi as opposed to any Crown endorsed process.

8. Urban Rohe: Representation 

Response(s):
Recommend development of a comprehensive communication guide
(assembled within clear terms of reference and budget) to be distributed throughout
Ngapuhi.

Reason(s):
Communication from Ngapuhi to our urban and hapu whanau must be strengthened 
with necessary resourcing due to many whanau not having the expertise and 
resourcing needed to achieve desired outcomes.
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9. Database Development: 

Response(s):
We do not endorse the collective resourcing for development of hapu databases. 

Reason(s):
This is an exercise which should be handled by hapu themselves as it is hapu alone 
who will to derive benefits from possessing the contact details of their own people. 
Another issue is cost (undefined) to achieve outcomes (also undefined).

10. Te Runanqa-A-iwi-Q-Naapuhi: __________  _ ____________  ________

Response(s): ... —.. ...... .....................
Recommend thatTRAION representation be retained.

Reason(s):  — -  —
TRAION representation in Tuhoronuku has through association provided back-up 
cash flow where shortages have frequently occurred and there is strong possibility 
such occurrences will persist. With the largest official Ngapuhi database, TRAION 
has a registered membership of over 55,000. It is widely agreed that this important 
resource is highly valuable for the collective benefit of Ngapuhi communications.

11. Disputes Resolution: Suggestions called for:

Response(s):
We suggest that one of the prioritised projects for Tuhoronuku operations staff, once 
properly financed, should be the research of all similar protocols 
(dispute resolution processes) developed throughout prior settlements.

Reason(s):
Allow the suggestion of tested solutions which best suit our circumstances.

12. Withdrawal:

Response(s):
That an agreed withdrawal mechanism be enacted which limits the ability to withdraw 
to a specific timeframe.

Reason(s):
If after first understanding the latest configuration and direction of Tuhoronuku, hapu 
(as a collective) decide to withdraw their support and fight the battle of settlement 
alone, then they should do so early as possible so as not to place unnecessary 
burden on the resources of our collective.
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13. Post Settlement Governance Entity (PSGE):

Response(s):
Early discussions should be encouraged without the interference of Tuhoronuku IMA 
who have a responsibility to facilitate the process not interfere with the development 
-  Tuhoronuku IMA are to remain neutral in this process.

Reason(s):
Until we have fully stabilised the IMA, early PSGE conversations are not a priority. 
We must first settle the design of processes which will enable future PSGE 
discussions. Effective processes will lead to optimum results.

14. Name fo r the mandated structure:

Response(s):
Name to remain unchanged - Unless determined through proper process. 

Reason(s):
The name Tuhoronuku contains a “mauri” which the majority of Ngapuhi have 
embraced. Determined through proper process and consultation (Tikanga) with Te 
Ropu Kaumatua Kuia o Ngapuhi. Any proposed change should be based from 
consultation with them as opposed to any Crown endorsed process.

Further, an appropriate juncture to place time and energy in collectively deliberating 
on a new name will be at the formation of the Ngapuhi Post Settlement Governance 
Entity.

15. Communications:

Response(s):
Recommend development of a comprehensive communication guide
(assembled within clear terms of reference and budget) to be distributed throughout
Ngapuhi.

Reason(s):
To ensure hapu members living outside the region(s) are kept up to date and have 
opportunities to contribute to hapu interests and aspirations.



Decision-making:
Increased number of regions represented:

We have some concerns that no rationale is provided explaining clearly why an extra 
Taiwhenua sub-region has been suggested to be included into the overall framework for 
Ngapuhi settlement (an increase from 5 regions to 6). The additional region has the net 
effect of diminishing representation of Ngati Rehia and other hapu, watering down our level 
of representation at the Governance level of Ngapuhi (in relation to settlement).

This is because our Taiwhenua (along with any influence we might have within it) will reduce 
from having a 1 -in-5 consideration at the joint governance level to a 1-in-6 consideration or 
even 1 -in-7 if the other proposed sub-region is also, created__________________ _____

Afterianalysing the^proposed changes_we_cannot ignore that these suggestions (unchecked) 
would certainly equate to more voting rights for specific hapu who reside inside or beside the 
newly proposed Taiwhenua.

Hapu may participate in more than one region:

It is somewhat vaguely suggested that cumulative voting rights be provided for hapu which 
can demonstrate active links across Taiwhenua boundaries. This suggestion would 
effectively provide increased voting rights to specific groups. This is framed and mirrors the 
administrative governing structure within Te Kotahitanga.

It may well be that for those “in the know” such a suggestion as this makes complete and 
obvious sense. For the benefit of all Ngapuhi it would perhaps have been wise to provide 
clear rationale/ reasoning and even examples as to why it would be suggested, that such 
potent additional rights be granted to some hapu?

In the current structure decision making is with the hapu. The hapu kaikorero is the conduit 
and has direct access to negotiators.
Hapu Kaikorero have not been given the opportunity to develop their hapu profiles with their 
hapu members. We therefore feel that to imply the suggested model changes, will somehow 
improve a process that has not yet fully commenced; or been properly resourced is 
premature and potentially misleading.
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Discussion:
Te Hononga Nui:

Although the concept of Te Hononga Nui is compelling the lack of detail provided for how 
such a wide arching and integral part of the suggested framework could actually be 
implemented leaves many questions unanswered. Is it proper that we should be corralled to 
move towards an undefined “aspirational” structure and asked to abandon a fully functional 
structure with clearly defined processes, with the inference that we must choose either, or? 
In the absence of some much needed detail and groundwork study we strive to imagine how 
such a forum might function and achieve the stated unifying outcomes. We offer the 
following considerations.

We recognise that a virtual approach was probably not what was envisioned but in the 
absence of clear detail we’ve included this response to cover all positions.
If an internet based approach was envisioned, we offer the following. Without delving into 
deep detail, such frameworks (of any merit) take a great deal of resourcing in both time and 
specialist design services. As previously stated, due to the principles of design, novel 
approaches are most often left wanting of even flat failures. Based from industry practice a 
project build of this nature would incur not only substantial financial costs (also likely running 
past all set timeframes) but further require an innate level of ease dealing with technology 
that many of our people, particularly our more senior members, do not have.
It follows there are many shortcomings with a virtual (internet based) model.

More likely envisioned is the development of pan-regional hui.
The following questions then arise:

Where would these important gatherings physically convene?
What would be the tikanga or protocol implemented to ensure all kaikorero have equal 
opportunity and consideration to present their points of view in a manner which respects the 
time and tikanga of our people?
In our history, with smaller numbers in attendance, these affairs could last days stretching 
through nights. How would this forum be managed differently and be enabled to effect 
regular structured gatherings (if at all)?
Is this an untested, poorly considered construct?

If such a forum is to receive our support and conditional on the feedback from our related 
hapu, we would recommend the following conditions be met before we could countenance 
supporting and participating within such a forum.

1. The physical place where such deliberations should most appropriately be convened 
being at Waitangi or Kaikohe.

2. That a strong protocol be collectively agreed to addressing:
- Length of presentations i.e. protocols prescribing presentation rules
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- Setting of agenda for such gatherings - who would hold this authority?
- Speaking rights
- That hapu be prepared before such gatherings with their korero pre ratified, insuring 
internal squabbles do not disrupt the collective

3. That the projected costs be weighed and agreed by the Tuhoronuku board.

4. That all related processes be first mapped, iterated (based from close hapu engagement), 
rigorously checked by experts in the field and ultimately agreed to by the Tuhoronuku board.

Mandate and Aggountability:____________    ,__ _̂__
Te Hononga Iti:

We hold concern that an undue level of confidence is placed in the ability of our regions to 
not only work through all internal issues but also interface smoothly with all-other regional 
representatives through either an undefined (untested) Ngapuhi wide forum of some 
description, or a disempowered board consisting of 5-6 members (who may or may_not be 
elected kaikorero).
The level of detail provided describing the future vision for this segment of the proposed 
framework, is worrying.

It is difficult for us to imagine how there could be any nexus between the hapu o Ngapuhi 
without a strong well resourced governance board to diligently apply attention and care to all 
manner of Ngapuhi wide issues, as they arise.
The insistence that such matters can be handled via a vaguely described Ngapuhi 
parliament, while optimistic, could also be indicative that thorough research and visioning in 
terms of the actual application of the suggested structure, has not occurred.

Accordingly we place greater faith in a model which we know works (flaws and all) in which 
we have detailed processes, rather than in an illustrated model, with a few attached 
paragraphs promising for “a robust negotiations process across all the necessary levels”. We 
believe it is prudent for us to avoid agreeing to a governance structure through promises that 
the nuts and bolts will be “worked out" as we go, with vague inference that things will work 
better if we but first deconstruct the status quo.

Once a workable withdrawal mechanism is agreed for hapu, in good faith, hapu awaiting to 
include themselves within Tuhoronuku should do so. As more detailed information can be 
communicated to Ngapuhi through the current governance board, then a transition team can 
begin to put forward proposals to “step” Tuhoronuku into any iteration which most captures 
the ideals and processes which the majority of Ngapuhi are seeking to view within our 
collective settlement body. We believe this is the correct procedure by which these iterations 
should be enacted if at all, as this allows for communication, consideration and time needed 
to properly stage such proposed changes.
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Apart from the attempt to diminish the Authority exercised by the Tuhoronuku IMA Board, all 
the proposed outcomes sought through reinventing Tuhoronuku are already satisfied in the 
current standing configuration. Pretending a new organisation is somehow to achieve 
different outcomes is misleading and wasteful in that it requires an increased (and unknown) 
use of resources to achieve what is essentially the same function. Apart from financial 
resourcing, of most importance is the human capital and existing relationships and prior work 
that the proposed situation would entail disrupting significantly (re-name/ re-organise/ 
re-elect). In terms of continuity and momentum the described rationale is illogical. It is better 
to build on what is present as a foundation than to demolish and reconstruct with the end 
outcome to achieve an ideal which not all hapu o Ngapuhi necessarily share. The current 
structure in place is the only structure which has stood and been tested with a Ngapuhi wide 
voting process.

Of note, it became apparent some parties to the Hapu Engagement Process had little 
understanding of the Tuhoronuku organisational structure (design) and yet were 
collaborators in drafting a proposal to supposedly strengthen and improve the design. How 
could this situation lead to a truly improved design iteration being produced?

Under the current structure hapu make their decisions and advise the Tuhoronuku IMA 
Board whose function it is to understand the issues and ensure any corrective measures are 
followed through with.
This was clearly communicated during pre-mandating and mandating rounds and accepted 
by the majority of Ngapuhi who voted, and the Crown.

Representation:
Hapu Teams:

We see merit in providing for more than one representative to enact the role of Kaikorero on 
behalf of hapu, conditional on appropriate funding being provided for.

A further caveat is that while engaging within regional forums (and a Ngapuhi wide forum 
should it ever eventuate) only one kaikorero should be used to deliver messages 
representative of their hapu.
Although there could be some exceptions, in general, we feel that only a single voice should 
be used to broadcast hapu positions and responses.

We would further insist inside of an agreed protocol it be communicated that any internal 
deliberations/ discussions should already have transpired, before representative(s) 
broadcast their Hapu positions and statement release(s).

We hold value in the maintenance of a secure standardised protocol (such as the current 
hui a hapu procedure) which can be viewed by all and easily understood as applying to one 
and all. We take issue with the suggestion that such matters as these should be made
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flexible, mouldable and easily modified at will. Tuhoronuku is mandated to provide a robust 
consistent framework which builds certainty, familiarity and ultimately trust.

Agreeing that only one Kaikorero is tasked to speak on behalf of Hapu in any given setting 
ensures that those hapu who maintain a single kaikorero voice are not in any way 
disadvantaged by the choice of some hapG to use multiple team members. It helps ensure 
that equal consideration is shared across all representatives that convene for deliberation 
and that some voices are not swamped by others.

For logistical purposes there should be a set upper limit of attending Kaikorero hui and as we 
cover, a communication protocol agreed and adhered to.

Hui a FTapuTSelectihg Representatives

Tuhoronuku provides for hapu choosing their representatives through hui a hapu.
Where appropriate this process should be refined and hapu should be allowed to disengage, 
engage or replace representatives with the vision aimed towards full participation, ... 
TGhoronuku has provided and must continue to provide for this.

Kuia and Kaumatua: Representation

The current structure does not prevent Kaumatua Kuia from participating in their hapu affairs 
nor does it prevent Kaumatua Kuia from participating in Ngapuhi iTji nor"does it prevent 
hapG from having Kaumatua kuia involved and in fact, this is encouraged to strengthen hapG 
negotiations.
The decision of participation -  when, where and in what capacity is with the individual. 
Kaumatua kuia have a role of imparting wisdom, knowledge and grounding to this process. 
Positions of TGhoronuku Kaumatua/ Kuia representatives have a stabilising influence within 
TGhoronuku Trust Board Members.

Kuia Kaumatua absolutely should inform all hapG decisions. Kaikorero should operate in 
unity with their Taumata Kaumatua Kuia. Dedicated seats provide advocacy for Ngapuhi 
Kuia Kaumatua forums as their perspective is paramount. These are important 
representatives elected amongst their peers. They are mouthpieces to a collective voice.
It would have been beneficial to attempt to explain how, removal of a dedicated voice for 
both Kaumatua and Kuia will empower hapG and why the suggestion to remove these voices 
would more closely connect Kaumatua and Kuia with their hapG and increase their 
participation.

Frankly, if hapG do not already respect and hold their Taumata as the primary decision 
holders then there already exists a serious flaw in that hapG’s integrity and this can only but 
provide more reason to ensure Ngapuhi is lead from the forefront with dedicated Kaumatua 
Kuia voices mandated to speak on behalf of the Taumata forums already in strong force 
within Ngapuhi.

HapG empowerment can only be increased by these voices being included in the
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conversation, not the other way around. It must be clearly understood and recognised that 
some hapu have no living elders which are politically active or versed in the old ways of 
Ngapuhi. Providing for these hapu is one instance where Rangatira thinking is needed to 
make considerations for others outside the boundaries of one's own people and provide for 
the needs of others.

Urban Rohe: Representation

We fully endorse the establishment of (effective) processes and structures to ensure hapu 
members living outside the region(s) are kept up to date and have opportunities to contribute 
to hapu interests and aspirations. Due to many not having the expertise and resourcing 
needed to achieve this important outcome we suggest that Tuhoronuku strongly consider 
authorising and facilitating funding for the following:

1. Development of a comprehensive communication guide (assembled within clear 
terms of reference and budget) to be distributed throughout Ngapuhi hapu available 
as a printable download, accessible readily online (video etc) framed as simply as 
possible; sharing practice guides and examples covering:

Email list management and etiquette (best practice)
Facebook implementation 
Video collaboration techniques
Hapu profiling and how to develop an effective communication strategy 
Communication principles and process design 
Successful working examples we can quickly model

Database Development:

One issue the engagement group fixated on as a priority was the development of a database 
that can be flexible enough to be used for multiple purposes and specifically for hapu. It was 
recommended that this be developed as a separate project running parallel to the 
negotiations and be ready to support post settlement governance arrangements.

In response; we can not endorse the collective resourcing and collation of hapu databases 
on behalf of hapu. This is an exercise which should most properly be handled by hapu 
themselves as it is hapu alone who will to derive benefits from possessing the contact details 
of their people.
We have at our disposal an extensive database which in terms of the stated rationale 
“reaching and communicating with all our people” can and has been used by Tuhoronuku to 
reach tens of thousands of our people.

In terms of maximising the reach of Ngapuhi communications and in consideration of all 
legal limitations the most efficient line of action is to continue support toward increasing the 
current Ngapuhi database as it sits within Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi (TRAION) and to 
maintain the strong ongoing relationship in place between TRAION and the Ngapuhi IMA. 
Given the inequity of some hapu (in size) compared to others it is difficult to rationalise that
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collectively resourcing separate database collation activity will produce the same beneficial 
outcomes for all hapu within Ngapuhi.

Larger hapu would require greater resourcing than smaller ones and would receive unequal 
benefits which cannot be equally shared among all. Within the context of past inter hapu 
relations and dialogue and in the absence of firm commitments from (select) Ngapuhi hapu 
ensuring that a unified Ngapuhi Post Settlement Governance Entity (PSGE). will maintain our 
unity, it is plausible that a selection of individual groups will attempt to organise separate 
PSGE(s). One resulting effect then (foreseeably) from collectively resourcing of separate 
hapu database lists is that we (ourselves) will be resourcing the dissection and 
dismemberment of our own body (Ngapuhi). We regard that scenario as another way in 
which the Crown divides and conquers promising leadership groups resources and full 
autonomy in return forfracturing our collective.

This scenario entails a future which insists that every living member of Ngapuhi declare 
which haou grouping they belong to_._ Arduously dragging our entire population.through 
registration form after another and creating a mess of bureaucracy where we race and war 
to count and calculate our human capital, all for the end goal of separation.

The energy and resourcing expenditure required by many, as a result of a few pursuing 
separatist outcomes, would be vastly extensive. The time and uphill work in this cost should 
not be underestimated. Database development is challenging and specialist work.
Would it be acceptable that we consider these pathways only because we could not arrange 
ourselves into a stable governing council?

It must surely be more agreeable that a true unified approach is best for us, once strong 
protocols have been laid and agreed and a shared vision raised together?
In the very least, extended discussions should continue to occur.

There are many differing views on this matter but we would forward the following points.
In terms of communicating with our people near and far, specialist knowledge is needed. It is 
most proper that the only people who should actively engage with and communicate with our 
own people, are ourselves. Assistance with communication know-how guides will help 
achieve this outcome.

If hapu are to take on the responsibility of developing and maintaining databases then all will 
have to acquire capacity and capability that most do not have.
A comprehensive communications strategy strengthened with shareable communication 
guides can help this outcome.

The current process of representation and participation, with assistance from the database 
housed within TRAION, enables Ngapuhi in urban rohe to participate, including Ngapuhi who 
do not affiliate to (are unsure of) their respective hapu. This is surely an important provision 
to maintain for all our people abroad.
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Te Runanga-A-iwi-O-Ngapuhi:

TRAION representation in Tuhoronuku has through association provided back-up cash flow 
where a shortfall has occurred and there is strong possibility such occurrences will persist. 
With the largest official Ngapuhi database TRAION has a registered membership of over 
55,000. It is widely agreed that this important resource is highly valuable for the collective 
benefit of Ngapuhi communications and as a platform from which to develop further links to 
our people re: settlement issues.

In response to inferences made referencing TRAION’s involvement within our IMA we offer 
the following considerations.

Inferences Consideration

1. Without a dedicated Runanga seat 
it could be possible to consolidate 
Ngapuhi’s assets currently 
administered by TRAION, into the 
post-settlement governance entities.

1. TGhoronuku has no mandate or 
authority to execute this and this 
is well outside the scope provided 
to the hapu engagement process, 
via the urgency hearing findings.

2. Without a dedicated Runanga seat 
it could be possible to communicate 
to those registered on the Runanga 
database.

2. Only TRAION’s authority can 
provide this. Legally, this authority 
may be impossible to share or 
provide to any other entity.

3. Participation of the Runanga 
doesn’t require representation and 
would enhance collaboration and 
reduce competition between 
processes and entities.

3. No supporting rationale was found 
to be provided which could 
substantiate this claim.

4. Flexibility also provides for other 
Runanga and Ngapuhi trusts and 
organisations if they wish e.g.
Te Runanga o Whaingaroa, Te 
RGnanga o Ngati Hine, Te RGnanga 
o Ngati Rehia, Whatitiri Reserves 
Trust, and others.

4. The cash assets available for 
contribution and the size of 
registration databases of all 
entities mentioned are 
insignificant, contrasted with 
TGhoronuku requirements.
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In terms of the distrust and antipathy that some individuals harbour (and demonstrate) 
towards TRAION, it has become evident from the discourse of past years that antitrust 
sentiments stem from frustration of some being unable to make changes from within 
TRAION that would suit their individual agenda. There are also personal grudges which 
develop between personalities. These frustrations in some instances have coloured the way 
in which a number view involvement of TRAION in our settlement environment. It is 
unfortunate that these resentments do exist in somejuarters but these cannot impede good 
judgment and we cannot allow such motivations to detriment the quality of the.settlement 
body and structure which we will support, to carry our people towards Settlement.

In lieu of TRAION offering all above mentioned benefits up for the Tuhoronuku IMA without a 
dedicated seat required, we must recommend that TRAION representation be retained.

Dispute resolutions  -------------- ________
Suggestions called for:

In terms of an adequate disputes resolution process we suggest that one of the prioritised 
projects for Tuhoronuku operations staff once properly resourced, should be the research of 
all similar processes (dispute resolution) developed throughout prior settlements in Aotearoa 
or through similar circumstances abroad. Findings should be collated to a succinct report 
recommending options where process designs resulting in the most successful outcome(s) 
be presented as the most suitable option(s) for Ngapuhi. The team to make sure our 
circumstances appropriately fit with all test models studied and that any alterations made to 
allow the suggestions to best suite our circumstances, do not stray too far from tried and 
tested processes which have historically worked well.

Withdrawal:
That an agreed withdrawal mechanism be enacted which limits the ability to withdraw to a 
specific timeframe so that our collective resources are not spent frivolously. That is to say 
that when entering battle, no ally should first ask to be given a pass to leave the field if ever 
the desire should arise. It should be understood that we must stand together and strengthen 
the collective and be prepared to defend our ideals and thinking to the scrutiny of our peers. 
If after first understanding the new configuration and direction of Tuhoronuku, hapu (as a 
collective) wishing to withdraw support and fight the battle of settlement alone should do so 
as early as possible so as not to place unnecessary burden on the resources of our 
collective. Once committed, the ability to withdraw should eventually be revoked to help 
ensure that the energy which will be expounded by all towards unity and for our collective 
benefit, will be energy kept.
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Post-settlement governance:
Our view is that the responsibility of Tuhoronuku IMA is to facilitate the Ngapuhi consultation 
process and ratification process. Those who are interested in planning towards the Post 
Settlement Governance Entity are entitled to do so independently of Tuhoronuku IMA. Until 
we have fully stabilised the IMA, early PSGE conversations are not a priority. We must first 
settle the design of processes which will enable future PSGE discussions. Effective 
processes will lead to optimum results.

Name for the mandated structure:
The name Tuhoronuku contains a mauri which the majority of Ngapuhi have embraced.

Determined through proper process and consultation (Tikanga) with Te Ropu Kaumatua Kuia 
o Ngapuhi. Any proposed change should be based from consultation with them as opposed 
to any Crown endorsed process.

Given the history and mana and deep sentiment attached to the name Tuhoronuku, we 
strongly suggest the most appropriate juncture to place time and energy in collectively 
deliberating on a new name will be at the formation (and collective naming) of the Ngapuhi 
Post Settlement Governance Entity.
It is at this opportunity where the fully unified hapu of Ngapuhi can exercise our united voices 
(and forums) to collectively deliberate on a name which will contain the Mauri of what will be 
our most important collective entity.

Communications
Communication from Ngapuhi to our urban and hapu whanau must be strengthened with 
necessary resourcing to achieve this. We fully endorse the establishment of (effective) 
processes and structures to ensure hapu members living outside the region(s) are kept up to 
date and have opportunities to contribute to hapu interests and aspirations.

As stated, we recommend the development of a comprehensive communication guide 
(assembled within clear terms of reference and budget) to be distributed throughout Ngapuhi 
hapu. We do not endorse the collective resourcing or collation of hapu databases on behalf 
of hapu.
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Our concerns: Proper processing and communication
Rationale Missing:

It is referenced in the Maranga Mai draft report (Page.14/ Column.3) that feedback was 
sought based on a number of pre-conceived discussion points including the number of 
regions that should be represented in any Ngapuhi settlement structure._______

We find no evidence that this was ever documented or formally presented as a discussion 
point at any of the mentioned discussion wananga. No mention of this topic is made in any of 
the official Tuhoronuku draft releases or discussion papers yet a suggestion has been 
formally lodged in this draft report purporting that on this matter, feedback was sought 'from ~  
hundreds.____________________ _____________________________________________ ____

We question the sense in casually suggesting that the precise number of future sub-regions 
can be decided later by hapu as this is clearly difficult and virtually unworkable in practice. 
These matters are appropriately set before embarking, that is, the design of the waka is 
always decided and laid out before being crafted, and finally, used.
It is for these reasons full rationale should be provided as to why an extra subregion was 
suggested and carried through as an official recommendation, while other recommendations 
have not seen the light of day.

Furthermore we find no evidence that the suggestion that “hapG might participate in more 
than one region” was ever presented at feedback wananga for discussion. If these points 
ever were presented for discussion amongst our people, then the question must also be 
asked as to how discussion points were weighted in terms of relevance and priority and how 
the above mentioned points were given gravity and included into the final draft report 
suggestions list while other suggestions and discussion points provided at feedback hui, 
have appeared nowhere in this final report.

Given the gravity of these proposed changes and in consideration of the likely sources and 
potential motivational basis for these recommendations affecting all Ngapuhi, we must 
question the methodology used through which these suggestions have been put forward.

Alongside the reservation some hold as to the representative makeup and unorthodox 
mandate expressed by Te Kotahitanga (that it is a body representing the Taiwhenua o Nga 
hapu o Ngapuhi) we hold most caution against the practice of providing authoritative 
recommendations which impact our collective without the provision of accompanying clear 
and well reasoned rationale.

Amongst the other examples where clear rationale has not been included in this report we 
find no other alternative but to strongly insist that TGhoronuku in all the areas where we 
explicitly state, be left unchanged upon the understanding that Ngapuhi has already spoken. 
We caution that any non-mandated changes to our collective IMA would be tantamount to 
breaches of Te Tiriti o Waitangi.
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Imposed Response Time Limits:

In addition to reservations we hold due to the lack of clearly communicated rationale being 
included with a number of the draft report (Maranga Mai) recommendations we also note the 
timeline shown to enact the proposed changes. The resourcing and re-alignment that would 
be necessary to enact all recommended changes (if full agreement was obtained) within the 
proposed timeline, would be great indeed.

On the back of all the rationale we have provided and in witness of the poor judgment 
already shown in terms of time allotted to Ngapuhi for analysing and responding to these 
proposed changes, we have strong reason to doubt the efficacy of the proposed changes 
within the associated timeline.

Where we stand firm:
The only party with a mandate to represent Ngapuhi is Tuhoronuku;
The Waitangi Tribunal Urgent Inquiry report comments that it is the crown who has erred in 
their processes. Te Kotahitanga o Nga hapu o Ngapuhi have no mandate or accountability to 
any particular Ngapuhi hapu. Te Kotahitanga o Nga hapu o Ngapuhi is still to confirm with 
Ngapuhi whom they represent and how they arrived at a mandate to speak on behalf of their 
representatives.
The mandate process for Tuhoronuku representation was both arduous and robust executed 
with a high degree of rigor. Tuhoronuku had to ensure their representation of individual hapu 
followed a rigorous process and required all hapu claiming representation to be publicly 
named. Te Kotahitanga o nga hapu o Ngapuhi has no such requirement.

What must be of concern is that there has been many instances where press releases have 
been provided under the name ofTe Kotahitanga o nga hapu o Ngapuhi promoting a name 
which purports that this group speaks on behalf of the hapu of Ngapuhi, yet the only readily 
accessible information about the group seems to be a Facebook page with a very spartan 
description.
The page directs visitors to a website www.Naapuhi.net which leads to a blank page. 
Essentially, this group provides next to no information about who they are yet have engaged 
to make changes to a structure which has been mandated by Ngapuhi. The free and easy 
way in which this mandated structure has been treated by the Crown and by Te Kotahitanga 
is vexing in that it demonstrates a lack of respect for Ngapuhi processes. We feel it 
necessary to emphasise our concern that the same individuals who appear to represent Te 
Kotahitanga o Nga hapu also represent Ngati Hine and they continue to stand outside the 
process without making any commitment to uniting and remaining united with Ngapuhi.
The question has been asked -  do Te Kotahitanga o Nga hapu o Ngapuhi have any 
mandate to interface on these issues from those whom they purport to represent.

http://www.Naapuhi.net


Closing Statement:
The current Tuhoronuku structure and representation provides for hapu to deal with these 
matters directly between each other, directly with negotiators if required and with the support 
of their respective Kaumatua Kuia if desired. The proposed structure changes make no 
substantive strengthening Jo the current structure or mandate.

We will not countenance any degradation of our mana or voting rights within the body of 
Ngapuhi inasmuch as the restoration of our people and lands are tied to our positioning and 
collaboration with wider Ngapuhi. If we are impeded or marginalised in any way in achieving 
this outcome we must respond accordingly.

We will pursue in every measure any and all action required to preserve the full hereditary 
rights inherited by the descendants of Ngati Rehia from our ancestors. In closing, it is our 
sincere wish that ongoing dialogue and debate will be established to determine and rectify 
any outstanding differences that may exist between a settlement model which we will 
countenance and an organisational framework we consider untenable.

We have every confidence that with communication and commitment we will reach full 
understanding as to the form in which we as Ngapuhi will unite.

Nalcu noa, na
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■Have NSAPUH1 HAPU &WAI Numbers So thg AUCKLAND Central Hearing District to fee heard 

Proved l ! Second' RegofutierL carried

10] 8wJtesplutton & HIAPU moves That MAHURAMG! gulf &  Islands MSAPUHI Claimant
Have NSAFUHI HAPIJ fi; WAI Numbers In the South AUCKLAND Hearing District to be heard

"T , '~'i
Mn.yMv Ŝecond Resolution car,rled

111 By Resolution ~ &MAPU m m $  That MAHURANSI Sujf & Islands NGAPUfflClaimant
and NGAPUHI HAPU & WAI Numbers Were left Out of the TRILATERAL Engagement and Letter of 
•Complaint will go to the Presiding OFFICER Judge Sarah REEVES for tha URE0ENCV N&APUH1 
Hearing

Moved) _ |  Second " Resolution carried

m  By Resolution & -HAPU moves That MAH UR AM Gl Gulf & islands NGAPUHi Claimant
Have been Section 6 of the Treaty of WAITAM6 I Act 1975 & the Principle-? of the Treaty .of WAITA.NGI 
192S £419S? Also the TIRfTI eWAlTANGI fMaori Version] DE 021840 Seen Prejudiced against- to 
Psment evidence In the MAI IURANQ1 Guir & isjemdi H iding Dfeoicl Have M adgh ito  a Aggrieved 
Victim have feeer* caused Harm & Hurt

M ov&ri Second uRs&slLrfion carraed



NOTICE of EXITWITHORAWL From TUHORONUKU M A  MANDATE

13i Bvltesoltftton.' ■■& HAPU waves That M.AHURANGI Guff & sslantfs NGAPUHI Claimant
Have MIGAPUHI tlAPU S WAI Numbers Pn Auckland Sypeh O ty Meaning wa ars Nat a URBAN 
Ciai m We area tvSANiA WHENl.lA Clelm Precedence set by H GAM AN A WttENUAQTAMAKIMA 
KAURAU and WA1 HAPU Claim beans NSATI WHAATUAWOftAKei TE.XAOU [NGARIhll TFTADeI 
$SATI MAR.UA and UR! Q HAU ] N£A OHO and URI NGUJdJ &  NGAPUHI Beiri^ recognized as MANA 
WHENUA in the Norlei Shore Ward =TE RAKl.PAEWHENUA -MAHURANGi Gulf & Island s

BELOW am the .NSAPUHI HAPU In th e Greater Auckland Super City Boundary Wa ITANGI Tribunal 
District Hey ring

f L NNAllh KAWERAjJ [ i f  MAHURAMSIl&ulf£ Islands & Auckland South & Central Hearing D&trrat 
MG ATI POU NMHURANGf Gulf St Islands Si Auckland South & Central Hearifig District
MGAITAHUHU   MaUURANGS Gulf & Islands & Auckland golrtH & Central Haarfng District
NO AT I UTAH). MAHUWANG1 Giilf& Islands &  Auckland South & Central Hearing District
NGATil WHAKAEKE WAKURAMGI Guff & Islands & Auckland South S Central Hearing District

MAHU^ANWSdlf & Islands & Auckland SautFTS Central Heating Djstricl
iMAHUiRANSi Gulf S Islands S Auckland South & Central Hearing District
MAHIiRANGI GulfS Islands &: Auckland South & Central He&riRg District 
MAHURANGI ftd f A Mn'nrfc fi iuirkf^rsH Snut-h a  rBntr?i! Hearing €%trifc§ 
MAH.URANGI GulfS Islands S Auckbhd South & Central Rearing District 
MAHURANOi Gulf & Islands S Aucklsnd South & Central Hearing District 
MAHURANer Gulf & Islands St Auckland south ■§. Central Hearing District 
MAH U RANG I Guff& Islands & Auckland South & Central Hearing District 

MAHURAMGI Gulf & Islands & Auckland South S Ceot-raP Hearing District
MAHlffiANQI fluir & liidlHJs Ss Auckland SaiMh &. Cental HB5Dng UlSIfiCl
PAAHURANG3 Gulf S Islands & Auckland South S Central Hey ring District
MAHURANQI GulTS Islands & Auckland South & Central HearingC?istnlc5
MAHUKANGI <sii!f&Islands S Auckland South St Central HearingDistrict 

MAH UR AN 61 Gulf & Islands & Auckland South & Central Hearing District
MARURANGI Gulf St Islands & Auckland South & Central Hearing District

N5ATP .TAUTAHI 
TE URI Q HAD 
NGAtTAWAKE 
NGATIJDM 
NGATI REHIA 
N6ATI TORO 
TE PflPffK)
NGATf HAQ 
N6ATI POP-QTQ 
TE NCaAHC RAUMATI 
TE NGAftE PUHI 
URI QMURIWAI 
URI O WAIRAKA 
URIQKAUAETETQKI 
URI 6  KAWERAU 121
NGATi RAHIRt DTE RANG I m  MAHURANGf Gulf & Islands a  Auckland South & Central Hearing 
NGATl RAHlRIQ TE RANG 1821 MAHURANG3 Gulf & Islands & Auckland South & Central Hearing 
NGATI BAHjkl OTE RANG! f33 MAHURANGi Gulf & Islands & Auckland South & Central Hearing 
NGATI.WAl TAUTAHI MAHURANSI Gulf & Islands & Auckland South & Central Heading District-

f -Second Resolution parried
J



NOTICE of EXIST WITHBRAWL FrowiTUHORONUKU IMA. MANDATE

To the Attorney General £  Minister of the TREATY 5e£tlg|$ienB& the Vi/MTAN© Tritofssl also 
the OFFICE ofTreaty Settlement - Tfte HON Chris FfNLAYSOMsrid the TUHORONUKUiMATrasta 
Trustees -  HE ROMANS A A Mffl O NSAPUM Trust& Trustees «T£ IfGIAHITANGA 0  MSA HAPU 
TA1WHENUA and NON Usurps FLAV6LL the MinlsterofMacrJOEVaOPMENT

Back. ero iiM to Action On the 09 09 2015 7  the 12 Q% 2015 iihe Presiding OFFICER Of the URGENCY 
Hearing for teGAPUHl judge Sarah REEVES & the WAITAMS! Tribunal made Directions That HAPU £  
WAI Numbers Should either EKIT &  WITHDRAW*. from the TUHQRDNUKU IMA Trust Trustees £  

T£ RUk^ANGA AIWI Trust & Trustees Mandate Sy Aggrieved HAPU' &  WAI Numbers caught In this 
situation So a TRfLATERAL Engagement Process was developed by The Three Parties TUIH0RON1MIJ 

IMA Trust + IE SiU NAMS A A IWION©APUHJ Trust &  Trustees and OFFICE of Treaty Settlements 
also the Aggrieved Party TE KOTAHirANGA 0  NGA HAPU NSAPUHI - TAIWHSNUA IT Is noted that 
MAtfURANG! Gulf & Islands was left put &  Hot included The Engagement Group then Agreed that 
HAPU & WAI Number wishing to EXIT WITHDRAW!, May EXIT From the 1st April 2016 to the 30th 

April 2016 It WIS Extended to tee 23 rd of May 2016 Also a foot note that On the 22 09 2015 chief 
Judge ISSACS Ha? sents Memorandum that Auckland Central & South Auckland will be having

WAlTANGf Tribunal ttearmg

RESOLUTION

1] This is a NOTICE to the above Party's that & HAPU of MAHURANSI Gulf & Islands
Hearing District of MGAPUHI WAI Claimants Hava by RESOLUTION on the 13 04 2016 a t ," i . _ U-

.at 2 pm

21 By Regefatip ft That; & HAPU will EXITED £  WITHDRAWN From the TUHOhoNUXU
IMA Mandate In the MAHURANSI Gulf S-Jslands Hearing Ofetrretss to the Decision of the Presiding: 
OFFICER for the NSAMJRf Urgency judge Sarah REEVES On the 05 0@ 2015 & the Tribunal on tee 
12 09 201S and tiu* Trilateral Engagement Group made up o f Six TAIWHcNUA and Including 
MAKURAiMGI Guff & islands HGAPUHU ClaimantsConrumifKee

Movedd  (second . llfesolulioni carried

3] By Resolution that & HAPU in the MAHURANGI Gulf &  Islands Rearing District Will also
not ETigage with the MARANSA MAI Draft Mandate Process

MfeYfed. ! Second jMlofutioin carriedt— "
4j j Sy Resolution that & HAPU in the MAHURA:NGl Gulf & Islands Hearing District will
also Continue to seek Six to Eight Hearings In the MAHUflANGI Qtdf& Islands HeeifneOliarlct

Moved Second : Resolution carded

51 Bv Resolution t h a t  & HAPU in theMAHURANGI Gyif& Islands Hearing District will also
P3 rtfcf pate In tee Auckland Cen tra I Heading s & the South Auekla rid Hearings 
Moved; f Second ’ Resolution parried

Contact:;



Notice gf EXIT WITHDRAW! From TUHORONUKU IMA MANDATE

13} Bv Resolution- £ HAPU moves That MflHURAMSl Gulf & Islands NGAPUHI Claimant
HswefllQAPUHl HAPU & WAI Numbers [in Auckland Syper City Meaning v/e are Not a URBAN 
daim  We are a MANA WHENUA Claim Precedence set by NGA M ANA WHENUA.D TAMAKIMA  
KAURAU and-WAI HAPU Claim being NGATIWHAATUA KI Oft ARB TETAOU [WGA.Rl'KITETAQU 
NGATI MARUA artd URIO HAU ] NGA OHO and URI NGUTU &  NGA.pUHP Berp'g recognized 95 MANA 
WHENUA in the Norib Shore Ward-TE RAKP PAEWUEMUA - MAHURANGl Gulf & Island s

BELOW are tfae NGAPUHI l-IAPU In the G l'ta tif Atfekfefld Super City Bbunifarv WAITANGI Tribunal 

District Hearing

TEM6ARE KAWERAU (1} MAIIUftANGI Gulf £  Islands & Auckland South & Central Hearing District
NSATI-P0U-------
NGAfTAHUHLl 
NGATI UTAH*
NGATI WHAKAEKI 
NGATI TAUTAHJ ... 
TELIREOMAU 
NGAITAWAKE 
NGATI K4JTA 
NGAH REHIA 
NGATI TORO 
TEPOPOTO 
NGATI HAO 
NGATI POPOTO 
TE NGAHE flAUMAtl 
TE NGARE POHI 
URI OMUR3WAI 
URI OWAIRAKA 
URI O KAUAETETOKI 
URI O KAWERAU {2]

- MAH U RANG I S itl f-& lslands.&-Ay tklh odJjeuuthJL Central .Hearing J 3 M c i
MAHURANGI Gulf & Islands & Audttend South & Central Hearing District 
MAHU RANG I Gulf & islands & Auckland-South £  Centra! Hearing District 

MAHURANGI Gulf £  Islands St Auckland South & Centra! Hearing District
MAHUB.ANGl Gull Si islands & Auckland South & Central Hearing District
MAHURANGI Gulf & Islands & Auckland South & Central Hearing District 
MAH HR ANGI Gulf & Islands & Auckland South £  central Hearing District 
MAHURANGI Guilf &  Islands & Auckland South S. Central Hearing District 
MAHURANGI Gy I F& Islands &- Auckland South & Centre! Hearing District 
MAHURANGI Gulf £ Islands £  Auckland South & Central Hearing District 
MAHURANGI Gulf £ Islands & Aucfclam) South £ Central Hearing District 

MAHURANGI Gulf a  Islands & Auckland South £  Central Hearing District 
MAHURANGI Gulf & Islands £  Auckland South £ Central Hearing District 
MAHURANGI Gulf £ islands & Auckland South £ Central Hearing District 
MAH U RANG) Gulf & Tsbnds & Auckland South £ Central Hearing ©(strict 
MAHURANGI 0u5f & Islands £ Auckland South £  Central Hearing District
MAHURANGI Ciulf & Islands £ Auckland South £ Central Hearing District
MAHURANGI Gulf £  Islands £  Auckland South Bt Central Hearing District 
MAHURANGI Gulf & Islands £ Auckland South £ Central Hearing District 

NGATI RAHIRI 0 TE RANG I [1] MAH U RANG! Gulf & Islands £  AttCl&ttd South & Centra! Hearing 
NGATd RAHIRI 0 TE RANGI [2] MAHURANGI Gulf £  Islands £ Auckland South & Central Hearing 
NGATI RAHI.RI ti TS RANGI [3] MAKURANGt Gulf £  Islands £  Auckland South £  Central Hearing 
NGATI WAf TAUTAHI MAHURANGI Gulf £  Islands £  Auckland Sciush £  Central Hen ring (DNtrirt

Moved Second Resolution .carried \



j From: _ _ V  - \
"'Sent: Saturday, 21 May 2016 12:42 a.m. ~J
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: Te Tahaawai Hapu feedback

Kia Ora Koutou,

Please find notes from our Hapu as feedback on the Maranga Mai Report and accept that at 
short notice this is all we could provide.

1. That more time be given for more consultation with our wider whanau overseas and afar.

2. That more resources be made available for Hapu Development ie; Hapu database.

3. That there be confirmation of what a natural grouping consists of ie; one Hapu of 5000 
people on then database would constitute a natural grouping or five Hapu would also consist 
of a natural grouping.

4. That a process be implemented to oversee the Hapu engaging with Hapu and the processes 
they use, to ensure actual engagement is talcing place.

5. incorporate He Whalcaputanga in this process.

6. We do not support any incorporated societies or government organisations involvement in 
this process for Ngapuhi Hapu negotiating for Ngapuhi eg Runanga or Trust Board 
organisations.

7. A withdrawal process should give Hapu the opportunity to withdraw without 
discrimination or disadvantages and still be dealt with at the same time as the wider Ngapuhi 
Hapu Roopu.

8. Suggestion that the name Urban as in Urban whanau be changed to Taurahere. as the 
word Urban gives the impression our whanau are separate from us, Taurahere binds and 
keeps our ties with them.

9. Suggested names for Ngapuhi Claims are; Te Korowai O Ngapuhi, Ngapuhi Tu Tonu, 
Ngapuhi Ko Whaorau, E Tu Hapu.

We hope our feed back can contribute to the betterment of Ngapuhi Nui Tonu moving 
forward and thank those involved for getting us to this stage.

Kia Ora Ra

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


21 May 2016

Submissions on Maranga Mai: The Ngapuhi Engagement Group’s Draft Report

1. Preliminaiy remarks

My acknowledgement to those who contributed to the Hapu Engagement Project including 
the Tuhoronuku Independent Mandated Authority, Te Kotahitanga o Nga Hapu o Ngapuhi 
Taiwhenua, The Office of Treaty Settlements and Te Puni Kokiri. Then hard work, 
commitment and knowledge of Ngapuhi tikanga gives the Maranga Mai report its authority.

My hope is that Maranga Mai progresses the settlement of Ngapuhi grievances. I 
acknowledge the tupuna who have gone before me and honour their memory. My mother,

worked hard all her life to build constructive relationships with our 
Pakeha neighbours and she did her best to forget the grievances of the past. Mum wanted to 
end the suffering experienced by her whanau and make an honourable settlement of our 
historic grievances with the Crown.

A unified pathway towards Ngapuhi settlement demands open communication, accountability 
and transparency especially as hapu develop terms of reference, set up budgets, determine 
dispute resolution procedures, decide funding allocations and put in place administrative 
support.

2. Te huarahi o te wa: Our journey to date

Pages 10-11 outlines key milestones and notes how for ‘almost a decade we’ve debated how 
we’ll organise to represent ourselves in negotiations with the Crown.’ Although page 38 
recommends a set of steps and indicates a time frame, this framework is indicative, not 
prescriptive.

The new structure, with its emphasis on hui-a-hapu on marae to determine how the 
representatives will be chosen, may result in interminable and unacceptable delay. As the 
Waitangi Tribunal’s Ngapuhi Mandate Inquiry Report noted, hapu autonomy makes up 
Ngapuhi identity. Full expression of hapu autonomy may lead to unresolved disputes about 
how best to represent hapu interests and who are the best hapu representatives. Unreasonable 
delay as the result of internal hapu wrangles is unsatisfactory because of the enormous 
economic cost to Ngapuhi people of not making progress towards reaching final settlement 
with the Crown.



At a pre-determined and agreed point, difficult decisions must be made. In the event that 
hapu remain locked in dispute after rejecting reasonable alternatives it is better for the 
majority that intractable hapu negotiate with the Crown as separate entities.

2.1. Recommendations

a. Negotiations between hapu and the Crown move forward in a timely and efficient 
way.

b. Standardised time frames for the end of hui-a-hapu and the appointment of hapu 
representatives are put in place.

c. When all alternatives are exhausted a decision is made that uncompromising hapu can 
negotiate with the Crown as separate entities.

3. Dispute resolution processes

Page 25 of Maranga Mai accepts the importance of a dispute resolution process. It is 
desirable that close attention is given to how dispute resolution will take place, especially 
disputes between hapu when territories overlap.

Where practical the dispute resolution procedures should be reconcilable with Ngapuhi 
tikanga. The mana of people involved in the dispute must be respected. All of the dimensions 
of the dispute, including the financial and commercial aspects, must be thoroughly examined. 
Interested parties must have some opportunity to examine factual evidence and present any 
alternative interpretations. A panel of experts without any conflicts of interest must be 
appointed to hear the dispute and they must give reasons for its decision.

3.1. Recommendations

a. A dispute resolution process that supports Ngapuhi tikanga to be established.

b. Any dispute resolution process will also be compatible with established principles of 
mediation.

4. How we do it: the representative structure

On pages 18-19 the Maranga Mai report outlines the structure that is designed to shift the 
‘roles, responsibilities and power’ from the Tuhoronuku IMA to the hapu and regions. This 
submission next addresses the structure of the new representative group.

4.1. Te Hononga Iti

4.1.2. Financial implications o f the proposed sPucture

This entity will hold the legal responsibility for the mandate and execute the decisions of the 
hapu. It is expected to meet six weekly and have between one and three representatives from



each region. Maranga Mai notes that the ‘roles and responsibilities of the representatives will 
be limited because hapu in the regions, will retain control of the entity through then decision
making process.’

Overall the new structure is complex and has multiple layers of decision-making. It is an 
established business maxim that the more complex the structure then the more expensive it is 
to implement and support. Greater expenditure on administration, staff, travel and 
accommodation is an expected outcome. The financial implications of Te Hononga Iti, 
regional hapu teams and Te Hononga Nui must be considered in more detail before the 
structure is adopted.

It is difficult to reconcile the concepts of accountability and transparency, which implies open 
communication and 'accessibility of information; with this fragmented and diffuse model. The 
implication is that Te Hononga Iti must accept decisions made at hapu regional forum.

As an independent legal body and accountable to outside regulatory bodies, Te Hononga Iti 
must also take full legal responsibility "for its decisionsTlksThe“holder ofTiemandate Te 
Hononga Iti may disagree with the hapu regional forum over matters such as funding, 
appointment of key personnel, performance reviews and the terms of negotiation. This model 
not only sets up false expectations that hapu will be in charge of the process, but it also 
allows Te Hononga Iti to avoid direct responsibility for its mistakes—to hide behind the false 
premise that it obeyed the directions of the hapu regional forum or Te Hononga Nui.

Furthermore this model confuses which group is responsible for financial decisions and the 
appointment of expert advisors, researchers and administrative staff. If Te Hononga Iti 
followed established governance practices, then it will be responsible for contractual 
agreements, payments, schedules and termination of any contracts. Maranga Mai infers that 
the hapu decides what contractual support it requires and in turn it instructs Te Flononga Iti. 
This proposal is unworkable, vague and unclear. It leaves open to speculation the vital 
question of which group has to account for expenditure against key results.

It follows that safeguards need to be put in place so that detailed accurate and timely 
information is readily available to all parties who have a legitimate interest.
Furthermore the level of financial investment, if the new structure is to have adequate 
support, needs to be explored in depth before the recommendations in Maranga Mai are 
accepted.

4.1.3. Recommendations

a. That a draft budget be prepared in order to reassure Ngapuhi that Te Hononga Iti is 
workable.

b. That the relationship between Te Hononga Iti, hapu representatives and Te Hononga 
Nui is clarified with a view to increasing the accountability and transparency of all 
these bodies, particularly Te Hononga Iti.

4.1.4. Representation on Te Hononga Iti

If Te Hononga Iti is to be an efficient decision-making body, its size is important. Te 
Hononga Iti needs only one representative for each region. Proxy votes on Te Hononga Iti



should be disallowed. Nor should alternate trustees be considered because diffuse voting 
structures blur accountability.

Maranga Mai proposes annual review of representation. Annual review is undesirable given 
the complexity of its mandate, the importance of developing a small skilled governance group 
and the finite nature of the settlement process. It is unwise to allow regions to replace 
representatives at any time (page 19) unless defined events trigger resignation, because it 
could give disgruntled hapu members permission to discredit individuals.

4.1.5. Recommendations

a. Te Hononga Iti is comprised of one representative from each region. Proxy voting and 
alternate trustees is disallowed.

b. There is no requirement for annual review of representatives on Te Hononga Iti.

5. Hapu representatives and regions

Maranga Mai states that hapu representatives will exercise the vote of the hapu in regions. It 
provides for six regions. In this regard the main difference between the present Tuhoronuku 
hapu kai korero representation and the new regional structure is that Whangarei and 
Mangalcahia each receive separate representation. Without convincing evidence for the 
addition of the Whangarei region, it is difficult to be persuaded that the proposed change best 
serves Ngapuhi..

The Whangaroa region is included as an additional region. Whangaroa is a separate iwi and 
has been engaged in talks with Tuhoronuku to have a separate negotiation and post 
governance process. It is best if Whangaroa is not included in the new structure.

5.1. Recommendations

a. More evidence is required before Whangarei is included as a separate region.

b. Consideration is given to removing Whangaroa from the regional structure.

6. Urban representation

Marangi Mai states that hapu decide who will represent then interests and will ‘establish 
processes and structures to ensure hapu members living outside the region are kept up to date 
and have opportunities to contribute to the hapu interests and aspirations.’

The report makes no definitive provision for urban representation and there is no requirement 
that hapu engage in consultation with urban Ngapuhi. Instead Maranga Mai recommends that 
each hapu decides how to incorporate those who live outside the rohe (page 23). Whether 
hapu will be offered assistance to ensure that members living outside the rohe can connect 
with, and participate in, negotiations towards the Ngapuhi settlement is unclear.

Certain erroneous and ideological assumptions seem to underpin this recommendation, such 
as the idea that hapu would be strengthened by ‘encouraging re-connection of our people no



matter where we live.’ As a statement of intent this may be encouraging. It is not, however, 
convincing.

Urbanisation of Ngapuhi has taken place over many generations. The hapu links for many in 
urban centres may be weak and, on some occasions, not known. In addition Ngapuhi who live 
at a distance horn Te Whare Tapu O Ngapuhi may be limited by financial constraints, family 
obligations and geographical distance. There may also he darker personal reasons preventing 
closer relationships with hapu such as whanau sexual abuse and violence,- sex-uaTerientation 
and disputes over Maori land. For all of these reasons urban Ngapuhi may be unable to make 
meaningful connections with their hapu. It is wrong to. exclude urban Ngapuhi from any 
reliable, measurable and collaborative participation.

Moreover, Maranga Mai does not acknowledge the tensions between local hapS communities 
and the larger urban population who comprise Ngapuhi. It is unfair and unjust that the largest 
group of Ngapuhi has no designated role in the Treaty settlement. The structure proposed by 
Maranga Mai is oppressive. It risks creating an aggrieved and angry Ngapuhi urban 
population. It marginalises the Crown’s duty to actively protect the rangatiratanga of Ngapuhi 
urban communities. If urban Ngapuhi have then voices silenced and then unique contribution 
ignored, how can any settlement be durable and fair?

In summary Maranga Mai gives insufficient weight to the financial, budgetary, personal and 
practical constraints that face urban Ngapuhi members when seeking a connection with their 
hapu.

6.1. Recommendations

a. Urban representation is taken into account in any structure that represents 
Ngapuhi people.

b. The hapu regional structure is broadened to include urban representation and 
include designated urban representatives in Hononga Iti.

c. Representation on the regional structure includes urban representatives from the 
main urban centres, Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington and Christchurch.

7. Appointment of negotiators

Maranga Mai asks ‘who appoints the negotiators’, but does not indicate how the hapu will 
guarantee a rigorous and robust process. At page 21 reference is made to regional 
representatives establishing an overall negotiations plan and setting up negotiations tables 
and appointing negotiators (in consultation with hapu).

As described this process is loose and untidy. It leaves room for the appointment 
of charismatic, assertive and engaging hapu members without provision for an objective 
assessment of their character and skills. The selection of negotiators must take account of 
then knowledge, skills, experience and then reputation within the wider Ngapuhi 
community. Previous Treaty settlement negotiations demonstrate how negotiating skills 
determine the outcome: in particular whether or not an iwi considers that the final result was 
honourable.



In general terms it is desirable that hapu teams approve the negotiations plan and provide 
detailed instructions to negotiators: Some issues, however, will embrace the whole 
of Ngapuhi such as iwi relationships with local government, fresh water, the foreshore and 
seabed, the decline of marine mammals and deep sea mining. These matters will require the 
assistance of specialist advisors and negotiators.

7.1. Recommendations

a. Negotiators are appointed according to best practice and then appointment is 
decided according to established human resource processes.

b. Hapu teams approve the negotiations plan, conditional upon recognizing that 
some issues demand specialist advisors and negotiators.

8. A new name for the mandated entity to represent a new stage?

The name Tuhoronuku carries the mana of our tupuna and located in our whenua. It is a 
proud Ngapuhu name of symbolizing unity and iwi whakapapa.

8.1. Recommendation

The mandated entity is known as Tuhoronuku.

9. Te Hononga Iti as holders of the mandate and as negotiators

The appointment of Te Hononga Iti as the holders of the mandate and also as negotiators 
appears to not have been considered. Instead the Tuhoronuku model of the separate 
appointment of negotiators has been adopted. It is arguable that the separation of trustees and 
negotiators in the Tuhoronuku model was not successful. If Te Hononga Iti represents hapu 
rangatiratanga it is logical that the same representatives lead the Ngapuhi negotiating team.

9.1. Recommendation

1. The representatives on Te Hononga Iti are appointed as negotiators.

10. Leadership

The vexed question of leadership has been omitted from Maranga Mai. The report provides 
no guidance on how leadership is to be determined, but leadership is a key issue for the 
Ngapuhi settlement given that the Tuhoronuku model has been shown to be problematic.

If Ngapuhi is made up of autonomous hapu, it follows that one leader will be never be able to 
represent the confederation of Ngapuhi. It is also questionable whether traditionalists within 
hapu are ready to accept different models of traditional ‘strong’ leadership such as leadership 
that builds networks and support among the diverse groups that make up Ngapuhi.
Leadership within Tai Tokerau has generated widespread mistrust and anger. The result has 
discouraged powerful Ngapuhi business leaders, politicians and skilled professionals from 
getting involved.



For a lengthy period Tuhoronuku dealt with fractious and unresolved relationships with other 
hapu leaders. The resulting stalemate showed how a single leader reserved the right to 
allocate all tribal resources and distribute tribal rewards among loyal supporters.

Moreover gender bias has continued unabated and unchallenged because hapu are 
conservative and marae protocols are deterministic. In the new millennium it is an 
inappropriate interpretation of Ngapuhi tikanga to privilege a male leader when women may 
be better qualified to lead. An alternative model of leadership is to have separate leaders for 
each regional group and joint male and female chairpersonship of Te Hononga Iti.

10.1. Recommendation

2 -HapiLand urban representatives consider alternative models of selecting leadership.

11. Te-Runanga-A-iwi-o-Ngapuhi representation--------

Maranga Mai recommends the removal of the Runanga. seat (page 24). On balance the 
removal of the single Runanga representative is not objectionable, but Maranga Mai does not 
address the practical consequences of this decision.

The Maranga Mai report acknowledges the current dependence on the Runanga database. 
This vital technological tool depends on the goodwill of Te-Runanga-A-iwi-o-Ngapuhi. The 
mandated body will have no established channels of communication with the Runanga when 
an essential tool is held under its dominion. Developing an alternative data base will take 
time and resources. The new entity faces limited budgets and short time frames. As a result 
the Runanga data base may be the only access to enrolled Ngapuhi for the foreseeable future. 
An agreement needs to be re-negotiated with the Runanga about costs, maintenance and 
access to the data base.

At present a loan agreement exists between Te-Runanga-A-iwi-o-Ngapuhi and Tuhoronuku 
IMA. The Independent Auditor’s Report for the year ending 30 June 2015 advised that the 
loan balance outstanding at that date was $524, 322. Repayment of the debt and/or 
negotiating with Te-Runanga-A-iwi-o-Ngapuhi with a view to writing off the debt in full or 
in part, are options which must be considered in any transition process.

Furthermore Runanga representatives may become members of Te Hononga Iti. Joint 
membership and/or employment could put them in conflict with decisions taken within Te- 
Runanga-A-iwi-o-Ngapuhi. Conflict will intensify when negotiations occur about the loan 
and when assets currently held by Te-Runanga-A-iwi-o-Ngapuhi could be transferred to the 
new post settlement governance entity. One suggestion is to require representatives on Te 
Hononga Iti to resign from any positions they may hold on Te-Runanga-A-iwi-o-Ngapuhi.

11.1. Recommendations

a. The implications of removing the Runganga seat on Te Hononga Iti are 
considered with more rigour.

b. The long-term reliance on the Runanga database is recognised and that the 
agreement with the Runanga is renegotiated. ___



c. The loan facility with the Runanga is recognised and steps are taken to repay 
the loan.

d. Concerns around the potential conflicts of interest by hapu representatives 
who are employed or elected members of the Runanga are addressed.

Conclusion

I conclude my submission with grateful thanks to the Hapu Engagement Team and to the 
support they received for their important task from administrators, Kaumatua and Kuia and 
Ngapuhi marae committees.



Ngapuhi ki Otautahi

Response to  the Ngapuhi Engagement Group's Draft report "Maranga Mai"

We were hopeful that this report would lead the way for air Ngapuhi to 
support a path to settlement of all Ngapuhi historical claims and crown 
breaches against Te Tiriti o Waitangi. The draft report has a number of 
positives, ------------------------------------------      -  -

However, in our view it has a major and significant flaw in regards to 
representation of urban Ngapuhi that does not allow us to give it our support 
at this time. It will require a significant change in the urban representative 
model fo r Ngapuhi ki Otautahi to support the final report.

Urban Representation
The concept of reengagement between urban Ngapuhi and their hapu is an 
aspirational goal and has merit.

However, in our view it is unrealistic to propose a model, as the report does, 
that seeks to reengage those links within the limited time frame of a treaty 
settlement process and at the same time ensure urban Ngapuhi aspirations 
and goals are adequately represented when

• no analysis has been done of the capabilities, cost, time frame required
or willingness of hapu to take part

• no compulsion on hapu to initiate such a process

• no right of redress by urban Ngapuhi who identify a lack of willingness
on behalf of hapu to represent their interests

• many urban Ngapuhi identify themselves as being non-aligned to hapu

• has had little success with other iwi

• shows little understanding of the modern context in which the majority
of Ngapuhi live

3.



Such an exercise would be best left to be dealt with as a priority fo r PSGE 
entity when adequate funding and time frame can be determined.

As the tribunal said, "...it is crucial to the ultimate success of the settlement 
process that the negotiating structure is robust and has the full support o f 
those whom it claims to represent and whose grievances it intends to put to 
rest." 1

Alienating/disenfranchising urban Ngapuhi by removing direct representation 
puts at risk the very outcome this process sets out to achieve.

A better option would be to create urban regions along the same lines as the 
proposed rohe regions.

- Ngapuhi urban groups appoint representatives to go forward to regional 
forum

- Regional forums - all Ngapuhi urban groups within a designated region 
e.g. Te Waipounamu, send representatives to this forum who act in 
same capacity as rohe regions. Urban regional forums will nominate 
representatives to go forward to Te Hononga iti.

In adopting this model we have a real opportunity to encourage the 
establishment of more urban based groups stimulated by a model that is seen 
to be inclusive of all Ngapuhi.

Urban Ngapuhi or bodies that represent them should not be seen as being in 
competition with hapu but complimentary and a way forward to a settlement 
process that is inclusive of all Ngapuhi.

We look forward to our proposed option being given due consideration 
enabling Ngapuhi ki Otautahi to give its full support to the final report

15.3.4 Concluding remarks



From :......
Subject: Re: DRAFT Ngapuhi Engagement Report
Date: 21 May 2016 at 4:51:38 PM NZST
To:
Cc:

Tenalcoe
U  J

Thank youfor forwarding the report to me. I apologise for my late response but wished to 
provide a voice from some of the kuta-here in Murihilcu. I have forwarded the report to the 
Ngapuhi contacts I have and truly-hope that-our whanaunga participate in providing feedback 
to you. I have contacted some of our whanau directly and have explained my thoughts on the 

—report and theyrhave allowed me to speak_ondheir_b_ehalf as welL Lhave included.them im... 
this email and sincerely welcome them to add or amend any comments that they may have if 
they have differing views.

We would like to congratulate Te Kotahitanga, Tuhoronuku and the Crown for the time and 
mahi that has been carried out to date. We certainly appreciate the attention and dedication 
that has been undertaken to get us to this point. Also to ensure not only our voices are heard 
but those of our tupuna for the benefit of our mokopuna.

We agree with the proposed negotiation and settlement process as set out in the report with 
some added thoughts.

Hapu representation
I am contemplative at this time as it was always an important feature that it be our processes 
and political structure that we as Ngapuhi Whanui follow within the contemporary constraints 
that necessitate a common language to be understood for the benefit of the Crown. Ensuring 
that it is the hapu that bears the responsibility and autonomy to speak for itself is an important 
indication that we retain a semblance of how we as Ngapuhi functioned i nga wa o mua - ma 
nga hapu ano nga e korero.

Urban representation
As kutahere living away from Tai Tokerau it is important that we retain our connections to 
our- marae and hapu. By promoting hapu participation through hapu representation we can 
maintain stronger connections to our respective marae and hapu. If an Urban Representative 
was to remain in the model there would be challenges to ensure fair representation for each 
area. For Murihilcu we have challenges and strengths that Otautahi may not possess let alone 
Otepoti, Tau Ihu, Hokitika, Motupohue etc etc. Therefore, one representative to be a 
universal voice for ‘urban’ Ngapuhi in each rohe would not necessarily provide any 
substantial or balanced contribution to the wider framework. Promoting Ngapuhi whanui to 
maintain their connection to then marae, maunga, awa, urupa can be achieved through Hapu 
representation but it is strongly recommended that sound communication processes be 

• established using networks already established (e.g. Ngapuhi Whanui Id Murihiku) and 
technology.

Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi Representation



Understanding that Ngapuhi only comes together at the behest of the collective hapu and 
what its role is in carrying out the activities that the hapu require of it is an important 
understanding too. As the administrative body for receipt of the Te Ohu Kaimoana putea it 
was worrisome that there was a position allocated for a representative from TRAION under 
the original structure as this would suggest that they have powers outside of what functions 
they are mandated carry out.

Final thoughts
Let us learn from what other Iwi have experienced. Let us not settle for what it is we are told 
to do, think or say by others but reflect on how our tupuna conducted themselves and the 
lcorero that they passed down through the generations to us. Let us ensure that our focus is 
not turned inward to what we can possess now but turned outward for the generations to 
come.

Kia tu  to  mana,

Whakaarohia a Papatuanuku i mua i te tanga mai iteneiTimera. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email.



EXIT & WITHDRAWAL From'the TUHOROMUKU JMA NGAPUHI Mandate u m  [i]

EXIT and Withdrawal of HAPU & WAI Numbers from the lUHDRQNUKlJ iMATrust & Trustees also 
the TF. RUNANGAA IWfl 'P MSftPUHl Trust & Trustees W6AWHI Man date Meeting Held at 2 
Vanguard Road Auckland at 41 pm by the PRINCIPLE & HAPU Members on the 13 05 2016

RESOLUTION

I ]  By Resolution that the HAPU & WAI Number s being Will EXIT & WITHDRAW From
the WHORONUKU IMA Trutf & Trustees also the TE RUNANSA AIWl O NflAPUIfl Trust ftTrustees 
NGAPUHI Mandate anda5m  not Engage with theTRMATERAL Draft Document called the 
MAR ANSA MAI Draft for MANDAT‘D Settlement of NGAPUHI and that it is preferred that A 
PARToAl Settlement Will I serve the Descendant s mare titan a FULL & F INAL Settlement And that. 
MAHUiRANGI Sullf & Islands Hearing District being the NGAPUHI WAI Claimants snd HAPU Should 
Engsge-Wilh the OFFICE of Treaty Settlements Separate from a Proposed Draft Document to he 
called MARANGA MAI

Moved' Second, /Resolution Passed

21 ByReMutlaft that TF N5ARE KAWERAU' i l l  HAPU & WAI Numbers befog' Will M E
& ytfiTHDRAWfrom the tum oronuku ima Trust & Trustees, also the te  runanga. a m i  o
N GAPU HI Trnst £ Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In th i MAHUBANGI Gulf &  Islands fearing District 

Second' 'Resolution Pasfc&dJ  y ,r*t
3]] Bv Resolution t hat NGATi PQU HAPU & WAI Number S being' Will EXIT &
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONiUKti IMA Trust &. Trustees a Iso the TE RUNANGA AIWI QNGAFUH8 
Trast & Tm steps NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANG! Gulf & Islands Hearing District

Moved!' Second 'Resolution Passed
V J

411 By Resolution that NGATOHUHU HAPU a WAI Number s feeing 'WHEXIT&
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA TsrustftTrustees a iso the TE RUNANGA A IWI O NGAPUHI 
Trust & Tru$teeg„,NgAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANGI Gulf & Islands Hearing District

Moved Second; Ra&oiutlerr Passed

$]] Bv Resolution that; iMG&Tl TITAHS HAPU & WA? Number s  befog Will EXIT a
WITHDRAW From the TUIlQRONUKU IMA Trust & Trustees a.lso theTE RUNANGA A IWI 0 NGAPUHI 
Tryst & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANGI Gulf & Islands Hearing District

Moved' •Second /Resolution Passed

6]] By Resolution that S4GAT1 WHAKAKCE HAPU & WAI Number s being Will EXIT &
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA Trust & Trustees a Iso the TE RUNANGA A IWI Q NGAPUHI 
Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In She MAHURANGI Gulf & Islands Heating District Moved 

( )5eosnd( jResgSutlon Fussed

Contact v



Em  & WITHDRAWAL From the TUHORONUKU IMA NGAPUHI Mandate Page |2]

711 By Resolution that SNGATI TAUTAHI HAPU & WAI Number s being /Will £KtT &
WITHDRAW Front, the TUHORONUKU IMA Trust &. Trustees alsp I he T'E RUNANGA A IWI 0 NGAPUHI 
Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHUftANGI Gulf & Islands Hearing‘District

M o v e d ' S e c o n d !  j Resol ution Passed

.8]] fly Resolution that NGAT1 KUIA HAPUSs WAJ Number s being Will EXIT &
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA Trust & Trustees ailsD the TE RUNANGA A. <IWf 0  NGAPUHI 
Tryst & Trustees NGAPUHI MandMe In the MAHURANS Gulf St Islands Hearing District

Moved \Second; /Resolution Passed

93B By Resolution that TE URI 0 HAU HATH & WAI Number 3 being Will EXIT &
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA Trust & Trustees gfeo the TE RUNANGAA IWI O NGAPUHI 
Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANGI Golf & blinds Hearing Distract

Moved! j Second ^Resolution Passed

IQ]] By Resolution that NGAFfAWAKE HAPU ft WAI Numbers being Will EXIT St
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA Trust Si Trustees also the TE RUNANGA A IWI O NGAPUHI 
Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANGI Gulf & islands Hearing District

Moved Second Resolution Passed

11]] By Resolution that NGATl R6HIA HAPU &IVAI Number s feeing ,WlflfXlT& 
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA Trust &  Trustee? alsothe TE RUNANGA A fWIO NGAPUHI 
Trust ̂ .Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate in the MAHURANGI Gulf & islands Heading District

Moved Second: Resolution Passed

12]} By Resolution that NGATI TORO HAPU & WAI Number s. being- Will EXIT &
WITHDRAW11 From the TUHORONUKU IMATrust & Trustees also the TE RUNANGA A AVI O NGAPUHI 
Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI- Mandate frt the MAHURANGI Gulf & islands Hearing District

Moved1? /Second1 Resolution Passed

13]1 By Resolution that T:E POPOTO HAPU & WAI Number s being Will EXIT &
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA TrUStgi Trustees also the TE RUNANGA A IWI O NGAPUHI 
Trust S. Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate in the NlAHURANGI Gulf & islands Hearing District

Moved! Secorvdf Resolution Passed

1431 By Resolution that TE POPOTO HAPU & WAI Number ft being ? Will EXIT &
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA Trust &  Trustees also the TE RUNANGA A IWI 0 NGAPUHI 
Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANGl Gulf & islands Hearing District

Contact-'



3 S]J By fteTOlution that WBftTI HAG HAPU & WAS Numbsr 5 being Will C5CIT Si
WITHDRAW from She TUHORONUKU IMA Trust & Trustees also the TE RU MANGA AIWI0  NGAPUHI 
S'msLSi’fYusteea NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANGI Suit £  Islands Hearing District

Moved’ ‘Seeoftd 'Resolution PassedJ  v.  J  ■ • •
a&}l By Resolution that NjSATI PQPOT HAPU &  WAI Njimbar s being Will EXIT £
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU 6MA Trust £ Trustees dso  the TE RUMANGA A IWI O NGAPUHI 
Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate 3ft the MAHURANGI Gulf & Islands Hearing District

Moved * i.SGCond’i ResulUHdn Passed

171] By Resolution test TE NGARE RAUMATj HAPir a  WAS Numbers being Wllf EXIT £
WI'IHUKHW pram Lkg lyHU HUNU KUTM A IflM S H M M S r alsa-the ! fc HUNAMGA A IWI 0  NGAPUHI 
Trust £  Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANGI .Gulf £ islands Hearing District

Moved 5ecq nd ■' RGSofultDid RailedV * * /
1831 By Resolution that TPNGARE Q PtJHi HAPU & WAS Number s feeing' Wifi EXIT £

WITHDRAW From the Tt 1 HOP OML lift I IMA Tmd & TwsJppc si I cn this a.UNANGA A SWT Q MSAPUHI 
Trust &  Trustees NGAPUHI M andate  In the  MAHURANGI Gulf £  Islands Hearing District

Moved* ^Second- ^Resolution Passed

19]] By Resolution that URI O MU.RIWAI HAPU 8k WAI Number s being VVllfi EXIT &
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA Trust & Trustees also the TE RUMANGA A IWI O' NGAPUHI 
truss £  Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAH GRANGE Gulf £  Islands Hearing District

Moved(; TSecandj /Resoltsiton Passed

20]] By ftesolutrdn that URI G WAIRAKA HAPU £ WAI Number s being , Wilt EXIT '&
WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA Trust & Trustees also the TE RUMANGA A IWI Q NGAPUHI 
Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the Mftf HMftNSS Gulf & Islands Hearing DitLrfuL

Moved] ^Second] /Sesolutfon Passed

2 1 ]] By Resolution that URI O KAUA6 TE TOKl HAPU & WAI Number s being! Will EXIT 
£  WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU. IMA Trust £ Trustees also the TE RUNANGA A IWI 0  
NGAPUHI Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANGI Gulf £  Islands Hearing Rlstrfct

231] By teselwlion that URI 0 XAWEHAU [2] HAPU & WAI (Numbers being' Wi|i EXIT &
WITHDRAW front tea TUHORONUKU DMA Trust & Trustee also the TE RUNANGA A IWI 0  NGAPUHI 
Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate Ih the MAHURANGI Gulf -& Islands Hearing District

-■r - f  --,x
Moved! ,'Seeoriai. '/Resolution Passed

EXIT a  WITHDRAWAL Frames fUHQRONUKU IMA NGAPUHI Mandate Page[3j



EXIT &WfTMnittWAJ PmmiEiP TUHfHigNUKU1 fMA N®APUHI Maniflta Pftgfc |4]

23]] By Resolution that fJGATI RAkTRI Cl TS RANG I [1] HAPU £ WAI Numihers being "Will 
EXIT & WITHDRAW From the TUHORGNUKU IMA Trust & Trustees 3l& the TE M ANGA A IWI f i 
NSAPUHJ Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANG1 Gulf & ilsfaiids ’Hearing District

Moved! /Second^ Resolution Passed

24]] By Resolution that NGATJ RAHJRi Q IE  RANG! [2J HAPU St WAI Number 5 feeing !W!fI 
EXIT & WITHDRAW From the TUHORONUKU IMA Trust ■& Tsnusiees also the TE RUNANGA A JWf O

Moy&d/ Ŝecond Resolution Passed

2511 By Resolution that NGATI RAH! El 0  TE SANG! 13.1 HAPU £ WAS nromlMV s h rfnSi  W ,II
EXIT & WITHDRAW From the TUKOSONUKU IMA Trust &  Trustees also the T£ RUNANGA A IWI O 
NGAPUHI Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate in the MAHURANG! Gulf Si Islands Hearing District

Moved Second Resolution Passed

W l  By Resolution that NGATI W M  TAUTAHI HAPU £ WAI Nlumber £ being Will EXIT &
WfljHBfiAW tram the TUROROfHJKU IMA Trust & Trustees a iso the TE RUNANGA A IWI O NGAPUHI 
Trust & Trustees NGAPUHI Mandate In the MAHURANG I GuU &  Island? Hearing District

tofewtttf RMUfisit Psss-safrJl



Submission on the Report
Maranga Mai

Executive Summary

1. The Crown is. too jnvolvecL in_ resetting Ngapuhi's negotiations process. 
Ngapuhi needs to reclaim design, planning and leadership of the Ngapuhi 
settlement and then it must go back out to the people for re-mandating.

2. Identifying our core challenge as a lack of trust allows us to look for unique 
solutions-rather-than-tinkering-with-the-model-that-has already-failed-us, as 
suggested in Maranga Mai.

3. The hundred thousand plus hapu members who live outside of Te Whare 
 Tapu o Ngapuhi must be represented fairly-on-the-Governing-Board.- — —

4. Whangaroa should lead their own independent negotations and settlement.

5. A new quality of leadership is required to take Ngapuhi forward. The election 
process as proposed will not deliver this. If this settlement is to be progressed 
within the next 2-3 years then a leader with the right skills and mana should 
be appointed to chair the Governance Board and to lead the negotiations.

6. The proposed decision-making model in Marangai Mai is totally unworkable. 
Following reasonable consultation the significant decisions must be made by 
the governance board. This is what people expect and it is the most efficient.

Feedback

1. To begin, I am concerned that we Ngapuhi have handed this process over so 
easily to the Crown. It will be a challenge to have a Ngapuhi led settlement 
with so much Crown involvement prior to negotiations. I am unhappy to be 
making this submission to a Crown mailbox and that the Crown will obviously 
continue to be involved in assessing feedback on Maranga Mai and 
consequent decisions. We first must reassume ownership and leadership over 
this settlement process and outcome.

2. ! do not believe that the proposals in Marangai Mai make the degree of 
change required, in fact in some places the recommendations will take us 
backwards.

3. In searching for a solution to the Ngapuhi settlement process it is useful to 
identify the core problem so that the right solution can be applied. From 
observation I believe that the underlying issue, particularly for those who live



back at home is a lack of trust. So any proposal that does not address the 
lack of trust will fail.

4. It is not the function or form of the negotiating body that will get this cracking, 
or how many hapu are represented, nor is it about consultation and decision
making processes.

5. It is about confidence and trust. When Ngapuhi is confident and trust is 
present then unity will emerge.

6. Trust requires confidence that the right thing is being done on behalf of all 
interested parties. While trust takes time to build it can be bolstered through 
the confident leadership of someone with the right competence, skills and 
mana. This is a rare type of leadership and is unlikely to emerge from a 
further round of nominations and voting.

7. The challenge of settling the last significant land based Treaty settlement, and 
rightly the largest, is a monumental task that requires a greater level of skills 
and fortitude than has been evident in this process to date.

8. To build the trust and to get the change we require we need to be bold and do 
something more than play around with a representative model that has 
already failed us. We need something more than a new format with the same 
players. Most importantly we need a vehicle that is led and driven by an 
individual who has the skills, grit and endurance to take this through to the 
end.

9. While representation is essential to ensure inclusion in this process, the 
flawed mode! of democracy we continue to rely will not deliver what we 
require. I propose that we strengthen the democratic approach with the 
addition of meritocracy in the form of a selected Chair/Chief Negotiator - that 
person with the integrity, skills and mana to build trust and confidence.

10.As proposed in Maranga Mai there is sense to having 6 regional 
representatives from within Te Whare Tapu O Ngapuhi, namely one from 
each of:

i. Mangakahia ki Whangarei
ii. Pewhairangi
iii. Hokianga
iv. Ngati Hine
v. Taiamai/Waimate
vi. Kaikohe

11.And additionally, to ensure the representation of our urban whanaunga and 
their interests there should be at least three urban representatives, which 
logically would be from Auckland, Wellington and the South Island. Thus 
totalling nine elected representatives. .

12. Note that this excludes Whangaroa. The people of Whangaroa clearly see 
themselves as an independent Iwi and are looking to have their 'share' of the



Ngapuhi settlement returned directly to them for. their own management. This 
has the potential to undermine the Ngapuhi settlement and any post
governance entity that will follow. Whangaroa should rightly pursue their own 
settlement using their own resources.

13. The biggest challenge in appointing a Chair/Chief Negotiator is the process 
for appointment. I propose that a panel of experts with a proven track record 
intribal/Maorr matters-and/or-settlement processes be appointed to make the 
selection and that this panel be made up of Maori leaders from around the 
country. The type of people who might be on the selection panel should be of 
the ilk of

'Five members would be an efficient and workable number for the ' 
selection panefT-

14. Maranga Mai proposes a convoluted model of decision-making that is certain 
to undermine^ any Ngapuhi settlement process, no matter the structure or 
representative model. Our tribal nature is founded on a multiplicity of opinions 
and positions. The role of the representatives is to confidently consider 
options and critical points and to then make decisions. The proposed 
decision-making model in Maranga Mai will lead to confusion and encourage 
further fragmentation. The decision-making model should be simple and 
transparent. While ongoing consultation at an appropriate level should always 
be an integral part of the process it is the 9 person panel led by the Chief 
Negotiator/Chair that carry the mantle of strategy and decision-making.

15. And a strong board deserves the support of an experienced senior manager 
with the qualifications to drive the operations and efficient and thorough 
business, practices necessary to serve the people and underpin the 
negotiations.

To conclude, wherever this new structure lands, before any change occurs it must go 
back to the whole tribe to be re-mandated in the same fashion that Tuhoronuku was 
originally mandated.



Saturday, 21 May 2016

On Saturday 21. May 2016, a hui a hapu was called and! held forTe yd Tamwha and! IMgai Hineira. 
These are only two hapu from the Te AhuaMr area, these of us in attendance retate to other hapu, 
but as this hut was caSfed specifically forTe Uii TairiMaa and Kigali Hineira, these two are referred 
to in this feedback.

The following people were on attendance:

Hie hui begun at ITOOam and dosed at 4.00pm. We cotfeetive3y provide the Mowing feedback 
and recommendations on the Maranga Mai Report

1. Overarching feedback
Our hui resolved that we support the Maranga Mai report, the hui calls for fresh leadership that 
reflects the spirit and intent of Maranga Mai.

We provide our specific feedback on issues below.

2. Regions
it is proposed in the Maranga Mai report that, Talamai Kaikohe is one of the six Regions. We 
understand that these regions are primarily administrative structures to organise our negotiations, 
however our hapu are mindful that participating in negotiations is only the next step, beyond 
negotiations there will be ongoing activities such as the PSGE, so we respond to this proposal with 
the following recommendation:

Te Uri Tamwha and Ngafi Hineira hapu hui recommend that:
A region named TaiamaT be created that Includes the people, lands and resources of the following 
hapu:

* Te Uri Taniwha
* Ngati Hineira
• Ngail Korohue

• and any other hapu who can and wish to unite within this regional group for these 
purposes



Hie rationale for this recommendation Is based on the following principle:
We are the Irving hapu who cooperate, tantoko and collaborate today based on our historical 
evolution, kinship, whakapapa, geographical land and seascapes, natural resources and ah! ka 
tonii.

2 . Withdrawal Mec h a n i s m _________________________   —
Maranga mai proposes: —— —    •---

‘We recommend a process for hapu to withdraw firom the mandate"

Te Uri Tanrwha and Ngati Htrteira hapu hui do not agree with the availability of a withdrawal 
mechanism from the Maranga mai process. We state that if our hapu join and support hie 
Mafanga. Mai structure we will not belooking to withdraw at all: We will be joining and supporting- 
IhiB structure going forward rpou te kaha’.

However we are keen to see a withdrawal mechanism for regions. The ability for regions to seek 
their own mandate to negotiate their own settlements with the Crown is at this stage not preferable 
for us, but if ilWaranga IMai does is not successful, we will be seeking our own mandate as our own 
region.

3. Alternative Pathways 
Currently the Maranga Mai report proposes:

There are elements within the alternative pathways we see as positive and workable. We certainly 
see options 2,3, 4 & 5 are alternative routes we could work with should Maranga Mai not succeed.

Mo reira, tena koutou katoa,



Thursday, 19 May 2016 and Friday 20, May 2016

A hui a hapu was held on Thursday, 19 May 2016 for Ngati Korohue and Ngati Pou ki 

Taiamai and Friday, 20 May 2016 for Te Wahineiti-Te Whiu and 

Ngati Mira Id Taiamai.

The following people are related to other Taiamai hapu but were in attendance for the 

specific hapu mentioned above:

\

Our hui resolved that we support the Maranga Mai report and would like to submit feedback 

on the issues contained therein.

JL Regions

The Maranga Mai report notes the Kaikohe Taiamai as one of the six regions. We 

understand that the regions were created primarily as administrative structures to organise our 

negotiations. We note the ongoing activities such as the PSGEs, so we respond to this 

proposal with the following recommendation:

Ngati Korohue, Ngati Pou Id Taiamai, Te Wahineiti-Te Whiu and Ngati Mira ki Te Waimate 

Taiamai recommend that:



A region named “Taiamai” be created that would include the people, lands and resources of 

the following hapu:

Ngati Korohue, Ngati Pou Id Taiamai, Te Wahineiti-Te Whiu, Ngati Miru Id Te Waimate

Taiamai, Te Uri Taniwha, Ngati Hineira, Te Whanau Whero Id Taiamai

And other hapu who are associated with Taiamai to unite within this regional group for these

pmposes.

We are thfr living hapu who co-operate, tautoko and“cbllabdfatefoday based on ourhNtoricak 

kinship, whakapapa, geographical land and sea scapes, natural resources and ahi ka tonu. —

2. Withdrawl Mechanism

Maranga Mai Report proposes:

“We recommend a process for hapu to withdraw from the Mandate”

The hapu do not agree with the availability of a withdrawal mechanism for the Maranga Mai 

process. We state that if our hapu join and support the Maranga Mai structure we would 

endeavour to abstain from withdrawing at all. We will support this structure going forward 

“pou te lcaha”.

However we are keen to see a withdrawal mechanism for regions. The ability for regions to 

seek their own mandate, to negotiate their own settlements with the Crown, is at this stage not 

preferable for us; if Maranga Mai is not successful, we will be seeking our own mandate for 

our region.



3. Alternative Pathways

The Maranga Report proposes:

‘There are elements within the Alternative Pathways we see as positive and workable”.

We certainly see options 2, 3,4 and 5 as alternative pathways we could work with, should 

Maranga Mai not succeed.

No reira, tena koutou katoa.



28 April 2016

To
Maranga Mai
Ngapuhi Engagement Group 
Ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz.

Maranga Mai Engagement Draft Report -  feedback
Following is the feedback from the Whakapara Marae Trust Board. In general we acknowledge the 
huge amount of work that the Engagement Group has done to produce this report and to provide an 
alternative approach to the Ngapuhi Settlement process. There was a lot to digest in the draft report 
however we have endeavoured to relay some of the comments from our people.
• Not enough detailed information about the model to make informed decision for example how are 

each of the three groups Te Hononga Iti, Regions, Te Hononga Nui (TRT)accountable to each 
-other--It will be necessary to have some comprehensive rules.and guidelines.so_ev_eiy_oneJsj5iear 
on what their role is and how they work together.

• PSGG is a big issue that needs some people with specific skills to develop and recommend the 
options and to bring these to fruition.

• The issue around Rangatiratanga under the Treaty of Waitangi and the fact that Ngapuhi did not 
cede sovereignty, where is that in relation to the Treaty Settlement.

• Need to develop some criteria for skills required for the different roles in each of the three groups 
(TRT). It is one thing to say that each hapO is free to choose their own representatives however 
what guidelines are there to make sure that people with appropriate skills are chosen rather than 
someone’s whanau or someone that might be popular but that doesn’t have the right skills. 
Whoever is chosen has to work with people from other hapu and if they don’t have the right skills 
or demeanour then it makes it difficult to progress things.

• Administration of hapu reps, urban, overseas members, and the ability to chop and change 
between hapu will be very difficult to manage. Will need some clear guidelines and processes. It 
is one thing to have a fluid process that allows people and hapD to decide who and when they 
want to develop relationships with however these changes also affect other relationships they 
may have had. It could cause friction and interfere with progress and timeframes.

• Disputes resolution process will be necessary. Will be a challenge to design, there are many 
occasions where disputes might arise, and the disputes process will need to be flexible to adapt 
to the different situations. The process will only work if everyone agrees to it.

• Te Hononga Iti would have accountability back to the Crown for the administration of the mandate 
and finances. It will be difficult for them to do this unless there are some clear guidelines, and 
processes in place. They need to have a level of authority to question the direction they are being 
given from the regions and the hapu if there is a possible conflict relating to accountability. Who 
would want to put their hand up to work in a legal entity when they don’t have the control over it.

• Even though it looks simple this is a very complex model. There needs to be clear guidelines and 
accountability processes. The Te Hononga Nui side needs to have accountability processes as 
well as the Te Hononga Iti side.

• Each hapu needs to decide what they want to do e.g. stay with the Tuhoronuku model, endorse 
this new model, go it alone. Whichever option is chosen it is clear that hapu will need to do some 
work to establish their own register of members, and strengthen their administrative, 
communication processes to make sure they are engaging with their own people. Who and how

mailto:Ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


will this be monitored.

o Hapu rangatiratanga -  deciding on regions, boundaries or going with natural alliances and 
groupings. Some hapu will have alliances in a number of regions. Making boundaries is an 
artificial line, this is not natural as there are often cross overs between hapu.

9 There are 110 hapu identified by Tuhoronuku, 110 kaumatua and kuia if each chooses one 
(probably more) for their hapu -  how will this all work?

a Regions provide administrative base however still a need for hapu autonomy to decide for 
themselves where they fit.

® Process to appoint negotiators. Need the best people for the job. How does this affect the
negotiators that are already chosen? Need to have transition plan.

• Name change for the adjusted mandate? Do people think there should be a name change? What 
criteria to use to decide the name e.g. traditional name that relates to all of Ngapuhi, generic 
name that relates to the time and focus of the Settlements?

» Withdrawal clause -  is this adequate? What issues might this raise?

• Is there a need for a steering group, leadership group to make sure everything still progressing. Is
this the role of Te Hononga Iti? Without a steering group the whole process could be derailed.
This will be a fulltime job for some people, will there be funding for this?

Please contact us if you need anything clarified.

Hei kona



NGATI HAU TRUST BOARD &  HUI A HAPU 

FEEDBACK -  MARANGA MAI PAPER

Preamble:

Ngati Hau have attended meetings as individuals and as a group in 

relation to this matter. It has been debated in detail and at length and 

given the complexities of it as an issue, our position is that we really need 

more time to consider the implications of the process and the potential 

outcomes for Ngati Hau. This submission is therefore made in order to 

satisfy a deadline set at 4:00pm on Monday, 23 May, 2016, however, the 

debate in Ngati Hau will continue as we seek to ensure that our 

rangatiratanga is in no way compromised, that it continues to be 

articulated forcefully and that as trustees and beneficiaries of Ngati Hau, 

we are following our absolute duty and obligations to look after our 

people and their interests above all.

We will continue to respond to developments arising from this 

engagement process, applying our rangatiratanga as the key test of all and 

exercising our kaitiakitanga over both process and outcomes.

Another critical issue is that, while the Crown has undertaken and 

concluded many settlements with different iw igroupings, and while it 

claims this as evidence of its capacity to do so, none has been on the scale 

or of the complexity inherent within Ngapuhi. Ngapuhi has some key 

characteristics, which sit outside settlement processes related to all others:

1.1 It is by far the largest and most complex iw i grouping

1.2 Rangatira of the hapO of Ngapuhi who signed Te Tiriti o Waitangi 

did so as rangatira of their respective hapu and not as a collective



of Ngapuhi. The Te Tiriti o Waitangi document itself makes this 

absolutely clear

1.3 Rangatira of the hapu of Ngapuhi did not cede their rangatiratanga 

to the Crown and yet have been treated always as if they had. The

. text of Te Tiriti o Waitangi, signed at Waitangi, at Waimate and at 

Mangungu by our tupuna, makes it very clear as to what they were 

signing, agreeing, understanding and accepting

1.4 The Crown must deal with the matter and fact of hapu 

rangatiratanga as part of any negotiation and settlements process. 

This hapu rangatiratanga collectively is Ngapuhi rangatiratanga.

The Background to the HapU Engagement Plan (HEP) Process:

The issue arose from two key factors:

2.1 Dissatisfaction within the Te Kotahitanga membership and in 

instances, within individuals and hapu about the Tuhoronuku 

structure, processes and mandate and its overall perceived 

illegitimacy, whatever the accuracy of this perception

2.2 The findings of the Waitangi Tribunal as a result of the Urgency 

Hearing application by twelve claimants into the Tuhoronuku 

Mandate.

Concerns of Ngati Hau About the HEP Process Leading to Maranga 

Mai:

Key concerns cited Were:

• This was a Crown initiated and directed process

® The process has failed to unify Ngapuhi even if different sides are

talking to each other

© Tuhoronuku representatives were forced to work within a Te

Kotahitanga model and mindset

• Te Kotahitanga had no base alternative model to that of 

Tuhoronuku: Tuhoronuku was the departure point and the 

Tuhoronuku Mandate was not under serious question or challenge



• There was much misinformation with the result that people were 

drawing conclusions which were incorrect2

9 The results of the engagement process are too confusing and

complicated

o There are-too many loose ends

• The Crown were party to hui when it was for Ngapuhi to sort out

® Maranga Mai hui indicated a range of views which were often in

conflict and contradictory, regardless of an attempt to make 

presenters follow a standard line in feedback and consultation hui

• Members of the HEP group still represented Tuhoronuku, Te

Kotahitanga and the

Office of Treaty Settlements (The Crown) and still represented the 

views of each party, along with their own views, this overall being a 

complicated mix

• Te Puni Kokiri were also involved in hui as an apparent, extramural 

body

• The matters raised by the Waitangi Tribunal and covered in the 

Maranga Mai report appear to exceed what was actually .required by 

the orders of the Waitangi Tribunal.

4. The Review and Analysis Process of Submissions Received:

Concerns were expressed about:

® Who would be reviewing the submissions and their balance, capacity

and independence

• How the results of the review of submissions would be handled and 

revealed

® The ramifications for the haptl of Ngapuhi and concerns in having

something imposed upon them.

5. Tuhoronuku:

2 A key one circulated was that Ngapuhi would take control of all WAI numbers and that hapu 
interests would be subsumed into an overall Ngapuhi settlement package.



Regardless of the views people hold in relation to Tuhoronuku and/ 

however these views might have been developed and reached, there were 

some key observations made:

® Tuhoronuku was developed by Ngapuhi as a Ngapuhi model with

widespread and extended consultation with Ngapuhi people all over 

Tai Tokerau, Aotearoa and Australia and led by Ngapuhi kaumatua 

and kuia

9 The model wanted and needed was one deemed to be "safe" for

Ngapuhi in that Ngapuhi exercised control 

© Tuhoronuku had the capacity to be responsive to feedback and to

make changes to the model. This in fact did occur 

• Tuhoronuku was open to all hapu, including those who identified

with Te Kotahitanga. There was never a closed door: many simply 

chose not to walk through it 

« Tuhoronuku as a name, is extremely powerful for Ngapuhi,

symbolising the sacred kite which Rahiri used to divide the land 

between his first-born son, Uenuku and his secod born, Kaharau. So, 

it should not be changed.

© Ngati Hau initially were strongly Te Kotahitanga and were not at all

receptive to Tuhoronuku and consultative hui, however, in the best 

interests of Ngati Hau it was eventually deemed to be important 

that a place be taken up at the Tuhoronuku table. However, Ngati 

Hau also remained part of Te Kotahitanga and hosted and took part 

in Te Kotahitanga hui and indeed, other hui where the rights and 

rangatiratanga of hapu were held to be paramount 

• Ngati Hau went through an election process for their Mandated

Hapu Kaikorero, there being four candidates from whom the final 

selection was made by Ngati Hau people, exercising their voting 

rights

® There had been early discussion within Ngati Hau about a

Negotiations Team rather than an individual and indeed, this 

remains a Ngati Hau commitment agreed to yet again at a hui a 

hapu on 21 January 2016. This of course requires that there be a



final and properly constituted and agreed Ngapuhi structure and 

process in place within which the rangatiratanga of Ngati Hau is 

paramount Currently, this is not the case.

What will be part of any settlement:

—Under~\ts~rangatiratangaandrkaitiakitanga NgatrHau has a-responsibility 

to articulate precisely its expectations in any settlements model and 

process. Ngati Hau continues in the process of articulating what its

position fs.-This includes:----------

—6.1 --The absolute bottom line for Ngati Hau including:

• The Ngati Hau Te Tiriti o Waitangi Negotiations Team -  who 

and how

• Its rangatiratanga absolute

6.2 Definition of what Ngati Hau expects to be part of negotiations, 

including:

• Forestry

• Water

• Waterways

• Wah\ tapu

© Maunga

® Sites of significance

® Takutai moana

• Harbour interests

• Department of Conservation lands

• Confiscated and resumed lands, lands taken under compulsory

acquisition.

Ngati Hau initiatives:

As a part of exercising its rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga and in debating 

and developing views and preferences on the best settlement model for its 

interests, Ngati Hau is currently engaged in:

7.1 Developing alliances with associated hapu groupings who in many 

instances have shared whakapapa and interests.



7.2 Identifying and classifying interests which are:

© Specific to Ngati Hau

© Shared with other hapu

© Iwi-W\de and hapu-mde but which also impact on Ngati Hau -

te reo] harbours, foreshore and ocean areas

7.3 Reviewing Ngati Hau representation on local authorities and other 

bodies and organisations. Such representation might also be 

formalised as part of a settlements process, given the status of 

Ngati Hau and wider Ngapuhi interests in relation to their 

rangatiratanga status never having been ceded to the Crown or 

anybody else.

Conclusions:

Ngati Hau offers these comments as part of an ongoing review,

consultation and feedback process. It was felt that:

8.1 More time is required for Ngati Hau to develop a comprehensive 

position which responds to every issue and alternative raised within 

the Maranga Mai summary report

8.2 Ngati Hau will continue with the debate and on the pathway of 

developing its preferred position and that which serves its collective 

interests best

8.3 Work should be done on making improvements to the Tuhoronuku 

model in that the Maranga Mai proposals are not a radical 

departure and not a new structure but more a tweaking of what was 

already in place. The required changes could have been more 

efficiently implemented in a shorter time frame

8.4 The more complex a structure, especially when given the proposals 

related to Hapu, Regions, Hononga It i and Hononga Nui, as outlined 

in Maranga Mai, requires real funding in order for it to be 

developed and tested to see if it is actually workable. There were 

doubts expressed that something on paper might be totally 

unworkable in reality



8.5 While Ngati Hau would probably agree after considered debate and 

discussion that representation for kaumatua/kuia and those living 

away from their traditional areas is required on any governance 

structure, this was not formally debated and therefore cannot be 

offered up as Ngati Hau being in favour. As Ngati Hau we are 

conscious of the rights of all our people and that these do not apply 

only to those living at home on traditional Ngati Hau lands and in 

the wider Ngati Hau region.

Signed and submitted for and on behalf of Ngati Hau

Date: Sunday, 22 May 2016



M i EM ISSIO N TO MARANSA MAI RSP0RT 

T os Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Ap r and Sat J4 Way 7M$ HapQ hui It was unanimously decided fey Nptn Kota arid Patukeiia 
whanail, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following Beesons

2, We oppose a MgapuihS wide Single [Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Man date and Negotiations process

2, Alternative Pathways ~t) a reel consideration given to alternative pathways 

The Maranga Mai BefJOri a le rts  that Regional mandates?
a) weaken the negotiating: leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) Hikeiy mean that leas would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evident to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not tnue, KahunfUrtU Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3, Hap« Representation -  the changes to HapQ representation do- not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TiMA did

4, Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process 1$ not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not dear fit) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapii Bangatiratarfga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means HapQ have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapii must shave the right to  Veto any decision, and not ha marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

•5, Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and wa tfeo claimants bave 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That include? TiMA, this proposed entity, N HOFTM orTKON HN

Therefore if is our position that we do not have to go through any swell process, The 
claimants hold the claims on behalf oNhC hapu



TE RUNANGA O NGATI HINE
Post Office Box 35, Kawakawa 0243

22^ May 2016
To the Mga.puhi Engagement Group

RE: Feedback on the draft Maranga Mai Report

Tena fcoutsoai fcatoa,

The following resolutions were made by Ngati Mine at.a hui held on Saturday 21*May 2016 at Mirra 
Marae, Walomto.

JL We reaffirm in our submission:
a) 0.ur Ngati Hine Rangatiratanga - that we did not cede our sovereignty 
b l That we are a large natural grouping an our own right fas acknowledged by the Waitangi 

Tribunal)
t)  A principled approach to Settlement
d) Our Pae Tawbiti (Vision statement) -  "Me Ngati Hhre ano a Ngati Hine e korero, ma roto i 

te whanaungatanga me te kotahitanga"

Z  That Ngati Hine support in principle the Maranga Mai Report.

3. That Ngati Hine is seeking Ngati Hine specific settlement redress as well as collective redress 
through this process.

4. That we are prepared to work in a unified and coordinated approach, however if we find it  
does not work for us, we will seek to withdraw and seek our own large natural grouping 
status, mandate, negotiations and SettiemenL

Naku noa na



Sunday, 24 April 20M

Tessa Ebutou ffofoa,

Tuafahii ifccr Hsdkl ngprownisnasSsans ki a  matou nnafca fupuma ku.a whetuiBmpfiq, e  =moe m  
ka.ufou I Fof'D o te Artfe, burr sura IcT a Fs'tesn i s  hunga ora, fen s Bos koa, tessa kaarrua, fssia 
taSoti kotos. Raton ki a  r-nlrouj ffatau M a  Safety, fena ra ikatiifa^ ia to a .

I submit this feetEmdk on itfse draft Maranga Mai report for conadenrlfon.

first]}', my thanks and ixjawgnQhilloilsons fa the Engagement team who have been working 
so bard So get So this paM . 8 am very gnate&d tfor the hard work that every area has put In.

My feedback and consmanls on Bfea process and report are as follows.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

f. I am in support of the Maranga Mao recommendation to negotiate coflecBvely-without 
restarting the the nwssdate process. I support Bite report in general, and there are 
some specific areas 8 would like to comment on, ifwrt these Mtral comments are  general 
comments cfbcnri movnng Forward.

2. Overall She Maranga Mai report represents astd signifies the arrival a t a  very 
Important cross roads far NgapuhTnus-fony. O ne that is signalling a  second chance, 
the possibility for a different way forward, possibly one of unify and probably new 
leadership. My hope is that as many people as possible fake the option of a  second 
chance to get the represenfobon, particIpaBion and leadership right for us to be able 
to move forward toward the successful and fulfiBiaK} end of the hearings process and 
on the successful read itowajd selflament.

3. fn ray view; fbe problem vrifh IhTs proposed s fro ch/re Is this will not, on Its own,
Influence the current proportions.of Ngapuhi people who can be broadly grouped as, 
unaware, not interested In that stuff never will fee, aware bid disinterested, was 
Interested now f umed-cFF, interested spectator?, engaged people actively Involved In 
adivifles of same levefl, mdudlng keeping self inFormed, some Te Kb fa hitting a and 
Tuhoronuku stalwarts who believe there can not b e  unify between the two and those 
who strongly believe unity is the only way forward.

.4. These proportions will not change css a result of ihis or any new structure. What we 
also need, is something Shat will Influence these groupings positively so that the new 
structure catraefs and increases the numbers of people who are engaged and are 
actively pariidpoJing fn the oriivifes abend of us. Key to this I strongly believe is the 
way In which the process Is led. I believe that ihis Is by far the greatest ■challenge 
Ngapuhi Face right now,

5. Only Ngapuhi can address and fix this problem, and in Hie face aF all the work and 
challenges ahead with She Crown, IF seems a  daunting an almost Impossible task, but 
one I think we [Ngapuhi) need address as we move ahead In the coming weeks and 
months. S believe,, if we have not found the right people and mix of people to inspire 
and lead us forward fey the end oF this year, we should most certainly expect further 
significant disengagement from wider Ngapuhi.



6. While- sifitfeg of a  crass roads does provads us with q chaooa, the sluaalroia over tbe 
rec-Enir years has already had a devnstalELg effect for iwi and hapu unify, engagement 
and ursity. I believe that far arey pasifive, forward imoyaoenf far Ngapuhii, we must 
improve the way <oi?r people are befog led of off Bevels. The only way we can oncrease 
Ejaga '̂Ennenft Is te irnpnm® She feeders hip overoal.

/. The night leaders exist in owr •communities,. but (In ray own experience) most Ngnpuhl 
people, let alone many of our camnawnifjp, whaisau and marae leaders have beer! 
mtffen off, ©verftadfeadj, silenced, BislJieii, ihlrmSdsrted, Ked Eo and discouraged Srom 
pnjrffidjpdfiing on our cfcrams, hearings negotiation amd settlement proeesses.

S. Ngapuhi needs an Tnspirgfiranal, energetic, erapofhehc and >jn%fog leadership now. 
That Is urn'likely to cmnne by way -of one persami. But these are qualifies that are 
essenBaf If w e a re  f a move forward. These tire dsscnpEfoBs 1 have snot heard Ira the 
Ngapuhi vernacular although 1 have heard people ref er to the generalrfira of Sir
iam.es Menace  as possessing these qmnliiKes. These were qualities 8 valued an Eriroa.

9. The challenge ©if getting people on board was already a  ch allenge b e f o r e  the set up / 
division he/tween fiSae two en fifes tie Kbtebiifangc aaid Tulaoroiiiiuku--J3qd has beert made_ 
harder as result of She recent divisive and toxic beboYtowr of some df our front line 
leacfers.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

GROWING ENGAGEMENT, SUPPORT, ACTIVE PARTICIPATION AND REPRESENTATION

10.For Bhe new proposed iSrueture fa work effectively, it requires foerensed engagement, 
support, a dive parMpalion so that representation is as honest, effective and authentic 
as possible.

11 _ An important mvd fanmediafe exercise os te survey ’why, where, who and what the 
levels of engagement msd disengagement are of for Ngapuhi people. We need Eo be 
able te  demonstrate/prove that In going forward our engaged populailon is 
lire creasing. This wiffl be one key measure of our success.

HAPU CAPACITY:

12.1 agree with the decision making power being place firmly within fhe control of "'hapu'. 
However, I think, we need to be honest about She limited capacity and capabilify within 
some of our communMes to effectively manage this. IF we were all thriving, healthy 
and Fuji dinning hapu communities, this model would be fail-proof, but we are certainly 
not, thriving, healthy and function and a large part of that is a  dlred result of our 
experience oF eolorusaBon and all of the issues we are bringing before fhe Tribunal, 
we need to bare this in mind and not fool ourselves that hapu Hkanga will be Clear 
enough or strong enough to manage things like dispute resolution processes.

I3.While there are a handful of hapu who will be able to step up and info this structure 
and begin functioning and confribuKng from day one, there are many more who ore 
not in this positron, but desire to be. Carefully designed assistance for these hapu (or 
other representative group] to get on their feet before they can support and 
participate is a must, and will require leadership and resource that-can, with care and 
consideration, draw out the solutions, concerns, desires, hopes and worries of those 
groups that need that help.

ACCURATE AND RELEVANT DATA ABOUT NGAPUHI AND DATABASE

Pag* 2 of 5



I sTrongly believe that a  very Focussed survey/eensys •MejapufiT Is rego/red. Gste feat is
designed For Ngapuhi to plan and stroiegfea with over fee next 50-10(5 years. C?ne tfrnl 
looks naros, describe, record and measure all fillings feat are fendamenlaSly Tmporfanhto 
living Ikafego,, manse, sornmunslies. whamto, groups and hapm wso describe themselves as 
asiannfcsrs of fee Ngnpyhi iw l. The data iva «srre»fly tfraw  on is designed For someone 
ieIss's ends, not pure. Hie framing, the questions, the measures are not first and foremost 
fa r Ngaptfhr, feey are a!' bast, For Ngapufof era rerrns c>F the rest of fee country, Ngapuhi in 
terms o f health end etfuetdioii spending and Investment eSo, NgspulfiTin terms of 
iHcsrceralfasv nirmeraqt and Ifteracy level - bu5 Runreracy and literary according fa who- 
and levels according to v.fcO or what - Gerfoinly not a Ngapuhi iwfi or bcrpu view o f She 
world

I dsn disfcrhed by some of the tad  f have foeartf over recent years as-fo wjfecrf fee 
setHejnsrii should be spent an, people are coming up with solutions and remedies that do 
not even otaJeh an identified praMem relevant «a anyone else but themselves.

Along with on. Inspirational, energefic, ennpafeefiG and unifying le ad e rsh ip ,^  mifsf have 
accurate and relevant data fa profile who we are so we can plan for what we can 
became.

COMMUNICATIONS

A robust communications plan is anofner key to moving forward, f snwst say, I Stave been 
totelJy disappointed by fee lack of good commuhscaSibiss feat have been produced and 
paid Far by Ttfenronuku. In my ayes those communications were fatally ineffective and fiF 
Obey ihavE done anyfekg; feey have fumed people off.

TStere. Is a  suggestion on page 35 fees!, Jhapu working in fee regions commence 
development and begin to implement a cosf-efreclEva and efficient ODjnmunicafions plan." 
There are so many things out of touch with feis 'suggestion*: The words suggest 5here are 
a  hapv working In the regions and that they have fihe capabih'lyand capacity to develop 
and impfemejit a  robust eamms plan, and 5hai they hove the resource to chose a cost- 
dtecfifve option.

My point here is fhaf fee plan, suggestions and recommendations frre oil good ones, but 
they don't otway match up with what Is on f Fie.current ground today which is actually 
•what we have to work with, which Is bugger all. So yre need to be careful about 
suggesting things and ways of achieving feings feat are  In fad , out oF reach for many of 
iffirr people and commu nities.

URBAN REPRESENTATION

T don't fetek feat fee description 'urban1' is suitable for our people lsylitg away From 
Ngapuhi, as not all of those Hiving away are urban dwellers, yes a large number are, bul 
not alL Far those who ore not city dwellers,- feeir issues vdlf no doubt be different to those 
In Ike cities. Issues For those Giving overseas will be different again. So consideration-tor 
a  better description tor those who want to connect or stay .connected te their 
Ngapuhttarsga should be given. 1 do not Hava a suggestion, but perhaps some of our 
people mabio pat Is te rea o N.gopwhi can develop a  much better tern? For our v/Jinnau.

!Q>nsiderBtIoiis shouBd salso fee given Is those groups of people *rwhasmu who moved 
away together to seek work throughout fast century, for example bush/men to Ngati Fordu 
«sri the King Country. Ihe mill in ToScoroni, trade-training schemes around fee country, fee 
gardens in O.nokune to name a few pfdees that I know are of parifecitor relevance to my 
•community In Te Ahuahu. As Far as 1 know, all of the wStanau that moved away from 
home in the years oF the migrations to cities and other towns for work, have maintained

Pago-3 ePS-



Jlselr Ngapjhllastgai. Many have tn a rF fs d  In to Bhose other areas, but sSsIl tame home, 
tsiii mmsy sHOI hrtog t h e i r  h ip a p a fc u  home and so an. We traeed to  identify those w h an aL f 
t r a d  ask them abouS how the/ wish, espedaJIy for Sheir eri to  remain. eonSjibsftois a n d  
beneficiaries as members e f  bur hapu people. I k n o w  some wonderful’ progressive w o rk  
has b e e n  d o n e  a r o u n d  these E ssije s 'by -cw rren t-Q cadea ik 'S , soiB ie-of theaierre Seadmg th e  
fie!dj, Melissa Williams from Pangunw and Araha [Harris fern  Mangomuka Bo name tvo.

For the Few C have spoken with Shat live in aisd! around Te Ahirahn, there is a  strong view 
that She mana off our hapu, Te lirFTanrwrtn1; Ngati Hineira, Ngati Korohue and Te 
WhasKtuWhere is most pofenl here fn and onThe wheraraof a&rIsrpunawHo established, 
corr Juiajitr here in Te Ahudku Taiamai. Many, in Fact mast of oar people Jrvs away From 
®rr arjeesFrol home Taiamai,, hut this doss not make Bhem am/ less a  members qF these 
hapu, Bhey will always hove a link as will She unborn generations yet to come, it is their 
birthsigM, however a?rr fecspo fdeniity cannot he defined in relation fo other landscapes or 
environments,, both statural' and built. The birthplace, te w a fcolngq, te kainga future For 
out hapu as in Taiamai, root -Sydney, Manuiewa or Dubai. So while if is incumbent 
these developing thlsjrrocess Bo provide the links a nd opportunities far people So lakh _ 
oJifej it is mp to BUsase who live away fo get canneded, stay connected and get envoived if 
they want fo pnrticig'ate in, bsnefiS From, contribute fo -and enjoy the Full benefit of being a  
member of ow  hapu from TeAhuaftu Taiamca From anywhere in she world.

POOl OF EXPERTS

There are a  couple references Bn She report to experts and expertise in She report. Fd like 
to recommend that a  workshop be held So [denSfy all of She areas we steed So look a t For 
enrr negotialfoRB (Shames rnttf speciafist areas such as water management, ECE, meted 
health, ccrnmardal foweshnenS vs cultural, revitalisation oFte reo, forestry management, 
sustainable micro Industries, etc etc} and all the experts in those he I as, whoever and 
wherever they are.

1 fecw  some are of ibe rntori that we should just get She sstSEemerd monies in She hack then 
figure out haw Fo useif. Tfie few that 1 have heard and seen shaping solutions and ideas 
For negotiations are not well informed nor do they tthjnk Sbey need to be. This is o go 
nowhere strategy. We must h ring as many of out people with us From here an m and to 
assist this Site Ecaupapa must commit So seeking and engaging nothing but the best advice 
and expertise available to us. Whether fhaS advice operaSes in Seams of expert advisors 
with work plans within timeframes So develop m odels and provide advice on what should 
•be negotiated For and or fann teams of expert negotiators to negotiate directly,) am 
unsure, hut we cfo need people who know about and are experienced in She issues and 
remedies we seek.

RANGATAHIREFRESBM ATIQN

TMs is issue is mot represented strongly in the report, but one believe r«eeds attention and i 
biow From the SCdhevyhafa and Pardwhenua hui recently Shis es an Issue of importance, f 
would like to see a Ngapuhi RangalaSd Runcmga esSablished -and resourced. Rangatahi 
are, and have been totally averitodkecl in this conversation, E believe in them, they Freva 
voices and they ore more than capable (than some of ussvenl] wffli our support fa 
contribute, and in some nspedte toad fhis process.

KMIMATUA KUIA RETRESENATIOM

to my experience kaunnafua and Ewria know their status and their roSe in our area, as da 
those oF as who resped Bhem. Those cultural roles are differenS to representation roles. if 
□ hapu think their koumatua and or kuia are the best ones so represent their Interests at 
t>be stex? levels up -feet □ matou ano tern.

1 do not gftJitlc we need a  kaumatoa and a  kuia role on the structure.



EQUALITY - MEN AND WOMEN

This Issues is one -of many large elephants in Te Whore Tapu & MgrgadiS. f would jakefo 
put This on The fable FoF-oonsidsralon nm rf in our PSGE that balance of men mud women 
should fee a key topic for discussion.

THE NAttEIUHORONUKlI

I Stave no strong views here other fhari  ̂that special! israe, Twfiosri'nUibii, the stories and; 
■the ’uptnna attached to If are spend , S dtarfit fFionSc Ihey are magic and- can nxfhis mess we 
ore tn inor make ef worse, only we can do shat, life op fa us to gel on wEb the thnngs that 
need repairing so we can move forward.

1 aim pleased jo fake this opporhpnify to send some of ray fihmrgjhfe isti and have them 
registered os a part of the public record! alongside other femmcF feedback D have 
submitted over the years.

Heal cno rc, fca nui enel korero snaku mo tenet) wa. Ka te Eunaanoko, ma fe Atua tatcu 
kafoa a orohf e  manadkl.



\ From: PAMEL-v 
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 9:00 a.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: Maranga Mai Submission - A member of Tekau I Mua 

Kia ora Team

My submissions for Maranga Mai are very short and to the point:

We need to unite and move forward as one into the negotiation process.
Hapu Have to be represented by a blood member of that Hapu
Funding for the development of  of a Iwi Database, which each Hapu can also administer, this 
has to occur now
I'd like a team from each Hapu to be funded to do the work required through this process in a 
collaborative approach.
Keep the Tuhoronuku model

Nga mihi nui

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz




RESPONSE TO MARANGA MAI
Kia ora koutou,
It is encouraging to see Ngapuhi discussing this kaupapa in a collective manner. We may not 
have honed out all the kinks but from my observations it appears there is a growing amount 
of support for this model going forward to negotiations and more importantly in my .view, 
achieving ratification. Without the tautoko from Ngapuhi, we will not advance to
Redress/Settlement stage, so am fully supportive of the proposed recommendations from the
Tribunal-and as-has been outlinedm-Maranga-Mai. ________ ________________________
Some thoughts and observations that I have are as follows.
Hapu Representation
As this has been one of the main contentious areas, I tautoko that Hapu will have authority to 
appoint those whom they wish to represent them in regards to then interests and aspirations. 
Gui'renkTIMA.Hapu Kaikorero Representatives will in due course be required to stand down, 
should this model inclusive of any amendments goes forward.
Hapu wilhmake-their decisions bascd-on tikanga and notture,- --------
Regional Representation
The most significant change here is giving autonomy back to theregions.
Consideration needs to be given to empowering and utilizing the current CFRT approved 
client infrastructure already established throughout the regions, either with extra personnel 
and/or funding as needed to facilitate the workstream towards negotiations.
Will Mahurangi be considered as an autonomous region ?. My understanding is that their 
Tupuna reach right across Ngapuhi nui Tonu, Whangaroa included.
Empowering each region with the ability to develop it’s own PSGE will create impetus to 
advance towards this objective.
Hononga Iti
I tautoko that a legal entity is required to hold the mandate.
I note Hononga Iti will take it’s directives from regional reps and will have an advisory and 
monitoring role on regional accountability.
This ropu despite having limited power, however appears to have all the implications and 
responsibility of legal liability and accountability for decisions which will be essentially 
enacted outside of then control, so an indemnity clause should be considered to counter any 
such issues should they arise.
Hononga Nui
I agree a forum needs to be available so that matters of shared interest whether it involves 
Hapu boundaries or generic issues of grievance, can be discussed and more importantly 
mutual agreement on a pathway forward.

Negotiators
Doesn’t state that regions can have the option of putting forward then own negotiators.
The TIMA model allowed for up to 6.
Kaumatua Representation
I tautoko the new proposal. The voice of our kaumatua/kuia have always taken precedence at 
every hapu hui I have attended. Then whakaaro is valued greatly and this process enhances 
the opportunity for all Kaumatua of Ngapuhi to participate and be heard.
Urban Representation 
I tautoko this proposal as well.
In regards to my own whanau who whalcapapa to our tupuna,Te Paoro Hoori, we number in 
the many hundreds of whom many we have contact for. So it is not unreasonable to think that 
all Hapu members have some means of contacting then whanau as well.
Hapu registers should be able to be developed, one whanau at a time. It would be more



beneficial if a person was employed at regional level to facilitate this mahi with objectives 
and milestones to ensure that this ropu is well informed and represented.
Withdrawal Mechanism
There is still dissention out there. Those still advocating this option, I am unsure if they speak 
with the mandate of then hapu or whether they refer to themselves or then Wai claims.
No doubt further discussions will take place with these groups or individuals in due course, to 
ascertain why they believe their issues are not being addressed within this model.
The withdrawal process does look quite daunting.
Wai Claimants
There have been expressions of non support from members of this group stating that they feel 
excluded in this model. The large number of claimants within the Te Paparahi o Te Raki 
inquiry district have collectively amassed a vast amount of research and evidence, and have 
identified a multitude of grievance issues. The claimants long standing and dedicated mahi 
needs to be appropriately acknowledged and not presumed that their efforts are readily 
available for hapu to uplift and use.
It would be an oversight if they are not included.
The term “parallel process” has often been quoted but in my view has not yet aligned to a 
point whereby the Hearings and Negotiations process compliments the other.
Legal Counsel Representation
Will whanau/hapu/claimants still have access to legal advice and how will Counsel be 
accommodated in this model going forward ?.

Stage One Report
There have been questions raised as to why the Stage One report has been removed from 
negotiations. A reason I have heard is that it will be discussed at a later date, as a “take” of 
it’s own. I did not see mention of that
being the case in Maranga Mai. In my
view it should be where it was previously, the first item for negotiations.
Ngapuhi did not cede Sovereignty, is a statement that must underpin all of Ngapuhi’s 
grievances. To continue negotiations without addressing this issue
first, gives the impression that Ngapuhi accepts the status quo, when we know for a fact, that 
is far from the case and also our grievances will not be given their “due weight”.
Runanga Rep
I agree that in this model there is no longer a requirement for the role that they held. However 
we should not discount the willing support and contribution that they have already given to 
advance Ngapuhi forward. Building and maintaining relationships with all parties will be 
vital if we are to succeed into the future.
Name Change
I tautoko a name change for a new structure going forward.
The tupuna name Tuhoronuku has taken quite a bashing of late. It should not be disrespected 
any further as it has significant historical value to Ngapuhi and should remain so.
Conclusion
My thanks to all members of the HEP team for your dedication and hard work to enable us to 
arrive at this point. It has been an awesome experience to work alongside each one of you and 
has been uplifting to see comradeship shine through, during some quite challenging times. It 
has been a privilege also to see and interact with the human side from our' OTS colleagues, 
which has been great PR for the Crown and has given much more accessibility than ever 
before. I look forward to that relationship continuing right through the negotiations process. 
One group that perhaps does not receive due mention in this report is our Rangatabi.



Thankfully they have not been encumbered with issues of historical grievance or seeking 
compensation or justice, then focus is mainly centred around the vibrancy of youth and 
opportunity. It is our responsibility to ensure that any structure going forward provides a 
platform for them to be in the forefront as our flagbearers of the future.
Regards



From:
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 12:07 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati 
Kuta and Patukeha whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the 
following reasons:

o We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate 
o We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process 
o Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
® The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates; 
a weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage 

against the Crown 
® likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement 
® severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress 
o We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our 

research shows that this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater 
benefits for both the individual groups and the collective through a regional 
mandate approach

® Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our 
hapG any closer to the negotiation table than TIMA did 

• Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making 
process is not transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear 
b) decisions by a voting process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu 
Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute authority, therefore Hapu must 
have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized through a voting 
process (Stage 1 Report)

Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the 
claimants have never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and 
historical grievances. That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or 
TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The 
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapG

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


Ngati Toro supports the tenure of the report with the inclusion of our submissions.
motion carried.

Hokianga should be able to appoint then own negotiators through then own Hononga nui 
reps, those negotiators should be accountable straight back to Hokianga.

motion carried. ---------------------     - -  -  -  - -

Ngati Toro supports a mechanism be provided for Taiwhenua withdrawal.
_  motion carried.

Ngati Toro living outside the hapuu and Kuia & Kaumatua, retum-to Ngati Toro to enrich 
and speak through then hapu

motion carried.I -J

Ngati Toro would like a more robust discussion prior to any development of a database which 
will be held exclusively by Ngati Toro.

(  motion carried

Submissions on the behalf of Ngati Toro



SUBMISSION TO HAPU ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

Tena ra koutou the following is my submission based on the recommendations made by the 
• Waitangi Tribunal:

The Waitangi Tribunal Report addressed its findings to the Crown and and made the 
assumption that the Crown was remiss in leading the Independent Mandated Authority of 
Tuhoronuku to the conclusion that its mandate sought from Ngapuhi was robust and fit for 
service to Ngapuhi. I am still of the opinion that the mandate of the Tuhoronuku Independent 
Mandated Authority (TIMA) accepted by the Crown is still fit for the purpose of negotiating 

. a settlement for Ngapuhi with the Crown. However, I disagree with the majority of its 
findings but agree that the mandate can be strengthened by some of its recommendations.

We must be cognisant of the fact that we are in the 21st Century and that constructs of the 
19th century do not fit todays’ constructs. I have said this many times before and will 
continue to do so viz. ‘Ngapuhi’s present social and political realities should not be re
engineered to suit an 1840 construct’ by mistakenly thinking that the ‘Hapu’ political 
mechanism is alive and well throughout Ngapuhi, this is a falsity. There would only be about 
three Hapu at most that have the infrastructure and resource capability to fulfil the operation 
level that is required for sustainability into the future.

The Waitangi Tribunal made the following recommendations for the Crown to address in 
terms of strengthening the mandate. It also did not make the recommendation to remove the 
mandate from TIMA.

1. That a withdrawal mechanism be addressed to allow Hapu the option of withdrawing 
from the mndate.

2. To strengthen Hapu participation

The proposed wholesale dismantling of the mandate by the HEP process has exceeded the 
intent of the Waitangi Tribunal Report. These proposed changes arc a re-visit of the Ropu 
Whaiti Report, the Tukuroirangi Morgan Report as well as the Jim Bolger effort to make 
changes to the Deed of Mandate Strategy, which was rejected by Ngapuhi when Ngapuhi 
voted in favour of the Mandate. This is a repeat of ground that has already been explored 
extensively.

I agree that a robust withdrawal mechanism should be worked out but also caution as to the 
outcomes for those withdrawing to be spelt out quite clearly.

I see that a revisit of the appointment and voting system will help strengthen Hapu 
participation where this can be worked out to a certain degree of satisfaction. This clearly will 
fulfil the demands of the recommendationds of the Waitangi Tribunal Report.

If all the recommendations of the HEP report were to be implemented then this will be a 
substantive divergence from the existing mandate signalling that a new mandate will need to 
be sought from Ngapuhi.

The majority of Ngapuhi are urban dwellers approximately 80% of its population, thus if  the 
recommendation to dismantle urban representation is to go ahead, it will result in the



silencing of the majority of Ngapuhi. This cannot be allowed to happen, in fact there should 
be an increase in urban participation in the process and represention.

The Kuia and Kaumatua representation shows that Ngapuhistill respect our sages. Kuia and 
Kaumatua have been the mainstay of the structure of Ngapuhi Whanau, Hapu and Iwi, so 
therefore it is important that this sector of our community maintains its representation. 
Kaumatua and Kuia have a wealth of accumulated knowledge through life experience that 
they could bring to the board. These opinions will benefit the board by fostering stability and 
imparting wisdom within the board. The value of having such a font of wisdom available for 
advice no matter how simple or complex is incalculable.

The value of retaining Te Runanga-A-Iwi-O-Ngapuhi is also incalculable as the Runanga has 
a database of approximately 55,000 who need representation.

It is important that an independent body be engaged to vett all submissions to ensure 
transparency of process. Unreliable results may be the outcome as well as trust comes into 
question.

I wish to be able to speak to my submission during this process.

Naku noa na



Ngare Hauata T@ Hapu

Te Ngare Hauata Hapu
Response to the Ngapuhi Engagement Group's Draft report

"Maranga Mai"

The Maranga Mai recommendations go a significant way towards finding a way 
forward. However, in our view it has a number of areas that require 
reconsideration and or further work.

1. Structure of the report
The opening statement summary records that this report is partly in response 
to the Waitangi Tribunals inquiry report. As readers we found it hard to 
determine what formal recommendations (without referencing other material) 
have been addressed in "Maranga Mai". We believe it would be useful to 
include in an executive summary a precis of the formal requirements and those 
addressed in this report.

2. Rationale of recommendations
All recommendations should be accompanied with the rationale behind them. 
Examples where no rationale are given are

1) the increase in regions from current 5 to 6.
2) removal of the name “Te Waimate” from “Kaikohe-Te Waimate-Taiamai” 

region



In terms o f the two examples given we see no justification for these changes. 
The regions should stay as per Tuhoronuku model.

3. Urban representation

—The Ioss of-direct-representat-ion of hapG-fnembers, whoTive-out-side the rohe7 
particularly in the cities is a significant change from current structure. In 
regards to this aspect, recommendation that reengagement with urban 
Ngapuhi through their hapu is the answer to ensuring urban Ngapuhi can be 
represented through the treaty settlement process is unrealistic in terms of_ 
hapG capability, time frame involved and the modern context in which urban 
Ngapuhi live.
There is a big concern that any Treaty settlement could end up being unjust 
because of capture of the benefits of a small number of active members, and 
that some structures need to be put in place to ensure that direct urban 
representation is maintained.
We recommend that urban should be represented as a separate region or 
regions muchthe same asxohe regions in the Maranga mai model.
The Te Hononga Nui equivalent to be made up of representative urban groups. 
In doing so we have a real chance to achieve the goal of Ngapuhi 
katoa embarking on the settlement journey together.

4. Te Hononga iti

More thought needs to be given to the legal responsibilities of the entity's 
trustees or directors who according to the report will have "legal liability".
A rubber stamping body of decisions made by the regions as is envisaged by 
the report appears at odds with current legal requirements of trustees and 
directors.
It needs to be ensured that they have the power to meet their fiduciary duties 
both legally and from a financial management perspective. It also needs to 
ensure that it meets criteria of both funding agencies CFRT and the crown.
The role of this body in terms of employment of staff as recommended by the 
report also seems at odds with Employment Relations Act 2000.
Both these matters require specialist legal advice and should be sort prior to 
the final report.

Regional representation on Te Hononga iti should be set at no more than 2 
representatives



5. Meeting schedule
Setting a pre-determined meeting schedule at this time is likely to result in 
unnecessary cost. This should be determined from one meeting to the next on 
an as needs basis dependent on work plan.

6= Budgeting to available funding
As no budgeting is included in the report it is very hard to determine if the 
recommendations are viable from a cost vs. funding perspective. What is 
apparent is that the model proposed appears to have more cost than current 
Tuhoronuku structure and in addition transition costs. This does raise major 
risks that the recommendations could over promise and under deliver.
We recommend that at a high level cost, income and time frame analysis be 
carried out before the final report is issued.

7. Data Base
We recommend that rather than start from scratch with a new data base we 
suggest this is an opportunity to work with bodies such as Te Rununga A iwi O 
Ngapuhi and others to expand/merge existing data bases. This will not only 
take advantage of work already done but likely to be a less costly exercise.

8. Hapu representative appointment process
The appointment process is very unclear as to how distant hapu members 
participate in the process. The draft report does not provide for hapu to 
involve distant members which appears at odds with the tribunal findings. This 
aspect requires a more definitive recommendation.



From:
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 2:21 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz Qy
Cc: ' / 4
Subject: Maranga'Mai Feedback

Tena koutou

Anei taku whakaaro mo te Maranga Mai tuhituhi

So I would like to see this process opened up to everyone that has been denied WAI numbers by the 
WAI number gatekeepers therefore the option to put forward their claims for settlement redress 
consideration to be recorded as part of the process. How do these people achieve redress?

Decision -making

The proposed model of Treaty teams is an ideal model that would work well for hapu that are 
working well together. That is not the case with our hapu who are fragmented. Tuhoronuku process 
was a more transparent process. I would like to see the Tuhoronuku voting process restarted.
I support the Tuhoronuku process as it requires the accountability and transparency via whakapapa 
and it allows Ngapuhi everywhere to participate. The proposed Hapu selection process does not. In 
fact it even identifies the cities that urban representatives must be allocated, that is not inclusive of 
all Ngapuhi.

An independent voting process = transparency 

Hapu Rangatiratanga process
If you are the chosen Rangatira then wouldnt you expect to get the most votes in a transparent 
process.

I would prefer a very higher representation of Te Mahurehure Treaty claims. I would like to see 
some of our smartest people at the table but that will not happen.

Change of name Tuhoronuku
I do not agree with changing of the name of the process from Tuhoronuku but I think thats a 
decision that should be made.by our koroua and kuia especially those that selected the name in the 
first place.

I enjoyed the engagement hui with The hui allowed open discussion and indepth
analysis. I enjoyed the hospitality at all the hui, thank you

Hapu in more than one region??
Our whanau have lands in Poroti which should be included in claims.We are Te Mahurehure but not 
all Te Mahurehure are associated with our lands that were given to our tupuna (Mohi Tawhai).!

■| should have the mandate to represent these lands.

Mangakahia Taiwhenua 

Feedback

Negotiator/s to be picked by Hapu at hapu hui

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


MARANGA MAI feedback

My Principal Iwi/Nga I-Iapuu within ‘Ngapuhi,’ and with whom I personally participate, 
include :-

Ngati Whatua (Rawhitiroa -  TePopoto), Ngati Koroltoro/Wharara, Te Poaka 
(Rangatira Moetara te tupuna),
Utakura -  Te Popoto (inclusive of 15 other subtribes of Utalcura) -  Toenga Pou me 
Muriwai Tu Take taku tupuna
Ko Tupoto and Ngati Rangitinia -  inclusive of all Ngai Tupoto affiliates -  Te 
Raumahi Kaharau te tupuna whaia

Whakarapopototanga Summary
1. I express my congratulations for the collaborative effort of the release of this 1st draft 

of Maranga Mai Report. I consider it is a great response to the recommendations. 
Thank you, keep up the good work!! I look forward to the 2nd draft with anticipation.

2. Our recommended pathway - 1 agree that the existing mandate and the Tohoronuku 
structural toolbox needs to be evolved because:-1 attended an election process for 
Tohoronuku, where the voting for Chair - an 11 for and 10 against was carried. 
Standing orders like that are a joke really, and needs at least a 75% majority to stand, 
in my opinion - at least for a board of 22.

3. I also support the recommended ‘not preferred options’ as described on pages 43 
and 44 of the report.

There are many more items I would like to address within the Maranga Mai Report, but the 
restricted time for feedback constrains my foil consideration.

Personally, I consider a ten-year run-up to this point in time, for ‘Ngapuhi.’ would have been 
a better scenario -  because all this whole process has highlighted, for me, is how ill-prepared 
my whanau/nga hapuu are for any fan or just resolution to the quest for 
Settlement/Grievance/ Redress between ‘Ngapuhi’ and the Crown.

Sincerelv



Hapu hui to appoint their representatives 
Each hapu to have Hononganui /  PSG
Agree with withdrawl clause-hapu need to know what the consequences are if they pull away from 
Maranga Mai 
Name change
Process-to removs-non-mandated hapu-representati v e s -   _______  _
Police vetting -  thjs process should happen for all Hapu Kaikorero, and the Hapu should also be 
made aware of the results

Nga mihi



L _ J
23rd May, 2016
RE: Maranga Mai Draft Report Response.

I, _ Ngati Pakahi ki Mangaiti, Whangaroa, submit to the Ngapuhi
Engagement Group on behalf of my brothers and sister, \

^andourchildren(eligible . 
voting age) numbering 25. We also include the children of our deceased brother 

and our deceased sister" '8)
With a great sense of relief I express our heartfelt appreciation of the work being done to 
bring Ngapuhi together as claimants, non-claimants and just as hapu in the regions of 
Ngapuhi for the settlement process.
Our entry into this process at this point has been met with lots of enthusiasm from whanau 
spread far and wide, of those of the whanau of Mangaiti marae. As a hapu we went through 
the election process of electing a hapu kaikorero for Ngati Pakahi. This process and the 
election of me as the elected Tuhoronuku hapu kaikorero met with a negative and positive 
response.
We agree that this process will be more inclusive of Ngati Pakahi marae in the region of 
Whangaroa and hopefully quell mistrust that exists within our region.
Our responses have also been dhect and responding to the recommendations within the draft 
report.
• We support the focused engagement process of Te Kotahitanga o Nga Hapu Ngapuhi 
Taiwhenua and the Tuhoronuku Mandated Authority (TIMA) to work toward a unified 
pathway forward that enhances our hapu rangatiratanga and supports whanaungatanga 
towards settlement with the Crown.
• We support the recommendation to evolve the existing mandate to be amended to 
strengthen hapu rangatiratanga in the settlement process.
• We support in principle the proposed process re: decision making by consensus and/or 
tikanga, or vote (75% majority)
• However, we would need to discuss the hapu one vote in the region and the impact of Hapu 
participation hi more than one region.
• We support in principle the collective forum for hapu representation to make 
recommendations to the regions.
• We support the accountability of the Mandated entity for negotiations on behalf of the 
people and hapu of Ngapuhi.
• We support the proposal that hapu will decide who will represent then interests, how many 
representatives they want. Hapu will decide how to incorporate urban, kaumatua to develop 
feasible means of communication to be kept up to date.
The Proposed Negotiations Framework.

• We support in principle that a negotiation framework be used as determined by the 
hapu representative/s working with the negotiator/s.

• We support that the timeframes, allocation of funds and working group/s can be 
determined at the regional level.

• We support that the approval must be sought from the individual hapu to ensure it 
meets their interests and aspirations for the negotiations process.

• The unification and integrity of the hapu, region is maintained throughout the process.
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How will we negotiate?
• We accept the proposals in part detailing unification of hapu within the region.
• We endorse that the strength in numbers will enable us to test the boundaries 

stipulated by the crown dining negotiations to achieve the best possible outcome for 
our region and hapu.

However, an agreement must be-established that all parties accept;
• Tiltanga of the hapu has been eroded sadly, due to the lack of leadership on our 

marae. We know that it is important but have of recent times had ‘law’ and Tore’ 
bandied around on our marae to confuse whanau. Hopefully this divisive behaviour 
stops so that we can decide as a collective whether we have the other options so we 
can all-participate in this process with clarity.

• All discussions, debates must be conducted in a professional and respectful manner.
• Any conflict/s relating to interests or aspiration of the hapu must be handled in a 

sensitive manner with the integrity and mana of the hapu paramount.
• All avenues for an amicable resolution must be exhausted.
• In the event, a resolution is unattainable then an exit plan must be devised keeping in 

mind the sensitive nature of this matter.

How we bring this all together
Our aim as a whanau, within a marae within a hapu will be to work diligently as a cohesive 
group striving for the ‘common good’ in all matters relating to the interests and aspiration of 
the hapu, and the region.

4.
We strongly support the retention of the name ‘TT^ORONUKLP.
In regards to, the proposed redress issues we do not accept a Crown Apology.
We support compensation not settlement.
Te Runanga Iwi O Ngapuhi representation will be dependent on what hapu decide then 
relationships with the Runanga or other such entities should be.

5. How we do it:
The proposed structure is a blend of the structuring of both Te Kotahitanga and 
Tuhoronuku the independent mandated authority which from our perspective offers a 
good starting point for uniting Ngapuhi.

The region that we are connected to still needs to consider what the options are for us 
and we are hopeful that the region will speak through its hapu.

We are confident that hapu will make good decisions to ensure we progress forward 
with the best intentions for Ngapuhi.

These are the responses from my Whanau. These are not responses Rom me as the TIMA



Subm issions and  Com m ents on M am ngs M ui

t .  These submissions address the  draft M aranga M ai report

concerning: the entity to represent- the hapfi of Ngapuhi in 
negotiations for settlement of its  claim

2. These comments are offered ©n behalf ©f the following claimants

and their claimant groupings:
par-

« _ on behalf of hims elf and  others,
including Ngati Toro (Hcukianga):

a ? ____    on behalf of herself Te Uri o Te
Fona, Ngati Haiti, Ngati Kawau, Ngati Kawhiti, Ngati 
Kahu o Roto Whangaroa, Ngaitupango, Te Uri o Tutehe, 
Te U ii Mahoe and Te Uri Tai and Te Uri o Te Aho, 
(Whangaroa);

® __ on hehalf of himself and
Whangaroa hapfi, including Ngati Urn (Whangaroa);

• _ Jon hehalf of herself and Te
Uriroroi, Te M ahurehure hi Whatitiri, and Te Parawhau 
hi Whatitiri (Mangafcahia):

• I ^ on hehalf of herself and Te
Uri o Te Pona, Ngati Haiti, Ngati Kawau, Ngati Kawhiti, 
Ngati Kahu o Koto Whangaroa, Ngaitupango, Te Uri o 
Tutehe, Te U ii Mahoe and Te Uri Tai and Te Uri o Te Aho 
(Whangaroa);

® a claim by (deceased) Te
Maramafcanga Napia; [  j and \

on hehalf of 'Te Whiu (Te Waimate Taiamai ki 
Kaikohe);



—A  claim  by;!

—a claim fcyj?
and on behalf of the 

descendants -of;' and' _ (Te
Waimate Taiamai M Kaikohe);

-a claim byi (deceased);
;(Te Waimate

Taiamai M Kaikohe);________________ _________ ____

a claim by; (deceased);
( i(deceased); and j  (Te
Waimate Taiamai ki Ehikohe);

!., —a  claim by ! (deceased) and
; tTe Waimate Taiamai M Kaikohe);

—a claim ky and
JTe Waimate Taiamai Id Kaifcohe);&.I i.1; _ <T_

—a claim by j regarding ike
Mohinui development scheme lands regarding the Mohinui 
development sckemelands (WhangareF Waiomio); and

—a claim b y ! regarding tke
Mangakaramea blocks (Whangarei).

We have reviewed tke Maranga Mai document with our 

clients and  a t some o£ tke taiwhenua huL

Our review of Maranga Mai began witk a  comparison to tke 

recommendations of tke Waitangi Tribunal in  the Ngapuhi 

Mandate Report:

F irst the Crown must halt its negotiations with tke 

Tukoronuku IMA to give Ngapuhi necessary 

kreathing space to work tkrough issues tk a t have 

been identified.



Secondly* kapu m ust he able to. determine with 

their members whether they wish to he represented 

by the Tuhoronuku IMA.

Thirdly. those hapu that wish to he represented.by 

the Tuhoronuku MCA must nhe able to review and 

confirm or otherwise the selection of their hapu 

kaikoreiG and hapti representatives, so th a t each 

hapu kaikorero has the support of their hapiL

Fourthly, Ngapuhi hapu should have further 

■discussions on the  appropriate level of hapH 

representation on the hoard of th e  Tuhoronuhu 

IMA.

Fifthly* the Crown should require as a condition of 

continued mandate recognition th a t a clear 

majority of hapu kaikorero remain Involved in  the 

Tuhoronuku IMA.

Sixthly, there m ust be a workable withdrawal 

mechanism for hapu who do not wish to continue to 

be represented by Tuhoronuku IMA.

Finalty, if they exercise their choice to withdraw, 

hapu m ust he given the opportunity and support to 

form their own groups.1

B rea th in g  room:

5. Our clients have felt rushed throughout this process. The details 

and implications of the report were not digestible down through 

the hapu level in  the time between the report’s issuance and the 

date the working parties {tri-partite or otherwise) began.

1 NgqpuM Mandate Report? pp. 97-93



After an extended period where the voice ofhapu and whanau lias 

Ibeen drowned out by others it- lias not been as simple as just 

holding a hap® meeting to begin to repair the damage done. I t will 

take time and patience fear hapu to once again begin to  speak with 

a  ranted voice;--------------------------------------    — - ----------

There is no argument that time is an important factor, however 

th is process has been crammed into just a few months. There is no 

compelling justification for such haste.

Detailed proposals and organisation charts are not easily digested, 

and  their implications for the future of the mandate and 

negotiations process are not necessarily evident a t first glance.

For those who have attended hni to vote on resolutions without 

borer© with their hui is meaningless as a misrepresentation of 

broad support.

We anticipate-tbatTheXJrown ishehind'the move to puskthis~take- " 

ahead quickly. Our discussions with ' Crown representatives 

support this. Crown personnel have pointed out their view tha t 
hurry is necessary to conclude this settlement as quickly as 

possible to avoid financial prejudice. These same communications 

have stressed th a t there is a specified quantum and it will not 

change regardless of the negotiations process. Public statements 

are  contrary, stating that the quantum can be enlarged under 

some circumstances.

I t  is evident th a t the economic stimulus aspect of th is claim is a 

strong motivator for the Crown’s feeling of urgency about 

settlement. Respectfully and with the well-being of Ngapuhi in 

mind, we suggest th a t the Crown’s obligation under good 
government (including Northland economic well-being) should not 

be dependent on settlement of Treaty claims.



12. Oar clients da not object to  the effort to determine w hat a unified 

way forward would look like, font they have not agreed to he 

represented by anyone in. the process.. I t lias always been of 

interest to the  people we represent th a t their takiwa or taiwheiraa 
discuss the possibility of progressing through settlements as a  

smaller large natural group than the settlement as ISJgapuhi as a  

whole,, as we the Tribunal has recognised would be of interest.

13. This concern is MgMightsd by language of the Maranga Mai . 

document5 citing portions of the Tribunal report to support the 

notion tha t unified settlement is preferable. However, Maranga 

Mai has failed to include the entire recommendation tha t hapu be 
able to meet together to determine how t h e y  wished to proceed. 

The omission of this leaves the conclusion of unified progress to 

settle is simply a repetition of the process th a t brought us to the 

urgent hearing in  the first place.

14. The language seems to assume th a t the issues of proceeding 

separately have been discussed and discarded by th e  hapu. This 

has not happened, particularly in Mangakahia, Whangaroa, and 

Te W aimate Taiamai-Kaikohe. For these taldwa or taiwhenua to 

abandon the possibility for separate settlement would suggest that 

there has been serious discussion and decision-making. This 

would certainly entail collective hui of the hapu in the particular 

area as well as hui a hapu of the same group.

Representation by Tuhoroiiuku;

15. I t  is not clear where Mtxrmtga Mai fits into the determination of 

representation by Tuhoronuku. if  Maranga Mai is part of deciding 

how Tuhoronuku is going to work, we seek confirmation th a t there 

will be time after deciding the form of Tuhoronuku for hapu to 

decide whether they wish to proceed under Tuhoronuku, rather

2 Maranga Mai, p  i7
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than  assuming- th a t Tuhoronuku will proceed to represent all 

Ngapuhi.

H ap u  k a ik o re ro

IS. I t  appears tha t hapu kaikorero selection will basically begin, again, 
even if  the resulting- representatives are the same as those 

identified ^earlier. We support the idea th a t hapu iiksmga he 

identified and described earlier. While some may view this as an 

impingement on hapu rangatnratanga, we believe th a t whatever 

the tikanga is should he identified by the hapu early on so it  is not 

abused or misunderstood.

H apu  on  th e  Board: — ....... ........ ............ - -- ~

17. Although Maranga Mai identifies Tohonga iti as the "hoard” its

relationship to the hapu (regions and Tohonga nua) is not clear. 

Our clients object to the notion th a t the Tohonga iti actually holds 
the mandate as we see th a t as a basis for abuse and attenuation 

from hapu rangatiratanga. I t has been said a t several hui that the 

hapu hold the mana and the Tohonga iti is merely its slave. This 

is not evident from the  Maranga Mai document and should be 

stated clearly and in  the strongest of terms. There should be some 

sort of constitutional safeguard to protect- hapu control. If 

Tohonga iti is not m eant to he superior to the hapu, it seems 
inappropriate for it to actually hold the mandate. I f  it does hold 

the mandate, we fail to see how it will be accountable to the hapu.

IS. I t  also seems a  bit ungainly for the hapu to function in a large

group without some form of leadership, or delegation amongst the 

hapu (before we even get to the Tohonga iti). If  there is no 

leadership structure, for instance, who is going to even call the 

meetings to order. If  not Tohonga iti, then who? These issues 

need to be clarified before our clients can support th is model.

6



M andate  m a in tenance a n d  w ithd raw al

19. These tw o . issues are related!- Our clients are concerned about

withdrawal. First of all, the hapu withdrawal should not require 

lengthy consultation or mediation. Hapu should have the right to 

withdraw and any restrictions imposed -should he merely for the 

sake of establishing th a t such a decision has actually been made.

SO. The language ©f Maranga; Mai misstates the Tribunal, findings on

the withdrawal mechanism. A t page p. 26, Maranga Mai states 

tha t the lack of an adequate'withdrawal mechanism contributed to 

the Crown’s failure to protect lino rangatimtanga.

21. This understatement misrepresents the Tribunal’s mews on the 

withdrawal mechanism.

22. In fact, the Ngapuhi Mandate Eeporfe bluntly stated th a t the lack 

of a withdrawal mechanism, constituted a  Treaty breach itself:

We are led to the inescapable conclusion th a t the 

failure to include a workable withdrawal 

mechanism in  the deed of mandate, despite the 

wishes of claimants, is a breach of the Treaty 

principle or partnership and the duty of active 

protection. . . .

The support of hapu should have been tested as 

part of the process leading up to the Crown’s 

decision.3

23. Moreover, the language of Maranga Mai discourages hapu 

withdrawal by pointing out that ‘hapu by hapu negotiations and 

settlement is not a realistic expectation. . .

3 Ngapuhi Mandate Beport, p 92
* Id , a t  89.
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24. TMs language, however, ignores the potential for realignment of 

another group as described in  the next paragraph:

For our part, and subject to the recommendations 

we make below, t o  strongly encourage claimant" - ----- -

groups to  proceed together.: -This may-involve them --------

in  negotiating with the Grown as one entity* or in 

parallel but with a  unified and coordinated 

approach, and in  either case with the knowledge 

th a t  several settlement packages can he created.5 . -

25. However, the Tribunal said

Finally, we recommend- th a t the Grown support 
hapu which withdraw from the Tuhoronuku IMA. to 

enter into negotiations with the Crown to settle 

their Treaty claims as soon as possible and 
preferably a t the same time as other Ngapuhi 

negotiations. Tins will involve the “Grown .

supporting and encouraging hapu, through the 
provision of information and financial support, to 

forra into large natural group (s), and to obtain 

mandateis) from their members.

26. A simple clear withdrawal mechanism, for hapu and claims alike 

can produce an indication that the majority of hapu kaikorero are 

no longer participating in  Tuhoronuku. A burdensome and 

unworkable withdrawal mechanism will make it difficult to make 
such a determination, thus propping up the Tuhoronuku mandate.

The formation of another group can further illuminate the scope of 

Tuhoronuku representation.

U rban  rep resen ta tives:

B Id, at 90.
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27. Qur clients support tke withdrawal of urban representatives per 

se. They feel tk a t tke hapu should be able to represent tkeir urban 

people through tke hapu rather than  as urban representatives. 

Oar clients are concerned, however, about those urban Mgapuhi 
wko are disconnected Icon  tkeir hapu., even to  tke extent of being- 

unaware of tkeir kapH origins. To place tke onus on tke hapfi. to 

engage in  burdensome and extensive “heir search” type processes 

is unlikely to be as successful as giving tke disconnected urban 

NgapuM tk e  ability to seek out tkeir own ancestry.

2S'. . To tMs end, we suggest a  NgapuM ‘kelp desk” type of function

tkat would allow U rban Ngapuhi to make themselves and tkeir 

knowledge of tkeir ancestry (maybe only to one generation) known 

to allow knowledgeable people to kelp them re-connect w itk tkeir 

hapu_ Tins allows for greater participation in  tke settlement 

process and for reconstruction of missing kapu people.

Eamnaiua representatives:

29. Our clients support tke removal of kaumatua representatives per 

se and support tkeir appointment and participation tkrougk tke 

kapu.

Negotiators

30. Our clients feel tk a t a conflict of interest could easily arise if 

negotiators are not accountable to individual taiwkenua. Tkey 

foresee a strong potential for tke interests of one taiwkenua to be 
traded off against another in a negotiation process. For this 

reason, we suggest tkat- each taiwkenua have a negotiator 

accountable to it.

H ole o f W aitangi T ribunal Claims

31. We note tk a t tke  understandable preoccupation witk kapu has 

nearly completely eliminated tke claims from tke process. Many



claims were not brought hy hapu or perhaps better said, a number 
of claims were brought on behalf of hapu but without the hapu 

itself sanctioning any of them as ""‘hapu claim s” While the claims 

form the basis for the  entire inquiry, their role in this process is 

very very limited and obscure. To disenfranchise the claimants 

from a clear role in  this process raises problems for the scope and 

durability of any settlement.

Te Waimate Taianiai concerns ______

32. Claimants in the Te Waimate Taiamai hi Kaikohe taiwheaaua have 

been participating in developmeiit of the M aranga Mai report. 

They are anxious to explore the possibilities for settlement of their 
grievances, however express concern tha t the process may be 

becoming too similar to the Tuhoronuku process.

33. Claimants noted th a t the M aranga Mai is  still very much a 

planning document, and they-were prepared to participate so long 

as their right to withdrawal remained open should they feel tha t 

the process has heen co-opted by others or goes awry in another 

way.

34. Of particular concern to some claimants is the idea that redress 

may go to the hapu or Iwi as a whole, when it has been individual 

whanau or hapu tha t have been fighting for generations to see the 

prejudice done them righted. The flipside of this is that claimants 

have concerns tha t the Crown will prefer to deal with parties eager 

to reach a deal a t almost any cost. Settlement is not inevitable 
even if it  may be desirable. The Crown must work with claimants 

in  good faith to ensure th a t parties aspirations are met.

C onclusion

35. We cannot support the Maranga Mai proposal. We object to its 

terms and the process, both of which have not fully implemented



the recommendations of the Ngapnhi Mandate tribunal. Our 

clients wish to hui with their hapu and the hapfi in  their area 

before they opt to settle as p art of a unified NgapuM settlem ent or 

as a  smaller Large Matnral Group. More time is required.



Te 23 o Haratua 2016

Tena tatou e nga hapu o Ngapuhi-taniwha-rau

Ki nga mate maha o te kainga, ko nga mate o te pare kawakawa, ko nga rau aitua, ko nga 
tlpare i taka, moe mai ra koutou katoa. He whakaaro pai ki a hiki ai ta tatou te  hunga 
ora, a, me te mihi nui atu ki a koutou kua tuituia i nga whakaaro, i nga hiahia and hoki. 
Tena tatou koutou.

1.0 TE KUPU WHAKATAKI

This submission brings together some of the voices of the hapu of Ngapuhi that 
currently reside in Te Whanganui-a-Tara.

As a group we m et numerous times to discuss, debate and reflect on the Maranga Mai 
report and agreed to submit a collective submission, noting that others will also submit 
individual submissions.

In sum m aiy our submission discusses the following points:

a. We concur and sllppofrthepbint^thatw em ust set a clear kaupapa that 
underlines the aspirations of our values and vision for Ngapuhi.

b. It is also imperative that there is effective leadership at all levels of the 
engagement process for Ngapuhi, and inherent throughout that we preserve and 
uphold the aspirations of our tupuna.

c. Our group unanimously agrees that we work effectively together. We note that 
division and m istrust between the crown and iwi and in fact within ourselves has 
previously been a hindering point for us progressing a Tiriti settlement.

d. This submission also notes and agrees that we have in place a set of rules and 
protocols to engage with one another.

e. We welcome and support that Ngapuhi regroup to further enhance and realise 
the "tino rangatiratanga" and "whanaungatanga" of Ngapuhi.

2.0 TE TINO RANGATIRATANGA 0  NGA HAPU 

Mei kore ake te ahi ka, ka kore ake matou. Ko ratou, ko matou. Ko matou, ko ratou. 
Ahakoa kei hea tatou e noho ana, ahakoa kei hea tatou e mahi ana, ahakoa te aha, 

he uri tatou katoa o Rahiri, waihoki he uri tatou o nga hapu katoa o Ngapuhi.

We welcome, agree and unreservedly support the premise of the report Maranga Mai - 
to strengthen hapu rangatiratanga and whanaungatanga. We also support progress 
towards a settlem ent for Ngapuhi.



We w ant to acknowledge the many we have lost through this Tiriti journey, those same 
people who have spent most of their life seeking settlement. We are committed to not 
pass this burden on to another generation to our tamariki, mokopuna. May they not 
also give their life's seeking settlem ent for our people.

It is im portant to note ahi ka and hapu. We, no m atter where we are located, belong to 
our hapu, each of us are active in our whanau and our hapu, and frequently travel home 
to contribute, participate and support hui and kaupapa of our whanau and hapu.

On the basis of strengthening tino rangatiratanga o nga hapu o Ngapuhi the Maranga 
Mai report refers to hapu.

We are passionate and participating hapu members in that process however the report 
refers to those hapu living in Te Taitokerau, our ahi ka. The Maranga Mai report does 
not include or account for the strength of hapu members living away out of Te 
Taitokerau.

We w ant to highlight our commitment of tautoko, of tino rangatiratanga, of hapu, 
particularly our ahi ka and we acknowledge and that it is because of them that we are 
able to continually be at home and share with our w ider whanau.

We do not intend to question this focus or the need for hapu to make decisions 
pertaining to us, however it is this difference that this report emphasises that 
relationship be with ahi ka, our hapu and whanau who live at home.

Notable demographics:
a. Ngapuhi is the largest tribe in Aotearoa.
b. The 2013 Census records Ngapuhi as having a population of 125,000.
c. Approximately 80% of Ngapuhi living in Aotearoa/New Zealand reside outside of 

Te Taitokerau.
d. That accounts for approximately 100.000 of our hapu members living away from 

our whenua.
e. This does not include whanau living in Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom 

and other countries.

Two main questions arise:

1. Where is the place for hapu, approximately 100,000 who live outside of Te 
Taitokerau to participate, to have a voice, to support and engage? There is also 
an assumption that our hapu have the resources to know where all their uri are, 
that they have all their contact details and database's to manage this information. 
Each of us is clear, our hapu don't have this resourcing.

6.
2. Ngapuhi has many talented, skilled and experienced whanau -  both at home and 

living away. For us to build whanaungatanga (not including the 100,000 that live 
outside of Te Taitokerau]. This engagement process is not creating meaningful 
opportunities and participation of our members. It does little to encourage the 
strengthening of whanaungatanga nor does it enable us to draw on the collective 
skills and expertise of our w ider Ngapuhi group.



Recommendation 1:
That we as hapu through our whanaungatanga and tino rangatiratanga uphold the 
aspirations of our tupuna. We call for the Tiriti to be honoured. We tautoko the 
inclusion of hapu rangatiratanga and ahi ka. We also tautoko a regional voice be 
represented to work together on issues of collective interest.

3.0 TE TINO RANGATIRATANGA 0  NGA HAPU (NOHO TAONE)

He aha te kai o te rangatira? He korero, he korero, he korero.

In considering how Ngapuhi (noho taone} will be represented in the Tiriti negotiations 
four issues remain:

7.
a. Maranga Mai does not go far enough to represent the collective interests of our 

regional constituencies in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. Ngapuhi is 
growing in numbers, we are a dispersed population, and we are diverse with 
many of our people who have inter-married with other iwi, cultures and people.

_______ With our increasing demographic, our unity and strength as iwi through kinship
is growing stronger.

8.
b. It is im portant that there is an option in the decision-making process that 

includes an elected regional representative body from Auckland, Wellington and 
Christchurch who would work with our hapu representatives on an overarching 
view.

9.
c. With this in mind decisions will be made together. Each representative is to 

make decisions pertaining to their own constituency. Whether takes the form of 
a council of representatives or confederation of rangatira tasked with shaping 
and forming the collective view of the iwi, the decision must be made as one.

10.
d. That each representative have the same amount of rights, equality and autonomy 

to decide on issues affecting their part of the wider collective group. That their 
presence is of the same status as hapu representatives.

11.
e. We m ust not forget the knowledge of our forebears and the knowledge they have 

passed onto us as whanau away from home.
12.

Recommendation 2:
That we harness the skills and talents of Ngapuhi. That elected regional bodies 
(Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch) are included to work with our hapu 
representatives. We believe in close participation, engagement and a voice of those 
hapu members living outside ofTe Taitokerau.

4.0 TE TINO RANGATIRATANGA O NGAPUHI
13.



'Ma Ngapuhi te Tiriti e pikau’. Ma tatou te kokoraho e whakatau.
Ma a tatou tamariki mokopuna nga hua e whakatupu.

14.
15. We are deeply concerned that the tangata Maori partners (Kotahitanga and 

Tuhoronuku IMA) in the Tiriti relationship have handed the "focused engagement 
process" over so easily to the Crown.

16.
17. It is, and will continue to be, a huge challenge to have an Ngapuhi-led settlem ent 

with so much Crown involvement prior to actual negotiations. In fact, we are perturbed 
and surprised to be making this submission to a Crown email address and th a t the 
Crown will continue to be involved in assessing feedback on Maranga Mai and 
consequent decisions.

18.
19. We propose that the hapu of Ngapuhi must first reclaim ownership and 

' reassume leadership over their part of the settlement process and desired outcome. The
kaupapa is bigger than any one person -  tangata Maori or Pakeha. All of our efforts and 
energies must be concentrated and focused on creating a clear vision to get a settlem ent 
for the future of our tamariki and mokopuna.

20.
21. We are the 'kaitiakf of Te Tiriti and therefore we have a responsibility and duty 

of care to hand te Tiriti to the next generation in good or better condition than w hat it is 
at present. Ngapuhi needs one voice for us to further enhance and establish a more 
meaningful Tiriti relationship with the crown.

22. _________________________________________________________________________

Recommendation 3:
That Ngapuhi support the hapu having the autonomy to reclaim and reinforce hapu 
rangatiratanga in Tiriti negotiations. That our hapu consider developing an 
agreed set of guidelines on how they wish to engage with one another, and with the 
crown. That we put in place a positive platform where our people can meet, discuss 
and talk as one voice under Ngapuhi

5.0 MAHITAHI ME TE KARAUNA

Kua tawhiti rawa to tatou haerenga ake kia kore e haere tonu.
He tino nui rawa to tatou mahi kia kore e mahi nui tonu.3

It is essential that this process be respected. Negotiation protocols need to be 
developed to protect the mana of hapu and the kawanatanga of the Crown. It is the 
CrowiTs duty of active protection of Ngapuhi interests that should be preserved in a 
constructive and meaningful negotiation process with their own.

We reinforce this idea that crown officials should be duly reminded of their duty of 
responsibility and active protection of our iwi interests regarding Tiriti discussions.

3 TaHemi Henare



Whilst we respect that the crown should have some interest in the process it is 
inappropriate for a crown negotiator to be present at a meeting of kuia and kaumatua 
or hapu members speaking to pre Tiriti negotiations.

It is inappropriate for crown negotiators to pre-empt issues before the iwi has had a 
‘ chance to discuss and agree these principles before a Deed of Settlement is reached.

That our kuia and kaumatua are respected, they are our cherished taonga and carry 
with them knowledge and mana. We support a process whereby the tikanga of our 
speaking rights are observed. Our kaumatua and kuia and will affirm our mana tangata 
and mana whenua over these lands in that process.

That we engage the Office of Treaty Settlements to develop a clear set of protocols to 
define the role and responsibility of crown officials engaging with iwi.

Recommendation 4:
That the Office of Treaty Settlements develops a core set of protocols in order to 
define how the crown relationship with hapu representatives and tikanga will be 
best preserved. It is also acknowledged that these protocols are to be made freely 
available to hapu and iwi representatives.

0 NGAKUPU WHAKAKAPI

H apaitia te ara tika pum au ai te rangatiratanga m o nga uri whakatupu.

In conclusion our representation in this negotiation must include a regional voice. Our 
voice is one of many and if to make a real difference for the future generations of 
Ngapuhi to come we m ust include representation at the right levels. I liken this scenario 
to tha t of a patu, without the strength of a strong hand holding the patu in place; the 
patu will become powerless.

Ngapuhi m ust be a unified people with one voice working together for the common 
good of all Ngapuhi. We must lay the foundation and set the first building block of te 
Tiriti relationship with the Crown and people of New Zealand.

Kotahi ki reira ki Ara-i-te-uru, kotahi Id reira ki Niua. A homai he toa, he kaha, e aua 
taniwha, ki a Ngapuhi.

This submission is presented by hapu members of Ngapuhi living in Te Whanganui-a- 
Tara, namely:



Note
We are proud Ngapuhi and proud and active members o f our respective hapu and 
whanau. We wish to emphasis that these are our views only and we do not propose that 
these views represent either those o f our hapii or any other Ngapuhi residing currently in 
Te Whanganui-a-Tara.
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Subm ission on the draft Maranga Mac Report 

Tena koe, koutou ra hoki.

The following resolutions come from the Ngati Te Tarawa hapu Ihiii held on Sunday 
16th May 2016 at the Motatau marae, where a presentation was delivered on the draft 
Maranga Mai Report

1- That we support the Draft Maranga Mai Report and its direction
Carried Unanimously

2. That we support Ngati Te Tarawa and Ngati Hine progressing as part of the 
Pewhairangi region _

C~ Carried Unanimously

3. That we support the aspect of the Draft Maranga Mai Report fiat Urban 
participation be made through each hapu

i Carried Unanimously

Naku noa na



NGAFOBIKAUMATUA  EXTA SUBMmSLQN

<m THE MARANOAI M M  DRAFT REPORT 1 APRIL 2016.

23 M ay 2026

BY EMAIL-: â ppMfegJb'ackgl-̂ s'bce.gO'TTtjELZ

E nga amnia, e nga reo, s  nga huihtiinga fangaia, nga fe i Mkawa, teal fcoufoiu kntoa. TirataM 

ka miM hauafo M fe huaga Ma iir-o M He fapoko o te Mangi. Nga Kaumltua Kuia fcua 

whakawfliiti ke 1 fe awa mpokopoko a Tau/haH — Mere atw koutou Iiaas, Mere. Mere atu ra. 

Ra hold mai nga rarangi korero let a tatow maliuetanga ibo o satoit. maud cia.

Ko aiga Mkaro enei a nga Kamnafca Kuia o NgapuM e pafcaii ake ana M te. dpoata Maranga 

Mai. kua puta t te Ropu kai&ofir© i fe inana motuMke e pupod team nei i  a Tuhofoautu 

independent Mandated Authority.

By way of resolution at a Hui called toy Te Ropy Kauoaafua Kuia O Te Whare Tapu o 

Ngfpiihi (20 May 2016). this submission is Hied by Te Ropy Kaomataa Kuia o Ngapuhi (Te 

RopS) on behalf of Ngapuhi regarding the Maranga Mai draft report developed by the 

Tripartite Engagement Process. [Ssfer appendix two -  Te Ropu Kaumama Kina O Te Whare 

Tapu o Ngapuhi Panm]

Resolution dated 20 May 2016.

That the Kaumatua Kw'a approve the submission regarding the Marnnga Mai draft 
Report, 1 Aprtl 2016.

Moved
Seconded:

Unanimous

GENERAL- COMMENTS

Although this submission is on the Maranga Mai draft Report given Te- Ropu concerns with 

the treatment of Ngapuhi, particularly the Crown’s invortement and influence, this 

submission also comments on related matters where appropriate.

'ItiaMaiHiga îrlajdrafirgsat, 1 Asrii3G15 
N p  KfflfflSua Earn SijrtrtaoEllMay 2015 1



The Waitangi Tribunal Urgent Inquiry Recommendations
The Waitangi Tribunal found that the Crowri's decision to recognise the mandate of the 

Tuhoronuku Independent Mandated Authority (Tuhoronuku IMA) was not predeteramied.

Despite intense engagement over a number of years, more than any other iwi the-Waitangi 

Tiibunal fewnd that the Grown failed to protect the ability of hapu to exerdsejheir 

rangatiratanga in deciding how and by whom they would be represented in settlement 

negotiations.

The Waitangi Tribunal also found that the- structure and process denies hapu any effective 

means of withdrawing.

Te Ropu Eaumatun Enin o Ngapnlii (Te Ropu)
TeRcpu have been involved in the negotiation settlement process to m  the beginning (2009). 

They have- exercised their fcnitiaki role, ensuring KgapuM are informed and actually 

represented throughout this process thus far, in a  fair and democratic manner.

At times the role of Te Ropu has been questioned. Often by those who are ignorant and more 

recently, by crown officials, who have expressed their opinions that they prefer to recognise 
other groups of Ngapuhi Kaumatua Kuia. Those groups have never been identified.

The manner in which Te Ropu arrives at decisions is dependent on the information placed 
before them. That is. Te Ropu have been msnrmed l>3r Ngapuhi on the settlement 

negotiations pathway and they have endorsed the direction for Ngapuhi to enter negotiations 

with the Crown.

Te Ropu actively participates in all forums concerning matters of importance to Ngapuhi. 

There are also larger forums and specific hapu forums. It is permissible for Te Ropu to hui 
and make a decision that is binding. It is not for the crown to determine which Kaumatua 

Kuia forum is more important than another.

When crown officials comment on Ngapuhi with little knowledge or appreciation of the 

nuances that underpin Ngapuhi, it is arrogance in its most unsophisticated form.

THia Maiaaga Mai draft repcrt, 1 April 2916 
NgSKbunsifeia Eain Submission^ May 20ld



Te Ropu have been actively voicing their position on file settlement negotiations process 

through different avenues and forums. We caution crown officials that it is not for them to 

decide how Nghpuhi organise themselves.

Background to Te R-opn Kainnarrta Kuia O Ngujralit

I t is useful to nndostaiid the genesis of Te Rdpu leMive te this fcaupapa to appreciate the 

commitment and passion with which they responded to the presentation by  the engagement 

group on Thursday 14 April 2016 and again, on 20 May 2016.

Hie NgapuM Te TMti o Waitangi claims process had been slowly progressing ter same ten 

or so years whilst other iwi throughout Aotearoa were completing settlement negotiations 

with the Crown. This, concerned Te Ropy.- enough to- raise it at the 2'OOS Annual General 

Meeting of Te Eunanga A Iwi G Ngapuhi. whilst, discussing the status of Te Tiriti o Waitangi 

claims. Following that discussion, Te KopB directed Te Runanga A Iwi 0  Ngapuhi to 

•explore how Ngapuhi could settle its outstanding grievance and claims against the crown 

XMs initiative was not at the Crown's hehesi.

Te Run ansa A Iwi O’Ngapnllii put in place an interim. working group to consider the issues 

that needed te be addressed. This working group recornhiended to the hoard of Te Ruhanga 

A Iwi 0  Ngapuhi that an independent sub-committee he established to focus on the goal of 

settlement negotiations and what that might mean fof Ngapuhi.

In  March 2009, that subcommittee became officially known as Te R5pu o Tuhoronuku.. At 

the further direction of Ngapuhi Kaumatua and Kuia, Te-Ropu o Tuhoronuku then went about 

consulting with Ngapuhi exploring the-prospect of a settlement of crown breaches against Te 

Tiriti q Waitangi .that affected Ngapuhi.

.On 25 July 2005 Te Ropu o Tuhoronuku reported back to Ngapuhi Kaumatua and Kuia who 

iisanimously supported the following resolution;

M e Haere Te Rwmnga-d-hn o Ngapuhi ki te Mrero M a Ngapuhi ki te 
jadiai\ ma wai epUpxm i fe mana hefwhakaiau f tiga keremeo Ngapuhi.

Moved:

Seconded:

Ihakas te katoa
Ha MmsHi pMffagrt&ait I A2rii2Q]6
HgqSjujjhfma £5ia 5uln5k4qEB Miy2frii-5 3



It has. always been Te. Ropu who have received initial reports from Te Ropu © Tuhoromiku 
fbUowing the completion of major milestones. It has always been Te Ropu who have 

considered these reports and by way of resolution, directed TuhoKmrfea to coffliinne. with Its 

work.

Hence, the importance, o f Te Ropu to the overall settlement ©f Crown breaches against 

Ngapuhi and Te Tiriti © Waitangi. This must not be minimised when considering this 

submission.

Tripartite Agreement—Parties to the engagement process

The parties to die engagement process are bound by Terras of Reference — a tripartite 

agreement

The only legitima te party do these Terms of Reference is. Tuhoromitu. Of the three parties to 

this agreement:
a. The only party with a mandate to represent Ngapuhi is Tuhoronuko.

fr. The Waitangi Tribunal Urgent inquiry report, comments that it is the croivn who has 

erred in their process. Reference to this can. be found in the Waitangi Tribunal report.

c. Te Kotahifanga o Nga Hapu o Ngapuhi have no mandate or accountability to any 

particular Ngapuhi hapu. Te Kotahitanga o Nga Hapu o Ngapuhi, is still to confirm 

with. Ngapuhi who they represent and how they arrived at a mandate to speak on 

behalf of whoever it is they purport to represent. This question within Ngapuhi is six 

years old and has never been answered.

We feel it necessary to emphasise our concern that the same Individuals who appear to 

•represent Te Kotahitanga o Nga Hapu also represent Ngati Hine and they continue to stand 

outside the process without making any commitment at alL These same few people are now 

leading the consultation on a change to what Ngapuhi has already voted on.

The crown must explain how one party Is able to participate with no mandate while the other 

party has undertaken a robust process to receive a mandate from Ngapuhi.

'ITiEMsnagaMai draft report, 1 Aaoi201S 
Nga tuwnsfeia Kiaia SiitmasaoG 23 May 28M A



Tripartite engagement process

. i f  striving for meaningful NgapuM engagement She parties to this process fell well short 

Having considered responses from Mr Nigel Fyfe to queries put to Mm at fire hui lieM with 
Te- Ropu,14 April 20M. we are- of tire ©piniba drat the process is flawed

To be advised fltat. there had to be changes or crown recognition of the mandate would be 

withdrawn conficaued tkh. TMs is obstructive of tke direct relatioosMp piaranfeed by Te 

Tiriti o Walfaagi wMdh. is between Rangatira and the Crown and is indicative that the 

Mpsifite groupas accountability is- not to ©iirNgaptdii kaupapa.

2s addition to this, the engagement process undertaken to arrive at the Maranga Mai draft 

report is largely based on the coalescence of individuals. Ibis lias brought witk it accusations 
of collaboration between Crown officials and members of the engagement parties.

It is against Has feadadrap tkat Te RopS consider die process to be nothing more than a 

process for tke crown to report to tke Waifangi Tribunal demonstrating tkat die Crown has 

made all efforts to address tke Tribunals recommendations. Wo other iwi lias been treated 

iiketkis.

Tke inequity and overt disadvantage to Mgapuki is tke impact.

Tuliorojiukn Independent Mandated Authority (TuhoroiiukuIMA)

Tke Tuhoronuku IMA is structured to enable Ngapuhi to achieve wkat they desired and voted 

on. a single Ngapuhi settlement It provides for representation and engagement of all 

Ngapuhi kapu and individuals wkere ever they reside, to participate and contribute to an 

Ngapuhi settlement. It has always been possible within this current structure to take, a 

regional approach, to negotiations and given tke chance, enable kapu to seek specific redress.

Ngapuhi sought the express view of the crown to ensure the pre-mandate process, the 

development of the mandate strategy and the development of the representative structure was 

within Crown Policy. M  the same time, Te Ropu instructed those responsible for this process 

to ensure that representation was as fan and wide- reaching as practically possible. This was 

done.

Jha Msna ea Mai draft repent, l,4sri!3016 
Kga KmnraJaa Kuia SahmsaflB 23 Mr? 20I-5 5



Because Hie Waitangi Tiibunal takes a different view to tliat of Mgapuhi doesn't necessarily 
mean that the Tahoronubu sSructure and rapreseuiation lias failed MgapuM. What it does 

mean, is that MgapuM have taken- a direction that enables all to participate,, within crown 

policy which is sow being -disputed - _ _

Tuhorosiuiha tested the mandate strategy in 2011 by providing the opportunity for Ngagralii to 

vote — yes or no — giving Tuhoromiku the mandate to negotiate a settlement on behalf of 

MgapuM. Hie voting process allowed all Ngapuhi aged 18 years and over, where ever they 

resided, to vote. The decision to participate was with individuals. It was voluntary and 

democratic-, the vote- could have gone either way.

The MgapuM mandate was recognised m February 2014, some three years later, following 

further scrutiny by the crown, including Te Ropu Whaiiti, 'the engagement .of Tmkorotrangi 

Morgan and the concessions the crown placed before Tuhammsfco before the crown 

recognised the mandate conditionally.

The Crown Position
Te Ropu are miadM that the crown is likely seeking to engineer a Treaty partner in its own 

image that as subordinate to it, by embarking on an engagement process with likemtnded 
individuals who choose to ignore the vote of Ngapuhi and the wisdom of Ngapuhi Kaumatua 

Kuia.

The most unsettling area is ihe expressed view of the crown that Ngapuhi must accept 

changes to the mandate or recognition will be mthdmwn.

The significance of key factors has been ignored. Along with this, the mew of Kaumatua 

Kuia, is being ignored for a popular stance that suits the crown agenda, view and biased 

position.

The actions of crown official's shows that the crown have not moved too far from 1840. The 

process of crown approval by officials reflects the patterns of the Native Land Court and 

highlights a mere obvious demotion of Ngapuhi decision making.

Tha Mvr?agn Mat draft report. 1 April 2015 
Ng5 EaunHftm Kuia -SuTinrisaac 23 Mar 2D3d



Te Kotiihihmga o Nga Hapu o Ngapuhi

•Of concern is the emergence of a group without a mandate feeing able to detemiine the 

position o f Mgapulii on fundamental issues.

To date, Te Ropu have iiewi received a response to the question placed before Te 

Entahitanga o Nga Hapu o NgapuM sis years ago—what hapu do they represent and how are 

they mandated? The crown accepts this loose arrangement while at the same time placing 

demands on Tuhoronuku.

The question must fee asked — do- Te Kofahi+anga o Nga Hapu o Ngapuhi have the mandate to 

interface on these issues from those whom they purport to represent on these matters. Te 

Ropu encourage parties to disclose tkeh mandate process, o f representation.

Destruction of a rofoustmandate

No oilier iwi can demonstrate having adopted a snore robust and transparent process to arrive 

at a mandate. The Tuhoronuku IMA mandate has been challenged in various manners and 
environments:

a. Te Ropfi WJmnti bp instruction o f the Crmm;

b. Th e Cron'ii engagement o f Tnkoroimngi Morganj
c. The Waitangi Tribunal; and

d. The Tiipartite Engagement Process bv instruction o f the Crown.

Leading up to the mandate vote and crown recognition (2009 to 2014), those facilitating this 

process ensured the crown was fully informed and more importantly, ihey ensured Ngapuhi 

were fully informed. More- so than any other iwi. This has now lost its way to the 

recommendations set fey the Waitangi Tribunal Urgent Inquiry Report

Hapu Negotiations

Te Ropu accepts that there are parameters required to ensure a fair- and equitable negotiations 

process. We fail to see how finding regions who are not united will ensure a fair and durable 

Ngapuhi settlement.

The nuances of negotiation settlement processes inevitably involves overlapping boundaries 

and cross claims. To suggest that regionalising hapu- into formal roke will enable hapu to

TitaMamp Mai draftrgaif. 1 Aid! 2015
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deal with these matters more efficiently ignores the fact that whether ther e are regions or not. 

hapfi will deal with their' issues the way hapfi determine is best for them.

The current Tuhoromfcn structure and representation provides for hapfi to deal with these 

matters directly between each other, directly with negotiators if  required and with the support

ofiheir respective Katmiltua Kuia if desired. - - ---- ----------------------

The role of the- Tfihoicnufcu IMA hoard is not to mate any decisions until liapfi are satisfied 

that they (in discussions with formally appointed negotiators), have arrived at a position that 

is acceptable to them (hapfi).

It is to be noted, Hapfi Kaikorero were only just starting to- embark on developing their hapfi 

negotiating profiles. The opportunity to build on this and to communicate with their wider 

hapfi communities was denied as a result of the Waitangi Tiibunal recommendations being 

imposed on Ngapuhi by the Crown.

To be noted also, negotiations are not specific to hapfi. There will be areas of negotiations 

that are of a broader nature that benefit Ngapuhi which hapfi will not deal with specifically. 

The Tfihoronuku IMA structure, representation and mandate makes provision for these 

matters. The Waitangi Tribunal has overlooked this provision.

CONCLUSION
Overall, it seems the Maranga Mai draft report is to be the principal mechanism to facilitate 

the recognition of an unconditional mandate. It is the view of Te Ropu that this is a poor 

substitute for Tuhoronuku IMA who have in place robust systems, policies and processes to 

cany this kaupapa.

And specifically, Te Ropu are concerned that the proposed changes are a significant shift 

from the mandate and representation structure that Ngapuhi voted on. They are also 

concerned that the proposed changes extend well beyond the Waitangi Tribunal 
rec ommendations.

Te Ropu would litre to be heard by this Committee in person 

Te Ropu Kaumatua Kuia O Te Whare Tapu o Ngapuhi

The MiianeiMui .draft xgssxt, 1-April 2016 
Nga KbmsSna Kola Sntrarisjum 23 May 2016 S



Maranga Mai draft report proposed fcey changes -  feedback and Recommendations 

Feedback and recommendations are provided based oa tke Maranga Mai draft report and key 

changes as presented to TeRopii on the 14& April 2016 and 20th May 2016.

ISSUE COMMENT RECOMMENDATION

1.
SmiTCTURE

4pDT KBCQMMEKDED 
BYTES WAEEftNGI 
TRIBUNAL)

— ’ The proposed structure snakes no i. The structure of Tuhoronuku
substantive sfoenrfeening to the cmmait Independent Mandated Authority to he
,struc ture of mandate. retained

-  The current structure caters for all 
Ngtpfei in'duding NeapuM hapu Icaloa

'2 .

MANDATE 
ACCQUNTABIOXY

{NOT RECOMMENDED 
BY THE WiHISNGI 
TRIBUNAL)

The current sfcacture provides for tMs. i. That fee stnicture and representation
-  Under the current structure, Miipu make of Ttihorontdcnlmdlepeiadent Mandated

their decisions and advice fee 
Tdhoromfkii IMA;

-  Board who ensnm feeaemMfeis are 
followed through:

-  TMs was clearly communicated during 
pre-msndatmg andmandating rounds 
and accepted by fee Grown

Authority to remain

3.
DECISION
MAKING

{NOT RECOMMENDED 
BY THE WATTANGI 
TRIBUNAL)

In fee current structure, decision 
making is wife tlie frupDL, fee Hapu 
Kaikdrero is fee conduit and lias direct 
access to negotiators. •

Hapu Kaikorero have not been given fee 
opportunity to develop feeir ihapil 
profiles, wife their hapu members. So 
to say feat feis improves a process feat 
has not commenced is premature.

i. That fee status quo of decision making 
to be retained - wife NgapuM hapu

4. DISCUSSION

(NOT RECOMMENDED
BYTHEW jMTANO
TRIBUNAL)

The current structure provides feis. 
The hapu negotiations profile Process 
provides for fee exact same outcome

i. That the status quo of discussion is 
retained - wifeNgapuhi hapu

IteManngaMii draSiHjort. 1 Asril 2016 
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ISSUE COMMENT E E coaasE m A T ioN

HAPU
REPHESENTAIION

6.
KAimLATUAKUIA
REPRESENTATION

(NOT RECOMMENDED 
BY THE WAITANGI 
TIOHUKAI,)

At the time of writing tl!ris submission 65 of
the 110 hapu listed in trie Mandate are on
hoard.
-  There is merit having more thaw one

 hapu represaaflative per h a p u ; __
-  Trie crown is to opmBait to .Ensuring that 

those Ealring up tMs Important naalii-are 
adeijuafely remunerated;

-  Te Sip® are Satisfied that fhe cuinaalr 
process of nommaiiom ensures all 

-NgspuM (where ever they reside) have 
tike opportunely to participate;

-  Trie proposed. process rmnumse this 
opportunity.

-  KamnHtna Kuia representation is to be 
retained.

-  Trie current structure does not prevent 
Kaumatua Kuia from participating in 
tfaehr hapu affairs* nor does It prevent 
Kaumatua Kuia from participating in 
Ngapuhi huh nor does it prevent hapu 
from having Kaumatua Kuia involved, 
in feet, this is encouraged to strengthen 
hapu negotiations.

-  The derision of participation -  when, 
where and in wrhat capacity is with the 
individual.

-  Kaumatua Kuia have a role of 
imparting wisdom, knowledge and 
grounding to this process.

i  Retain the current process of 
nomination and appriMmetrt to- ensure 
Ngapuhi where ever they reside are able 
to participate by choic e;

i i  To increase hapu representation per 
hapu as long as this is what luipndesire;

iii. A .maximum numbsr of hapu 
representatives to he confirmed;

iv. The crown to ensure thatt tins process, 
implementation anti maintenance of 
participation is fully resourced.

i  Kaumatua Kuia representation to be 
retained

Ilis Maianga Mai draft 1 April2016
Nga Kammrai Kuia Suommcn 23 May 2QM 10



ISSUE COMMENT KECC^fMEKDAHON

UKBANROHE
REPRESENTATION

(NOTSECOmiH®JHD-. 
BY IH E WAXFAKGi 
THIEUim)

-  Urban robs representation is to be 
retained. H e  mandate is based on 
Ngapuhi rvfeerever they reside being 
given ike oppoEtenity to participate.

-  Representation was" developed 
fofiowmg three rounds of Eui -  
Ngapuhi living cufeids of Te Whsire 
Tspu o Ngapuhi are to he represented!;

-  This does not remove the retyonahidrty 
for hapu to encourage thenr members te 
participate. At the same time, there is 
no* guarantee that people will participate 
if they haven't already

-  To ensure participate it is proposed that 
hapu develop and maintain their 
databases a means to ensure those 
residing outside of Te Whsre Tapn o 
Ngapuhi are able to participate:

- A database does not guarantee 
participation rather if enables another 
outlet for communications albeit in this 
instance, it would be specific to hapu:

- The development and maintenance of 
databases would require significant 
funding:

■ A database does not guarantee 
registered membership and 
participation. If hapu are fo take on the 
responsibility of maintaining databases 
for example, then all wall haw to 
acquire capacity and capability that 
most do not have;
The current process of representation 
and participation enables Ngapuhi in 
luban rohe to participate;
At the same time, hapu are to be 
encouraged to reach out to their 
members..

i. Urban Rohe representation to be 
retained! to* represent Ngapuhi living 
outside Tfe Whare Tapiro Ngapuhi;

is. Urban Rohe representatives are to be 
fisEy resourced in the same capacity as 
Hspu representatives.

'rfê feaHagaMaidniftiggiit. l,4aril201S 
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ISSUE COMMENT EECOmiENDATION

TE SiUNANGA A IWI 
©NGAPUHI

i>JOT PBCC04MEM3SS BY 
i lS m m ii lT G I  IBEBUNAL)

9.
DISPUTE 
EE,SOLUTION
,)1N0T EBCQMMEKDmBY
i m w A E r ^ e i  ipjeuival> 

ID,
TiTTHDRATVAL

| -  Representation is to be retMned;

-  Te Runansa A Iwi 0  NgspuM has a 
registered memberduptof o\ ^ 55;{H1D. 
Tlie Board Isas a responsibility to their 
members to represMtTbeni ha all

i. TeEnnanga AIwiONgapuM 
representation is to be retained and 
increased to two.

-  Te Repo recommend two 
representatives

Te Eopu consider tins wall strengthen the 
mandate and advise that this is ome key 
reason that Katmiatoa Kuia representation 
at a board level is necessary.

The current withdrawal allows for the 
Hapu Kaikorero to withdraw not the IiapiL 
Crown policy required all Ngapuhi hspi 
be Included in the mandate. The crown 
also confirmed that there will he one 
Ngapuhi settlement 
Under the current mandate:
-  All Ngapuhi will benefit including 

those hapu who are not participating;
-  The door remains open for those hapu 

to come on board;
-  It is accepted that hapa may 

disengage during negotiations.
-  Kaumatoa Kuia take the view that the 

Crown policy is to be adhered to, that 
hapu must not be excluded from the 
mandate however, and the Hapii 
Kaikorero is able to withdraw.

Kaumatua Kuia are keen to see the detail 
to the withdrawal process and what 
happens to those hapii who withdraw1. 
For example, would those hapu who 
withdraw then be entitled to their own 
settlement negotiations? How will hapu 
who withdraw be included in the process
-  what mechanism is in place to ensure 
they benefit.

i. That the status quo c-f discussion .is 
retained -  with Ngapuhi and Ngapuhi 
hapu.

Before endorsing a withdrawal process, the 
detail of the withdrawal process need to be 
provided clarifying:
i  What happens to those hapu who 

withdraw:
If those hapii who withdrawr are 
entitled to their own settlement 
negotiations and settlement;
How will hapu who withdraw be 
included in the process;

iv. What mechanism is in place to ensure 
these hapu benefit; and

v. Those Hapu who intend to withdraw 
are to identify themselves early in the 
process.

ai.

in

Tla MiraaEa Mai draft report* 1 April 2016 
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ISSUE COMMENT ^COMMENDATION
II.
TOST SETTLEMENT
GOVERNANCE
ENTITY

CMOTSECmSl^EMD BY 
THE WMEAKS TEiEUNALJi

12.
NAME CHANGE FOR 
THE MANDATED 
SmUCTDRE

(NOTPHCGMMENDED BY 
THE W M IAM 2 TRIBUNAL)

- CoEunemcing early discussions is 
provided for in fee current mandate 
and structure. The Tuhoromrioi IMA 
must facilitate and resource tins;

- The TtfeoronrJcu IMA is charged wife 
fee responsibility of taking options out 
te Hgapiihi for consideration
It is fee. view of Te Ropa feat fee- 
responrfbfety. of fee Tukorcsmkti IMA 
be to facilitate fee Ngapuhi 
consultation process and ratification 
process.
Those who are interested in 
developing a Post Settlement 
Governance Entity be entitled te do so 
independently of fee TufcoroEifeu 
IMA.

Te Ropu do not support a name 
change for fee following reason/s.

The name Tuhoronuku is one wife a 
history of settling internal conflict and 
this te not fee first relaunching of Te 
Mmi Ante a Rahiri. [Rgfer appendix 
m e - Eleven Generations after KvpeJ

The early discussions to be encouraged 
without fee interference o f fee 
Tuhoronuku IMA who have a 
responsibility to facilitate fee process 
not interfere wife fee development -  
fee Ttfebroiankti IMA is te remain 
neutral in this process.

i. To retain fee name Tuhoronuku 
Independent Mandated Authority

ii. Te Ropu take this matter very seriously 
and ask those in adjudication of these 
submissions to give fete point the 
weight that it deserves.

Te Ropu also recommends

There is to be broader provision for dealing with Ngapuhi that recognises the wider Ngapuhi 

community beyond that of Te Whore Tapu o Ngapuhi and Ngapuhi Hapu:

a. The government focus on addressing their policies and apply them consistently to all iwi;

b. The government is to resource a communications programme that enables Ngapuhi te be 

informed throughout the negotiations process;

d. The government acknowledge that Ngapuhi Kaumatua and Kuia are the fcaitiaM of 

matters feat concern Ngapuhi; and

e. Hie government confirm how Te Kofahitanga o Nga Hapu o Ngapuhi received a mandate 

to interface on these issues and what hapu they represent.

TiaMaasigaMai draft agwrt, 3 . |̂aUa01§ 
Nga Kasarsoa Khui SumrrissiQE 23 May 2015 13



JiffljreoBiChiE S ettee'GaMrndcGSiSsrKiE

Eleven Generations alter 5£upe

RShiri teTujmaa is Sj d iil  Ngapuhi ase defined-as, nga inai'amarai o> EMiM or aM desceadaoEs 

claku whahajiapatD ornr iupuna EaMii.

AM Ngapuhi waka landed in HoManga and spread out Sont there. We ISTgapsM-nui-lonw 

claim a trifesl area known as Te Whare o Ngapuhi, 'whose boaadlanes are described in the 

folimring whakataukE

Te Whare & Ngapuhi, TamaM Makemmu ki Te Ber-mga Waisva. Ko ngapstii fa?
Ngati Whaiiio, Te Mxmrwa, Te Aupouri, Ngati Kahu, NgtipuM fa mto. Ko nga 

RamngiMaimga iiga Pouiakomanswa £ hikist te Tahuhu o Te Whare qfNgapuhi

Ngapuhi shares rche boundaries with Te Rarawa, Ngati Kahu, Ngati War, Ngati Kuri, Te 

Auponri, Ngati Whatua o Orakei, Kawaiau a Maid* Ngati Te Ata, Ngai Thi ki 'Tamafci, Ngati 

Tamaoho, Te Aki Tai, Ngati Paoa, Ngati Mara, Ngati Whanaunga, Ngati Tamafera, Hamaki, 

Te Uii o Hsu, Ngati Rsngo, Ngati Rongo, Ngati WMtua Tutura, Te. Tao U, Ngati Menuhin, 

Ngati Wai Ki Aotea, Te Roxoa and Ngai Takoto.

The Tulioronutu IMA itself takes its name nom a seminal event in Ngapuhi history.

Raimi was bora at Whiria, the son of Tauiamoko and Te HaaangiaiigL With his first wife, 

Ahuaifi, RaMri had a son named Uemika. With his second wife, Whafcaram, Rahiri had a 

second son named Kaharau.

Having liyed with his mother's people from an early age at Pouerua, Uesrnkn went to Whiria 

upon reaching adulthood. There, he and his half-brother Kaharau fought and Rahiri brokered 
a peace between them. Rahiri told Uexraku and Karahau to plait a Sax rope long enough to 

go around Whiria mountain from the top to the bottom. That rope was then attached to 

Raliiri's manu airte (late), named Tuhoronuku, which was launched and came to rest against 

the mangroves at Whhinafci E whakawhuinaki ana a Tuhoronuku Id te taka o te manawa 

(which place Rahiri then named Whirmaki).

•Trtia VVrr"irT -fefiigvnt, !
Nga KaunaSua Kail Swnmsskm-23 May 2056 14



Tuhoronuku was re-launched and came to rest at Tahaoa, in Kaikohefcohe. Rahiii then set a 

boundary along tke path ©f Tukoranuku's flight naming the lands west of that line as 

Kaharsu’s end the lands east of that line as Uenukifs. Later, Eaharaks son and Uemiku’s 

daughter would many, The following saying expresses She ongoing Tunity despite that 

inHghfin® of Hgapiki. s>s fho'isa in that mamage

The following Wfoakatsuki reminds es all o f  our whanaungatanga ‘genealogical) ties to each 

other:

J5? m im S te puna ks HbMauga ifcs W$§ tepum  M Tamnsrsre, ka mmiM te psnm 
ki Tmmiar&rs ka torn tepwm MHokmnga.

This WhafcstauH speaks shout the strong Mood ties, between the East and West coasts despite 

the turbulence between teina and taakana Kahaiau and Ueniiktt at that time. It also reminds' 

us that when the East is vulnerable the West would rise up in support and vice versa.

Te Ropii take this matter very seriously and ask those in adjudication of these submissions to 

give this point the weight that it deserve as Mgapuhi wrestles with itself over the best 

possible way forward for the iwL

Tia Mrnaga Mai draft raxnt, 1 April 2016 
Nsa EinscSKm Kola SubEasaiiE 23 May 2DIS 15



Appendix Tiro: TeRSpuJrsumaoiaaKuiaOTeWharcTapuo Ngapuhi jtmu

KraUu ilka AiTe Whaie Tapu O Ngapuhi

"Uniting together, providing greater power and better outcomes far Ngapuhi"

TenaKoe

HAEREMA!, HAEREMAI, HAEREMAf

E mihi fcsu atu ana ki te  bunga Rua. kakahutia ki te Korowai o te  wairuatanga, a ratou fcua mo atu ki te 
Po, ki te  P6 Uriuri, ki te  Po Tangotaugo, ki te Po S ara ai ratou I te  moe. Na reira e nga mate haere, 
ha ere, haere.

Kia koutou nga rau Rangatira o te Whare Tapu Q Ngapuhi. Tenet te  mihi kia koutou, ten t fcoutou, 
terra koutou, tena ra tatoii katoa.

To ensure Ngapuhi Kaumatua and Kuia are kept informed of what is happening within their rohe, Te 
Ropu Kaumatua Kuia Q Te Whare Tapu o Ngapuhi will be convening a Hui to be held:

Hui Date: Thursday IS131 May 2016 (subsequently date changed to Friday 20 May 2016)

Time: 10.00 am with a whakatau

Venue: The Board Room

Te Runanga A Iwi O Ngapuhi 

16 Mangakahia Road 

Kaikohe 0440

Te Kaupapa o  te Hui:

1. Maranga Mai Consultation Hui
2. Maranga Mai Feedback
3. Kaumatua Kuia Submission

Please share the Hui date with any Kaumatua Kuia you feel may be interested in attending.

Mauri era.

TheMaiaagaMai draft iq>art, 1 Apdi3Q16 
NgaKaansiua Snia Shhmisstoa33 May 2015 16
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Hits submission is made on behalf o f the whanau oft' pgata Kahamu/Ngatl HlneJ

and) p e  Qrewa^Te Ujirorol/Ngati Te Tarawa/Ngati Te Aia/Wgati Wbanaiimgal

Marsnga Mai Report

1. The Maranga Mai titooument proposes a  structure so wlftrcb Ngapuhi is able to  progress the 

settlement process forward where all Itapu of Ngapuha are able to  engage. This submission 

supports the Mowing:

2. That the document be accepted in principle until such time that all feedback is carefully1 

deliberated over and changes are reflected In, the final document;

3. That hagai are an afforded the same rights regarding their ability to  feedback into the region;

4. That like our tupnma before us who did not cede sovereignty, we as their uri will not do the same 

-  nor Is their sovereignty to be used as a  bargaining chip with the Crown. This proposition has 

been affirmed by the Waltsngi Tribunal in November 2014.

5. This submission also raises the following concerns:

Region

a. ft appears that the regions have more mans than the hapu -  the report seeks to create the 

Illusion that toe voice of hapu is valued however once representatives are chosen Itis they who 

have the ability to determine who the negotiator will be [p.20].

b. This raises toe question as to  how are negotiators meant to have a direct Sink to  the hapu and 

therefore be accountable to  hapu? It is important that a t every level accountability is to hapu 

and that the hapu voice is not watered down or superseded by the region.

Ngati Nine as its own region

a. Ngati Hine Is made up of 8 hapu: Ngai Tai [KaikouJ; Ngati Ngaherehere and Tekau I Mua 

(Matawaiaj; Ngati Te Are, Ngati Kopaki; Ngati Te Tarawa; Te Orey/ai; Te Uriroroi. Every other 

hapu that are listed at [p.45j of the Maranga Mai document are afforded the ability to  decide 

among themselves and according to their tikanga to choose their representatives and to feed 

directly Into their respective region;

i>. Hapu ririki of Ngati Hine will NOTbe afforded that right. There Is no equality In that assertion 

norls it hapu empowering as the Maranga Mai document purports to encourage;

c. The assertion that Ngati Hine being in their own region will undermine toe ability of for Ngati 

Hine to settle cross-over claims with other hapu outside toeir own region is slmpiy untenable. 

There Is the potential for cross-claims to  be inter-regional. Therefore Ngati Hine will be able 

to discuss those claims with individual hapu outside of toeir region.



cL Not to  afford tine same privilege to nga hapu rirlki of Mgati Hine that every other hapu of 

Ngapuhi wifi enjoy is not mana-enhancing.

e. Withdrawal Mechanism
f. The proposed withdrawal mechanism proposed In the Maranga Mai document Is not based- 

on sound tfkanga prindples;

g. The withdrawal process should he mana empower log not contaiuiauslly question whether 

hapu have made the right decision—just as Et.iis their ritedsloin provided they have followed 

their own tikanga to choose among them who wTIf he the appropriate representatives to 

represent them a t the regional level then so should It be according to  their own tikanga 

regarding their withdrawal.

h. A further statement ss that the current withdrawal mechanism proposed by the Maranga Mai 

document flies in the face of hapu rangatiratanga as it is expected for hapu to engage in a 

process that is external to their own tikanga -  this is evident in the many steps that hapu are 

required to fulfill before they get to the point of withdrawing.

Thank you for your diligent consideration and we look forward to  -die final draft.

r ~  " "
i .

Nga nvihl,

1
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18th May 2016

Maranga Mai Document 
1. Our Whanau support the Ngati TeAra/Ngati Kopald Ngati Kopaki the (5) five 

resolutions made on Saturday 14th of May 2016 and presented on 21st of May 
2016 at Te Rapaunga Marae. These were subject to amendments.

2. Our Whanau will forward our submissions by closing date Monday 23rd May 
2016. 

See attached submissions and addendums.

Page 2
SUBMISSIONS 

RANGATIRATANGA
The whanau off  jof.Hohaia Paraone-Kawiti of Ngati Kopaki wish to
stand on our own mana.
Our Mamai is is the Ngati Te Ara and Ngati Kopald have been split by the claims process. 
Ngati Te Ara and Ngati Kopaki are one people therefore the two Hapu stand together under 
the Whakapapa and Whakatauki alee ake tonu. We are more than just a natural group, “We 
are one people!” Again we wish to stand under our own mana.
We wish to stand alongside Ngati Hine in a region of our own.
We do not wish to be part of Peiwhairangi as it is too large, we would be subsumed by the 
numbers of hapu and “our voice would be lost!” If Ngati Hine does not acquiesce we will • 
remain Ngati Te Ara and Ngati Kopaki hapu under our own rangatiratanga. Our tikanga and 
whakapapa and natural grouping give us this right -  “Nothing about us without us!” See 
addendum
THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
The engagement process model at the moment does not accommodate our right for our voice 
to be heard at the top (final Level) and not extinguished (as per model) at the bottom (first 
level).
Yes we must have our negotiators but each hapu must remain with it’s voice. When 
negotiations reach agreement -  the hapu must have a vote. A hapu thread must run 
throughout the engagement process model. The Marangamai model as presented is all about 
Hapu determination. See addendum 
CLAIMANTS
Our whanau see the claimants now under this model being sidelined by the hapu. By this we 
mean that the claimants who have fought the battle for years and are absolutely conversant 
with the issues in the claims will be denied the right to continue the battle to fruition, ie: to 
negotiation level under the claims. Already we are seeing hapu members who have never 
been to hearings and don’t know what claims issues mean taking over the auspices of hapu 
just because they can. This is most unsatisfactory! All claimants must be included in hapu 
discussions to produce the best negotiators. The Marangamai documents must recognise 
claimants



WITHDRAWAL
The Withdrawal process is not better than the precent unpleasant one. Hapau have been 
encouraged to stand upon their rangariratanga and yet we see the withdrawal process under 
the new model is onerous and unfriendly to those hapu that exert their mana therefore the exit 
process must allow hapu to exit with respect-and mana!

Page 3
WITHOUT PREJUDICE

• Rangatiratanga and the Engagement Process Affecting our Hapu.

Ngatai Te Ara/Ngati Kopaki has supported-Ngatihine efforts to become.anTwi under _the. 
fisheries, therefore:
Ngatihine (persay) should not hesitate when NT/NK ask to stand alongside Ngatihine 
collective hapu in a Ngatihine region of our own.
It is so simple. We are not asking for an Iwi but a “Region of Ngatihine” with our own 
collective hapu and kaikorero.

© The Engagement Process Affecting Our Hapu.

Our whanau see that even though the Ngatihine Kaikorero say the claims don’t define us in 
future korero. (Debateable see below). Unfortunately the Crown has defined us for this 
process which means an Automatic Roopu who takes our place and like the Crown: acting as 
a “parent” for us.
NB: Ngati Te Ara/Ngati Kopaki are older than the Ngatihine alliance should we wish to go 
there.

• The Marangami Document.

This document is having a tremendious impact on NT/NK relationship with the rest of the 
rest of the Hapu of Ngatihine (not Ngatihine persay) Histoiy shows that, like it or not, the 
Marangamai document will set a precedent for the future. It is a yardstick that will sway the 
future conduct and decisions of all of us as a Ngatihine collective Hapu. Therefore not just in 
the claims but in everything that is of great importance to us.
We are bound by whakapapa to resist or agree and to stand on our own Tino Rangatiratanga.

© “We did not cede our Rangatiratanga.

Page 4

WITHOUT PREJUDICE 
Te Rapunga Hui Mandate 1. For beginners 2. For Ngatihine debate

As advertised for Saturday 21st May 2015 
It came to our notice that a mandate had been passed by those present at the Te Rapunga Hui 
on Saturday. Namely that Ngatihine will stay in the Peiwharangi Region as per the model 
and not as a separate Ngatihine Region.



We respectfully ask who is Ngatihine when the Korero begins? Is it the collective hapu real 
voice or just a few speakers who area using random hapu members as numbers on seats to 
tautoko decisions which seem pre-emptive.
Again we ask, was it the beginners from the first meeting who made the decision? Or were 
all the collective hapu of Ngatihine present with their kaikorero to make this decision. It was 
imperative that Ngati Te Ara be notified that a ’’mandate” and not a debate as advertised was 
to happen on that day. As practiced all hapu members, kaumatua -Kuia or hapu korero of 
each of the collective hapu of Ngatihine be called to Te Rapunga with their submission to 
collectively debate (as advertised) and then make a final decision. (Under the instruction of 
each hapu) and the numbers game has been played contrary to hapu rangatiratanga. We are 
still wondering who is really talking for the hapu of Ngatihine. Of those present at the 
meeting who had hapu instruction?
We need reassurances that this first process under the Marangamai Model is actioned 
correctly and is tika and pono. We ask these questions respectfully and if  the rangatira or 
chosen kaikorero of each of the ngatihine gave their decision to the meeting or were present 
at the meeting to make their respective decisions, we will respect this as this is our tikanga 
under our rangataratanga.
As Ngati Te Ara our faith in our own self-determination has been shaken.
Ngati Te Ara/Ngati Kopaki will meet again.

Arohamai  , j
From



T E  R A W H JTI
Bay of Islands N Z

Wed 4 May 2016

SUBMISSIONS FROM NGATI IOJTA AND PATUKEHA
RE: MARANGA MAI, DRAFT REPORT OF ENGAGEMENT GROUP.

INTRODUCTION
1. We make these submissions on behalf of the two hapu and the 

and claimants.

2. We make these submissions with a sense of sadness and of opportunity lost. After the 
expeneaeerfif the last few years of:

a) opposing the granting the Deed of Mandate to Tuhoronuku (TIMA);
b) the Ngapuhi Urgency Inquiry hearings;
c) the release of the Waitangi Tribunal’s Report which endorsed our view that hapu 

rangatiratanga was trampled on by the Crown and that hapu should be able to 
withdraw Rom the TIMA Deed of Mandate;

d) the work we had undertaken together with other hapu of Te Takutai Moana 
towards seeking a regional Deed of Mandate; and

3. we had looked forward to engaging with the Crown, regionally to pursue a regional 
Deed of Mandate and negotiation process. That was the consensus achieved in 
September last year.

4. As well the Tribunal Report, in our view, was the time for Ngapuhi to tell the Crown 
that we would be determining how negotiations proceeded Rom this point.

5. However, the Crown continued to push its agenda to continue to negotiate under the 
current single Deed of Mandate. It is well documented that this Government and the 
current Minister for TOWN still seek a speedy settlement of Ngapuhi claims over all 
other considerations, despite what has occurred over the last few years and the discord 
that has created amongst us.

6. This led to a situation where, aRer the release of the Tribunal’s Report certain 
individuals Rom these claimant groupings engaged in discussions with individuals 
Rom TIMA, without the knowledge of or the consent of our hapu and without the 
knowledge of or the mandate of Nga Hapu o Te Takutai Moana (NTIOTTM) and Te 
Kotahitanga o Nga Hapu Ngapuhi (TKONHN).



7. Without our consent and without any consultation beforehand, these people 
committed NHOTTM to a three-way engagement4. From the claimant perspective the 
process was sold - after the deal was done - as “stealing the TIMA mandate” and 
from the TIMA perspective the process was promoted as “bringing in the groups who 
took the Urgency Claims under the TIMA umbrella”.

8. That is what, unfortunately this draft Report Maranga Mai, promotes: “evolving the 
existing Deed o f  Mandate.”

9. Therefore our position has not changed. We seek a regionally based Deed of Mandate 
alongside hapu that share our areas of interest. We have no faith in the Engagement 
that has gone on between the parties because of the way in which it was entered into, 
the outcomes produced in this draft report Maranga Mai, and because we do not and 
have never supported TIMA or any other single entity negotiating all of Ngapuhi’s 
historical claims with the Crown.

ALTERNATIVE PATHWAYS
10. The draft report states that the engagement group met 22 times between December 

2015 and the publication of this report.5 There were three written reports to the so-
/z

called stakeholders.

11. We had hoped that there would be robust assessment of alternative pathways 
(including regional settlements) by this group. They were certainly well canvassed in 
the Urgency Inquiry, where the successful models such as Ngati Kahungungu regional 
settlement, the Muriwhenua settlements, with collective redress options were well 
canvassed.

12. However, we cannot find in any of these three reporting back documents evidence 
that the engagement group carried out itself or was provided with any objective 
assessment of the aforementioned possible alternative pathways. They certainly have 
not reported on any consideration of them and the pros and cons.

n
13. Yet in the draft report at Attachment three , there are two pages of summary of five 

alternative pathways. The analysis in the draft report is cursory and lacks evidence or 
support to back up the statements made.

14. In relation to regional mandates (both options of negotiating in parallel and
o

separately), the report asserts that these two options:
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage 

against the Crown;
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement;
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress; and/or
d) may mean those in negotiations first effectively set the settlement agenda.

4 letter to Minister from Pita Tipene 22 September 2015.
5 page 14, Maranga Mai.
614 December 2015, 18 January 2016,2 February 2016
7 page 43, Maranga Mai.
8 pages 43 and 44, Maranga Mai.



15. An effective assessment of tlie many examples around the motu of the many regional 
settlements where iwi have negotiated collective redress would have shown the

- — positive benefits from regionally based settlements on come to an evidence-based 
conclusion. We conclude from this lack of evidence of any such assessment that the 
group never intended to provide the possible alternatives serious consideration.

16. We attach (marked “A”) the relevant pages of a brief of evidence of Professor 
.Margaret Mutu9 in the Urgency Inquiry in 2012 into the various Te Hiku Deeds of 
Settlement. Here she identified the benefits the other Te Hiku iwi received (all of 
whom were separately mandated) from what Ngati Kahu had developed and then the

T)fher iwi capitalised'upon when workmgrtogether as argroup but Still"as individually 
mandated groupings.

17. These were just the commercial benefits. There were other non-commercial benefits 
that were financially beneficial but harder to quantify. It is no wonder that the Crown 
is anxious to avoid this occurring again.

18. Further the draft report views it as a negative that regions negotiate at different times, 
that it may take longer to settle all claims, and that there is a need to act quickly to 
settle grievances. This was the view that TIMA presented to the Tribunal in the 
Urgency Inquiry.10 As Shirley Halcaraia stated in her evidence in response to that 
viewpoint:11

(...) Those o f us who have been working on this for some years, those o f my 
kaumatua and kuia who have been worldng on this fo r  many years, we 
aclmowledge that it has taken a long time to get where we are now, but we are 
also prepared for the fact that it might still be some time until we can settle in 
a robust and sustainable way. The Crown is not offering any quickfixes either 
in a single settlement process for Ngapuhi so that argument does not have any 
traction.

19. Our evidence and that of other claimants in the Urgency Hearing, was that any 
settlement needs to be sustainable not rushed. It is not the job of Ngapuhi to solve the 
socio-economic issues concerning our people here in the North. No settlement 
absolves any Government of doing its job in relation to jobs, health and education. 
We pay our taxes for that. We have waited for many years to have our claims heard 
and we made it clear to the Urgency Tribunal that we were prepared for it to take as 
long as it took.

20. The draft report, however, provides no evidence of its views on separate mandates.

9 Wai 45, #R17, 2 July 2012.
10 See evidence ofRaniera Tau, Wai 2341, #A25, 4 June 2014, [3.39].
11 Wai 2490, #A059, 7 November 2014, para 45.



27. No process is outlined as to a hapu5s right to participate in more than one region. Is it, 
for example, exclusive mana whenua or areas of shared interest? And if  there is a 
dispute who determines that?

28. We are unclear' as to the purely “administrative role” of the proposed regional 
representatives/trustees on Te Hononga Iti (THI), the mandated entity. The 
recommendation is for a very small number of representatives (one/region). This 
group is responsible for employment of THI staff and the resources that THI will 
receive for the negotiation process. This is hardly without power and there is no clear’ 
process of reporting and accountability set out in the draft report.

29. No recommendations are made as to the number of negotiators recommended, a 
recommended appointment procedure and whether negotiators can hold other 
representative positions at any level. We would have expected that the group would 
at least make recommendations or provide some options on these matters and what it 
considers workable and appropriate.

Representative structure
30. Accountability and decision making is unclear as between the different proposed 

structures.

31. The draft report proposes that decisions are made at the regional level and that neither 
THI/THI trustees nor Te Hononga Nui (THN) has power to make decisions. However 
what we have observed occurring is that a small group of individuals have run off and 
made decisions that whilst, not binding, are presented as fait accompli. This is what 
will occur under this proposed structure.

32. Further the draft report makes no recommendations as to how pan-regional decision 
making is made. The report does mention in passing the development of a charter and 
dispute resolution process.14 However, surely it would be crucial to have these in' a 
more developed form for consideration.

33. The need for a forum like this was foreshadowed in the report of the engagement 
group of 18 January 201615 but no further recommendations appear to have been 
made. To expect hapu to buy into in a process where the most crucial part of the 
decision making is yet to be developed, is astonishing. It leads us to believe, that the 
group put it in the too hard basket.

Withdrawal Mechanism
34. Our position remains that we the hapu and we the claimants have never provided any 

authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. That includes 
TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN.

page 38, Maranga Mai.
15 page 2.



21. However all the Crown can come up with publicly is that it causes claimant groups to
■jo

have disagreements. We are the ones to have those discussions, not the Crown. We 
know there will be shared interests and overlapping claims. The Crown should step 
back and let us work through those processes. It has in other rohe.

—. 22. We do-not di-sagree with the idea of coming together with other taiwhenua to 
negotiate redress where taiwhenua share interests. However we want to negotiate for 
ourselves where we are mana whenua/mana moana. And that is what happened in 
Tamaki Makaurau and in Muriwhenua. Separate mandates for separate redress and 
collective negotiation for collective redress.

23. It may take longer for regions to settle and it may require measurements to be put in 
place to address collective redress and overlapping claims. However, there are 
sufficient workable precedents in other recent settlements for this for us to be able to 
utilise, learn horn and improve on. It seems to us that it is only because the Crown 
finds those require more negotiation resources, take longer and are, we suggest, more 
expensive that these are being dismissed so quickly.

24. As Shirley Hakaraia stated in her evidence for our hapu in the Urgency Inquiry:13

Our hapu have suffered grievances at the hand o f the Crown and it is these 
grievances that we seek redress for. No other hapu can advocate on our 
hehalfand understand our pain and suffering.

We believe that the Ngapuhi wide settlement proposed by Tuhoronuku is too 
large and unwieldy. Smaller hapu like ourselves will become subsumed and 
marginalised in large groupings as per this proposed model.

Amendments to the TIMA Deed of Mandate
25. We have reiterated our position of support for regional mandates and regional 

negotiation. We want our representatives at the negotiating table with the Crown. 
These amendments do not achieve any of this. We do, however, make the following 
comments about the changes suggested.

Representation
26. The changes to representation, that is:

a) how hapu appoint then representative(s);
b) the number of representatives on the regional forum (with one vote per hapu);
c) the ability for one hapu to be represented at more than one regional forum; and
d) the removal of urban/kaumatua and kuia/TRION representation on the mandated 

authority trust.

These are changes that do not bring our hapu any closer to the negotiation table than 
they were under the TIMA mandate.

12 feedback f ro r r^  Jfrom hui at Te Mahurehure, 17 April 2016.
13 Wai 2490, #A17(b), 4 June 2tfT5, paras 66-67.



35. Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The 
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu. We have written over and over to the 
Crown and TIMA expressing this position.

36. This process puts all the onus on the hapu with none of the power. The hapu has to 
advertise, hold various hui and all the time, the Crown holds the Damocles sword over 
the head of the hapu with the ability to effectively veto the withdrawal by advising its 
view in a “statement o f potential consequences ” as to whether the hapu is in 
negotiation and/or a large natural grouping”.

37. There is no provision in this draft report for funding for groups caught within the 
mandate who wish to progress the withdrawal mechanism. There needs to be funding 
available for this, if there is to be such an arduous process which we firmly reject.

38. There have been veiled threats made in this draft report16 and specifically in verbal 
feedback at hui, that the Crown will not negotiate with hapu. We are not looking to 
negotiate on our own we are looking to negotiate with others, and we note there is

• IVprecedence for this. We find these threats patronising and demanding we should all 
fall in line with this proposal without question.

Transition Group
39. This group is mentioned in passing but has not been heralded before. There is no 

mention of who appoints this group, how it is funded and what authority and 
accountability it has.

Conclusion
40. After the release of the Urgency Report, we claimants had the opportunity to 

determine for ourselves the shape the future of negotiations to best suit the 
circumstances of Ngapuhi, the largest iwi, in the country. Our hapu were pleased that 
NHOTTM had a clear* vision that it wanted to progress its own mandate. In our* view 
the engagement group went into this process with a premeditated view instead of 
looking at all possible options in an objective maimer. This of course suited the 
Crown and TIMA.

41. Apart from window dressing, what this process offers, is TIMA with another, yet to 
be decided, name.

16 citing from Urgency Inquiry report, p26.
17 Ngati Whatua Orakei, Te Uri o Hau, Ngati Maldno and others.





T E  R A W H IT I
Bay of Islands NZ

7 Mar 2016 

Tena koe e Nigel

We write to you to respond to:
a) matters raised at our meeting -with yourself and Maureen Hickey late last year 

(December 16 2015); and
23.

b) the request from the “Engagement Group” who has presented its proposal for 
progressing negotiations following its three month engagement process at hui around 
the Ngapuhi rohe.

Terms of Engagement - Three Way Engagement Process
We are aware that this process between Te Kotahitanga o Nga Hapu Ngapuhi (TKONHN), 
Tuhoronuku Independent Mandate Authority (TIMA) and the Crown has almost come to an 
end.
You will be aware that our Wai claimants (for Wai 1307 and Wai 1140) and our two hapu 
Ngati Kuta and Patukeha have withdrawn from the taiwhenuaNga Hapu o Te Talcutai Moana 
(NHOTTM) and Te Kotahitanga o Nga (TKONHN) and have never been part of TIMA. 
Therefore we have not participated in this process.
We have had serious concerns about the terms of engagement which set the parameters of 
these meetings over the last months. The basis for that concern is as follows:

1. Our two hapu have always stated (that was until September last year), that we wish to 
progress the settlement of our claims through NHOTTM and a regional settlement 
approach.

24.
2. Our two hapu have always objected to, and still object to, any form of engagement 

that involves TIMA. We filed our application for Urgency contesting the TIMA 
Mandate to set out that we did not support that entity negotiating our claims and the 
Tribunal found in favour of Hapu rangatiratanga and in favour of hapu determining 
the entity that negotiates then claims.

25.
3. The terms of engagement for this process outlined in the background/lcey issues 

sections provides a summary of the findings of the Wai 2490 Urgency Inquiry Report 
that skews the objective of the engagement process towards a single settlement 
underneath the existing TIMA Deed of Mandate (DOM), without ever seriously 
considering other viable options for negotiation. To clarify, the Tribunal said that:

26.



Miria Marae supports that:
9 Ngati Hine never ceded our sovereignty
• Kaumatua and kuia are active across all aspects of the process and therefore

 hapu choose whether or not they w ant kaumatua kuia representation.
9 Abolis-h-the urban-representatives and invest in effective communications with 

kuta here /tau ra  here. Hapu will choose whether or not they w ant their 
whanaunga residing outside of the rohe to represent them.

9 Ngati Hine stay within the current rohe collective, in the Pewhairangi region.



a. the Crown must support hapu, that choose to withdraw from the Tuhoronuku 
IMA in their efforts to form alternative large natural groups.18

b. hapu involvement has to be a matter of choice.19
c. it recommended that “the Crown support hapu which withdraw from the 

Tuhoronuku IMA to enter into negotiations with the Crown to settle their 
Treaty claims as soon as possible, preferably at the same time as other 
Ngapuhi negotiations. This will involve the Crown supporting and 
encouraging hapu, through the provision o f information andfinancial support, 
to form into large natural group(s), and to obtain mandate(s) from their 
members”

27.
4. The point is that the Tribunal envisaged the possibility of negotiations with multiple 

groups and multiple mandates not just one.
28.

5. The emphasis in the terms of engagement and the process that followed was, and is 
still, on maintaining one Deed of Mandate -  the existing one. That continues to be the 
view as stated publicly by TIMA, by you in our meeting and by other spokespeople 
for NHOTTM and TKONHN over the last months. This is unacceptable.

29.
6. We also have serious concerns about the funding of this engagement process and 

those involved in it. The group of people appointed ostensibly by TKONHN has no 
mandate from our hapu. TKONHN itself has no authority to bind anyone or frankly to 
engage in the process. It is not a legal entity, it has no basis in tikanga and was a 
loose group of Ngapuhi claimants that met together purportedly to progress the claims 
in Te Paparahi o Te Raki in the Waitangi Tribunal. These people on this group are no 
more our representatives than the so-called hapu kaikorero and Trustees on TIMA.

30.
Feedback on the Engagement Process
The engagement process, after a three month series of meetings, has come back with one 
option: come into the fold of the existing TIMA Mandate and we will call the body another 
name. All that appears up for negotiation is whether the Runanga is still involved or not and 
whether there is urban and kuia/kaumatua representation or not and a slight reshaping of hapu 
representation.
Ngati Kuta and Patukeha reject this option that has been presented and are disappointed to 
say the least that after all this discussion no serious investigation into any other options has 
been undertaken.
There are precedents for other completed settlement options and they have occurred for 
groups that are much smaller in geographical and demographic size than Ngapuhi. Some of 
the funding could have been spent on research into those options given the funding and other 
resources available and the other examples.
The Crown is digging in its heels and telling us that this single settlement model is all they 
will tolerate and we should just accept that. There is no other justification for this other than 
for economic reasons and that it involves less work for the Crown.

18 The Ngapuhi Mandate Inquiry Report, Waitangi Tribunald, Wellington 2015, xi.
19 Ibid
20 Ibid, p83.



We axe also disappointed that the other Ngapuhi parties to this engagement have not sought 
proper research into other options, in particular given the work NHOTTM has previously 
done on its own draft Deed. What else was the funding for?

-Given-what has occurred since the publication-of the Tribunal’s Urgency-Report, Ngati Kuta 
and Patulceha have no confidence in this Engagement Process going forward or that it will 
come up with conclusions thatwe can support. ~
We say: stop this process, go back to the drawing board and start afresh.
What do we want?
We have begun discussions with claimants and hapu who are located in our region and who 
have similar interests in seeking to progress settlement of our claims with the Crown.
We are meeting together to discuss how to move this forward and following that hui we will 
make further responses to the Engagement Group.

Mauri Tau



SUBMISSION TO NGA PUHI
• r~ ^

I forward this submission on behalf of myself, my sixteen
children and all of my molcopuna inclusive of those who have not yet entered
into the realm of Te Ao Marama nei, and are domicile throughout the world.
Ko oku maunga kei roto I te Whare O Ngapuhi
Ko oku awa e rere ana Id te Hokianga Moana
Oku Marae ko Okorihi, Te Kotahitanga, me Te Iringa
Ko Ngati Ueoneone, ko Ngati Whakaeke, ko Ngati Tautahi.
I helce ihoa ia 
Titikura = Whare 
Akaripa = Heni Whare 
Tirare = Tiki Pounamu 
Akaripa = Heni Whare 
Acuhata = Roka 
Erika = Hera 
Ngawai = Ngatote 
Te kai tuhi Henare = Debbie
Firstly I support the submission as presented as a collective by Ngapuhi Ki 
Otautahi. It gives a perspective of Urban Ngapuhi which is not too dissimilar to 
other Iwi who have left their traditional homelands as young people to seek 
employment and search for financial prosperity with the intention of one day 
returning home. The main focus of the combined submission by Ngapuhi Ki 
Otautahi is that there is appropriate representation at the table and be an integral 
part of the settlement process. This point is very relevant, given the percentage 
of Ngapuhi living in an urban areas.

I submit the following for your consideration:
1. I  have been living outside the Ngapuhi boundaries since 1964 having 

resided in Otautahi Ki Te Waipounamu for the past 46years. I  frequently 
travel back to my marae in Kaikohe as a response to mate within our . 
hapu. I  am fortunate I  am able to do this as this strengthens and 
maintains my ties back to my marae. This regrettably is not the case far 
many o f our Ngapuhi whanaunga who have not engaged with their hapu. 
Mainly these are 2nd, 3ld‘ 4th and even in some cases 5th generation 
Ngapuhi who have been born in the cities.

2. I  believe that it is imperative that the process which is implemented by the 
settlement team who will negotiate on behalf o f Ngapuhi, that the claim



put forward with regards to Te Tiriti o Waitangi is inclusive and 
appropriate for all those who whakapapa to Ngapuhi.

3. The wrongs, atrocities and breaches o f Te~Tiriti o Waitangi that were -
- - forced upon my tupuna are o f immense-degradation. However, fori -----

convenience and to expedite a settlement, the process has been influenced 
and determined by the crown. Ifeel strongly that the negotiating team on 
behalf ofNga Puhi must be inclusive and further represents the views and 
aspirations o f urban Nga Puhi. This is particularly important given the 
population o f Nga Puhi whanau who currently reside in urban areas.



Submission on Draft Maranga Mai Report 

23 rd Aprli 2016

My submission wifi be brief because most of the debate will probably occur once the final report is 
drafted and publicised.

I am hoping for a  dear and transparent process for engagement with Ngapuhi over the current 
mandate. .

Hie Tuhoronuku mandating process to ok S years 'Before It was recognised so 6 hesitate to  support 
significant changes to the mandate without dear support given by Ngapuhi niii tonir.

I am not convinced by the Maranga Mai mods! a t this stage, it 5s a very high level conversation at 
present with into real detail Whereas theTuhoronufcu moriell os very specific with important details 
so you understand how itfiinctions.

me .proposed model under Maranga Mai briefly outfeed below:

Te Hononga Jti-holds the legal mandate anti! administrative role to  execute decisions of hspiiL

Regions -  Hapu Representatives gather in regional forum s- decision making and negotiators. Meet 
monthly.

Te Hononga Nui -space for hapu representatives to have discussions onfy recommendations. Meet 
bi-monthly.

f recommend the proposed model requires more detail so Ngapuhi understands what is on offer. 
Also a longer submission timeframe is needed so real debate can happen among the people. The 
present timeframe though extended still did not provide enough time for whanau, hapu, marae to 
debate this proposed model. I have spoken to  many Ngapuhi who have struggled to meet this 
timeframe.

In respect to removing the Kaumatua/Kula representatives, the Urban Representatives, the Runanga 
Representative.

I do not support the removal of the aforementioned representatives because Ngapuhi nui tonu 
supported this Tuhorpnuku model with 76% vote of support for those that voted. Also over the 4 
years leading up to the mandate vote, Ngapuhi were consulted on how they wanted to be 
represented. The removal of these representatives is changing significantly the mandated model.

Kaumatua/Kula representatives, they meet as a ropu to oversee the business of Ngapuhi like Kaitiaki.

Te Runanga A Iwi 0  Ngapuhi -  have supported the Settlement process from thestart. I support the 
representative.

Urban Representatives -  Ngapuhi have been forced to migrate to the cities for employment and so 
on. A majority have been disconnected from their hapu. They are entitled to a voice particularly 
when their numbers are being counted as part of the quantum. The 17% of Ngapuhi that reside in 
Te WhsreTapu o Ngapuhi do not speak for those who live in tire cities. Tsmaki IWakaurau has the



largest population of Ngapuhi and is considered: to  be part Nga puhi nm tonur 1 do not he1ieyethe~ 
urban voice-can be represented by hapu.

As was discussed in one -of the Hlapto Engagement hui st-Te MathareTsure marae^-generations are 
connected when they Heave home hut say weir one,.hvopr even 'three generations the connections 
-are lost in some cases to their hapu.

I think Ngapuhi need a longer conversation over how we want to  he represented and how this wail 
happen.

This is my humble submission for now.



Ngati fe Ara, Ngati Kopaki hapu
M araoga Mai feedback submission

23rd May 2016 

HAPU POSITION:

This feedback submission is provided against The following resolutions:1

1. Ngati te Ara, Ngati Kopaki hapu maintain that Ngapuhi did not cede 

our sovereignty.

2. Ngati te Ara, Ngati Kopaki hapu support the proposition of a Ngati Hine 

region within the current model.

3. [Kei a] Ngati te  Ara, Ngati Kopaki hapu fona ake rangailrafanga.

1 Ngati te  Ara, Ngati Kopaki foapu meeting heid 14 May 2016, Otiria marae.



4. Ngati fe  Ara, Ngati Kopald hapu support the Maranga mal dra ft 

docum ent in principle subject to amendment.

MASAM<SA MAh

1. Page 17 Our Recommended pathway:

"The pathway we recommend is to evoke  the existing mandate, by 

making changes to address the issues identified by the Waifangi 

Tribunal which wiJJ enable us to proceed together to negotiations with 

the Crown in a  regrona/ily co-oidfncife way, driven, directed and owned 

by hapu"3

a j The position of Ngati te  Ara, Ngaii Kopaki hapu is that:

* Recommendation Is not accepted.

A regional m andate should be obtained [as seen in previous claims 

such as Ngati Kahungunu] -  despite inferences from the 

engagement group that negotiating leverage would be weakened 

in taking this approach. The Maranga mat draft docum ent did not 

go far enough to discuss the implications or potential consequences 

of this approach; and therefore was not w idely discussed a t a hapu 

level except in agreeing that regional mandates should be obtained.

This position is further supported by the resolution of 14 May 2016 that 

‘Ngati te Ara, Ngati Kopaki support the proposition of a Ngati Hine 

region within the current m odel5,

2. Page 13 The recommended representative structure for organising

negotiations -  Proposed Structure;



this sfrucftxe is for organising our negotiations and will be wound up 

o f flie  compfefadn o f that p ro jec t.

a j The positron of Ngati te  Am, Ngati Repaid hapu is that:

* Recommendation is not a cce p te d

The proposed structure indicates that hapu may be kept a t a 

distance from the final negotiation ‘table", This prejudicial to  hapu 

rangafirafanga and the assertion thereof.

b) Page 21 indicates IHononaq nui as being a forum rtfo  make 

reoomnfiencfafions only fo regions fo r the regions to ultimately 

decide".

The positron o f Ngati te  Area, Ngati Kopakr hapu is that:

Hononga nui recommendations should in dll instances be referred to 

regions for hapu to ultimately decide..

3. Faae 22 Nag Rereketanaa -  Key changes to  the m andated 

representative structure and appointm ent processes:

“ these proposal would mean a  number o f im portant changes fo the 

existing mandated  representative structure. The key change is that if 

shifts roles, responsibilities and power from the Board and moved 

decision making fo the hapu and regions”

a] Hapu representation:

The position of Ngati te  Ara, Ngan Kopaki hapu is that:

« Recommendation fs agreed.



The appointm ent o f hapu representation as proposed is agreed. 

However, w e suBnniftha! the allocation of one vote p e ftla p u  within 

the proposed structure is disproportionate in regards to  hapu 

membership. The concern here is tha t larger hapu w i be unfairly 

disadvantaged by having the same voting rights as much smaller 

hapu |and vice-a-versaj. Further discussion on this point would assist 

with clarification,

b j Kuia and Kaumatua /  Urban /  Te Runanga a :iwi:-o-Nga Pu'hr 

representation:

The position o f Ngati te Ara, Ngati Kopaki Is that:

* Recommendation Is agreed.

These additional representative roles are to  be determined by hapu 

according to their own fikanga.

4. Page 25 Post-Settlement:

"the structure vve are recommending vw'J/ have a short lifespan, ft is a 

vehicle to ge t us to the point where the best possible settlement redress 

for the hapu of Ngapuhi is agreed and delivered'1.

The position o f Ngati te  Ara, Ngati Kopaki is that:

* The recommendation is not accepted.

As indicated earlier, the position is that each region procure individual 

mandates. It then follows that this approach will also ensure that the 

appointm ent of hapu negotiators and consequent PSGE can be 

m anaged at a hapu level.

5. Paae 25 Dispute Resolution:



"liners is a  need for a dispute resolution process that addresses 

disputes*,, further workable dispute resolution processes witineed to foe 

developed.33

The position o f Ngati te  Ara, Ngati Kopaki is that:

» Recommendation ?s agreed.

A  dispute resolution process is required that can foe consistently applied 

fo  all forums within the proposed structure. However, a t this tim e we are 

unable to  provide an exemplar and suggest that further discussion be 

held fo  determine the appropriate fikanga based dispute resolution 

process.

6. Page 26 fand Attachm ent Three] Withdrawal Mechanism:

“The existing m andate sets out that the mandate  conferred on 

Tuhoronuku by the people of Ngapuhi can be withdrawn through a 

process as robust and thorough as the process by  which the mandate 

was conferred."

The position o f Ngati te  Ara, Ngati Kopaki is fhafo 

* Recommendation is not accepted.

The proposed withdrawal mechanism is far too onerous, and time 

prohibitive. This does not encourage respect for those hapu who may 

wish to withdraw and their inherent right fo do so, without duress from a 

mandated structure or Crown. Further discussion on this m atter is 

required to determine an alternative withdrawal mechanism.

Page 27 Name change;



"As luhoronuku... If reminds us of the sfory of how our tupurna Rabid 
settled the dispute and  united Ngapuhi through his two sons, U'enuku 
and Kaharau. it serves aiso as a metaphor for The dreams and 
aspirations of the Mgapuhi nation."

The position o f Ngati te  Ara, Ngati Kopaki is that:

The name o f the proposed! structure should be changed, largely due to  

the stigma which is now attached to  Tuhoronuku and the claims process 

thus far. We are o f the opinion tha t a  new name ought to be selected 

tha t encourages healing; and also to properly reflect an honest inclusion 

o f hapu and the aspirations o f Nga Puhi going forward.

[MB: a Ngapuhi wananga could be held for this purpose] .

8. Paae 28 Proposed Negotiations Framework:

nJt is important to note that our hapu representatives/ working through 

regions and with our negotiators, mil hove the opportunity to design the 

negotiations process and determine what the negotiating tables are 

and what working groups will be required to support them/'

The position o f Ngati te  Ara, Ngati Kopaki hapu is that;

• Recommendation is not accepted.

We fundamentally disagree that there should be only one full and final 

settlement; and insist that the negotiations framework ought to allow for 

multiple settlements with multiple groups.

9. Paae 35 Communications:

"We recom mend there is a robust communications plan."



The position o f Ngati te  .Ara> Ngati Kopaki hapu k that:

® Recommendation is agreed.

We support the dissemination of Information and .enhanced hapu 

participation through various face-to-face and digital platforms.



Submission to Maranga Mai -  The Ngapuhi Engagement Group Draft Report 

Na: Mohinui Marae, Kawiti Marae, Miria Marae -  Waiomio

Tena koutou katoa,

W e  acknowledge that Waitangi Tribunal Claims settlement will go a long way to 
assisting with growing the aspirations of our Iwi, Hapu and whanau.

Miria, Mohinui and Kawiti marae gave mandate to Te Runanga o Ngati Hine and Te 
Kotahitanga to take care of our claims process. We put our faith in the team and 
continue to expect that they will see us through to settlement. We acknowledge that the 
road is not an easy one to take and that we will not always get it right However our 
mandate stands today and we support the process outlined in the Maranga Mai 
document.
As marae within Waiomio we will continue to grow the relationships between one 
another, invest in the regeneration of our Marae and whanau. Our rangatahi have 
demanded that te reo me nga tikanga o Ngati Hine be at the forefront of our aspirations, 
therefore we will uphold that whainga and use it to steer our way forward.

"Here tangata here whenua, ka tu te po, ka tu te ao"
Marae within Waiomio reside in an area with multiple hapu representation.
The following reasons are given to support that Ngati Hine reside within the 
Pewhairangi rohe:

• So that we may support the aspirations of Mohinui marae and their claims.
• To acknowledge that out neighbors are our whanaunga.
• Staying within the rohe strengthens our argument against the Tuhoronuku 

model.
• It also.is an action that supports the notion that Te Kotahitanga and Ngati Hine 

are true to an equitable approach in supporting hapu aspirations.
• A Ngati Hine wide submission demands that Ngati Hine negotiate our own 

redress. Therefore it does not diminish our mana or our redress aspirations to sit 
within Pewhairangi.

"Me Whakaiti, me whakaiti, me whakaiti"

Staying within the Pewhairangi model requires us to be in relationship with other hapu. 
If we are to be principled in our practice, then resolving our internal issues is a must. 
Whanaungatanga is a key value.
It concerns us to hear arguments to establish our own rohe are because we are disliked 
by our neighbors. If that is the case, then the work needs to go into resolving the root 
issue, not cutting our ties in a claims process.

"Ma Ngati Hine ano Ngati Hine e korero i roto i te whanaungatanga
me te kotahitanga"



To: Ngapuhi Hapu Engagement Tearn
; From: Ngapuhi Id Waitemata

c  _  -  1

Recommendations

A THAT Submissions be assessed and reviewed by an independent panel to ensure that 
there is transparency and accountability when reporting back to Ngapuhi and The 
Crown.

B THAT No changes be made to the Tuhoronuku Independent Mandated Authority
model on the bases this takiwa is confident in the due diligence and consultation work 
of the administrators to produce its structure and substance.

C THAT Should there be substantial structural and administrative changes to the
Tuhoronuku Independent Mandated Authority, a new mandating process is conducted.

D THAT Ngapuhi ki Waitemata (The takiwa) be allowed to speak to these submissions.

Authorisation

This submission was sanctioned by the takiwa in a resolution passed on Thursday 19th May
2016 at Piringa Tahi o te Maunga Rongo marae. The takiwa is the representative body of Te
Runanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi (TRAION) in the Te Raki Paewhenua (North Shore), Tamaki
Makaurau (Auckland Central) and Waitakere areas.

1. Overview

2. In September 2015 The Waitangi Tribunal reported back on urgent claims by hapu 
and hapu collectives that the Crown breached the principles of The Treaty of 
Waitangi when recognising the mandate of the Tuhoronuku Independent Mandated 
Authority (the Tuhoronuku IMA) to enter settlement negotiations with the Crown on 
behalf of all Ngapuhi.

3. The Tribunal recommended that:

31.
a. Any entity seeking to represent Ngapuhi in settlement negotiations had to produce 

clear evidence of hapu support for its mandate.
b. The Crown delay its negotiations with the Tuhoronuku IMA to give time and space 

for Ngapuhi needed to address the issues identified.
c. The Tribunal did not recommend the mandating process be re-run but did 

recommend that Ngapuhi hapu be given the opportunity to confirm whether they wish 
to be represented in settlement negotiations with the Crown by the Tuhoronuku IMA.



While supporting a united approach to their settlement negotiations with the Crown, 
the Tribunal states that this must be a matter of choice for Ngapuhi hapu.

The Crown had a primary Treaty duty to actively protect the rangatiratanga of 
Ngapuhi hapu in deciding how and by whom they would be represented in settlement 
negotiations.

Hapu Engagement Team (HET)

a. In March 2016, the Ngapuhi HET consisting of members horn Te ICotahitanga o 
Nga Hapu Ngapuhi Taiwhenua (Kotahitanga), the Tuhoronuku IMA and the 
Crown commenced a series of consultation meetings.

b. Just one meeting was held outside Taitokerau at Te Mahurehure Marae on April 
20th 2016. At the time, it is thought, this was to be one of only two meetings in 
Tamaki.

c. The tenure of these meetings was facilitators selling the new model for 
consideration. Generally Ngapuhi in Tamaki feel they have voted on the matter 
in favour of TIMA to the tune of 76% and do not want to change this decision.

d. It was stressed by attendees at that meeting that the removal of Urban Ngapuhi 
Representation must be debated properly in line with the recommendations of the 
Waitangi Tribunal (See point 2.2 above).

e. The Ngapuhi HET group subsequently decided to increase the number of 
engagement meetings with Ngapuhi in Tamaki, Hamilton, Wellington and 
Christchurch between the 16th and 27th April 2016.

f. This signals clearly the HET group misread the wishes of the people and appear 
to be disconnected horn the current dynamics of Ngapuhi. Planning has since 
been rather erratic and reactive.

g. It also shows a degree of clumsiness in failing to budget for these important HET 
discussions in an analytical and transparent manner.

h. The involvement of The Crown’s lead Negotiator is a political folly and contrary 
to fan business practice as it gives a sense Ngapuhi is being set up.

i. Tuhoronuku in contrast took video evidence of all public meetings and recorded 
the names of attendees. Opponents of these meetings populated attendance in a 
clear effort to block that process despite being invited at every point to participate 
positively. All is arcliived prepared for a judicial review, should that be 
necessary.

j. Dissenting hapu should climb aboard the Tuhoronuku organisation as there is
little difference to an earlier model. This model however has since moved on to a 
more sophisticated and democratic model via open and interactive dialogue.

k. An analysis of the two models follow.



S. Model Comparison

Waitangi Tribunal 
Recommendation Matrix

Hapu Representation Strengthened Unity and Rangatiratanga Achieved

S3
ou
©

i|S
H

All Ngapuhi are descendants of a hapu - Yes
Recognises every Ngapuhi member
Needs work on the hapu withdrawal mechanism
More ponder time and space for Ngapuhi is needed
to decide on an appropriate model
Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi owns the only ratified
Database with over 50,000 names
A radical departure from this model will require a
new mandate process
Disengaged Tarnaki Ngapuhi may be able to 
initiate contact via an interim body similar to Tatai 
Hono then onward to engage with then hapu by 
arrangement
It is surprising most hapu have not developed a 
Database at this point further highlighting their 
capacity and ability

Based on our submissions - Yes 
Waitangi Tribunal supports a united approach to which 

this group best models 
Rangatiratanga is not solely resident in Taitokerau 
Rangatira in urban settings is enhanced in this model 
Any model should consider devolution and/or 

centralisation contingent to politico-economic change 
Scale of Economy should be considered as a major 

influencer for iwi in future asset growth 
Tuhoronuku was underwritten by TRAION to 

the point of mandate, an act of unification for 
all hapu

TRAION is a creature of the Maori Fisheries 
Act 2002 (Repealed) with all its legal 
implications connected to its Database
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Yes -  to the greater iwi’s detriment 
Mainly at expense of those outside Taitolcerau 
Leaves 81% at mercy of haukainga 
Only a select few hapu have a known Database 
NgatihineJiad to recently review its criteria 
Questioning hapu capacity m Taitokerau must not 
be avoided -  Ngapuhi’s talent base is outside 
Taitolcerau
Haputanga and kotahitanga is an incongruent idea 
in the context of this discussion 
Te Whakaputanga and TToW was signed by 
Rangatira with a wider future-proofing view of then- 
changing world even back then 
This model constrains Ngapuhi signatories to an 
idea they were fettered to Taitokerau and unable to 
participate fully in the international arena 
Ngapuhi were entrepreneurial and world focused 
This model states hapu can make decisions on major 
financial matters with a 75% vote. For the vast 
majority o f hapu without a Database, what number 
are they relying on -  those present at a meeting or 
some other criteria. This appears to be just a 
number based on the MFA 2004 and its rules therein

1 Unity is definitely dismantled by this
regime - No

1 Rangatiratanga is compromised for urban
Ngapuhi within the context that they must rely on being 
invited to hapu hui

1 Again not suited for the majority of
Ngapuhi whanui . \

1 Connectivity & data basing has clearly not been well 
articulated in this document; Nor are the legal 
ramifications

1 This adds The Crown’s already heavily advantaged 
negotiation position which is unfair to say the least- 
hapu should be supporting hapu throughout the process 
not in a fragmented and disorganised structure 

1 The Crown must seek an enduring settlement which 
will not be achieved with such unfair interference 

1 Theoretically, Ngapuhi may be separated in to six 
entities, each with their own PSGE 
Scale of Economy and capacity will be sorely tested 
For example TRAION have scoped for CEO’s and 
Directors resulting in a small pool of available and 
qualified candidates
Smaller entities looking for governors, administration 
and workers in such a limited pool of talent must be 
seen as a serious risk in this model

6. Ngapuhi Id Tamaki

a. Ngapuhi’s boundaries extend right down to Tamaki or more correctly the 
Bombay Hills. The limits are encapsulated in the two whakatauki: Ngapuhi, 
Matakohe ki Te Rerenga Wairua; and Te Whare o Puhi. Both are commonly 
quoted references for Ngapuhi Nui Tonu. 43% of the Ngapuhi population live in 
Tamaki.

b. According to the 2013 NZ census report 81% of the Ngapuhi population reside 
outside Taitokerau. The proposed HET document removes the two Tamaki 
takiwa representatives from the structure leaving constituents without a 
designated voice on the proposed new board. This is untenable in a democracy.

c. If anything, Ngapuhi ki Waitemata want more representation than that in the 
current Tuhoronuku IMA Model to reflect a more democratic process. The 
number could be ratified similar to a federal system, or a hybrid of this, and the 
current runanga structure. Either way this point requires closer scrutiny but is 
outside the scope of this paper.

d. Ngapuhi Id Waitemata wish to ensure that every single eligible person of Ngapuhi 
descent are able to participate fully in the settlement process.



e.. The taldwa also want to remain distinct from the Urban Maori Authority 
conversation. This is also beyond the scope of this discussion.

f. The HET has failed to meaningfully engage and model Ngapuhi where their 
numbers reside. Tuhoronuku on the other hand considered the larger communities 
of Ngapuhi as a serious stakeholder by adding specific representation and holding 
more than 25 meetings in Tamaki between 2009 and 2016 when coming to the 
conclusion of adding urban representatives to the model.

g. HET have not. They have not formally engaged with our two Tamaki takiwa at 
this juncture relying instead on public notifications and word of mouth.

h. The taldwa also want to ensure those members otherwise disenfranchised have 
the ability to participate at any future point of the process, and post settlement.

i. All Ngapuhi living outside Taitolcerau are still members of then respective hapu. 
Their inclusion therefore cannot be any loss of hapu enhancement at this tier. 
Ngapuhi in both Manulcau and Tamaki are frustrated with the constant delays in 
going through this process once-more. They believe this is an unnecessary 
extension that is wasting time and energy at the behest of a few naysayers.

What is in a Name

a. The HET group were never asked to consider a name change. Tuhoronuku holds 
the mandate and is the correct and most appropriate name to hold this status.

b. Maranga Mai was written by Piripi Cope for the specific purpose of encouraging 
Ngapuhi to stand and support Te Reo Maori.

c. Tuhoronuku on the other hand was a strategy by Rahiri to unite his feuding sons 
Uenuku-kuare and Kaharau during times of need. ‘Ka mimiti te puna ki 
Hokianga, ka toto te puna ki Taumarere’, Hokianga being the seat of Ngapuhi 
settlement, indeed of Maori in Aotearoa. The reciprocating and balancing proverb 
acknowledged the support each brother was obligated to uphold in this stoiy of 
Unity.

Kamnatua and Kuia Representation

a. Again, the HET group were not asked to consider the removal of Kaumatua and 
Kuia representation. This takiwa believe the guidance of oui' elders is necessary 
in the sense of keeping us culturally safe.

b. There are many examples where our elders provide stability when there is conflict 
or disarray too numerous to number here.

c. Whatever structure we have as a PSGE or interim body, they will all be Maori 
entities. It beggars belief that turning your back on this vital aspect of Maoritanga 
would be ignored and treated with such distain.

d. This is distressing to the taldwa.



Independent Review of Submissions

This process must he fair and transparent to avoid risking a settlement that will 
not endure and one without mana for either The Crown or Ngapuhi.
There are suspicions amongst Ngapuhi caused by comments made by the 
Crown’s Lead Negotiator, Nigel Fyfe, where it appeal’s he has a predetermined 
favour with HET/Maranga Mai. If this is the case there appears to be a conflict of 
interest in choosing one over the other before submissions have been properly 
considered.
With this in mind, and in the interests of transparency, the takiwa strongly 
recommend an independent person(s) be appointed to consider the submissions. 
Such a biased position being announced before the submissions process has been 
completed is alarming and unfair to say the least.
A radically amended structure and model must result in a new mandate process. 
Given 76% of Ngapuhi who voted favoured TIMA it is almost certain fresh 
litigation will result. The Crown has been placed in an unenviable position by 
continuing complaints by individuals who will not engage in spite of recorded 
invitations to do so.

Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi Representation

The runanga underwrote proceedings for the mandate up to this point in an 
attempt to make a unified stand with Ngapuhi. At every stage individual hapu 
were invited to participate in a positive and transparent manner. This was all 
documented.
Certain hapu opposing the process attended meetings with an express will to 
disrupt and undermine the process. The Crown made several attempts to assuage 
and assist in bringing parlies together.
The runanga has the only comprehensive Database showing whakapapa and hapu 
affiliation. The information belongs to the runanga and is protected via 
legislation and Trust Deed.
Ngapuhi have, by 76% voted to accept the Tuhoronuku mandate and are unhappy 
with being asked to go through this process again.
Moreover, the runanga has the capacity to assist procedures moving forward by 
offering seivice level agreements in Communications, financial administration 
and governance.
The whole process was monitored and audited by one of the highest sought 
auditor in NYL ,
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SUBMISSION FROM WMANAU OF TE HIKUTU AND CLAIMANTS {

RE: MARANGA MAI, DRAFT REPORT OF ENGAGEMENT GROUP.

INTRODUCTION

1. My name ^jand as agreed upon at our Te Hikutu Hapu hui on
Saturday 2 iEt May 2015 a t  Mona Mori a, WhlrEnakT, I make this submission on belhalf 
of our whanau of "Te Hikuhuf (hapu {oRdudmg Te Whanau Where, MgatHCaTrewa, Te 
iKerewhiti, Ngal Tupango andi Mgati ParengaJ, and with tine Wai 700 claimants.

2. We make this submission with commitment, oommunlcataoTTi and continuance that 
this submission Is "part of ongoing consideration of measures contributing to  
successfully complete reviewing the proposed document"1 "Maranga Mat. The 
Mgapuhi Engagement Group's Draft Report. 1 April 2016", aimed a t ensuring that Te 
Hikutu are Included with participating in the Crown's Imposed process of Settling. 
Historical Treaty of Waltangi Claims, that Te Hikutu engaged In over 40 years ago.

3. Te Hikutu acknowledge and gives thanks to Kotahitanga members. Pita Tipene and 
IRowena Tana for their attendance^ presentation and engagement.2

4. Te Hikutu acknowledge and gives thanks for apologies received from Tuhoronuku 
members Moan a Tuwhare, Helene leaf, and Te Tuhi Robust.3

5. Te Hikutu acknowledges and gives thanks to Crown representative) of ue(  of Te J  r f ! ‘ : '
PunI Koklri for attendance, representation, clarification and engagement4 ! , ■ i

vtL i ■(

6. Te Hikutu acknowledges and gives thanks for apologies received from the
Engagement Group members, -  f| W\ i K. J  m

1 Te Hikutu Hapu. (21 May 2018). T e Hikutu Whanau-Hapu Hui: Te Anga Whakamua". Panui, 21
May 2016.

2 Te Hikutu Hapu. (21 May 2018). DMmanga Mai Report Te Hikutu Hapu Hui. Mona Marae, Saturday
21 May 2016. Hui Attendance" Hui Attendance Register, 21 May 2018.

3 LblcL
4 Ibid.
5 Ibit

1



7. Te Hikutu acknowledges and gives thanksfor the HapQ-centric "BegaB tense" p ravided 
' lb1/  TO Pono Legall Ltd for attendance, darifirationi, participation and
en^gemeuitT

S. Te Hskutu acknowledges and gives thanks to  all whanau for apologies & attendance, 
communication,, commitment, calmness, enquiring, participation,,, engagement, 
feedback and continuance.7

9. Te Hikutu Identifies a series of recommendations to  achieve better darrty and shared 
understanding of outcomes through applying a clear process of life- Tika Man" and 
"Maranga Mai”.

i
10- "Ma Tika Mai" specifically focused op providing our whanau of Te Hikutu, with the 

opportunity to  receive reflections from the following members of the Engagement 
Group or “TrJ-partlde Arrangement^

a) Kotahitanga;

b) Tuhoronuku; and 

q) The Crown.

11. Upon establishing, clarifying, and considering the  presentations and reflections 
presented, "Maranga Mai" Is the process our.whanau-hapu used to  describe the 
following recommendations:

a| That, Te HIkutu acknowledge absent whanau members.

b) That, Te Hikutu acknowledge and continue with the legacy created over 40 years 
ago by Te Hikutu tupuna under claimant Wai 700, clarifying that historically Te 
Hikutu Includes Te Hikutu G Te Motu, Te Whanau Where, iNgatl-Kairewa, Te 
Kerewhlti, Ngai Tupango and Ngati Parenga, and need to  consider the 
"overlapping" boundaries and "working relationships" are required where 
historical and contemporary boundaries exist.

c) That, Te Hikutu did not cede sovereignty, and therefore highlight and consider 
that Te Hikutu hapu have been herded, bullied and cajoufed by the Crowns 
Institutionally racist ad s  of parliament, policy and procedures to  meet their 
deadlines and/or their prescribed doctrine needs to  stop.

5 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
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d) That, Te Hikutu will seek redress for "whenua lira atu, whenua hoko innai", and 
need to determine bottom-line nego

e) That, Te Hikutu conditionally support in principle the Process outlined in the 
"Maranga Mai. The Ngapuhii Engagement Group's Draft Report. 1 .April 2016"r that 
Te Hikutu will commit to communication and continuance for Te Hikutu. to 
participate in a Review Process of the proposed document, "Maranga Mai. The 
Ngapuhii Engagement Group's Draft Report. 1 April 2016" to be completed by 
2Q1S.

That, Te Hikutu propose a series of co-ordinated and collaborative wananga 
engaging Te Hikutu whanau findudJng urban whanauj, under the auspices of our 
tacrnga whenua and mauriga tapu "Te Ramaroa" over a "two-year" period to 
account for the capacity required to continue with the current Hearings process 
and completion date of 201S.

t
.g) That, Te Hikutu need capacity of time, funding and resources, and capability off

legal expertise to consider and review our decision-making process, make-up of
Te Hikutu representation, dispute resolution process, withdrawal process, post-
settlement governance, and the name and clarify the "mandate" of loss of mana
to the Mandate the Structure. __*w

h) That, Te Hikutu have identified and share understanding of "Representation" of 
"one voice — one vote", and that Te Hikutu need to review and clarify 
representation of the "75%" voting voice mechanism identified in the report.

i) That, Te Hikutu having considered the absence of Tuhoronuku representatives, 
and will engage and conduct our Review Process inclusive of all Tri-parftde 
members where possible.

j} That, Te Hikutu accept the offer of the Crown to apply for financial assistance to  
coordinate and collaborate the wanabga series of the Review of the proposed 
document, "Maranga Mai. The Ngapuhi Engagement Group's Draft Report. 1 April 
2016" to  be completed by 201S. •

fc) That, Te Hikutu develop a Communications and Engagement Strategy for the 
purposes of maintaining the "Voice" of Te Hikutu moves forward as "One Voice”.

EJ That, Te Hikutu understands that this process is not about maintaining Political 
Sovereignty, but understands that historically the Crown arid its Agents have 
consistently continued to breach ail terms developed and acted upon in 'good 
faith' by Te Hikutu through mechanisms of institutional racism.

m) That, Te Hikutu are committed to putting a voice to this draft Report Maranga 
Mas, and the mechanistic approach promoting "institutional racism" and evolving 
the existing Deed o f Mandate" ceases until the voice of Te Hikutu is given 
culturally fair and culturally just process as is promoted by Te Hikutu above fas

3



identified in the coordinated and collaborative approach to complete the Review 
hySQIS}.

IV!A TIKA MAI

1Z In considering the purpese^- p'osrtfion and rote of the Tri-pant id ite Arrangement, Te 
Hikutu invited members qf the each of these parties to  attend our hui to  present 
their voice.

13. The purpose of this process is specifFCsfly focused on providing our whanau of Te 
HOkuta, with the opportunity to receive reflections from the following members of 
the  Engagement Group.

14. More important!/, this process provides. Te Hikutu with the opportunity to  share 
their reflections, their challenges, become informed, create a shared understanding 
.and present their informed discussion fora pathway moving forward.

15. We appreciatetheirinputahdattendance even a t  such late notification, and present 
the  following mind-map that highlights of the "Kotahitanga" story presented by(^

16. Te Hikutu considered the biggest challenges faced during this process include: the 
Tradjonaiisatlo.n' of our own people of Te Hikiitu who were engaged into either



Kotahitanga or Tuhoronuku with the "voice" of the people being heard;, and that the 
mechanisms of institutional! racism created an abyss of animosity, ill-mannered and 
at times violent engagement between the two groups.

*17. 3tdd 
cont

n.g relation against relation purely as the Crown, continued to  push its agenda to 
nue to negotiate under the current single Deed of Mandate. This is well 

documented that this Government and the current Minister for TQWiN still seeks a 
speedy settlement of Ngapuhi claims over all other considerations, despite what has 
occurred over the Fast few years and the dischprd that has created amongst us.

IS. This was also acknowledged b£_ member of the Engagement Group who
openly and honestly shared her experiences of the discomfort, division and disrespect 
within the Tri-pariide Team.

i the absence of Tuhoronuku rep resen ta tiv e^^  _ ^  provided reflections of 
ie Tuhoronuku position.

■ v i .i y >/F( •>. i . #-■ £>.! JS5 ** raw’ll' ki’ff* * >5-' ,iC5.
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20. For many of Te Hikutu, this was the first time that our whanau received this message 
and they were not aware ofthe Tuhoronuku position. That is, that Tuhoronuku 'were 
seeking settlement directly and exclusively with the Crown behind closed doors.
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21. Te Hrkatu commended on delivering this presentation objectively and without 
maSice oranimosity.

23. Considerations from Te Hikutu indude tire time constraint to  Review and provide a 
culturally fair and culturally just voice amending this docum ent Let alone the lack 
of capacity to  provide a justifiable 75% of Te Hikutu the opportunity to review, 
consider and reform the Document for purposeful and informed input.

A LEGAL LENSE B’
e

24. Thankfully, Te Hikutu w ecew orded "legal lense" provided 
Legal Ltd.

JofTQ Pono

6
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25. He provided Te Hikutu with sound knowfedge, background, and forward thinking for 
considering the Maranga Mai Document.
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25. Considerations identified by Te Hikutu,. in eluded, representation is back with tine 
hapQ, rndusivity approach of representation, removal ofissu.es and risk forfne hapu, 
structural reformation Issues that this huT cannot afford the time to  review, the 
differences of Settlement and Reparation, the premature objective to meet the 
Release of Final Report by 3rd June 2016 without developing culturally fair and 
culturally ju st processes to M  Inclusive of a 75% Te Hikutu population in moving 
forward, and the premature nature of establishinga Post-Settlement Group without 
first prioritizing, Identifying and clarifying the bottom-line thresholds to be 
negotiated by Te Hikutu. In absence of Tuhoronuku, 75% populace, and a Strategic 
Approach and Plan for the development of sustainable Inter-generations.

27. Therefore,. Te Hikutu should move forward a t  a pace hot driven by medtlhg the 
Crowns settlement timeframe. After all; 200 years of inter-generational alienation, 
oppression and Institutional racism, cannot be solved by a one-month deadline.

CONCLUSION

2S. To conclude,, Te Hikutu have suggested several recommendations aligned with 
several considerations identified throughout the process of the one-day Hapu hui 
whereby Te Hikutu reviewed arid analyzed historical trends, with current teiisidnS 
with whanau, tnpaiitde agreements, and culturally fair and culturally just 
nationhood, political nuance, and consistent use of institutionally racist mechanisms 
creating discourse and discontent-

29. Ufton Identifying these differences, Te Hikutu suggested pragmatic yet soundly 
’ rphust recommendation's, that not witho ut reflecting upon our experaence'of the last



few years that has seen many pass oh, while we commit to  consolidate;, continuance 
and communicate t© develop a collaborative working relationship with all parties.

30. Therefo re, we presentmind-nnaps on sequence of facilitation, that assisted Te Hikutu 
with facilitation o f our process tpTdevefop our considerations and recommendations 
by Te Hikutu, but also to provide as evidence and validation of our huh
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Finally, as well the Urgency Hearing achieved all of the outcomes thatTe Hikutu were 
seeking, it is our view, that the Crown can put aside childish decisions and behaviours 
th a t dimiinfsh their mana further, but can also adeptly and maturely engage with the 
preferred mechanisms that will uphold the process recommended by Te Hikutu.



NGATI UE AND NGATI UEONEONE HAPU HUI

Saturday, 14th May 2016

On Saturday 14th May 2016, a hui a hapu was called and held for Ngati Ue and Ngati 
Ueoneone.
Attendees: ^

1. Hapu to make decisions
2. Can consider joining with other hapu
3. Keep urban whanau informed which is the whanau’s responsibility with support from 

hapu
4. Kuia/kaumatua to be determined by hapu
5. Must whakapapa to the hapu
6. Hapu to determine best representation whether a committee or single
7. Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi should have no representation

RESOLUTION:
We the above signed members of Ngati Ue and Ngati Ueoneone, support the proposals put 
forward in the Maranga Mai Draft re ' J’ng held in the

One more



Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 7:57 p.m. 
T o :'ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: Ngapuhi consultation

Ngati Hine should have its own region within the framework. This submission is made on 
behalf of the whanau of Ariki Taki Hoterene, further info to come...

General Manager : Nga Tirairaka o Ngati Hine
Indigenous Diplomacy : World Indigenous Festival Tamaki Makaurau Auckland 2019 
Co-chair : Pacific World Network of Indigenous Land & Sea Managers 
Traditional Knowledge : Kauri Dieback Management Programme

Nga Tirairaka o Ngati Hine 
Offices:/
Post:!

s

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


23 May 2016

NGAPUHI IQ  XE HAUAPRU TAKIWA SUBMISSIONS

GOMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON TOE MARANGA MAI 
DRAFT REPORT DATED 1 APRIL 2016

BY EMAIL: ag-api^ieedback^iittsifioe .goutuia

L This report is submitted byj -as the Trustee of NgapuM M Te Hauauru
_ A <2f=- '
TaMwa (the TaMwa) for and on behalf of all oar Marae within M s TaMwa.

2 . We wish to be heard in respect to the Maranga Mai draft:report developed by the 
Tripartite Engagement Parties.

3„ Specific comments and recommendations are. provided on page seven (7) 

INTRODUCTION
4. The Takiwa is affiliated to Te Runanga-a-iwi o NgapuM that is an incorporated 

charitable trust established by a Deed of Trust, signed on or about 28 April 1989 
pursuant to the Charitable Trust' s Act 1957.

5. The stated strategies of Te Runanga-a-iwl o Ngapuhi are to lead the cultural, social 
and economic growth of Ngapuhi by encapsulating the vision “Ma tu iika ai te whore 
fapu o Ngapuhi These strategies a naturally what drives She TaMwa.

6. The Runanga, and by affiliation the Takiwa, is also guided by the principles and 
powers embodied in the Trust Deed and is accountable to our constituent members.

7. Clause 3.1 sets out the purposes for which the Trust is established:
Jo receive, hold\ manage and administer the Tnist Fond fo r every charitable 

purpose benefiting Ngapuhi’

SUMMARY STATEMENT
8. The TaMwa has reviewed the Maranga Mai draft, report in order to assess the impacts 

of this report on the engagement of Ngapuhi, Ngapuhi Hapu and our* wkanau and 
Marne.

9. The- Takiwa contributes a large number of constituents to the Te Runanga-a-iwi o 
Ngapuhi membership database of more than 55.000 and has a dedicated interest in 
Ngapuhi affairs ensuring that the economic and social benefits that- the Crown has

NjjipuM ld Te JTan.aimi Tslrii va
eutnxdsdan c n  iKe M aranjsi M ai Draft Rep ort 1 April 2DU>
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assarted will occur as a result of settlement negotiations and any .subsequent 
developments.

10. Despite the Crown’s unwillinaness to recognise the decision making powers o f 
Mgapubi, the position of the TaMwa continues to be IhaiNgapwM sliould be the 
decision makers over Ngapuhi matters.

11. Te Tiriti o Waitangi must be. at tbs heart ©f Ngapuhi — Crown refetionsMps. There 
should exist mutually acceptable long-term solutions and good faith engagement on 
.settlement negotiation issues. To date there has largely been an absence o f go od faith 
engagement

NgapuM M re Te Hauaum TaMwa

12. The Takiwa is conscious of the. fact that Te Ropu © Tuhoronnfeu went to extra ordinaiy 
lengths to ensure that die outcome of any mandate was- well within crown policy. 
That is, Ngapuhi engaged early with the Crown to ensure that processes w a? within 
Crown policy-

13. 2h 2009. Te Runanga-a-iwi o Ngapuhi was the driver to engaging Ngapuhi in 
settlem ent negotiations with the crown. Our initial steps were to ensure that entering 
negotiations was in fact what Ngapuhi desired. The result of pre-mandaliag hui 
indicated that entering negotiations was to commence and was not to interfere with 
the Waitangi Tribunal hearing process Ngapuhi was embarking on. It is our 
considered view that this has been the case.

14. Te Ropu o Tuhoronuku, an independent sub-committee o f the Runanga at that time, 
was established and were supported by the Runanga in the mandate process.

15. ha 2014, die government recognised the Ngapuhi mandate voted on in 2011. By 
agreement, the sub-committee became a stand-alone entity known as Te Ropu o 
Tuhoronuku Independent Mandated Authority (TIMA), independent o f the Runanga.

16. Today the crown considers any financial support or resourcing via the Runanga 
translates info Tuhoronuku IMA having a dependency on the Runanga and has gone 
further to instruct Tuhoronuku IMA to cut financial ties with the Runanga.

17. The Takiwa is o f the opinion that it is not the business of the Crown to determine how 
Ngapuhi is supported and because a minority of people, is opposed to the support of 
the Runanga does not necessarily make if wrong.

Crown assurance
18. The Crown will need to assure the Takiwa that it is funding this process hi a fair and 

equitable manner, that the resources for Ngapuhi mirror that of the Crown. This may

NgspnihiXd TeiJkasuru'J^smra
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eliminate the support, and resourcing the Ruuanga provides Ngapuhi hut then Ngapuhi 
via Tuhorontiku IMA become dependent on the state. Our preference is that Ngapuhi 
he supported by Ngapuhi via the Rananga and not be a state dependent entity.

19. The TaMwa is- keen to understand what measures have been taken by the Crown to 
ensure that their infernal checks and; balances "are in place. The crown heed to fake 
responsibility for these matters and stop the nonsense discussion that poor planning 
and financial management is the fault of the mandated entity.

2$. I f  the Waitaagi Tribunal and the. Crown are o f the view that hapu autonomy is denied, 
then we need to question the decisions of the crown to deny Ngapuhi their autonomy 
to make decisions.

Waifangi Tribunal and the Crown influence
21. The influence o f the Waifangi Tribunal and the Crown distorts the position held by 

Ngapuhi that there is one Ngapuhi and there will be one Ngapuhi settlement The 
crown's policy to settle with large natural groups is supported by Ngapuhi not so that 
hapu are alienated or to deliberately oppose a fixed set of ideals. It is supported 
because if  a regional approach were to be taken it is likely that regions with the mast 
need will be richer for the experience but poorer on settlement.

22. The effect o f external pressures has driven a significant wedge between regions. 
There are very different development pressures in different rche. The Takiwa is 
concerned that the overall focus of negotiations is based on these pressures and while 
we submit the view that one size does not fit ail, we hold true to the paradigm that it is 
for Ngapuhi to decide how Ngapuhi matters will be sorted, and it will be Ngapuhi 
who will detennine how Ngapuhi or ganise themselves.

Constructive Engagement
23. Constructive engagement is necessaiy -  on any proposed changes to this mandate. 

This consultation process undertaken by the tripartite parties has not been long 
enough or consistently applied to enable valid input. Consultation is especially 
important given the draft report proposes significant changes to the mandate Ngapuhi 
voted on. For example, representation of Ngapuhi Kaumatua Kuia, urban rolie and Te 
Runanga-a-iwi o Ngapuhi.

24. The pre-mandate period to engage Ngapuhi on their thoughts of representation was 
done ever a number of hui. To ignore this process and then implement another 
consultation process is unconscionable and incomparable to any other iwi.

Regionalismg
25. The Maranga Mai draft report glosses over the impact that regionalismg hapu will 

have cm a process that hapu are more than capable of engaging in via the current
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structure. There lias never been an issue with hapu being able to negotiate those 
matters that are relevant to them.

26. Eegionalisiag and promoting the formation of large natural groups within. Ngapuhi 
would mean disjointed strategies, ecmpetifig interests, uncoordinated distribution of

capability and purpose and, duplicated management expense.

27. The- Takiwa are also conscious ©f I3ie potential effects on regions should the- Crown 
continue to fake fSie view that resourcing and funding will remain limited, controlling

2013/14 Legal Aid services expenditure on legal counsel for claimants in the 
Northland Inquiry cost $24,363,939. None- of this went to Ngapufei hapu. Marae or 
whanau. IMs funding went directly to lawyers. We leanest the Crown that the same 
level of investment he afforded, to Ngapuhi for settlement negctiaf ions.

TargeNatnral Groupings
29. The TaMwa is concerned with the view of the Waitangi Tribunal that there are 

potentially a number of large natural groups within Ngapuhi that could be mandated 
to settle with the Crown.

30. The Takiwa is keen for the Waitangi Tribunal to advise what constitutes a large 
natural grouping, which hapu they consider to be large natural groupings and how 
they arrive at this view.

31. The TaMwa considers a number of the proposed changes in the Maranga Mai draft 
report are unrelated to the Waitangi Tribunal recommendations and therefore 
questions appropriateness o f introducing diem through this process. These are:

32. We also want it recorded that the Ngapuhi Kaumafua Kula submission has the- full 
support of the Ngapuhi M Te Haimuru TaMwa.

funding and resources, multiple governance structures with varying standards of

the manner by which negotiaticais fate place.

28. To contesfualise the point above it is our understanding that between. 2$05/d to

a Structure 
a Decision Making

■ Mandate Accountability 
* Te Runanga-a-iwi o Ngapuhi

■ Discussion
■ Dispute Resolution.
a Post Settlement Governance

Representation 
■ Saumatua Kuia Representation
* Urban Rohe Representation
* Name change for the Mandated

Entity Structure

NgapuM let T«3iiU2\im Tskhva
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CLOSING COMMENTS
33. The Waitangi Tribunal view is. tiliat a waitedNgapuM is preferred. We consider tlm to 

be an aspiration all iwi strive for within their respective rolie. We are realistic to 
know that unify in the eyes of some does not necessarily meet the threshold of others. 
We are also well aware that very few iwi have been united in a negotiations

34. We are interested in hearing from the Waifangi Tribunal exactly what it is that this 
\rmty' Ieohs like.

35. The- Waitangi Tribunal are also of the view that how unity is arrived at is forNgapuM 
hapu to determine. Our response fo that, is as above. In fact, we would go farther to 
remind the Waitangi Tribunal and the Crown that Ngapuhi have determined how they 
wish to be organised And this has been ignored,

36. The Taldwa disagree with the Waifangi Tribunal that the Tuhoronuhu model does mot 
allow for hapu autonomy. The structure and representation enables hapu autonomy. 
The Waitangi Tribunal Urgent Inquiry has denied hapu the ability to realise their 
autonomy.

37. If  strengthening the mandate means increasing the number of Hapu kaikorero per 
hapu, this is supported. However, the number of kaikorero a hapu has is for that hapu 
to determine and is fo be fully resourced by the Crown.

38. The withdrawal of hapu is a discussion still to be had. It is our understanding that it is 
crown policy for all hapu fo be included an the mandate. There were meetings held 
with Ngapuhi Kaumatua .Kuia, tire crown and members of Tuhoronuku IMA fo 
determine and agree who the hapu to be included.

39. The Waitangi Tribunal is now recommending that there be a withdrawal mechanism 
for hapu from Tuhoronuku IMA. It is our considered opinion that this 
recommendation will provide a less than desirable outcome for Ngapuhi. We are 
however keen to explore how this impacts on the mandate and whether this indeed 
strengthens the mandate.

40. The Taldwa understand the Waitangi Tribunal considers the crown recognised an 
empty vessel We fail to see how following the advice of our legal counsel and that of 
the Crown results in the crown recognising an entity that didn’t exist I f  this is in fact 
the case, then the recognition is with the Te Runanga-a-iwi o Ngapuhi sub — 
committee Te Ropu o Tuhoronuku. We are not an empty vessel.

41. In the event that the proposed changes in the Maranga Mai draft report are adopted, 
The Taldwa will consider the crown ito be in breach of articles one, two and three of 
Te Tiiiti o Waitangi.

Ng=p urd id Ts Hamuru. Taldwa S
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42. We expect measures to fee taken to. ensure flie engagement process and 
recommendations in the Maranga Mai draft- report Is not a departure fern  the mandate 
Ngapnlii voted -on In 2011.

43. It is cot for the Crown or the Waitangi Tribunal fo determine the affairs c-f Ngapuhi.

44. An Independent body must -oversee the assessment o f these submissions -on the 
DRAFT Maranga Mai Export as we have already heard the position -of some HEP 
members and die Crown. These views are pie-conceived and the bias most be 
eliminated. independent body Is the only way fo address this.

45. The Takiwa ivishfo speak, fo this submission.

Mauri ora

(



Specific Comments and Recommendafions to Hie Maranga Mai draft report, 1 April 
2016

COMMENT RECQMMUNDATI ON

-   --------------------   i  Hapu KaikoPero Representation
Ngaptdti ki Te Hauaum TraStkis esnsalsrs increasing the
represcritiitisn afftajm kmkorcro io Its beneficial to hapu.
— The jDsSnus notes thatfunding and resourcing previsions ham  

not hem confirmed by fSsr Oras»u or $ru G rw b Forestry 
Sen tal Trust on ihs proposed increase in hapu representation 
nisd related activities*

-  In terms o f the type c f provisions proposed and the extent of 
their impact. Ilia Taking questions whether this process 
presides for a hick-up solution. I t is ike view o f the Takiwa 
that this could detrimentally impact on settlement: 
negotiations. And we remind the audiences to this submission 
that the Crown hss instructed Ngapuhi that Te Mimauga-a-im 
o Ngapuhi is not to support this process by way o f finding.

a. Hapu. are to' begiven the option of toving 
mnTP than one hapQ Icaakarsro

b. Funding and resourcing is to be co n firm e d  
to advance of a final agreement to 
increasing hapu kaitorero representation.

c. Funding and resourcing should be 
analysed against the current structure and 
representation as to  whether the processes 
proposed and the outcomes anticipated 
will ba realised and achieved.

2. N gapuhi PaiHcipatimi
The mandate process, for Tuhoronuku representation was arduous 
and required a rigor never bejbm demanded bp the Crown. 
Tuhoroimhi had fo ensure their representation o f individual Hapu 
fallowed a rigorous process and required aH Hapu chiming 
representation to be publics!!}/ named.
-  Given the provisions o f ihcIVeitaugi Tribunal and the Crown 

to introduce additional hurdles and considerations, which 
ultimately result in additional uncertainty, time and rest, the 
Takiwa is concerned that the proposed changes dis-inamtiviss 
Ngapuhi participation and consequently hinder settlement 
negotiations.

-  1‘VstJiiii the current structure, at an operational level, Ngapuhi 
will see greater efficiencies in the management of the 
negotiations process than what is proposed in Maranga Mai 
draft report.

The current Thhorcimku EvlA structure 
provides fox representation of Ngapuhi -  Te 
Where Tapn o Ngapuhi, Ngapuhi Nui-tonu 
•and urban rohe. The proposed changes have 
die opposite effect by doing away with 
represmtation o£ Kaumatua Kuia, Urban Rohe 
(Auckland, Wellington, and die South Island)

a. The representation of Kaumatna Kuia, 
Urban Rohe and Te Rmtanga-a-swi o 
Ngapuhi to he retained.

3. Te Kotdldtanga o Nga H apu o Ngapuhi 
The Takiwa is not satisfied that ad parties to the Irjparlte 
agreement and process attend with a recognised mandate from  
Ngapuhi or the hapu that they purport to represent
— Individuals involved tbho do not have n mandate will leave the 

process open io legal challenge.
-  To Kotahitanga a Nga Hapu o Ngapuhi has no mandate despite 

being asked to confirm who the\j represent and lieu? the)/ 
arrived at this representation.

-  The Crown has insisted on Ngapuhi having a mandate io 
represent Ngapuhi to engage in  settlement negotiations. This 
was achieved. The Crown should therefore he engaging with 
this entity and only this entity.

— Hie Takiiva is being asked how it is possible for a group of

There is speculation that the Waitangi Tribunal 
and the Crown are influencing this process by 
introducing parties to engage who do not have 
a  formal mandate.

Ngapuhi d id  not give a mandate to multiple 
oititifis.

a. The Waitangi Tribunal and The Crown to 
provide certainty that all parties to this 
process are able io confirm how they are 
mandated anti by whom.

ISTgapulu Id Te Bauauru Taldwa
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people from. Use mass hapu to hr able to participate and 
rsprcssni Ngapuhi Hapu vridsmt a rsusssdste. NgapuJsi hove 
given a mandate to m s entity and it im r$ Te Kohdsiiangs o 
NgaHapu o Ngapuhi.

tL TeRmitmga-a-ih&i & Ngapuhi Representation.
-  His representation o f 3b Riaiasga-a-dwl a Ngapuhi makes 

prevision for those Ngapuhi &iho are registered nrsmbsis. 3Isis 
numbers 55,000 and Use. mstjdsis ini which this is mssss is by 
wap af ihs Trust Deed.

| a. Hha repjeseitation of Te Rimanga-.a-fivi o 
| Ngiapniiiis to lie retained

•S. TfceJifcirmtga A lai draft report 
The Tahhixi note- that Use Alsrauga Mat drift repart is intended fo 
be is solution to tits lecomtrtsndsfioits o f the VJkitangi Tribunal 
-  I t  is the visas of Use iiikk&s that the report extends beyond Use 

PVTnfemg* Tribunal tsossmnmdmons and that parties to shis 
j.nrccess 7ume taken liberty io explore yet again agendas which 
have already been dealt with via She 3b Hopss Whasifi report,, 
the report by Tuhiroinmgi Alcrgaa, concessions imposed m  
Tuheronuki and more recently the Waitangi Tribunal Urgent 
Inquiry Report.

|  a. The Maranga Mai draft report fo fee 
indepecdentSy reviewed in carder fo assess 
fee impacts to Ngapuhi, the current 
m andate and mandated entity re the 

i proposed infusion of activity associated 
w ith  the num ber of changes being 
promoted.

fo. If after considering fee factors of an  
independent review, Tnhoronulai IMA 
board are of fee view that fee imphcaticms 
of fee proposed changes are such that they 
do no t strengthen fee mandate fee
proposed Maranga Mai draft report 
shm ildbe discounted.

5. Transition Phase 
Use Takiwa note that the Alarmsgo Alai drift report includes a 
tnmsitum phase that includes those who are involved in die I 
tripartite engagement process;
-  Is is the view o f she TaTdmi that it is not possible to dcsigss a 

transition phase unless the decision to proceed has been mads 
regardless o f the feedback and recommendations process. 
Alnking this process a rlick Ssc box* process that enables the 
Crown to report io the Waitangi Tribunal that the Tribunals 
recommendations have been considered.

The transition phase pre-empts an outcome of 
fee draft report.

a. It as recommended feat if a  transition 
phase as required, float die process and  
parlies to tiiis transition be considered 
once the final report and 
recommendations have been considered 
and accepted by fee mandated entity and  
fee crown.
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Te ©rewai Hapu Submission 

Maranga Mai Report

Terra koutou,
The following submission provides an account of the issues th a t were raised a t the two Te 
Orewao hapu huI heEcf on 30 April and 21 May 2016 a t the Tau Henare Marae.

The five points as raised below are concerns that we believe require greather tho ughtp 
dlagloue and consideration.

1. While the Maranga Mai discussion document has been a marked improvement on 
the former Tuhoronuku mandate there remains continued concern as to  how hapu 
rangatfratanga Is tangtbSy managed, retained and enacted In the  model and in the 
decision making processes. Maintaining a one vote, one hapu process undermines 
hapu rangattratanga.

2: Te Orewa! have concerns regarding the rime frames and the way in which we are 
being pushed as hapu and claimants to  hui and make decisions coneming the 
maranga mai model. Our robe is under Immense pressure with multiple hui taking 
place on important Kaupapa. Settlement is very important to  Ngapuhi and we 
believe that further time needs to  be given to our people to  make wise a nd informed 
decisions. Therefore it is recommended that this time be extended to  ensure that all 
hapu are well informed and understand the propositions that are being presented 
and the implications of these decisions.

3. Te Orewai claims that Ngati Mine should assert and exercise their rangatfratanga in 
terms of the settlement process rather than being dictated to by the crown. Te 
Onewai proposes that in the best interest of Ngatihine we should have the 
opportunity to  define the settlement process on our own terms and in relation to 
our Ngatrhinetanga and tikanga. Te Orewai recommends that a single Ngatihine 
mandate be sought and also purports that Ngapuhi as the largest Iwi cannot have 
regional mandates like other iwi. We would like this to be explored as an option .

4. We are uncertain and unclear on bow hapu can have representation In more than 
one roheand how this is determined. We seek clarification on this m atterand aks 
that this be responded. Hapu have limited capacity to engage generally, therefore 
representation across multiple regions for some hapu could prove difficult and 
prohibitive.

5. There is no dear indication of funding for building hapu capacity and capability, nor 
funding of a hapu withdrawal from the process. We require the Crown to provide 
funding for hapu to meet, complete its own hapu led process as to whether to 
engage in this process or into the future. Should hapu deride to withdraw we require 
the Crown to resource the process for them to withdraw.



Te Orewal passed and reaffirmed the following resolutions fo sour hapu hui:

Maranga Mat Report -
Resolution One: Te Grew a I supports Ngaii Hine having Its own region to  represent its own 
redress.

ResolutionTt o :Te Orewao requests a Ngati Hfne huo to discuss Ngati Hnae redress and a

Haipu Representation Resolution: Te Orewal Hapu Kaikorera forth® purposes of redress and 
settlement are; ,— ,

Hapu Kaikorero are endorsed to convey and advocate the Te Orewai pcsiMoni within Ngati 
Hfne and Coca! regions.

Te Orewal wish to  clarify its position on the position statements which resulted from Ngati 
Hine IHub a Hapu was held at Mina Marae on 21 May. We abstained from the resolutions 
from that huo as did not agree to the process nor the outcome. We remain steadfast In 
advocatinga Ngati Hfne region within the proposed model, and should hapu wish to  join 
Ngati Hine -  the door is open.

Due to  the management of the Ngati Hine Hui a Hapu and outcomes, Te Orewal now need 
fo hui and clarify its next steps.

In dosing I wish to refer to  a Te Orewal Hapu member who remindedthose who gathered at 
the Ngati Hine Hui a Hapu that In engaging In a crown settlement process that is dictated to 
by the crown negates our potential to  negotiate a process that affirms our Ngati Hine 
Rangtlratanga. She reminded us that being akin to such a process entraps us as Ngati Hine 
in a colonised reality that removes our mana and reaffirms our position as colonised parties 
experiencing a doomed reality.

Te Ore wai maintains that !f we are to make the settlement process work, then we need to 
reclaim this process on our own terms and navigate a process that Is framed within a Maori 
world view encompassing tikanga maori as guiding practices and principals.

if we choose to refrain from such a process we become the oppressor and we take upthe 
position of our palkeba a partner which is already present and taking hold'. This mentality is 
demonstrated by the behaviours and intentions to get and take whatever we can by 
whatever means Is required.

J



The proposed actions and decisions discussed within this document will influence and 
determine our future and our rangatiratanga. Therefore it is imperative for rigourous 
discussions to be continued with skilled facilitators who can seek clarity and positive 
resolutions.

Te Grewa! requests to speak to its submission with the engagement group.. ______

Nob o ora mai.



Submission to Maranga Mai -  The Ngapuhi Engagement Group Draft Report

Na: Papatuanuku Kokiri Marae - Mangere
T ena koutou katoa,

We acknowledge that Waitangi Tribunal Claims settlement will go a long way to 
assisting with growing the aspirations of our Iwi, Hapu and whanau.

I speak on behalf of our Ngati Hine Whanau who affiliate themselves to our urban Marae 
located here in the urban setting of Mangere, Tamaki Makaurau.

Where we live and practice the beliefs and values our Tupuna from our hau kainga, our 
turangawaewae.

Papatuanuku Kokiri Marae was built in 1986, the moemoea of Kaumatua and Kuia from 
across the country, that followed their tamariki and mokopuna to the urban settings of 
Tamaki Makaura. Over time witnessed the colonial impact on their beliefs and values as 
a whanau, the dilution of our reo, the racial assaults on our children and the impact of 
drugs on the whanau, they hapu as a whole..

Many of our kaumatua from Ngati Hine were among those that stated "Ko mutu tenei 
hara, ko paruparu to matou tikanga, ki raro te ringaringa o te pakeha, me mahitahi 
tatou, me whakaoti tenei kaupapa"

Today we stand like a "green stone among the rocks" where we strive for excellence in 
everything we do, and that's because to take our guidance from our whanau back in the 
hau kainga, our kaumatua and Kuia who have walked the talk. Our Hapu is our Pito, 
where we have always taken our nourishment from in times of need, and in times of 
celebration. They have guided us today, and they will always guide us tomorrow, aha 
koa no hea matou...

We gave our mandate to Te Runanga o Ngati Hine and Te Kotahitanga to take care of 
our claims process. We are answerable to them and they are answerable to us, those of 
us that live outside our rohe because of employment, education and intergenerational 
shifts of our ancestors as they travelled out in search to fill our kete of matauranga to 
take home to the hau kainga when that time is right for each individual.

We acknowledge the strength of unity, the karanga of our whanau that nurture the soils 
of our whenua.
We acknowledge that many are still is search for that call hence why we are making a 
stand to ensure that the karanga comes from the Hapu, for they and they alone can 
appoint the representation of our people.

They need to walk the lands of Ngati Hine, feed the people of Ngati Hine and service 
their needs through humility before they can speak on our behalf.

We come from a long line of Chiefs and they were selected through these process.



We totally support the submission of Miria Marae with full force from our Urban Stand.

Our reo me nga tikanga o Ngati Hine be at the forefront of our aspirations, therefore we 
will uphold that whainga and use it to steer our way forward.

"Here tangata here whenua, ka tu te po, ka tu te ao"

The following reasons are given to support that Ngati Hine reside within the 
Pewhairangi rohe:

• So that we may support the aspirations of Mohinui marae and their claims.
® To acknowledge that out neighbors are our whanaunga.
• Staying within the rohe strengthens our argument against the Tuhoronuku 

model.
• It also is an action that supports the notion that Te Kotahitanga and Ngati Hine 

are true to an equitable approach in supporting hapu aspirations.
• A Ngati Hine wide submission demands that Ngati Hine negotiate our own 

redress. Therefore it does not diminish our mana or our redress aspirations to sit 
within Pewhairangi.

"Me Whakaiti, me whakaiti, me whakaiti"

Staying within the Pewhairangi model requires us to be in relationship with other hapu. 
If we are to be principled in our practice, then resolving our internal issues is a must. 
Whanaungatanga is a key value.
It concerns us to hear arguments to establish our own rohe are because we are disliked 
by our neighbors. If that is the case, then the work needs to go into resolving the root 
issue, not cutting our ties in a claims process.

"Ma Ngati Hine ano Ngati Hine e korero i roto i te whanaungatanga
me te kotahitanga"

Papatuanuku Kokiri Marae supports that: .

• Ngati Hine never ceded our sovereignty
• Kaumatua and kuia are active across all aspects of the process and therefore 

hapu choose whether or not they want kaumatua kuia representation.
• Abolish the urban representatives and invest in effective communications with 

kuta here/taura here. Hapu will choose whether or not they want their 
whanaunga residing outside of the rohe to represent them.

• Ngati Hine stay within the current rohe collective, in the Pewhairangi region.



Ngati Korokoro, Ngati Wharara, Te Pouka Submission -i
Maranga Mai Draft Report

Whakamsu te iliro  kl lunga te fikM i o te range a Te Ramaroa a Kupe 
He pen kapua i te ao, he pen kapura i te po 
E M ake nel Is tapis, fie mma, te  ihi, te webi o te  kuna wananga 
TO mat a  Whiria ko te pataka o te riri k© te ftawa © fM riri 
Kora te pou i poiia te tornu wfoakarae mo Ngapuhi ••§
Kq Tauramoko ki nsnga ra
Ka 0 a IKahaiau ki te Tai Tamateme, Ka 0 Uenuku ki te Tai lamswahine
Ko Te Kauae fe kapii ipiafatahi i pyla ai .
j heke iho ai a Korokoro, i heke oho ai a  Te Rapehuamutu
I rsnga mai m te tiu a  o NgSii Korokoro, o Ngati Wharara me Te Pouka
Ka whakahiwate te whemia ka whakahiwaia te iraoana
Wforfirere te fitiro ki runga o Tangikura, fa'i te reo tapu o Ruanui a Tane
iRere iho ana a Waiamhia punawai whakaora ooku fupuna
Tau ana te kanohi ki rurcga o Te HOracke, ka a Kaiatewbetu \ te tuauna
Maunga tu fe ao, mainnga to te po
E hold komuri maa te titiro ki te rua faniwha e
Ki a Ararteuru, ki a Nina e kurupae mai ra i te paepae onepu o te Kaiwaka 
Ko te Moana Tapokopoko a Tawhaki ki fata, Ko te Moana nui a Kiwa kt liw h itf 
Nga tai tapu i hoea e oku itipuna
He uni matou no nga tupuna heke tika mai ko te ahuatanga o tenei kaupapa he whakapapa i 
tataihra mai 5 a Korokoro, i a Te Rapehuamutu, kia Te Hunga, kia Mauhena, kia Kahi, kia 
Rewha. Ko wenei pou herenga mo matou kia tau ai te klhe  uri ano no Ngati Korokoro, no Ngati 
Wharara, No Te Pouka, no Ngapuhi tuturu hoki. He fatal ano mo matou ki nga iwi katoa o te Tai 
Tamatane m3i i te hauauru i waho ra i te Hokianga nui a Kupe, puta noa i te rohe o Te 
Taitokerau.

He timiatatanga korero:
Ngapuhi has spent the test six years attempting te organise our claimants and hapu leadership 
around a functioning mandate that could progress our negotiations to settle our historical Treaty 
claims against the Crown. Throughout much of this period the hapu o f Te Wahapu o Hokianga, 
Ngati Korokoro, Te Pouka and Ngati Wharara have been preparing our people for the work 
ahead o f us. Mud? o f our foundation work has already been completed by our kaumatua and we 
have been patiently waiting for an acceptable mandate to the rest o f Ngapuhi to begin our 
discussions with the Grown.

We believed the initial changes made to the Tuhoronuku mandate were workable and could 
deliver on the aspirations of our people, albert the details about how we would achieve these 
outcomes was still to foe developed. Many o f the recommendations outlined in the Maranga Mai 
report seem fo add valuable clarity to the processes that Ngapuhi would take through 
negotiations to achieve a fair and durable settlement o f our collective claims.
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However, there are a number of concerns we have In terms of the proposed changes to the 
mandate which we would like to raise through this submission process, in regards to the 
representative Ngapuhi structure. -Some o f the efforts to respond to the varying hapu 
interconnectedness through regional clusters as described in Maranga Mai is cumbersome. 
Establishing and maintaining hapu representations in an authentic way is a key aspect for our 
hapu and there are several other aspects to the proposed mandate changes and their 
implementation that we wish to raise in our submission.

Increasing the Number of Regions
We note that an additional region has been added to the original five region Tuhoronuku model, 
with the premise that more may be needed. Given our tightly interwoven areas of interest which 
are founded upon whakapapa connections and hapu histories, which has already resulted in 
hapu being represented in more than one region in the current five region Tuhoronuku model, 
additional regions will only add to a potentially confused and divided conversation and 
negotiation process for these hapu and regions.

Our hapu could also quite rightly, if we so desired, lodge a strong case for our Te Wahapu 
alliance of hapu with Ngati Korokoro, Ngati Wharara, Te Pouka and Ngati Pou to be recognised 
within the mandate as a stand alone region from Pakanae to the West Coast. We may well 
pursue this approach if other sub-regions are added and recognised within the mandate.

However where would this ultimately end and how far closer does this bring Ngapuhi towards 
settlement. What is required is a workable model that tightens the connections between hapu 
and regions, rather than dividing it further. Our hapu supports the maintenance of the existing 
five region model and opposes the addition o f further subregions which will in our opinion only 
fracture the discussions and unnecessary complicate the negotiations.

Hapu Response: Opposes additional regions being added to the mandate and cautions that 
our hapu may consider seeking regional autonomy with other te wahapu hapu if tire mandate 
fractures further in this manner.

Te Hononga Nui

The concept of Te Hononga Mui is consistent with the five region Taiwhenua' model that 
Tuhoronuku is already operating under. The proposed changes add details, dedicated layers of 
responsibility, accountability and resourcing to the regions and hapu representation.

The Te Hononga Mui relationship with Te Hononga Iti requires more consideration and detail, 
however this could be worked through collectively as Ngapuhi within the process of 
implementation. This proposed changes should add much needed structure and regional 
capacity to the negotiations process for Ngapuhi. These aspects are supported.

The strength or weakness however of this model will rely on the strength or weakness of the
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individual hapu mandates. The basis of establishing mandate on hapu foundations though 
cultural and historically sound, in a contemporary and practical sense is somewhat limited. Most 
hapu have little or no infrastructure in place and are operating primarily in the context o f 
claimants, taumaia, marae or regional representatives. Though much development is currently 
underway in this regard as a response to  the mandating requirements, establishing a mandate 
on a hapu foundation which is primarily under development in most cases represents 
considerable risk.

Our hapu in Te Wahapu o Hokianga would not wish to participate in a regional forum where 
individuals representing only themselves or whanau interests held the same influence over 
regional decisions as the positions we have carefully developed with our people over many 
years. One element that our hapu would need to see in such a model is a demonstrable 
establishment and maintenance pro cess of a hapu mandate across the Te Hononga NuL

The participation o f the established and already recognised hapu leadership within the 
mandated hapu representation would be a key indicator for our hapu of the strength o f mandate 
within Te Hononga Nui. Our hapu leadership knows the regional leadership well within the 
Hokianga having interacted with them over many years.

Further the proposed Te Monona Nui model has not considered our two neighbouring settled Iwi 
in Te Wahapu o Hokianga o f Te Roroa and Te Rarawa which make up part o f the cultural fabric 
of our hapu identity. Both o f these iwi hold statutory recognitions within their settlements in 
areas o f shared interest in the Hokianga with our hapu in te wahapu. Establishing a workable 
mechanism with these iwi within the proposed Te Hononga Nui structure would be a 
prerequisite for our hapu to offer its support to this model.

The naming of these regional collectives asTe Hononga Nui is an unnecessary fabrication. The 
attempt to cleverly link the name of the Maranga Mai Report, io Piripi Cope’s waiata and the 
name o f the waiata collection called Te Hononga has missed the mark. Hokianga is Hokianga 
and we as Ngapuhi should avoid trying to cleverly adopt terms and names out o f context. The 
concept of a Taiwhenua for Hokianga was just an alien a term to many of our local Ngati 
Korokoro kaumatua and kuia. Let’s just keep it simple. Hokianga is Hokianga and we know what 
that is.

Hapu Response: Support the strengthening o f regional representation, processes and specific 
resourcing as long as hapu mandates are property established and maintained, with 
participation of recognised local leadership. Our hapu whanaungatanga relationships with Te 
Roroa and Te Rarawa need to be factored Into any regional mechanisms to progress the 
settlement negotiations in areas of shared interests for our hapu. Rejects the adoption o f tire 
term Te Hononga Nui for a Hokianga regional collective of hapu and Ngapuhi regionally-
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Te Hononga III
The role currently being conducted by TIMA administering high level iwi responsibilities and 
negotiation' priorities needsTo-remaiiri at the-oore -ofthe Mgapuhimandate mode). Limiting the 
function currently held by TIMA to am administration) role only weakens the Ngapuhi structure to 
pursue the constitutional issues raised in the Stage One hearings. What is required is a united 
Ngapuhi voice to advance a collective approach to the big settlement issues..

This proposed changes w ill advantage the Crown position in their negotiations of the Ngapuhi 
settlement, but it certainty does not prepare Ngapuhi to enter negotiations on these fundamental 
issues. A split regional discussion wifi not and can not advance a Ngapuhi nation debate with 
the Crown over the most important of issues.

The lower functions of Te Hononga fti are a given for any collective single Ngapuhi mandate, 
however much more is required at a Ngapuhi level. More work is required to consider how 
Ngapuhi w ill enter into tee higher level discussions with tee Crown to ensure our iwi 
representation is securely in place, and supported in a manner which provides tee best 
foundation for this aspect o f our settlement negotiations. Weakening Ngapuhi politically at our 
collective core in this manner is not supported by our hapu.

The same comments regarding the naming o f Te Hononga Nui can be applied to Te Hononga 
Iti. Keep it simple, Ngapuhi Is Ngapuhi, and at the moment our mandate is called Tuhoronuku.

Hapu Response: We oppose limiting the function of the collective Ngapuhi component fo the 
mandate to an administrative role, and advocates to maintain a Ngapuhi higher council where 
iwi wide and constitutional aspects to tee settlement negotiations can be debated and decided.

Hapu Teams:
Ngati Korokoro, Te Pouka and Ngati Wharara have already adopted this approach to our ’.w rit 
on the ground with our people. Formalising hapu team representation in this manner within the 
mandate is supported by Ngati Korokoro.

Hapu Response: Hapu teams supported

Hui a Hapu: Selecting Representatives:
We note the selection of hapu representation has been advocated for in a number of ways 
throughout the pursuit of a Ngapuhi mandate, both through hapu wide voting and a hui a hapu. 
What is required is that the hapu mandate Is supported by the recognised and current hapu

Across Ngapuhi this established leadership is already well known. The risk fo any process of 
selecting representation is the undermining of haukainga leadership and cheeks and balances 
need to be put into the mandating process to ensure this is not the outcome, otherwise the



mandate w ill be drawn into conflict as local level hapu representation is contested.

Hui a Hapu should be Just one aspect of selecting representation, however the underpinning 
principles o f recognising and accommodating established maria whenua haukainga leadership 
needs to  be ensured through whichever selection process is utilised.

Another consideration is the selection o f hapu representation is the skills and experience of the 
■candidates. Ensuring hapu representatives have the experience and acumen to undertake 
these roles needs to also he factored! into any selection process to ensure hapu are well! 
represented.

Hapu Response; Hui a Hapu supported as one element o f selecting representation. 
Participation of established haukainga leadership essential to any hapu selection process, along
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Withdrawal Mechanism:
Ngapuhi whakapapa is highly interconnected across whanau and hapu, as is our hapu histories: 
and interests. The addition o f a withdrawal mechanism onto such an interconnected iwi and hapu 
negotiation as problematic in terms of establishing a means by which an individual interest could 
attempt to withdraw. Any mechanism needs to  make provisions that will protect individual hapu 
interests whilst maintaining a collective negotiation framework.

Such is  the nature o f an iwi like Ngapuhi whose hapu live so closely together in a relatively 
confined geographical ansa and who have strategically for many generations and methodically 
strengthened hapu and whanau alliances across the Taitokerau landscape and within Te Whare 
Tapu o Ngapuhi. The real burden of a withdrawal mechanism would unfairly fall on whanau to 
choose sides, and potentially severe traditional interests and established connections in a way 
that would undermine their whanaungataraga relationship which hays carefully been established 
by tupuna over many generations.

Challenges to our hapu foundations in this manner have already arose locally for us through the 
mere drafting of the Maranga Ma i report and this is contrary to  our very essence. The addition o f 
a withdrawal mechanism also provides a means by which a single hapu negotiator or hapu team 
could hold a region or Ngapuhi as a whole to ransom, should they so wish to.

On the other hand local hapu mana should not be undermined by the will o f the collective, be it 
regional o r iwi wide. In place of a withdrawal mechanism, our hapu supports the development in 
consultation with other hapu of a number o f underlying principles by whieh Ngapuhi, the Crown 
and other hapu agree to uphold; principles which will recognise and affirm local hapu mana 
whenua interests in the negotiations and settlement o f our historical claims.
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Hapu Response: Opposes hapu withdrawal mechanism and advocates for the establishment of 
agreed principles for negotiations and settlement that recognise and affirm local hapu mana 
whemaa. ----- —  - ...................- — - -

Ngapuhi IKuia and Kaumatua Representation:
This Ngapuhi matapuna of ancient nuatairrairaga deserves recognition within the mandating 
process. Providing a forum and process for Ngapuhi elders to consider and debate issues and 
have these represented directly onto the mandating process Is a valuable contribution that 
should not be removed from the mandating structure.

However the challenges to the processes and administration of this contribution from Ngapuhi 
kaumatua and kuia also warrants further consideration. It Is true that for an rwt of 120,000 
people, 40 or 50 representatives can not adequately represent all views and Interests. Notably 
this was recognised in the manner in which our kaumatua and kuia were selected for 
Tuhoronuku in an iwi wide vote.

What Is required is a more robust system of administering and supporting our kaumatua and 
kuia contributions. This support mechanism must also be dosely aligned to the mandate, to 
ensure whichever ropu of kaumatua and kuia that wish to contribute are given an opportunity fo 
the discussions and any derision.

A specific function within tee mandate, accountable to tee mandate, through the Hononga Iti 
and Hononga Nui, could administer regional and potentially urban kaumatua and kuia Input In a 
manner which works for the various ropu of kaumatua and kuia.

This would provide useful Information, insights and opportunities for the kaumatua and kuia 
representatives on the mandate to consult widely and in a number o f different ways with a fully 
representative kaumatua and kuia constituency, which could not be manipulated or dominated 
by Individuals or interest groups, as It would be served directly by and through the mandate.

Hapu Response: Maintain Ngapuhi kaumatua and kuia representation, administer directly 
through the mandate, widen kaumatua and kuia consultation groups and strengthen processes.

Urban Representation
Ngati Korokoro have whanau living all over tee world, many who have spent the majority of their 
lives living away from home in an urban setting. As the hapu representatives we support their 
rights as member of our hapu and Iwi to express their thoughts on representation as they have 
their own mana and are fo the best place to determine how they wish their views to be 
represented.
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Hapu Response: Our hapu supports toe mana of their w taaunga  living away from the 
haukainga to choose the manner in which they want their Interests to he represented in the 
process.

Database Development
The structure and function o f the Ngapuhi database w il In many ways detemiine the ultimate 
shape and function o f Mgapuhi heading Into the future. Cmrpentty the database is founded on an 
all o f Ngapuhi5 bases and is not set up to meet the needs.-or aspirations of Ngapuhi hapu, marae 
or whanau. Nor Is the database particularly well suited to meet the needs of our subsidiary 
Ngapuhi service providers who are working fo uplift the wellbeing o f our people.

The Ngapuhi database requires a complete overhaul so that the system can serve the future 
needs o f hapu and marae and connect them with their many whanau members. This work 
should be fed through fhe mandating process to ensure the rebuild Is based on hapu aspirations 
as well as fitting fhe needs o f the wider rwi.

Hapu aspire to  have unencumbered access to their whanau on the iw i database so that they 
can include them in their initiatives at a hapu, marae, whanau and regional level A high level 
commitment within the mandating process to recognise and affirm local hapu mana whenua 
interests would underpin and lead the development o f the Ngapuhi database.

Hapu Response: Our hapu supports the development of the Ngapuhi database to meet fhe 
needs o f hapu, marae and whanau.

Te Rumamga a Iwi o Ngapuhi
Currently Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi is fhe onfy representative entity for our iwi and all of 
Ngapuhi. Our kaumatua played significant roles in helping to establish this Iwi waka and as such 
we have a legacy to play our role fo ensure their vision for our people and hapu locally and 
across a ll o f Ngapuhi is realised.

Further there is an absolute need for a property constituted Iwi waka that accurately and fully 
represents our hapu interests and voices to be established. The constitutional aspects o f the 
Ngapuhi settlement will require such a vehicle to be established and our hapu are committed to 
ensuring that this occurs.

The best way to achieve this is to have TRAION actively invdved in toe transition process so 
that toe Runanga can be redesigned to piay its  role, whatever fom i that takes from the 
mandated representatives on toe new iwi waka.
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Our Runanga is also the only entity with a mandate to resource and support Ngapuhi when the 
inevitable shortfalls occur through this, process.

Hapu Response: Opposes the removal of TRA1QN representation on the mandate on the 
grounds that significant changes to the current Ngapuhi iwi structure are required and are more 
easily achieved from within, when understood, developed and supported by TRAIQN 
representation. Also supports TRAION participation as it Is the only current rwi waka that is 
mandated and resourced to support the negotiations and settlement Journey for Ngapuhi.

Post Settlement Governance Entity
Discussions around the Ngapuhi Past Settlement Governance Entity are pivotal to ensuring a 
robust, fa ir and enduring settlement is achieved for all o f Ngapuhi- The constitutional nature o f 
the" issues Ngapuhi have brought to the Tribunal wilt require, on the back end of settlement 
negotiations, a significant realignment of the current Ngapuhi m  governance entity and model 
to adequately meet the requirements and aspirations o f our hapu and focal leadership.

As already raised through the various attempts over the years to solidity and secure a united 
Ngapuhi mandate, initiating PSGE discussions earty in the negotiations .process is seen as a 
necessity. Though many are focused on ensuring a fair distribution o f settlement outcomes is 
achieved through this approach, Ngati Korokoro as more concerned about getting the model 
right so that the hapu voice provides a foundation upon which an authentic local regional mana 
and authority can contribute to a gathering and strengthening of Ngapuhi representation at a iwi 
level.

A component to these early discussions however also need to focus on the distribution 
mechanisms for the Ngapuhi settlement These aspects should touch on the cultural, 
commercial and relationship redress within a potential settlement package for Ngapuhi. Further 
inter-iwi relationships and protocols are also of a high priority for Ngati Korokoro as our 
whanaungatanga relationships and whakapapa to the settled iwi of both Te Ranawa and Te 
Roroa are highly valued and part o f the fabric o f our local hapu Identity.

These many aspects to the development of the PSGE for Ngapuhi will require early and careful 
consideration over an extended period of time to ensure that the PSGE Is fit for purpose and 
meets tire needs of Ngati Korokoro and the other hapu of Te Wahapu o Hokianga.

Hapu Response: Our hapu supports initiating work 011 the development of the PSGE eariy in 
the negotiations settlement process and outlines a number of key considerations that our hapu 
wishes to resolve in any potential model prior to settlement.

Mandate Name
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As kaitiaM of Rahtri’s pa Whiria, Tuhoronuku holds particular cultural significance for our hapu in 
Pakanae and te wahapu. We see the name and the legacy of Tuhoronuku as a taonga that we 
are obliged to protect.

Saying that, our hapu are intimately aware that the mandate name has a lifespan that w ill 
transform upon settlement and perhaps it is time for our hapu and Ngapuhi to revisit whether 
that time has arrived.

As kaliiakfl for the Tuhoronuku name we urge caution If these discussions to ensure that should 
Ngapyhi decide the time has come to change the name that the mana of the Tuhoronuku name 
and legacy is protected. The name is also now closely associated with many leaders across 
Hokianga and Ngapuhi and this also warrants cam in dealing with any potential name dhange.

We request dose consultation with our hapu in this regard to ensure we are able to fulfil our 
ahika and fkaitiakifanga responsibilities in any decision about the use o f the Tuhoronuku name 
for the mandate, whether it is  retained or otherwise.

Hapu Response: Supports a Ngapuhi discussion and decision about the name o f the mandate. 
Urges caution about the manner in which these discussions are held and as kaitiaki hapu o f 
Whirls where Tuhoronuku was launched from in Rakanae requests close consultation and 
participation in any decision arid process to change the name of the mandate.



\  From:
' ‘ .Sent: Friday, 15 April 2016 7:56 a.m. _  ' 0  \

To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: In reviewing the proposed report and attending hui

thus far, there still needs to be clearer explanation or definition or clarification of the mandate 
evolving from it's present state to a proposed expectations, ie: single to-multiple state;-----

We offer up to the proposed and final report that urban Ngapuhi and we don't mean hapu out 
side of hau kainga whom know their hapu we refer to those who don't, to have their own 
region as recognised hapu o Ngapuhi newly formed from the 1800 extinguishment of their 
lands.
To be continued.

I From:
'"Sent: Wednesday, 27 April 2016 7:01 a.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: I have read this proposed report and expect that the Police vetting be removed from 
the process for two reasons(of coarse there is always two reasons) here we go, 1,Police vetting 
is not in any way Tikanga maori nor is it the Ngapuhi way 2, We are tired...

I From:
Sent: Wednesday, 27 April 2016 7:19 a.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: P.S.G.Es although this seems to be undoubtedly a matter that needs to be sorted asap 
it is an area in which needs much discussion among haapuu, time frames are tight however 
information and transparency of redresses are a must, the frame work essential...

| From:1 ^
“ Sent: Monday, 2 May 2016 7:27 p.m. ~
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: The haapuu withdraw process needs to be simplified, especially for haapuu whom 
did not permit TIMA to put their haapuu in to the Tuhoronuku mandate process in yet a one 
person policy allowed TIMA to accept that person and then entrapped the individual...

{ From: f
Sent: Tuesday, 3 May 2016 1:47 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: Name change for Ngapuhi treaty settlement "Ngapuhi"

f' —6̂
• From:

'Sent: Tuesday, 3 May 2016 1:53 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: Attachment three: 3 not 4 and the use of 6 the adaptation of the Muriwhenua report 
of the kawanata

From:
'Sent: Tuesday, 3 May 2016 4:59 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject:
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A must, I submit that documents put together in this report or any documents to do with 
Ngapuhi and the Crown must state at the bottom of each page, signed or unsigned in print 
"Haapuu o Ngapuhi are not seeding sovereignty to the Company of NZ ie: the settler 
parliament in Wellington NZ nor to the Crown of England

A

•^From:
Sent: Friday, 20 May 2016 8:43 a.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: The Tuhoronuku model diagram of the regions should remain with some changes. 1: 
the runanga seat to be removed however the runanga should be kept in the loop or to the side. 
2: the kaumatua kuia seat should be removed however it must be explained that...

' ""A\  From:
"Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 8:39 a.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: I have had the privilege this weekend gone to witness multiple haapuu mandated 
reps/ rep attend a Maranga Mai hui where everything turned out unexpectedly. The multiple 
team idea just like the individual rep can, has and will be overruled by the majori...

From :
v 'Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 12:31 p.m. —̂

To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject:

Due to the kaumatua/ kuia hui 20-5-2016 at Kaikohekohe, it is a shame after two hui, a 
handful of kaumatua/ kuia have decided to continue to work with the Tuhoronuku process, 
even after it was made quite clear by O T S head Nigel Fyfe, rep for the crown.
That the Tuhoronuku process is no longer working for all of Ngapuhi and that the wider 
Ngapuhi want to make changes.
That the mandate requires hill participation of the claimants.
The Maranga Mai report appeal's to find favor at this point in time with Ngapuhi, however the 
recommendation of the Waitangi Tribunal urgently hearing outlines, that the failings in the 
Tuhoronuku mandate and other issues need to be remidled.
I can foresee a split and litergation on the horizon.
I submit that the mandate be removed from Tuhoronuku and be placed into the Maranga Mai 
process. ( Now!)

{ From:
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 2:33 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: To give fair representation to all Ngapuhi, we submit the urban seat remain but have 
two seats on it only, one for the North Island and one for the South Island.and be fully 
equipped for communicae and resourced for it. No Ngapuhi is to left behind or ...

! From:
" Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 3:03 p.m.

To: ngapuhtfeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject:

The establishment process and structures for haapuu living outside the rohe is the 
responsibility of the urban seat reps on the urban seat, (which should only be two), in agreed
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cooperation with haapuu in each region, therefore releases that burden,(the burden of setting 
up and or doubling processes and structures at haapuu level), in each region that's five 
regions of hau kainga therefore five of everything and one outside of hau kainga. 
Incorporating Ngapuhi outside the regions of Hau kainga into its regions will naturally and 
systematically occur according to Tikanga.

f  *  -  -  . . .

|From: I
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 3:43 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject:

We believe a submission has been submitted or soon will be by the IM  A Tuhoronuku, to 
request an independent panel, assessor or other, be appointed to compile the Ngapuhi feed 
back for the final Maranga Mai report (so there is no bias or crown involvement with the 
report). This is partly correct in the manner that the Kotahitanga team job description of their 
mandate is to observe and report back to the taiwhenua only and that they have gone beyond 
the scope of their mandate and that the Tuhoronuku team felt in one case' conflicts of interests 
others betrayal against their own and vice versa We propose that a rep,( yes only one rep) 
whom is outside of the two factions Te Kotahitanga and Tuhohoronuku however inside 
Ngapuhi and hakapapa to Rahiri whakarongorua, one whom is from the contentious Urban 
Ngapuhi sector, is put before both factions for acceptance, one whom is unbiased however 
has enough nowse to know this will be a difficult and thankless job and will not be swayed or
paid in any way or by any means.. Nairn Na.

V . ,aj r

From:,
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 3:49 p.m. ._J
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject:

We need a clear perspective on how the negotiators for the T O N  will be elected a suggestion 
was to consider the six Rangatira from each of the regions be the negotiators along with their 
legal and kaumatua and so we submit this.
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\  From:
Sent: Tuesday, 24 May 2016 12:58 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: Hi, Kia Ora

After reading the Maranga Mai document for an Engagement Group I agree with the time 
frames and

set out of this draft.
I would also like to add - use of the Mangakahia river by farmers, boaties, fishermen that it be 
recognised as a taonga and we ,Ngatihorahia are Custodians of this resource, Kai tiaki in our 
part of this mighty awa.
I agree with the withdrawal process and Reps for Ngapuhi being reliable, faithful and honest 
as per negotiations on the Settlement.

I agreee that I now support the Kotahitanga model/ group to cany this important mahi and be 
recognized as the mangai for our takiwaa.

Heoi ano, naa' we look forward to your hui and recommendations,
amendments. ^— —J

I grew up in Mangakahia near the forestry and return to the area eveiy year.

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


/—Report Summary of the FJui held on Friday 29 April in Auckland for Ngati Pakahi.

The main purpose of the hui was to inform the whanau o Ngati Pakahi ki Tamaki of the 
current transition that was happening in Ngapuhi with regards to the Ngapuhi Treaty 
Settlement.

This would involve bringing us up to speed on the Maranga Mai document and what we were 
being asked to do in regards to this document i.e. make written submissions and responses.

Our engagement through our hapu kaikorero was to bring us up to speed on the many 
dynamics that we needed to be aware in terms of the Maranga Mai document and respond 
to this document in writing individually, collectively to make our views, wishes and desires 
known with regards to the issues raised in this document.

The main driving theme in our discussion was Hapu Tino
Rangatiratanga and what that could look like and what did we want it to look like, i.e. our 
hopes and dreams for Ngati Pakahi ki Whangaroa.

One of the main outcomes was the lack of a current database that represented our hapu.
That in itself would have a direct impact on how and what was being shared, debated, 
understood and set up on our behalf to fairly represent our collective views.

We became aware that we had strong positive connections with other hapu i.e. Ngati 
Rehia, Ngati Uru that were willing to share the extensive work that they had done on the 
Maranga Mai document to assist our responses.

Networking with our whanau at a whanau level became an important task to foster. It had its 
challenges but Kura kept us on track with the positives of what we needed to achieve from 
this exercise which was to strengthen our hapu.

Final comments: One month later, we are in a very different position, moving forward with 
more confidence, more knowledge of our collective decision as a hapu. Acutely realistic of 
the challenges that are ahead of us as Ngati Pakahi and as Ngapuhi nui tonu. We are ready 
to cherish our Whangaroatanga. There have been numerous whanau hui skype sessions 
with whanau in Australia and abroad that have taken place as a result of this hui we held in 
Tamaki.

My personal reflection is that we are trying to focus back on our place in Mangaiti that we 
call our centre in the universe right now and make a plan to restore, repair and develop our 
turangawaewae. Maranga mai has prompted us to look at ourselves, move forward through 
choosing a leadership that has been neglected which is to reinstate our Matriarchal 
whakapapa and restore our mana as a hapu.
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Office of Treaty Settlements 
38 Bowen Street:
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WeJHnqtmn 6011u

For Maureen Hickey

BY EMAIL: ngapuhifeedbadc@jusdoe,ge\4.in^

Tena koe Maureen,,

FATUHAKAKIKE FEEDBACK ON THE MAKANGA MAI RBPGKT

T We write in response to .an invitation to provide feedback and comment on 
the Maranga Mai Report ("MMR") 2016. tills document lias been prepared 
on behalf of Pattdwakeke Te hvj Trust Board the mandated
authority acting on behalf of Fafuharakeke, she frapm

2, The following feedback stems .from die inherent right of hapu to exercise tiho 
rajigatkatanga as guaranteed under Te Tifid o Waitangi and therefore ail 
comments and questions ha.ve been written with that position in mind/

3, We also note that on 10 'December 2013 the Whangarei Taiwhenua, of which 
Fahdiamkeke is a pail of, passed a resolution that ■.they as a whole did not 
support the Engagement Process in principle, until such time as all hapu in 
the Whangarei Taiwhenua had a chance to decide their position. Furtheiy the 
Whangarei Taiwhenua dedded that its chosen engagement representatives 
Mr Hona Edwards, Mr Te Raa Nehua and Ms Riiitia Collier could continue to 
attend TG'Kotehitanga Working Party meetings as die Wliangaiei Taiwhgpha 
representatives, however, given the non-support of the engagement process



by die Whaogarei Tsiwhawa, It is unclear as to the level of iriput. the 
WhMigare! Taiwhenua and its respective groups have fed into theMME,.

Qmc&ftt with tmkmg. the single mtmiMe

4 hi 2014 PTB on behalf of the hapu participated in the WA1 2490 Ngapuhi 
Mandate inquiry Into the Crown's recognition 0/ the Tulioronuku Deed of 
Mandate. As such one of the main claims made- by PTB was against the 
Crown's pretermce for a single mandated body.1

5v The recom.Plertded pathway as set out in the MMR is 'e&Qlmng $fw misting 
imndalGt tnj n&Ring changes to mtdms Be issues identified hj the Wmtangi 
Tvihutml - FIB is not satisfied that the current proposal outlined in the MMR 
resolves the fimdaaiental issues reused in the- WAI 2490 report.

6. The.issues raised by the daknaritg in essence related to die flaws and failures 
of tiie Large Natural Grouping {"\MQa) policy which the Grown has- relied on 
to pursue' single mandate settlements in line with Its own. targets and 
imlestones*

7. PTb maintains that it should not have to make edncgisiohs dir who holds Its 
mandate parhedMy when She LN(3 policy ‘is not To Tiflta o Waitangi 
compliant and does not produce outcomes that enable hapu to exerciseTheir 
hnn rangtiratanga In direct negotiations with the Qfctvn, We nofe that Hie 
Tribunal in the Ngapuhi Mandate Inquiry Export reiterated shoJiiidmg of the 
Te rinttttf Msfldate Ihjptfrf and stated thafc

Be prmtipk of aciim protection m the .m m m tan& s of NgapiiM 
dmrmds that hapu are given £h$ opportunity to wlkctmSB hi theimhmil 

. group of th&r iitftn eftopsmg, To dmy them Bat right, wenfar their own

1

'vhndmAi.iMaiS,
2 Kgapyfii ifijggpmertt ©roup, h ln tm m  m l  The Ngapuhi gngpgvmeatGwup Draft Report, April 2oi€#- 
m 5.



supposed goatf, t y  fa rc ing  ntt mio thg hwgSsi "m tu r$ *  group possible,

ib ff bmw.h e f that principle.-'

'& There h  also a concern that if the mandate evolves.to a newi-group, it 'will lad? 
integrity given. fhafcthie original mandate was voted on by Ngapuhi in the form 
and on the terms originally proposed by die Tuhoumukii in dependent 
Mandate Authority ("TIMA").

9. To assist our clients, we seek clarification of die following:

a. How will tire Grown impro ve the TNG policy in light of tire findings 
and recommendations tire WAI 2490 report in order to reflect the 
principle of active protection of rangytiratanga?

b. Why has th© Crown applied the LNC policy inconsistently when 
allowing hapu settlements for some (Ngati Hinmifft, Ngati 
Mamihiri, Ngati Rehiia, Rongomaiwahme) and not others like 
Fatuharakeke?

c. What is the proposed process for ratifying the evolu ti on of tire single 
mandate that was voted on by registered individuals of Ngapuhi 
(under Te Rnnganga o Ngapuhi) to a new entity?

dL Whal will happen to the mandate given to TIMA should-hapu not 
choose to have the mandate evolved?

e, What is the Crown's position should hapu not agree to fit© 
recommendations hi the MMR and the option of a single evolved 
mandate? Will the Crown continue with TIMA?

f. What timeframe does the Crown have for settling the claims of 
NgapuMhapu?

1 WaJlariigi Trlbanal, 7'he Mg&pphl Mandate Inquiry Report {WeitinQi&fi: .LsgisSation Ethetk 2Ql§h pJ9.



luck offamiess across regions

10, FFB considers that there will be significant issues as to the fmrness- and 
integrity of redress, items in soim regions* particularly where -some Tiriti 
grievances have affected some hapii mate to n  others in ttage jft̂ gtons* WMl.s 
it is acknowledged that FSGjE structures are yet to. he formed, they will

under the proposed structure, Informed by what is detenmtoed
at the regional hapu level

11, Where hapu have cross-claims or overlapping interests in more than one 
region, there is-potential for outcomes to be directed m favour of fiapu within, 
a xegtph-that .have lobbied (and are resourced to lobby) m.a particular way.

Concerns w ith  theJiapu representation structure and procem

12. One of tile main concents .to relation to the structure is the practical ability of 
hapu that are tinder resourced both at a personnel level and It a funding level 
to hold hm a hapu at a rate that ensures robust outcomes within relatively 
short LiQiefraBies,

13. Per Patuharakeike, a largemimber of these Ihatafiiliate loFatoharaikcko reside 
not only in: the urban centres of Aotearo^ there is also a large number of 
patnlwakeke that reside in. Australia. Ensuring that hdorutation has been 
distributed prior to hiii, fulfilling notification timelfarnes and hosting hut are 
all very costly factors for hapu and also those travelling to the hui.

14 Agreeing to terms of negotiation (or a "negotiating brief") m sometidng dial 
should have a high level of ratfiTeatian by-the respective hapu, yet the MMR 
points to the establishment and negotiation phase of fiie .process-as being 
relatively swift leaving art inadequate amount of ttme to Organise tire.various 
huha-hapu that is needed,



15. lessen tially, it is felt 4hat a tension would inevitably arise, in PatuharakeWs 
case, between the need to parrtdpate in thd various structures and Ehe ability 
to participate under the proposed single mandate model.

16, In order to uiidersfan.d these Issues better, w t seek dariricarion of the 
following c|uestiqnS-

a. Will there be resourcing for hapu to publicly advertise and hold hui- 
a-hapu?

b. Will there be resourcing for connecting to hapu members living 
on tside of the regions to their hapu?

c. Will there be resourcing for hapu to establish a member register?'

d- Will there be resourcing of bi-monthly hui a hapu?

e. On significant issues that have been discussed by hapti at a huh will 
there be a .regulrument that dedsiorus are passed by a transparent 
and recorded voting process?

f. ’What is the process for ratirication of the "Negotiating Brief" by all

Protection efHnpit mtgntimtfijigft si ihs tiegMi&tmn phm$

17, There is concern around She level of teed in. that the MMR structure allows 
hapu to have at the negotiations stage, pariicularly in terms of ensuring that 
their specific interests are being addressed effectively in order to achieve the 
appropriate redress,

18. We understand from our reading of pages 28 La 34 of the MMR that hapu will 
have an opportunity to teed into the "Negotiating Brief" or the interests and



agpffaHOBS document That document will then be used by the Ngapulii 
negotiators^

19,, Given fhoimiqiie make-up of Ngapiihi, we seek d la rp^on  of file fallowing 
question#

a-. Has the engagement team considered a structure that allows for lire 
appointni^nt of ftapu.gpe.dfie> or at least region eptdfk negotiators?

h  Will titere be a process in place whereby, hapu ratify the criteria for 
appointing negotiators arid, what will that process he?

e. Will there be a process In place whereby hapu .ratify and the 
appointment.of negotiators a n d  what.will that process foe?-

d, What accountability measles-will be put: in place to eninm? that tire 
riegotiatof s am adequately and effectively promoting f e in ta s t s  of 
hapu?

l&ck ofmhusi mtiftmiimi m d  dvckmi making, p w m m .

20. It- is unclear as to how hapu are to decide what their decision making process 
ig and howr the final Post-Settiement Governance Entity (P§G£) well he 
decided. Accordingly, we seek clariftca Iron of the Mowing questions;

af Will the ‘final structure aocoimtfor situations where hapu are unable 
to agree oh a dedsi.o'n making process he. will the*®..be a default 
process for hapu to rely on?

b. How will the final FSGE(s>) be ratified by fife hapy?



Hapu wiihdmml mites

21, There is no eontirmanon in the MMK that: the WAJ claims of hapu who want 
to negotiate directly witty the Crown will, not be included in another 
setdBmenL It appears Ihat when a hapu chooses to withdraw from the-- 
mandate tire cosisetjjuences for doing so as outlined at page 45, will leave those 
hfipu claims eitlieF in limbo for. as long as the Crown .determines, or those 
claims are deemed! to be outside the scope of .tire nondxealy compliant IJWG 
policy of worse still, settled, by virtue of another claimant with no mandate to 
settle those claims.

22, hi relation to Attachment .Four to the MMR that refers to  Mapu withdrawal, 
we seek confirmation of the following:

a. Does a claimant that affiliates to a particular'withdrawing hapirr but 
does not hold the mandate of the 'withdrawing hapu' retain the right 
to make decisions about redress and issues that affect the hapu as if 
the claimant did represent the 'withdrawing hapu'?

b, How will the Crown protect the tino ratigtirataiiga of hapu that 
exercise its right to withdraw?

Conclusion

23, It is unfortunate that options 3 and. 4 of the 5 alternative pathways at 
attachment ihfee me not considered as preferred options by the engagement 
group given options 3 and 4 in particular, provide hapu with a greater level 
of tino rangatSrafcsnga,

24 Consequently* it Is felt that the option's and racomroindaiiqiis.set out in the 
MMR do not provide for Patuhiirakeke tino- rangatifetanga to the extent that 
they desire nor are they satisfied' that the ‘evolved1' Single settlement structure 
provide^ them with the potential for an enduring settlement for the hapu,



2a We look forward to .readying your response, please do not hesitate to contact 
m  should you have any queries.

Noit-o pro mai



23 May 2016

Ngap uhi Engagement Group

B jr email: Ngapuhifeedbaefc@. jusfice.govt jde

I . We act for and write on behalf o f the following claimants:

r

2. These submissions are made in  response to the Maranga Mai Document (“the 
D ocum ent;.

3, The Claimant’s submissions are on the following points:

a. there should be no negotiations until Stage 2 o f the Tribunal hearings 
are completed and the Report is released:

b, the recognition o f  tino rangafiiatanga should be the fbcal and first point 
o f any settlement discussions and these settlement discussions must be 
between the Crown and a Ngapuhi Hapu Rangatira Taumata Council 
on behalf o f Te Whare Tapu o Ngapuhi;

1 Maranga Mai: TBs MgapuBi Engagemsnf Groom’s Draft Report dated I .April 2016.



c. hapu hold rangafhatanga over land and resources and therefore 
settlement negotiations should be conducted by  hapu and anyredress 
should be devolved to hapu; and

d. a proper hapu structure which is representative o f whanau and hau 
kainga must be adap ted by the hapu.

4. • Each o f  these issues is. elaborated upon in  tom  in the remainder o f  this
document

A : N e g o tia tio n 's

o. The Document states that:

We- have the opportunity to  design a unique negotiations process, led 
by our hapu, for the benefit o f all o f  us. It can also help build and 
strengthen the hapu and Ngapuhi katoa and connections with each 
other wherever we live.

The work that has gone into mandating gives us the opportunity o f 
entering into negotiations with the Crown, within a relatively short 
timefcame, to settle our historical claims. The n es t 5 years could be 
some o f  the most important in  our history.

We should not be rushed, however each passing month and year we 
delay altering settlement negotiations means w e miss real Cultural and 
Economic opportunities for our hapu and people in  terms of:

* Having significant influence and decision-maktng over 
what happens in  our rohe;

« Exercising Kaitiakitanga over natural resources;
* Growing and using the quantum and commercial assets we 

will receive as redress:
* Taking advantage o f business opportunities that constantly 

arise and ar e taken up by others in  our rohe; and
* Using settlement resources to aid  tire development o f  our 

people.

We believe it is our collective view as Ngapuhi in to  a that it  is now 
time to embark on toe settlement journey together. H iat w ill allow us 
to ensure that when we pass the baton on to our future generations it is 
lighter, not heavier.

"Ibid, p. 16.



Firstly, it should be noted that the consistent view expressed at the Ngapuhi 
M andate Inquiry Hearings against the Tuhoronuku. M andate was that there 
should be no negotiations before the Waitangi Tribunal Te Paparabi o Te Raki 
hearings had ended and their Report received.

It is therefore integral that this position is retained. The Claimants do not want 
negotiations fo'iregin until .after the .hearings have ended and a report is- 
available.

The Claimants understand the benefits listed on page 17 o f  the Document as to 
why negotiations should be commenced. However, equally important is a fair 
and just, and therefore durable settlement. The Crown has not demonstrated 
that they have even accepted the fino rangatiratanga outcome of the Stage 1 
Inquiry, le t alone be in a position to discuss a w ay forward. Moreover, the 
Claimants do not see any reason why these negotiations should be rushed info, 
given that the Stage 2 Inquiry is still yet to be concluded. The Claimants are 
firmly o f  the view that their position will he strengthened i f  they await the 
outcome o f the Stage 2 Inquiry before commencing w ith negotiations.

Tino Rangafiratanga

The Stage 1 Inquiry focussed predominantly on  the C laim ants fino 
rangatiratanga and the fact that this was never ceded to fhe Crown upon 
signing te  Tbiti o  Waifangi/fhe Treaty o f  Waitangi (“fhe Tiriti/Treaty”) in 1840. 
Despite this, nowhere in the Document is tino rangatiratanga mentioned. 
Instead, the Document merely parrots the Crown’s usual redress options. For 
instance, see page 28 which sets out the redress categories as “Commercial, 
Cultural, Historical Account and Other Redress” . Constitutional and 
sovereignty issues are not even mentioned. The THbunaTs Report in  Stage 1 of 
the Inquiry was a landmark report, not just for Ngapuhi but for the entire 
country, yet fhe very important matters raised in  it are all but invisible.

The Claimants are o f the view that, given the importance of tino rangatiratanga 
to them, it should be the first thing to be discussed w ith the Crown. All other 
issues for negotiation will follow .from tins one overarching right, which stems 
from the. fact that, and as affirmed by the Waitangi Tribunal, our sovereignty 
was never ceded in  1840.

Tino rangatiratanga should not be an afterthought and should certainly not be 
left out o f  the- framework completely. This right should be the first and focal 
point o f any discussions with the- Crown.



Moreover, the Claimants consider that a  Ngapuhi Hapu Rangafea Taumata 
Council, comprising Ngapuhi kaumatua, occupying Te Whare Tapu o Ngapuhi 
ought to he the body conducting any discussions with the Crown in relation to 
tino rangatiratanga This should occur before the other negotiations begin, 
which the Claimants agree should be hapu based.

Hapu Rangafiratanga

In accordance with the Claimant’s tikanga it  was hapu who held rangatiratanga 
over land and resources. So far; the  Crowns Tiriti/Treaty settlements have 
been handed on  to a large natural group as opposed to hapu, namely the Post 
Settlement Governance Entity {T SG E ’3). The usual process is for the PSGE to 
receive redress, only to keep it, w ith no meaningful and viable system o f 
distribution of land and/or other resources amongst hapu.

The current framework does not help hie Claimant’s hapu, nor does i t  help 
M aori to develop their autonomy or economic potential As the Claimant’s 
position is that hapu are to receive this redress, it  follows that hapu ought to be 
represented directly in the negotiations.

The Claimants would like all settlement- redress, whether it is in  relation to 
land or money, to be devolved progressively to hapu. The Claimants have 
asked for it to be devolved progressively because some hapu are no t in  a 
condition so as to  be able to receive money because o f conflict or other issues 
caused by  the colonisation process that have rendered them virtually 
dyriimctional.

Representative Structure

Hapu must properly represent whanau and ban kainga. A  proper structure 
which is representative must be adopted by the hapu. A s there is so much 
reliance on hapu, and as is indicated throughout the Document, each hapu 
m ust have a proper structure based on whanau and hau kainga groups, no t on 
individual votes. In some instances, hapu have been taken over by a minority 
o f  whanau. These situations must be worked through and hapu m ust be 
properly fended for this. It is  imperative that fending be made available for 
this structure to be worked out.

The Document stresses multiple times that the future of these negotiations is in  
the hands o f hapu and that hapu alone can decide the best w ay forward. Yet, 
m any hapu are still currently dealing with problems ro oted in  the colonisation 
process, which affect their ability to run fairly and efficiently. The Claimants



propose that hapu ar e fended, and assistance and specialised expertise, are 
provided to enable them to agree to such, a  structure.

E: Nest Steps

IS , The Claimants request an urgent meeting with the Ngapuhi Engagement
Group to discuss these submissions.

Yours sincerely,



Maranga Mai Report Feedback

Position: Chairperson of Ngati Korokoro Hapu Trust

Crown should deal directly w ith hapu

OTS will only deal w ith large groups not individual hapu, if you w ant to carry on as 
individual hapu, OTS (and others) w ill m ake the w ithdrawal process as tim e 
consum ing and as much of painful as they possib ly can.

How can hapu decide on m atters when there is internal friction w ithin the iwi?

M aureen Hickey m entions tha t there is a Ngapuhi w ide m andate, not hapu specific  
m andate. This is the catalyst o f in ternal hapu friction. I w ou ldn ’t rule out ta iw henua 
as a group that creates friction too, after what I saw  after our m eeting at the Te 
M ahurehure marae

Negotiation Structure is a Pyram id o f Power taking away from  Hapu 

The proposed report shows the  fina l negotiation structure.

I see th is as a pyram id o f power, d ictatorship and dem ocracy. I also foresee M aori 
tussling together, vying fo r positions on the pyram id.

P o w e r-s h o w s  rangatira mana dim inish ing 
D icta torsh ip - hapu alienation 
D em ocracy - tino rangatiratanga dim inishing

This is a clear Treaty breach. It is treason as rangatiratanga is not recognised in the 
M aranga Mai report structure. It is treasonous and shows hapu giving away the ir 
sovereignty, despite our tupuna never ceding sovereignty.

Hapu tino rangatiratanga are de libera te ly held hostage allow ing the Crown through 
O ffice o f T reaty  Settlem ents to dem and the ir intentions of how they proceed to 
negotiations.

Large Natural G roupings

The O ffice of Treaty Settlem ents places an em phasis on hapu not being large 
natural groups.

I find this bew ildering as evidence that hapu and its registered benefic iaries can fulfil 
the C row n’s policy o f a large natural grouping. There are thousands in Ngati 
Korokoro alone and when com pared to other iwi sizes they are very s im ila r in 
num ber. The Crown has settled w ith entities w ith the sam e num ber o f benefic iaries 
as Ngati Korokoro, so w hy not deal d irectly w ith the hapu? This is not pono.



Nigel Fyfe by being appointed and tasked in pushing Ngapuhi into settlem ent will 
m ake h istory fo r the Crown. OTS is doing this by putting a m usket to hapu heads 
and dem and ing that th is is w hat the Engagem ent Group are going to do fo r Ngapuhi.

Finally, Hapu are not ineffectual, they are and always w ill be the opposite as they are 
the  build ing blocks o f M aori society in the North.

In sum m ary, I w ant to em phasise that:

1: Hapu are the large natural groups that the Crown should be dealing with. Ngati 
Korokoro benefic ia ries which as stated in our deed o f m andate fall into the category 
o f OTS approval.
2: This is w here  hapu can fo llow  w hat Ngati Korokoro hapu trust have done.
3: The dra ft report o f OTS needs to be drastica lly am ended.
4: T ino R angatira tanga w ill need to be preserved in the report fo r it to work. 
Kotah itanga should be inherent in the structure, placing an em phasis on hapu.

The negative reaction to m y feedback will com e from  those who see w here they 
would like to  position them selves on the pyram id. I, fo r Ngati Korokoro, w ant Ngati 
Korokoro to  stand alone and separate in negotia tions w ith the Crown.



Ngati Korokoro Hapu Trust 

Trustees Meeting 

Meeting Held at

26 April 2016

Meeting began: 1:00 pm 

Apologies:

Present:

Opening Meeting as opened by a karakia.

Maranga Mai Report

Discussed the Maranga Mai Report for feedback. She provided a brief outline of the 
process and the changes between the draft report and the earlier proposal that was 
circulated, before she left at 2pm.

Counsel provided an overview of the report highlighting the changes in structure 
that were made as a result o f feedback received. In summary, the structure that 
was initially presented to the Ngati Korokoro committee and was discussed at the 
Ngati Korokoro meeting with Office of Treaty Settlements

in Auckland has been modified in light of the feedback. The changes 
include (but are not limited to) the following: Hapu to have one vote at regional 
level. Decisions are made at regional level. Decisions are discussed in the Hononga 
Nui group and then taken back to the relevant region where decisions are made. 
Hononga Iti is the administrative body. More detailed process on how to hold hui-a- 
hapu and elect representation, a requirement to give adequate public notice, have 
sufficient recordkeeping, hapu to decide on the number of representatives (flexible), 
hapu to decide on how hapu will participate in region(s) with other hapu, and hapu 
to determine Kuia and Kaumatua and urban representation. Also, there is no 
Runanga representation, there is a proposal to change the name of the entity. 
Counsel emphasised the need for hapu development as a key component of this 
structure and a need for the hapu to meet and discuss hapu aspirations so they can 
be advocated for in the negotiations phase. Counsel outlined the proposed stems 
for the recommended hapu withdrawal and mandate withdrawal mechanisms.





Counsel was unable to collate feedback so requested that the hui record their 
feedback and provide this to counsel via email.

c  ‘ " 'A
Action: Hui to collate Ngati Korokoro feedback and send to Counsel asap.

Discussion:

General Responses to the Maranga Mai Paper were discussed. A summary of these are
provided below.

1. Breach because it was taking away our hapu Tino rangatiratanga
2. Breach because there was no individual hapu hui input.
3. Breach hapu elected representatives have been left out of the engagement

process

At Ngati Korokoro hapu hui it was endorsed by the members that the 3 elected 
representatives proceed to engage with OTS as set out in "Appendix B: Terms of 
Engagement Process under'd. Any other party to the urgent Inquiry who agreed to 
engage in this process. Attached are signed documents by the representatives/

The representatives have been stopped from carrying out what the hapu tasked 
them to do because the Engagement process group have not recognised lOd

A meeting with with the representatives o f Nagti
Korokoro Hapu Trust has still not been acknowledged in writing or the outcome of 
that visit.

At page 22 of Maranga Mai paper, Ngati Korokoro have completed that process. We 
agreed that these processes are important, and that it allows hapu to formulate a 
legal entity to allow hapu be in control of their own hapu matters.

How many hapu have done the process with OTS present.

Kaumatua Kuia are and the 5 Trustees of Ngati Korokoro hapu Trust.

Hapu develop their own disputes clause within their own deeds.

Negotiators elected by hapu want someone who knows what, where, who, how, and 
when

Communications data base required to encourage urban maori to become involved.

Endorses the above discussions.

Endorses the above discussions.

Action: Ngati Korokoro to review Ngapuhi Mandate Urgency Report and relate to above
responses.

Ngati Korokoro to collate feedback and provide to Counsel to give directly to OTS





Meeting ended: *** pm. 

Next Meeting:





NGATI KOROKORO HAPU TRUST 

Minutes of hui held 14th May 2016 at Rowandale Primary School, Manurewa

Karakia by

Meeting started 1.30pm.

Present:

Apologies:

Correspondence:

Hui were invited to view all correspondence during the break or at the end of the 
Meeting.

Minutes: Due to absence of written Minutes the Secretary read her notes. The hui was held at
Whakarongotai Marae Omapere on the 27th February 2016. The hui accepted these 
on the understanding that copies be presented at the hui on July 4th2016.

Chair persons Report:

■ gave his report. The question was asked about Kaumatua and kuia and 
the response was that the Trustees had taken up these positions.

M ove: , Second: i Carried

The treasurer gave her report verbally this was accepted by the hui but the written 
report will need to be produced for our next meeting 4th July. A suggestion was 
made to start up a koha account. The treasurer will need to action.

Moved: Seconded: > Carried

The Secretary read the minutes of Trustee meeting held 26th of April 2016.The floor 
was opened for beneficiaries for their responses. Hapu had no input into Maranga 
Mai paper, women not allowed to speak, Tikanga maori, Kaumatua and Kuia have a 
position to uphold. spoke about funding and stage 1 report, it was
resolved that the minutes from the Trustee meeting be the response to the Maranga 
Mai from the hui.

Financial:

Maranga Mai:

Moved: Seconded: Carried



li



The 3 representatives spoke about the meeting they had with
The Representatives were in agreeance 

although Ngati Korokoro followed the process, that OTS were not 
honouring Clause lOd of the Engagement Process. There were 
discussions from the floor and gave a brief explanation
how the hui in November 2015 had adopted clause lOd of the 
Engagement Process and mandated the 3 representatives to act on 
behalf of Ngati Korokoro.

Moved:1 1 Seconded: Carried

The report is a preliminary report meaning it is to be left open in the 
event further information may be needed. Several beneficiaries 
indicated they will be attending the hui on Sunday 15th May 2016 at 
Pakanae Marae. would stand to report this at the hui on
Sunday.

Ngati Korokoro Hapu Trust: A brief explanation was given on how the Trust was formed and who
it was for.

Adding the Ngati korokoro hapu Trust to Wai 1857 Claim.

1. There are two claimants representing Ngati Korokoro and
Te Pouka.

2. If the Ngati korokoro Hapu Trust is added to the claim the trust then the beneficiaries 
are able to support her and the claim.

3. Ngati Korokoro Hapu Trust is open to all people of Ngati Korokoro
4. By adding Ngati Koro koro Hapu Trust to the claim they can proceed forward and it then 

can give relief to the other hapu listed on the claim to set themselves up and when they 
are ready to add their own entity to the claim.

Resolution

It was unanimously resolved that the Wai 1857 Statement of Claim be amended to 
for and on behalf of Ngati Korokoro Hapu Trust and its beneficiaries.

t \  f

Moved: , Seconded! No objections

General Business

The hui objected to the meeting taking place on Sunday 15 May 2016 with
J.

and others due to no consultation or advertising to the wider hapu.

Moved: Seconded: Carried

Wai 1857 Update

Engagement Process:

Report:

The hui ended at 3:30pm with karakia offered by





The next meeting will be held 4th July 2016, Kokohuia Marae at 11:00am (booking to be confirmed).





Maranga Mai Feedback
Tuhoronuku Mandated Process
Firstly I would like to acknowledge the huge amount of work, time and energy that has gone 
into bringing this document together. I know you have all worked hard, and at pace, to take 
us to the next stage. Na reira, nga mihi nunui ki a koutou e plkau nei te kaupapa mo tatou, 
nga uri o Rahiri.

1. My name is  ̂ and I write from home,
I am a relative new-comer to living at home, this year in June will 

begin my fifth year. In this short time I have come to understand that Whangaroa is
diverse and unique, in both its human landscape stories and it’s physical landscape. We 
are both land and sea people. Through our korero tuku iho we know we were
here when the whenua was being formed.

2. What drives me is the belief that one day Whangaroa will become a free and
independent state again, whereby tangata whenua will be living on our

whenua, either through hoko, riro or tuku\ and our kaitiakitanga roles will be normal 
and natural. I dream Whangaroa will be a place of peace and sustainable living 
practices, and its forests will be returned to the places where most needed, and our 
harbour and seas will become our domain again. I believe what we do in this process 
can help this dream of mine and others. I looked at the Maranga Mai document 
through this lens and wondered whether it could be achieved through the process 
and structures you propose.

3. Having read a number of the briefs of evidence from Whangaroa I noted three key
themes. One, there is mamae to be healed. Two, land alienation through 

individualization has created almost irreversible divisions between whanau and hapu. 
And three, the usurpation of our rangatiratanga by kawanatanga has left us in a 
weakened state. My responses are therefore influenced by what Whangaroa 
claimants said, and again I considered how the processes outlined in Maranga Mai 
could help us.

4. I have identified only some areas in the Maranga Mai document for comment and
hope the value of feedback and feedforward will contribute to an improved
understanding of what will best suit the diverse needs of a people in
transformation. My views are offered in response to the engagement team’s
invitation to provide feedback.

Constraints of the Process
5. I was disappointed the document was constrained in its process and content. The

document seemingly simply responds to the Tribunal matters arising from the 
already developed Tuhoronuku model, and it proposes ways by which to
address the issues raised. I appreciate this was the foundation upon which the
engagement team decided was an appropriate way by which to forge ahead, even
though personally I would have liked for the team to have considered an
approach that was more founded in tikanga Maori, as opposed to a rules and
regulation type framework. While I agree that most people living at home would like
to see historical injustices settled, and prosperity for tangata whenua
happening as soon as is possible. I believe we should tread with caution, lest we
create another reason to litigate. From the consistent and robust reports we
received I appreciate how hard the engagement team worked to achieve this.

However in the negotiating process and structure too much emphasis is placed on 
the process and not enough on the principles.



Who Designs the House?
6. In conversations with others about Maranga Mai many of us would have preferred a 

more visionary approach be undertaken, rather than a fix up of Tuhoronuku. My 
tension is that we are straddling two world views, and one of those world views is 
overriding the other. The framework for this whole process is Crown driven and we 
are merely making the most of what we think is the only choice we have. We have 
other choices and_we must explore them. Starting Jram our own homes. Those of us 
who are lucky enough to be living at home during this very special time, have a very 
different view to those who are not living at home. Living away from home, realities 
are not the same as the ones at home. The job of ahika is a big one, having to 
look after ourselves, each other, our marae, our place, our environment and our 
stories. When I lived away from home I had no idea of these realities. Looking after 
the things we value most at home is going to take visionary and courageous 
leadership. We are lucky in that we have some very skilled people, but it is crucial 
our leadership teams go forward with integrity based on what is important to us. And 
even though individuals will be representing their collective group they will also be 
equally representing every other hapu. This is not made explicit.
How often I have heard the lack of belief in this process sund including some of the 

people, continues to plague the success of this campaign. Building a house 
on foundations that are not of our making influences a lot of thinking. The
proposed structure has been described as being too similar to that of the first model 
put up by TQhoronuku.

Cultural Relevancy
7. My disappointment is mostly to do with the process the engagement team followed,

which led to the content and as a result we have a document that for all 
intents and purposes does not sound or feel Maori. By this I mean it deals with a 
number of critical issues such as mandate, representation and
negotiations process as if they are non culturally bound, or specific. I believe 
culturally binding processes and relevancy are critical to an acceptable model. I think 
it is important therefore we spell out the cultural imperatives rather than wait for it to 
happen, because some of the people are Maori. Ngapuhi and it’s many hapu should 
feel confident that the people who are talking on their behalf have got the right 
thinking to do so, because having the right structure does not always guarantee this 
will happen. Hoping that the right hapu kaikdrero will be elected is a mistake. The 
election of persons who are able to support the advancement of our people is critical 
to the success of your proposal for settlement. You make next to no suggestion 
about this critical element, as you deal with the process and ignore how to help our 
people think about what is important. As a think piece document it was too light in 
this area. It is likely therefore we will get persons elected who may not have the right 

thinking skill set such that we can be confident of a great outcome for 
everyone.

What Matters?
8. As we move into the next part of settling our grievances it is vitally important we get a

process that is tika. Tika to the people and tika to our environment. Maranga 
Mai is process focussed and so addresses the issues of structure from that level. It 
does not however address the issues of 'why1 nor ‘what’ very well. Knowing 
why we do the things we do are fundamental to making good decisions. If this is not 
explored in depth it has the potential to disable growth. Just as important is 
knowing what we are fighting for, or what the goal is, we are striving for. The 
Crown’s hell bent focus on settling with Ngapuhi as a whole has meant at hapu and 
rohe level we have had too little opportunity to explore whether in fact we do want the 
same thing Ngapuhi wide. I don’t believe this was explored sufficiently enough so 
that we could decide whether your proposal has those elements covered in the



design of the structures you have proposed. Indeed while many of us have been 
preparing evidence to put before the Tribunal, another group have been deciding our 
fate, with far too little talk held at the hapu and whanau level. We have to be careful 
we don’t carry on the same injustices that has become commonplace for many of 
the under served, and the disaffected, they are also sometimes some of the 

most vocal, or, they are the silent voices.

Proposed Structure
9. In the proposed structure I note that as the teams get smaller so too does where key

decisions are made. I would like to think this group had a vision (I believe you 
could have asked the vision question at the regional hui, and you could have used some 
of that important information gathering in this report. Especially as it is this structure
which will likely be the choice. You do not articulate what will be the key drivers
in making some of the important decisions representatives will be required to
make. Far too little attention is paid to what representatives will be required to do, and 
therefore what sorts of thinkers we will need around the table. I could not decide
whether the structure is appropriate or not because of that.

10. At the very least the structure must be culturally relevant, appropriate and inclusive of
everyone. Importantly it must also be recognizable to us, underpinned by our 

belief systems, our processes and our goals. It should respond to our sense of
fe r in g  'right to, and for us. It made me wonder what a ‘tikanga model’ looked like in 
this space. By a 'tikanga model’ I mean a model that is underpinned and driven 
by our tikanga. If a ‘tikanga model’ had been pursued what would it have 
looked/felt like? If it’s not a 'tikanga model’ we are following, what are we following 
and does that matter? What would it take to move the model you are proposing into 
a ‘tikanga model’? The model presented is similar to years of documents that we 
have been dished up as being good for us. Led in the main by people who over 
time become blind to what works and what does not. The fisheries settlement is one 
such example. People have lost faith and just don’t believe justice will ever be 
served, and it is really hard to get people to believe otherwise. I don’t think this report 
goes far enough in helping people see it is different from past experiences with 
the Crown and/or their appointees.

11. Having followed a process that addressed the Tribunal issues meant 'ou t issues 
were although considered, were largely ignored. It feels like a house has been built
without the people. The foundation being largely determined by the crown, the walls by 
the Tribunal and the materials by a small group.

Representation
12. Representation whether of one’s hapu, or rohe I believe was not addressed 
adequately enough. Emphasis was on who they represent, rather than what they
are representing and why it matters I believe would have been necessary to
outline.

Engagement Team Regional Hui
13. I think the questions that were posed at the regional hui were for the most part

inconsequential to the big picture, and left people unsatisfied with the 
direction the next phase was going. Instead of asking people how this can work,
we were asked if the runanga should have a place on the board, if kaumatua should
have representation on the board, or whether the organization should be
renamed. These questions took us away from the real issues at hand.



The Regions
14. Little is said about the regions in Maranga Mai, instead more emphasis is placed on

hapO. This lack of regional recognition can potentially disturb the regions 
development. While theoretically focussing on hapu makes sense, in reality it may 
create divisions among the hapu of our region. For example hapu kaikdrero will 
be directed to get the best deal for hapO (similar to what happens!oJT~6ur~ruhangay. 
Our region cannot afford to go with this model, as we are small and we are reliant 
on each other for survival and development. The set up of the structure is 
important, and how we manage the issues of representation (i.e. who, why, what, 
and how) will be the difference between a good ' outcome and a bad one. It is not 
good enough to give us the means by which to choose without the will by which
to do it. At various hapu hui I have attended it is an insular approach they
mainly take, forgetting their alliances to each other. Too little attention is being 
given to building our ‘rangatiratanga’ (including hapu rangatiratanga, tino 
rangatiratanga, and the role of rangatira), within a modern world, by leveraging off 

what is known about it. It feels like a skeleton is being built without flesh or 
spirit. I believe this to be a weaknesses in the report.

The Claimants
15. The tireless work of a number of claimants over a number of years has been silenced 

in Maranga Mai. Not much has been said about them. While I understand their 
work was for the greater good of the people it nevertheless is the voice that got us to 
this point.

Commercial redress
16. The commercial redress for the whole of Ngapuhi may be appropriate, especially

given the quantum is greater and therefore affords us greater opportunities. 
Commercial redress however is not the key driver of discussions. The return of
lands, the nature of poverty and the lack of genuine participation in society tend to
be. While commercial redress can support our continuing development as
tangata whenua what uses it will be put to will be an important question. While I 
realise this document was building the how, the answers to that question will 
nevertheless be what will determine whether gains will be made by all, some, or 
a small few. The ability to buy whenua back is at the forefront of some people’s 
minds, while for others, jobs and being able to live at home are. Having a pool of 
money that targets certain gains is good. I suppose it goes without saying that the 
people who will be charged with looking after, growing and distributing this resource 
will need a particular set of skills. Is that what the role of the Te Hononga Iti is?

17. We need a process that will inspire our people to participate. Asking who should
represent us when most of our people have not participated is fraught with

concerns.

18. The process we are asking people to engage in is about ‘Tino Rangatira’ but that is
not talked about. The process we are following, potentially is leading to further
division and competition between our people.

19. I wonder if we were to look inside your proposed structures asking some of the
questions I have posed could we design a pathway that truly reflects who and what we
stand for, and why it matters.



Thank you again for this opportunity. 
Naku iti noa na ..



Date: 25 May 2016 09:43:13 NZST 

* To:

Subject: Maranga Mai Ngapuhi Report Response 

Unable to download document, this is the general info;

1. Urban Representatives:

I would not support any Urban reps, all reps must participate through their Regional Hapu 
groupings.

2. Tuhoronuku Rep

I do not support a Tuhoronuku rep as Tuhoronuku is not a hapu .. end of story

3. Kaumatua Representation

The journey for Ngapuhi to this position has been mainly kaumatua. I believe they should be 
congratulated and thanked for their dedication, their historical knowledge, their tenacity and 
at times their bloody mindlessness. However I feel its time to rest and hand the mantle o our 
your whanau to manage and control our Ngapuhi waka to its conclusion.

I however would support a Kaumatua advisory team whose role is only to advise when 
requested and not participate in negotiations or key decisions

4. Representation requirements

I would support a position where any member who has a criminal record of any kind be 
declined. I believe that all members must have clean records in the past and moving into 
the future.

willow I'm having major problems with my computer so hopefully this gets through. There is 
an attachment which I tried to delete but no luck.

Keep up the great work



NgatiToki te Hapu

To Whom it May Concern: Maranga Mai Feedback

TIME -  this process does not give Hapu enough time to study, undersdtand, comprehend the issues 
within the report.

Show the process until hearings finish and wait for tribunal report.

Change the name -  current 1 is confusing the people. People suspect mandate not really over and is 
still there.

Suggestion: Nga Tapuwai Hapu o Te whare Tapu 0 Ngapuhi 

We do not need TRAION representation at all.

Police Vetting should be a given, we don't want to be dictated too by crooks and criminals.

I live in Takanini Sth Auckland my Hapu is NgatiToki, I don't consider myself an Urban, I am Hapu, 
Ngapuhi te Iwi.

I support maranga Mai so get on with it.





26 May 2016
Ngapuhi Engagement Group
By email: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt,nz
Ngapuhi Engagement Group
RE: Maranga Mai: The Ngaphui Engagement Group’s Draft Report 

Introduction

1. This submission on Maranga Mai: The Ngapuhi Engagement Group’s Draft Report is made on 
behalf of the Wai 1940 Claimants. The Wai 1940 Claimants are Jane Mihingarangi Ruka Te 
Korako and Robert Kenneth McAnergney on behalf of themselves, Ngati Pakau and the 
Grandmother Council of the Waitaha Nation.

2. The Wai 1940 Claimants are of Ngapuhi descent. Specifically, Ngati Pakau is a recognised 
hapu of Ngapuhi.1

Time period for submissions

3. We understand that the Ngapuhi Engagement Group has already given interested parties a 
substantial extension to provide feedback on Maranga Mai. The original deadline for feedback 
was 29 April 2016. The new deadline was 23 May 2016. We appreciate the extra time that was 
given.

4. However Maranga Mai only came to our attention on 2 May 2016 after we received a copy 
from counsel. This was because we were not included on the Hokianga Taiwhenua Resource 
Centre email distribution list. We have since asked to be included.

5. We also have additional challenges to overcome in providing feedback on Maranga Mai. We 
are a large group of kaumatua and kuia spread around the country. Time is therefore required for 
adequate consultation and finalisation of our feedback. We also initially had trouble 
understanding some of the recommendations provided in Maranga Mai, and had to seek advice 
for this purpose.

6. We sought an extension on 23 May 2016 through our counsel. We were advised the following 
day that no extensions would be granted. However it was indicated that our submission may still 
be considered if it could be submitted within the next few days.

7. We therefore provide this submission in the hope that it will still be given due consideration by 
the Ngapuhi Engagement Group. Arohamai koutou.

Rangatiratanga of Ngati Pakau and Waitaha

8. Although the deadline for feedback has expired, Maranga Mai raises some issues of concern 
that Ngati Pakau and Waitaha and the Executive Council of Grandmothers will continue to 
debate. We retain our rangatiratanga to be able to do so. We are adamant on this point. We also 
exercise kaitiakitanga on behalf of Ngati Pakau and the Iwi of Waitaha, and consider it our duty 
to continue to input into these issues.

The unique characteristics of Ngapuhi

9. Another critical issue is that while the Crown has effected and concluded many settlements 
with different iwi groups, none have been on the scale of problems inherent in Ngapuhi. Ngapuhi 
key characteristics, namely the emphasis on hapu rangatiratanga, sit outside the settlement 
process.

10. Ngapuhi is the largest and most complex iwi grouping.



11. Rangatira of the hapu of Ngapuhi who signed Te Tiriti o Waitangi did so as rangatira of their 
respective hapu and not as a collective of Ngapuhi. Te Tiriti o Waitangi document itself makes 
this absolutely clear.

12. Rangatira of the hapu of Ngapuhi did not concede their rangatiratanga to the Crown. Yet they 
have always been treated as if they had. The text of Te Tiriti o Waitangi signed at Waitangi, at
Waimate and at Mangungu by our tupuna makes it very clear as to what they were signing,---------
agreeing, understanding and accepting.

13. The Crown must deal with the matter and fact of hapu rangatiratanga as part of the 
negotiation and settlement process. This hapu rangatiratanga collectively is Ngapuhi 
rangatiratanga.

Hapu engagement process

14. We are dissatisfied with the Kotahitanga membership. We are also dissatisfied with 
individuals and hapu in the Tuhoronuku Indepdent Mandated Authority (Tuhoronuku IMA), 
their processes, mandate, and its overall perceived illegitimacy, whatever the accuracy of this 
perception.

15. We tautoko the recommendations of the Waitangi Tribunal in the The Ngapuhi Mandate 
Inquiry Report. The Tribunal concluded that the Crown had failed in its duty to actively 
protect the rights of Ngapuhi hapu to determine how and by whom the settlement of their 
historical claims will be negotiated. Instead the Crown had recognised the mandate of 
Tuhoronuku IMA - an entity that undermines the authority of Ngapuhi hapu and their leaders.

16. The Tribunal also recognised, however, that there is broad support for settlement within 
Ngapuhi and said that momentum towards settlement should not be stopped dead in its 
tracks. The Tribunal did not recommend the Crown withdraw its recognition of the 
Tuhoronuku IMA mandate. Instead it stated that once the issues identified in their report had 
been remedied, the Tuhoronuku IMA will be capable of leading a negotiation on

behalf of Ngapuhi. The Tribunal therefore recommended that negotiations with Tuhoronuku 
IMA be put on hold until the issues have been remedied.

Concerns of Ngati Pakau and Waitaha with the process leading up to Maranga Mai

17. We have a number of concerns regarding the process leading up to Maranga Mai. These 
are as follows.

□ This was a Crown-initiated process.
□ The process has failed to unify Ngapuhi, even if different sides are talking to each other.
□ Tuhoronuku representatives were forced to work within the Kotahitanga model and 
mindset.
□ Kotahitanga had no base alternative model.
□ The Tuhoronuku mandate was not under serious question or challenge.
□ There was much misinformation with the result that people were drawing conclusions that 
were incorrect.
□ The results of the engagement process were confusing and complicated.
□ There are too many loose ends, and issues that are just not addressed.
□ The Crown were included in the hui, when it was for Ngapuhi to sort out these problems.



□ Maranga Mai indicates a range of views that are often in conflict and contradictory, 
regardless of an attempt to make presenters follow a standard line in feedback and 
consultation hui.
□ Members of the Ngapuhi Engagement Group still presented TGhoronuku, Kotahitanga and 
the Office of Treaty Settlements (Crown) views, resulting in a complicated mix.
□ Te Puni Kokiri were also involved in the hui as an extramural body.
□ The matters covered in Maranga Mai appear to go beyond what was actually required by 
the Waitangi Tribunal in The Ngapuhi Mandate Inquiry Report. As recorded in Maranga Mai 
Attachment One, the Tribunal recommended essentially only three things to enable 
Tuhoronuku IMA to lead negotiations on behalf of hapu:
1) the improvement of hapu involvement and consultation;
2) the creation of a workable withdrawal mechanism for hapu; and
3) the clear majority of hapu kaikorero remaining involved in Tuhoronuku IMA.

However Maranga Mai creates a whole new structure.
□ There is no specific mechanism for recognising and redressing the Treaty claims currently 
being heard in the Wai 1040: Te Paparahi o Te Raki Inquiry, such as Wai 1940, that this 
process is supposed to settle.

The Tuhoronuku Independent Mandated Authority

18. Ngati Pakau and Waitaha accept that the Tuhoronuku IMA was developed by Ngapuhi 
as a model but the Wai 1940 Claimants did not tautoko the mandate of Tuhoronuku

IMA. Nor did the Wai 1940 Claimants agree to Wai 1940 being included against our wishes.

19. The name Tuhoronuku has historical importance to Ngapuhi and its tupuna Rahiri. We 
support the continued use of the name.

20. Unless the Crown provides another mandate governed by a new group, Ngati Pakau and 
Waitaha accept that we need to negotiate with the Crown in this form.

Ngati Pakau and Waitaha expectations in settlement

21. The absolute bottom line for Ngati Pakau and Waitaha requires two things:

1. that our rangatiratanga remain absolute; and
2. that we have access to the Te Tiriti o Waitangi negotiations team.

22. Ngati Pakau and Waitaha expect that the following issues will be part of negotiations.
□ Forestry 
n Water
□ Waterways
□ Wahi tapu
□ Maunga
□ Sites of Significance
□ Takutai Moana
□ Harbour Interests
□ Department of Conservations lands; and
□ Confiscated and resumed lands, and lands taken under compulsory acquisition.



23. Ngati Pakau and Waitaha also expect representation on any bodies and organisations 
resulting from and recognised by the settlement process. This results from our 
rangatiratanga status never being ceded to the Crown or anyone else.

Ngati Pakau and Waitaha initiatives: rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga

24. Ngati Pakau and Waitaha are currently engaged in developing alliances with other hapu 
groups who in some instances have shared whakapapa and shared interests.

Conclusion

25. More time is required for the Wai 1940 Claimants to respond to every issue raised within 
Maranga Mai.

26. Ngati Pakau and Waitaha will continue to debate and develop its preferred position on 
the issues raised in Maranga Mai.

27. Improvements should be made to the Tuhoronuku IMA model in keeping with the 
Waitangi Tribunal’s recommendations, rather than creating an entirely new structure

28. The new bodies, Te Hononga Iti and Te Hononga Nui, will likely require considerable 
resourcing to make them viable but in any case, we find it difficult to see how this structure 
would work in practice.

29. Ngati Pakau and Waitaha agree that representation for kaumatua/kuia and those living 
away from their rohe ("urban Maori”) should be the responsibility of those in the Ngati Pakau 
and Waitaha negotiating team.

Questions of clarification

30. At this point we would like to pose the following questions.
□ Who are the people reading and analysing the submissions on Maranga Mai?
□ Who is overseeing this process?
□ What are the next steps in the process?

Signed and submitted by
f  of Ngati Pakau and Waitaha



Mangakahia Taiwhenua 

Feedback

1. Negotiator/s to be picked by Hapu at hapu hui
2. Hapu hui to appoint their representatives
3. Each hapu to have Hononganui / PSG
4. Agree with withdrawl clause -  hapu need to know what the consequences 

are if  they pull away from Maranga Mai
5. Name change
6. Process to remove non mandated hapu representatives
7. Police vetting -  this process should happen for all Hapu Kaikorero, and 

the Hapu should also be made aware of the results.

Mangakahia Taiwhenua are happy with the process thus far, and tautoko the Engagement 
group and fully support Maranga mai

Na reira
c ~  7

Mangakahia Taiwhenua





Sent: Thursday, 26 May 2016 8:27 a.m. 
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: Re: Draft Report Feedback.

Tena koe;'

Considering it was put to  us, NgaPuhi, an u ltim atum  o f sim ply 10 days a fte r the Hoane 
W a ititi Marae hui to  read and respond to  the report it apparently took 8 years to  put 
together.

Detail to us WHY this history was purposely not included in the report. Why our lands and our standing 
within the formation of this country were purposely smudged and purposely left out.

Please explain.

I look forward to your in depth and detailed explanation.

f|
I /
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1 From: •
Sent: Friday, 27 May 2016 3:58 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Subject: Maranga Mai - '

Motion made from a hapu hui held on Friday 20 May 2016, at 

Maranga Mai

Motion; That we support the Maranga Mai proposal with the following conditions;

1. That there be a withdrawal clause for Tai whenua

2. That each Tai whenua have its own negotiator

Moved:5 _ Seconded: .All Agreed

^abstained from the vote

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


27 May 2016

Ngapuhi Engagement Group

Via emaif: ngapuhifeedback@justice.gGvt.nz

RE: FEEDBACK SUBMISSIONS ON:

Maranga Mai: The Ngapuhi Engagement Group's Draft Report

The Maranga Mai Draft Repost sets out the proposed settlement framework for 
upcoming Ngapuhi settlement negotiations. We have been instructed by clients 
participating in the Was 1040 Te Paparahi o fe Raki Inquiry to provide feedback 
submissions on the draft report. This document sets out the concerns we have been 
instructed to convey in respect of the proposed settlement model. We propose here 
that certain aspects of the model need to be reworked and clarified before any 
settlement negotiations can be initiated.

1) The Model

The model itself raises three concerns, namely:

a) Conflict o f interest

The fact that a single hapu representative can represent more than one 
hapu1 raises concerns about the potential conflict of interest that might arise 
during the development of settlement proposals. An example is where an 
individual representing multiple hapu is required to consider specific cultural 
redress benefiting one hapu against the interests of another hapu in an 
increase m overall quantum. In that situation, decisions will have to be made 
that favours one hapu over another, despite the individual being required to 
represent both hapifs interests.

in effect, a iso, multiple hapu representation by individuals means that a 
small number of individuals might ultimately be making decisions affecting 
the whole region. This risks undermining hapu rangatiratanga.

b) Meaning o f ‘affected1

Where there are cross-regional issues, only those hapu "affected* by an 
issue will be involved in the decision making in respect of that issue.2 Given

1 The Ngapuhi Engagement Group Maranga Mai at 36.
2 A136.
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the potential of all hapu to be affected by an issue raised in settlement 
discussions, the proposed meaning of affected needs to be clarified,

c) Reliance on dispore resolution processes

Under the proposed model, it appeals to us that recourse to a dispute 
resolution process may be a common feature of the settlement process.

We identity the following situations as leading to a need to invoke a dispute 
resolution mechanism:

(i> Where a region is unabfe to reach agreement, either through 
consensus or a 75% majority; and

(ii) Where regions are unable to reach agreement [between 
regions], despite the use of working groups.

The potential recurrent need for dispute resolution is a major concern we 
have with the proposed model. The fact that any matter of serious 
contention will result in the use of dispute resolution is unsatisfactory due to 
the delay it will cause in settlement negotiations, increased cost, and 
lingering grievances that will likely result.

2} Dispute Resolution Process

Given the reliance of the model on dispute resolution, a clear and workable 
dispute resolution mechanism is important Currently, the report cails for 
submissions on a dispute resolution mechanism but there is no positive proposal 
for what such a mechanism will be.3 Given the likely recourse to dispute 
resolution under the proposed model, this is a concenn.

it also highlights a further issue: it is unclear how disputed decisions will be 
made prior to the determination of a dispute resolution process. An example of 
such may be the dispute resolution itself. The draft report proposes that a 
dispute resolution process will be decided through the same consensus/majority 
decision making process outlined in the model. This would mean that deciding 
on a dispute resolution process will be subject to the same constraints and 
concerns identified for the model itself, with no process m pface for resolving 
impasses. Until the dispute resolution mechanism is determined, this procedural 
failing will attend any decision that cannot be made conclusively through the 
processes outlined in the proposed modef. As submitted above, this scenario 
may well be unacceptably common.

3) Hapu Withdrawal Mechanism4

The hapu withdrawal mechanism raises three concerns, namely:

3 A t 25.
4 At 26.



To withdraw from the mandate, hapu are required to advertise and 
undertake two individual huTa-hapQ and also hui with the region, collective 
forum and Te HonongaT'ii. St is our view that the requirements of multiple hui, 
a right of response .on behalf of the region and a focus oh "resolving issues" 
seems geared towards questioning the resolve of hapu and would thereby 
undermine hapu rangatiratanga. A simplified version of the mechanism, 
whereby the CroWn and mandated entity are satisfied that hapu have made 
a decision according to their tikanga and are aware of the consequences of 
withdrawal, should he sufficient This could be achieved with a fa r less 
involved process than is currently proposed.

b) Withdrawal may affect a Iwpu’s abiiiiy to reach senfemem

Notwithstanding a hapu’s decision to withdraw, according to the proposal, 
the Crown would retain the ability to choose whether or not to recognise that 
withdrawal Further, the Grown can choose whether to negotiate separately 
with, the group who has withdrawn or whether Their claims will continue Id 
be covered by the negotiations'".5 For the Crown to continue to include those 
claims within the negotiations tundamenialiy undermines the hapffs resolve 
to withdraw', seriously impacting on hapQ rangatiratanga. Those parties who 
do not wish to be represented by the mandated entity must be afforded the 
opportunity to form: a group that wiil engage with the Crown in parallel 
negotiations.

c) Wiifidrawal Isdiscouraged

In conjunction with the excessively onerous nature of the proposed hapu 
withdrawal mechanism, the threats of non-recognition and the modefs 
reiteration of the potential impact on a hapCFs ability to reach settlement 
amounts to strong discouragement of hapu Withdrawal manifest in the 
proposal. The tone of the section reflects this discouragement and is 
excessively threatening towards hapO who may not wish to be represented 
by the mandated entity. It is acknowledged that the Crown's current failure to 
provide a settlement option for such groups is a.relevant consideration, but 
the proposal’s heavy-handed emphasis on this gives the appearance of 
stand-over tactics. The proposal should also emphasise the Crowds duty to 
actively protect hapu rangatiratanga, which wouid include attending to 
settlement options for those groups who have withdrawn from the mandated 
entity.

4} Terms of Negotiation

The terms of negotiation signed on the 22 May 2015 were hot reached by the 
mandated entity acting pursuant to its yet-fo-beHMermined model. As such, they 
cannot be representative' of Ngapuhi and wiil need to be readdressed before 
undertaking negotiation. The proposal does not address this matter; in our

aj The mechanism is excessively onerous

5 At 45,



submission, the need for renegotiation of the terms of negotiation must be dearly 
acknowledged.

5) Summary

in summary, the lack of detail and specificity in the proposed settlement model 
~ prdcess^raises serious concerns around howThe- seffiement rnodel will work in 

practice while successfully maintaining hapu rangatiratanga. There is a need for 
the Engagement Group more clearly to articulate the processes involved, and 
address the ̂ concerns we haye raised, in order to ensure that the model has 
sufficient hapu support and the ability to maintain it. In its current form, the 
proposed model is insufficient for proceeding to settlement

Should you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, please do not 
hesitate to contact us on1

Yours sincerely,



Maranga Mai 2016 Feedback

Background.

This is feedback from Whanau within Tekau I Mua who did not attend a Telcau I Mua hui 
that was called at Matawaia Marae as we did not know about it until after it was over, and 
wondered who called it.

As far as we know, only has been the Hapu Kaikorero representing us
anywhere, after being challenged in the Tribunal.
Now that $500 was available for a Hapu hui, how come that money went to an unknown and 
not through our Hapu Kaikorero?

After hearing about the hui that was called, we rang and she said she did not know
about it until the Friday- two days before the hui on the Sunday. By then she had already 
committed herself to taking the korero on Maranga Mai to Hamilton and then to South, and 
West Auckland.;1 said she would enquire as to who called that hui, request the 
attendance list, the minutes and the accounting for the $500 allocated for the Hapu to hold 
hui. We are awaiting her reply. We had not been notified of anyone else representing us.

We are now requesting the Hapu Engagement Team account to us as to how and why it 
dispersed the money for our Hapu in the way it did.

As a result of our not having had a properly informed and advertised Hapu hui, this feedback 
has not been through a Tekau I Mua Hapu hui yet.
We will now look to holding a Hapu hui after the Final Report is out.

Maranga Mai Issues.
Below are the issues as identified within the Report, and our position or views on them.

First issue is that the timing of consultation, feedback, reporting back and then more feedback 
within two months has created more confusion and now we are asldng more questions we 
would like answers to. Eg. Who will make the call as to what is BEST for Ngapuhi? How is 
it, that we have not seen the Kotahitanga model and then visions for a Ngapuhi Settlement 
prior to the Maranga Mai model we are now being asked to adopt?

Hapu Rangatiratanga
What is the Ngapuhi definition for this actually?
For those Hapu that identity with Mana whenua in having their own lands, community and 
Marae- they can rightly claim this.
This would be enhanced when they also communicate with each other and enjoy the 
regularity of hui/wananga, decision maldng and whanaungatanga. It shows they have 
capacity.

What of those Hapn who have lost then lands?
Until they receive their settlement, they have no where to stand or exercise then Mana 
Whenua.
How can these two different cultural starting points be reconciled under a single definition of 
Hapu Rangatiratanga when their positions are so unequal?



It may be that the Rangatiratanga of a Hapu resides outside of what was their Hapu 
boundaries -

Is Maranga Mai inclusive of them?
Is Tuhoronuku inclusive of them?
Is Ngapuhi ready for this?

Urban Reps
In looking back to Hapu Rangatiratanga, the sentiment being expressed is especially relevant 
to Ngapuhi living outside then rohe, referred to as ‘Urbans’. They may only have a limited 
cultural identity by reason of the loss of then lands - the subject of these Claims. In fact they 
are the casualties of the Crown’s actions.
Will they be further dispossessed by way of having to belong to a Hapu for their input to be 
valued? We all belong to Ngapuhi.
That should be our stalling point. Muri mai lco te mahitahi. Then, we work together.

shared with us, korero from Hamilton where two women were sent as representatives 
Tor Ngapuhi living in Tauranga and Tokoroa. They know their Hapu but could not afford to 
travel home to them to actively participate as much as they would like. Their solution was to 
form a ‘Hub’ -  getting together as Ngapuhi in then area and participating via technology.

We support that inclusivity of Ngapuhi no matter where they live in the world. The majority 
of our own Hapu members live outside our Rohe, and we want them to be able to participate. 
Then as people identify then Hapu, or the Hapu identifies them as belonging to us, then we 
can gather them in for the Hapu matters, and the Hapu database.

Regions
We are supportive of the Tuhoronuku Rohe, which allows for natural groupings amongst 
Hapu who wish to do that either on whanaungatanga or kaupapa based.
We did talk about the ‘Urban’ Representatives as perhaps coming together as a Region. I 
korero noiho matou.

Other Representation
In terms of Kuia, kaumatua representation and their own roopu, we would welcome them 
all. Horekau I te mea hou! Sometimes it is better to have korero with others in your own age 
bracket to get a clearer understanding of matters. Also the counsel of older and wiser heads 
are invaluable in situations that arise from time to time, and their experience will guide us. 
However it should be a decision Ngapuhi needs to vote on should there be any change to the 
Mandate.

TRAION has a role to play throughout this process, not necessarily to be represented. He 
pononga Ice ra hoki na te Iwi. Again that is a decision Ngapuhi needs to make, as it was voted 
on to the Mandate.

Our view is to encourage participation as Ngapuhi. Hence we would invite a voice for youth 
representative ( suggest a 17 -  30age group) onto any Board going forward.

Hapu Representation
There is criticism of ' as our ‘Hapu Kaikorero’. Matawaia Marae held a hui after
she had been nominated, and the day before she left to go overseas. She promised to call a hui



when she returned, and if the Hapu voted against her, she would step down. She did advertise 
her hui (albeit on the stormiest day of the year!) at , and only a minority
voted against her.

In our view, the Hapu Engagement Team responsible for Maranga Mai should have spent 
time giving Hapu some guidelines to assist them going forward instead of highlighting a 
negative which will work itself out as we progress, and the people understand the 
requirements of this process. It is also Tika that a Hapu Kaikorero may change according to 
the kaupapa, but that is a part of  our Rangatiratanga.

We are fully in favour of a Hapu team supporting our Hapu Kaikorero. There should also 
be some criteria and/or milestones that show clear’ pathways as to what must be achieved by 
the Hapu team, to ensure the Hapu are kept up to date as active players in the process. Nui 
rawa te mahi mo te tangata kotahi.

Having said that, we recognise that some Hapu may need to be carried by others from time to 
time, either through mahitahi or whanaungatanga. We support that too, on the understanding 
that those Hapu being assisted are empowered to take responsibility for making then own 
decisions.

Regional Representation
There is a lot ofkorero about Hapu Rangatiratanga. In our view, to then set up Regional 
Representation undermines Hapu.

We as Tekau I Mua are a good example of being constantly undermined by the Runanga O 
NgatiHine. There has been no respect shown by the leadership of NgatiHine towards our* 
Tekau I Mua Hapu Rangatiratanga during this process. They do not represent us as our Hapu, 
nor have they consulted with us as a Hapu. We understand the concept of the Runanga and 
supported it when it was established, but not presently in its behaviour', its representation, its 
current leadership and how it has rewritten our Hapu History. We do not support
the Maranga Mai proposal of Regional Representation.

Hononga Nui
The model as proposed is very complex with layers that seem unnecessary.
Tikanga will, or should, dictate when a forum for wider discussion is required.
Accordingly, Hononga nui may simply be a hosting by a Hapu eg. the korero may be about 
shared Hapu boundaries. It makes sense to have Hapu hui at the places where the matter 
arises.

It may also be a place designated for Hononga nui which could mean the place for those 
issues or take which involve ALL of Ngapuhi.

In our view it is the flexibility and transportability of the concept of Hononga Nui which is 
important rather than the ‘designated’ place.



Hononga Iti
The legal entity. There is no way representatives should be expected to serve here without 
leadership and decision making roles, especially around the mandate, accountability and 
transparency, as well as overseeing the timetabling of the whole process.

We support the current Tuhoronuku model in that it was not criticised by the Waitangi 
Tribunal. Seeing some'of thmwOrk that has been undertaken to this point eg.- 
Communications Strategy, Negotiations Tables (not just those proposed for Hapu, but also 
for requests to CFRT and OTS for putea for the ongoing costs for governance and planning), 
it does not make sense to start anew now. That does not ‘strengthen the mandate’.

Database
We are willing to get on board any initiatives and or training to make this a reality for us, so 
we can talk to ourselves, and get to know ourselves as well.

Name Change
We do not support a name change and view this as a distraction. We just want us to move on 
through this stage as the big mahi is yet to be done. We respect the name and the process 
undertaken before this name was decided upon. We are thankful for all those who made it 
possible.

Decision making
We would just like to reiterate that each Hapu be empowered to make decisions and take 
responsibility for them. These decisions should not then be subject to Regional 
displacements. Rather that each Hapu actively engages through tikanga according to the 
kanpapa of the day.

We fail to see how individuals are being encouraged to participate in every Hapu they belong 
to without a proper process. We view that as being problematic if Hapu are going to be 
steered down the process of one Hapu one vote.

Dispute Resolution
We agree there can be some general guidelines set for some anticipated situations. However 
we would like to encourage the practise of our Tikanga prior to other forms of resolving 
issues.

The Operations
In the Tuhoronuku model, the Board requires a high level of expertise in the management of 
the Operations team. Our expectation is that that would continue for the Board/Hononga Iti as 
well as for the Rohe and assisting Hapu on an as needs basis.

Resourcing
This is such a big hurdle for our Hapu.
We would request an undertaking from the Crown that they will fund the Hapu teams, our 
Operations and all our needs going forward, to a realistic amount to achieve a fair and just 
settlement.

\

Withdrawal Process
The proposed process is in our view quite onerous and appears to want to be punishing Hapu 
for withdrawing. We support in principle, but not in this way.



Conclusion
The proposal by Maranga Mai has become more onerous as time goes by, instead of getting 
simpler. We cannot support it in its entirety.

We do mihi to all who have tried to do what they perceive as their best for Ngapuhi. Nga 
manaakitanga.
KIAORA.
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From:
Sent: u'Thursday, 2 June 2016 11:39 a.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nzr[
Subject: ' Feedback on Maranga Mai

Tena tatou

I represented a number of hapu groups who initiated and participated within the Waitangi Tribunal Inquiry into the 
way in which Crown Settlement Policy and the creation of Tuhoronuku impacted on the Ngapuhi and its constituent 
hapu.

I understand that feedback was due on this issue last week, however, for a number of those I represent, for various 
reasons (most particularly the number of tangi that happened around the deadline) they were not able to send in 
their feedback.

This should not be taken to mean that they were not interested in the proposed structure, or that they did not meet 
to discuss it, they just that they did not have the opportunity to respond.

I inform that I was personally required to attend meetings with various hapu who would have made 
submissions. Those include Ngati Hau me Ngati Kaharau, Ngati Pakau, Ngati Te Rauwawe and Ngati Toro. These are 
all Hokianga hapu.

These hapu asked that I send in this email to encapsulate their views.

On the whole, these hapu supported the progress made by the Maranga Mai team, in noting this point in this 
submission, I would like to direct attention to a potential flaw in the engagement process which called for 
submissions on the proposed model.

Such a process invariably leads to a submission process that highlights perceived deficiencies from various 
perspectives as those who are happy with aspects generally do not make submissions on those aspects.

For instance, the hapu above were highly critical of the way in which urban and Kaumatua/kuia representation was 
separated from the hapu base in the Tuhoronuku model and made this clear throughout their opposition and within 
the Waitangi Tribunal. They are now unanimously in favour of the proposal that has been presented that shifts the 
urban representation back to the hapu requiring them to engage with their hapu rather than being provided with a 
platform that allows displaced hapu members to speak across them. This was a key theme emanating from the 
meeting of Ngati Toro at Utakura who felt that their hapu participation would be enhanced if hapu members 
returned rather than speaking from outside.

This was also a key theme emanating from Ngati Pakau and Ngati Te Rauwawe when they had their meeting. What 
needs to be considered in the expression of this key theme, was that many of those participating in these hui on the 
marae currently live away from the rohe. Many of them said that the issues of distance could now be dealt with by 
technology. A meeting from Taheke can now be streamed interactively to Marae in Auckland, Rotorua, Wellington, 
Australia etc allowing those attending remotely to participate. This would enhance the hapu connections 
strengthening the wider fabric of Ngapuhi as a whole. It would also solve the rather ad-hoc way that Urban 
Participation has been constructed which has resulted in a spread of representation that does not match the 
demographic spread of Ngapuhi. The fact that the solution suggested does not align with the demographic problem 
that it was created to solve renders the solution irrational. It therefore cannot be imposed for the purposes of a 
settlement.

l
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Those I represent the meetings I attended also expressed the need to strengthen the autonomy of the various 
taiwhenua. If a taiwhenua approach is to be achieved then particular uniqueness needs to be able to reflected by 
the negotiators. In this regard; it was thought that Taiwhenua should be responsible for the appointment of 
particular negotiators to represent them and those negotiators or teams should be accountable back to the 
taiwhenua. In this way, autonomy could be achieved under the single mandate.

The ability of hapu to withdraw is supported, however, the ability of a Taiwhenua withdrawal should also be 
considered. This should not be an easy task, however, where less than half of the hapu remain within the model, 
they should not necessarily be seen to represent the taiwhenua as a whole. This would enhance the process and 
align it with the ideals of ko whao rau.

Ultimately, the majority of those that I represent and that I have interacted with have expressed strong support for 
the progress that has been made despite the ongoing levels of mistrust that linger.

While I understand that a final report would be completed following this feedback process, I would suggest that 
another iteration might be required to consider the amendments to the proposal consulted on. Future engagement 
should be efficient and focussed on areas of disagreement, however, the chance to comment on any changes ought 
to be provided as the model is refined. I do not say this to increase the time taken, indeed many are already growing 
weary of the topic, however, it is a case of ensuring that the platform upon which we commence is as robust as 
possible.

Director



From:
Sent: '"'Thursday, 9 June 2016 6:06 a.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Cc: f
Subject: Te Kopatai submission
Attachments: submison June.doc

Kia ora

Please find submission
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Thursday, 09 June 2016

Submission from the Waikare Maori Committee on behalf of nga uri o Te Kapotai

The Waikare Maori Committee held its monthly meeting on Wednesday 1 June 2016 at 
Waikare marae where we considered and discussed the Draft Maranga Mai Report. The Draft 
Maranga Mai Report was also discussed at the April and May meetings and a Ngapuhi 
Engagement Hui was held at our marae on 15 April 2016.

Resolutions:

1. Our current position remains, that is, we are opposed to the Tuhoronuku Deed of Mandate.
2. Our hapu kaikorero for our Te T iriti o Waitangi Claims are

3. We support the Draft Maranga Mai Report in principle.
4. Te Kapotai will make a decision once the final report is released.

Nga mihi,



1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Monday, 23 May 2016 12:49 p.m. 
ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz

Signed Submission to Maranga Mai Report 
submission signed.jpg

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On *>2t 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 HapO huj it was unanimously decided by NgSlI Kuta and patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a KgSpuhl wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways-no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise colTecifve leverage against the 

Grown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. ICahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the Individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation-the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapO any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process Is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process lo select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process Is not Hapu Rangaiiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore HapG must have the right to veto any decision and not be marglnalited 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism -  Our position remains, that we the bapO and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NKOTTM or TKOHHN

Therefore it Is our position that v/e do not have to go through any such process. The 
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu

1
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 

whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
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b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 HapQ hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 

. whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons;

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 

The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;

a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 
Crown

b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

I
We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 

this is not true. Kahungu.nu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 

and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes tp Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do hot support a report where the decision making process is hot

transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting

process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 

authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patu.keha

whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Reportfor the following reasons;

1. We oppose a Ngapuhl wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

.2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways '
The Maranga Mai Report asserts th,at Regional mandates;

a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 
Crown

b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 

this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3, Hapu Representation -  the changes to HapQ representation  Uo not bring our hapu any closer 

to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 

transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 

process is .not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 

authority, therefore Hapu must have the. right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5 ; Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it Is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements j

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 

whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;

a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 
Crown

b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We  ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that
this is not true. Kahungupu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups

and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

.4 . Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 

transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 

process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 

authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TlMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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. RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 

whanbu, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed o f Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways--? np real consideration given to alternative pathways 

The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;

a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 
Crown

b) likely mean that less would be achieyed through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 

this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to. the negotiation table than TIMA did

4; Decision Making -  we do hot support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g, a) the process to select .negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 

process is not Hapu Raiigatjra.tanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 

authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
t.hroligh a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5, Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that We the hapQ and We the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claim's and historical grievances.

■ That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The 
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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RE; SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To; Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuia and Patukehs whansu,
that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons;

1 W'f oppose n Ngapuhl wide Single Deed o f Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiation process where hapu have a direct input into

thaif claim settlement

2. Alternative Pathways -  there has been no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Repart asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against tbs Crown 
h) likely mean that less would ba achieved through settlement 
c) severely limit ability to negotiate^ollsctive redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements ss our research shows that this is 
net true, k'abungunu settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups and the collective 

through a regional mandate approach

3. Ha,pu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our frapO any closer to the 

negotiation table than what TIMA did

4. Decision Making = we do not support a report where the decision making process is not transparent 
e.g, a) the process to select negotiators is not clear h| decisions by a Voting process is not HspL* 

.Ramgsiiratastga, whanau/ftapu claimants work by consensus not a show o f  hands or ballot box 
alternative measures, Hapu Rangatlrtitanga means Hapu have absolute authority, therefore Hapu 

must have the right to veto any decision and not be nwginaiited through 3 voting process (Stage I  

Report)

S Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapQ and we the claimants have never
provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. That includes 
TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHM

5. References ~ We have seen to  many failures where less than satisfactory outcomes have been made. 
Two immediate examples Include the Crowns support for the failed leadership model of Tuhororiuku 
arid the Maori Fisheries Settlement where decisions of convenience took precedent over sound 
commercial decision making,

Therefore it is our position that we w ant to settle but in the right Way as a Tai W henua or Regional

grouping and not have to ga through any such process o f a single negotiating entity on our behalf.

Wa the claimants hold the claims on behalf of the whanau/hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and. Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha whanau,

that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiation process w here hapu have a direct input into

their claim settlem ent

2. Alternative Pathways -  there has been no real consideration given to alternative pathways 

The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;

a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the Crown

b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlem ent

c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statem ents as our research shows that this is 

not true. Kahungunu settlem ent saw greater benefits for both the individual groups and the collective 

through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer to the 

negotiation table than what TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report w here the decision making process is not transparent 

e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting process is not Hapu 

Rangatiratanga, whanau/hapu claimants work by consensus not a show of hands or ballot box 

alternative measures. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute authority, therefore Hapu 

must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized through a voting process (Stage 1 

Report)

5. W ithdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have never 

provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. That includes 

TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

6. References -  We have seen to many failures w here less than satisfactory outcomes have been made. 

Two immediate examples include the Crowns support for the failed leadership model of Tuhoronuku 

and the Maori Fisheries Settlem ent where decisions of convenience took precedent over sound 
commercial decision making.

Therefore it is our position that we want to settle but in the right way as a Tai W henua or Regional 

grouping and not have to go through any such process of a single negotiating entity on our behalf. 

We the claimants hold the claims on behalf of the whanau/hapu
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RE; SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 HapCn hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha whanau, 

that we oppose the Maranga Mas Report for the following reasons:

1 We oppose a Ngapiihf wide Single Deed of Mandate

Ws support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiation process where hapu have a direct input into 

their claim settlement

2- A lternative Pathways -  there has been no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mel Report asserts that Regional mandates;

a) weaken ihs negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the Crown 
bj likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We asfe you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shews that this is 
not true, tfahungunu settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups and the collective 

through a regional mandate approach

3, Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer to the 

negotiation table than what T5MA did

4, Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not transparent 
e,g, a) the process to select negotiators is hot clear b] decisions by a voting process is net Hapu 

Rangatiratanga, whanau/hapu claimants work by consensus not a show ©I hands or ballot box 
alternative measures. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute authority, therefore Hapu 

must have the right to veto any decision and n o t be marginalized through a voting process jStage I  

Report]

5, Withdrawal Mechanism • Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants nave never 
provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. That includes 
TIMA, this proposed entity, MHOTTM or TKQNHM

6, References -  We have seen to many failures where less than satisfactory outcomes have been made* 
Two immediate examples include the Crowns support for the failed leadership model of Tuhoronuku 
and the Maori Fisheries Settlement where decisions of convenience took precedent over sound 
commercial decision making.

Therefore it is our position that vve want to  settle but in the right w ay as a Tai Whenug or Regions!

grouping and mat have to go through any such process o f a single negotiating entity on our behalf.

We the claim ants hold the claims qn behalf of the whanau/hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage agains^the 

Crown '  ^
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true- The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. HapQ Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report Where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not HapQ Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means HapQ have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the rigf)t to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that'we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu



RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 

The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 

to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. HapQ Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 

authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 

The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 

to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 

through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf.of the hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui It was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapQ any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu ?



Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The claimants 
hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monday, 23 May 2016 3:28 p.m.
ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Fwd: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

   Forwarded message.............
From;
Date: 23 May 2016 at 12:06
Subject: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT
To: ,lNgapuhifeedback@iustice.govt.nz" <Ngapuhifeedback@iustice.govt.nz>

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and 
Patukeha whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

• We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate
• We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

• Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways
• The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
• weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
• likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
• severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

• We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows 
that this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual 
groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

• Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any 
closer to the negotiation table than TIMA did

• Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

• Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants 
have never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical 
grievances. That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

i
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true, Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. HapO Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means HapO have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapO
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: _ Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 

The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 

authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants-hold the claims on behalf of the hapu



RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 

The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 

individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 

to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 

through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims.on behalf of the hapu



RE: SUBIVIISSIOIM TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 

whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 

The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;

a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 
Crown

b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 

this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 

and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 

to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 

transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 

process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 

authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 

through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. W ithdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The 
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Aprand Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui itw as unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 

whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Reportforthe following reasons:

1. We opposea Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We supporta Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways-no real consideration given toalternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;

a) weakenthe negotiating leverage/difficultfor usto utilise collective leverage against the 
Crown

b) likely m eanthatless would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit abilityto negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 

and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation-the changesto Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 

to the negotiationtablethanTIM A did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 

process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means HapO have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be m arginalized 

through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism-Ourposition rem ains,thatw ethe hapuand we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includesTIMA,thisproposed entity, NHOTTMorTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the
Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that this is 
not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups and the 
collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer
to the negotiation table than TIMA did .

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting process is 
not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute authority, therefore 
Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized through a voting process 
(Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. That
includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The claimants hold
the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 HapO hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the
Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that this is 
not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups and the 
collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting process is
not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute authority, therefore 
Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized through a voting process 
(Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. That 
includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The claimants hold
the claims on behalf of the hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 HapO hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the
Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that this is 
not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups and the 
collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting process is
not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute authority, therefore 
Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized through a voting process 
(Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. That 
includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The claimants hold
the claims on behalf of the hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the
Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that this is 
not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups and the 
collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting process is
not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute authority, therefore 
Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized through a voting process 
(Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. That 
includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The claimants hold
the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the
Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that this is 
not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups and the 
collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting process is 
not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute authority, therefore 
Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized through a voting process 
(Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. That
includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The claimants hold
the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director o f  Office o f  Treaty Settlements
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whufiny, that wq Oppose iSto Moron-p Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. W e oppos e a Mgipuh i wide Sirt-gte Deeds o f  Mandate

We support a Regional! Deed Of Mandate and Negotiations pfoiicsn
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W e ask you to provide evidence to  substantiate=these statements as our research showsthat this is 
net true, SKahunfunu Settlement saw!greater benefits for both t lie in dividual groups and the 
coltacdve -through a regional nlnndnto approach
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t o t he negotiat ion t able than TIMA did
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Eraiispaiem 0,1, n) the proscss to select iMg ctlatorn is riot clear b) tfecisions by a voting pnpcdsp Is 
not Hapu Rangatiratanga'. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute authority* therefore 
Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not b e  marginalized through a voting process 
(Stage 1 Report)
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;

a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 
Crown

b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement

c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority; therefore HapG must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains; that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapG
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu



To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the
Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that this is 
not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups and the 
collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting process is 
not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute authority, therefore 
Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized through a voting process 
(Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. That
includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our p o s it io n 'll to go through any such process. The claimants hold
the claims on behalf of the hapu <
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not HapG Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The 
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu „
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and PatukehaC
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -th e  changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu



RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

1

V

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu



RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach  ..............
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3. HapD Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances.
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 HapG hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach.

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our fiapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

/

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the .individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu.
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances.
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The 
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapG
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. Kahungunu Settlement saw greater benefits for both the individual groups 
and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT
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To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM orTKONHN

RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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RE: SUBMISSION TO MARANGA MAI REPORT

To: Director of Office of Treaty Settlements

On Sat 9 Apr and Sat 14 May 2016 Hapu hui it was unanimously decided by Ngati Kuta and Patukeha 
whanau, that we oppose the Maranga Mai Report for the following reasons:

1. We oppose a Ngapuhi wide Single Deed of Mandate

We support a Regional Deed of Mandate and Negotiations process

2. Alternative Pathways -  no real consideration given to alternative pathways 
The Maranga Mai Report asserts that Regional mandates;
a) weaken the negotiating leverage/difficult for us to utilise collective leverage against the 

Crown
b) likely mean that less would be achieved through settlement
c) severely limit ability to negotiate collective redress

We ask you to provide evidence to substantiate these statements as our research shows that 
this is not true. The Muriwhenua/Te Hiku Settlement saw greater benefits for both the 
individual groups and the collective through a regional mandate approach

3. Hapu Representation -  the changes to Hapu representation do not bring our hapu any closer 
to the negotiation table than TIMA did

4. Decision Making -  we do not support a report where the decision making process is not 
transparent e.g. a) the process to select negotiators is not clear b) decisions by a voting 
process is not Hapu Rangatiratanga. Hapu Rangatiratanga means Hapu have absolute 
authority, therefore Hapu must have the right to veto any decision and not be marginalized 
through a voting process (Stage 1 Report)

5. Withdrawal Mechanism - Our position remains, that we the hapu and we the claimants have 
never provided any authority to anyone to negotiate our claims and historical grievances. 
That includes TIMA, this proposed entity, NHOTTM or TKONHN

Therefore it is our position that we do not have to go through any such process. The
claimants hold the claims on behalf of the hapu
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

I r
Monday, 23 May 2016 1:51 p.m. 
ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz 
Submission to Maranga Mai report 
Te Ngare Hauata submission to Maranga Mai.docx

Tena koutou, this is an individual submission in the name of 
Ngare Hauata hapu submission

of Te Ngare Hauata in support of the Te

Nga mihi

1

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


From:
Sent: Mnursday, 19 May 2016 7:17 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: Ngapuhi submissions

I wish to submit a personal submission in support of the Te Ngare Hauata Hapu

V
From of Te Ngare Hauata

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

This is an individual submission in support of the Te Ngare Hauata submission from' 

o fT e Ngare Hauata

Monday, 2-3 May 2016 3:28 p.m.
ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Te Ngare Hauata submission

1

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monday, 23 May 2016 3:16 p.m.
ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Submission

This is an individual subm ission in support o f  the Te N gare Hauata subm ission from 

o f Te N gare Hauata

1

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 3:11 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt,nz

From:

This is an individual subm ission in support o f  the Te N gare H auata subm ission from 

H auata

j» tj'

o f  T e N gare

N

1



From:
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 3:11 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: Te Ngare Hauata Submisssion

This is an individual submission in support of the Te Ngare Hauata submission from 

Ngare Hauata

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 3:01 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: Te Ngare Hauata Submisssion

From:

This is an individual submission in support o f the Te Ngare Hauata submission from 

Hauata

o f Te Ngare

1

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


From:
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 2:54 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: Te Ngare Hauata Submisssion

This is an individual submission in support of the Te Ngare Hauata submission from 
Hauata

ofTe Ngare

1

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


From:
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 3:29 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: NgaPuhi Ki Otautahi submission

This is an individual submission in support o f Ngapuhi ki Otautahi submission 

!of Te Ngare Hauata.

-■

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


From:
Sent:
To:

Monday, 23 May 2016 3:17 p.m. 
ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz

This is an individual subm ission in support o f  N gapuhi lei O tautahi subm ission from  

■ o f  Te N gare Hauata.

1

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


From:
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 3:09 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: Ngapuhi ki Otautahi submission

This is an individual submission in support of Ngapuhi ki Otautahi submission from 

Ngare Hauata.

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


From:
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 3:07 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: Ngapuhi ki Otautahi submission

This is an individual submission in support o f Ngapuhi ki Otautahi submission from 

Hauata.

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz


This is an individual submission in support of Ngapuhi ki Otautahi submission from 
Hauata.

From:
Sent: Monday, 23 May 2016 2:57 p.m.
To: ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
Subject: Ngapuhi ki Otautahi submission

*

of Te Ngare
-4

1

1

mailto:ngapuhifeedback@justice.govt.nz
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